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Abstract
The purpose of this cross-sectional, comparison study attempted to investigate if a
code of conduct existed in New Jersey teacher union contracts to nursinghospital union
contracts. Archived data of public school district and nursinghospital union contracts
held with the New Jersey Public Employment Relations Committee (NJ PERC) and
Health Professionals and Allied Employees (HPAE) were used. Furthermore, the study
investigated the severity of ethical content found in union contracts. A listing of ethical
terms were developed and evaluated by a second party trained in contracts law.
Results show that a code of conduct does not exist within New Jersey teacher union
contracts in comparison to nursingthospital union contracts did not exist.
Nursinghospital union contracts did show a code of conduct existed as part of Corporate
Compliance of individual hospitals throughout New Jersey. When adding helping
professions to the comparison, helping professions had met the same number of ethical
standards. When comparing union contracts to the New Jersey Professional Standard,
each category; teaching, nursing and helping professions had met an ethical standard.
Further investigation of ethical term severity of union contracts, results showed that
hospitalslnursing union contracts had ethical content with a strong severity rating.
Teacher union contracts had a low severity rating for ethical content. Data showed that all
hospitaldnwsing have a code of conduct included in union contracts. Examination of
teacher union contracts showed that a code of conduct did not exist.
Practical implications are drawn from this research as well as recommendations for
further extension of this research.
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Chapter I

Introduction and Background
Society expects teachers to be engaged in the ethical and moral development of
students. The development of just citizens is one of the purposes of American education.
Teachers are role models and they have a subtle and a significant effect on the ethical
development of young people.
The character modeling by both parents and teachers can help to develop
generations of fair, honest, and tolerant citizens for participation in a democratic society.
Parents are a child's first role models. Usually children are more affected by what their
parents do than by what their parents say. Children learn how to behave by seeing how
their mothers and fathers behave and following their example. For this reason, parents
need to be aware of the lessons they may unintentionally be teaching their children.
Since the year 2001, research conducted by state education departments such as
the Texas Education Agency (2008), has found 3,496 teacher misconduct cases out of 2.6
million teachers (U.S. Census, 2009,

nationwide. In New Jersey there have been 132

teachers in 2008 that have had their teaching credentials revoked or otherwise sanctioned
over allegations of misconduct. Although the actual percentage of cases' related to the
number of teachers is relatively small, the potential consequences for children are very
serious. "Nationwide about 4.5 million students will report some type of educator
misconduct during a student's K-12 schooling, with as many as 9 in 10 cases may go
unreported" (Shakeshaft, 2007). Cases that have been reported, "statistics have shown
that 839 out of 3,496 teachers who have had their credentials revoked, were sentenced for
misconduct throughout the United States (US Department of Corrections, 2008). These

statistics show that teacher misconduct cases are greater than other helping professions
such as nurses who have had 688 disciplinary actions out of 2.4 million nurses"
(American Nurses' Association, 2003; U.S. Census, 2009). Teachers are increasingly
losing their teaching certificates or having their applications for permanent certification
denied over sexual misconduct with students (Shakeshaft, 2007). Statewide, misconduct
cases against teachers, coaches, administrators and aides are surfacing at a rate of more

thm one every two days of school (The Associated Press, 2008). These cases include
theft, cheating, fraud, and inappropriate relationships with students.
Between the years of 2001 to 2005, sexual misconduct allegations led states to
take action against the licenses of 2,570 educators throughout the United States. This
figure includes licenses that were revoked, denied and surrendered. "Students were
victims in at least 69% of the cases" (New York School Boards Association, 2007).
Reporting of teacher misconduct cases has been inconsistent throughout the United
States. With an increased awareness of teacher misconduct, community members and
school administrators face a challenge in maintaining an ethical code of among their
teaching staff.
Within the State of New Jersey, the New Jersey Department of Education or
NJDOE, (2007) had developed an ethical standard for educators called the New Jersey

Professional Standarhfor School Leaders and Teachers [italics added]. The standards
covered clearly define an ethical code of conduct for school administrators such as
Principals and Superintendents. However, for teachers the ethical code of conduct
established is primarily for promoting student learning and for teaching in the classroom.
Since teachers are responsible for ethical decision-making on a daily basis, it seems

important for teachers to have a clearly defined ethical code of conduct that exuded a
professional spirit.
There are many options to establishing a code of conduct. Some options are
college course requirements for ethics to pre-service teachers, district boards of education
for new teacher orientation training, professional development requirements, and teacher
contracts. For this study, the researcher used teacher union contracts. There are a number
of reasons for establishing an ethical code of conduct in teacher union contracts. F i t , it
is the responsibility of teachers to follow their contracts. Second, union contracts are
legally binding and completed through a process called collective bargaining. Collective
bargaining allows for decision-making power to exist among teacher union
representatives and their employing school boards.
Collective bargaining agreements in the state's 565 public school districts in New
Jersey (NJDOE, 2008) could include an ethical code of conduct in teacher union
contracts that would give a decision-making power to union representatives and teachers
(NJDOE, 2007). To understand the influence on ethics in teacher union contracts, a study
design with a particular framework that could expand the present knowledge was
developed, using public information and proprietary data. The researcher received
Institutional Review Board (IRB) exemption fiom 111review.
Teacher Union Contracts, Ethics, and L m
The contents of teacher union contract's may differ depending on the school
district, but the reason for having collective bargaining and union contracts in New Jersey
remains the same--to protect and to set expectations for teachers. There are a number of
areas addressed in collective bargaining agreements and union contracts. Within teacher

union contracts, areas addressed can be benefits, salary, length of contract, current
position, and working hours (New Jersey Educational Association or NJEA, 2008) or
other terms and conditions of employment. Some teacher union contracts also include
anticipated teacher participation in school activities, such as school dances, dramas,
graduation exercises, and Back to School Night.
The more detailed a teacher union contract, the greater the expectation is of what
is expected of teachers for that school year. By establishing an ethical code of conduct
through the process of collective bargaining with teacher unions, teachers would have a
clearly defined standard for behavior in their contracts. An ethical code would be
supported by New Jersey laws and statutes, along with providing a specific guide as to
what behaviors are desirable and undesirable in teachers. Behaviors such as being fair
and reflective would be desirable and behaviors such as bias or providing personal
information to a student would be seen as undesirable behaviors by school district
administrators. Implementing an ethical code would allow teachers to understand their
full professional responsibilities for being employed within public school districts. The
challenges of building an ethical code into teacher contracts include the willingness of
New Jersey School Boards and the New Jersey Educational Association (NJEA) to
support the establishment of an ethical code for teachers.
In the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education case, the United States Supreme Court
ruled that all teachers were considered a unionized group and not a true profession. As
opposed to nurses, who have been ruled as a true profession according to N.J.S.A. Title
45:ll-23 (State of New Jersey, 2008,n. A true profession has ethical frameworks that
include a code of conduct for decision-making and understanding boundaries for

behavior, a written commitment to service, and formation of professional boards. Nursing
has also been ruled as a profession through cases involving the National Labor Relations
Act (NLRA). Some examples of these cases are: Nursing (N.L.R.B. v. Healthcare
Retirement Corp., 1994) and University Professors (N.L.R.B. v. Yeshiva University,
1980), filed two separate court cases against the National Labor Relations Board
(NLRB).
These two cases claimed that the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA), an act
established to give the rights of collective bargaining, did not support nurses and
university professors as professionals because nurses and university professors have the
right to collective bargaining when negotiating yearly contracts. Since both nurses and
university professors are unionized, this act also did not protect them because they were
considered managers and/or supervisors. Teachers are considered supervisors in the
capacity of their classrooms (United States Department of Labor, 2004). However, under
the United States Supreme Court d i n g for the National Labor Relations Act, managers
and supervisors are entitled to the benefits of collective bargaining as are all unionized
employees (NLRB, 2008).
New Jersey teachers do not have the right to strike, but they do have the right to
be unionized. For teachers, being unionized has benefits such as the support and
protection needed when developing what content will go into the next school years'
teacher union contract through the process of collective bargaining. Using the process of
collective bargaining to establish standards such as an ethical code of conduct, allows for
teachers to be a part of decision-making. Having this decision-making ability to establish

an ethical code of conduct in teacher union contracts could increase the ethical standard
of teaching, as well as increase participation in ethical decision making.
Collective bargaining plays an important and vital role when considering the
expectations for teacher behaviors and an ethical code of conduct. School districts must

be explicit as to the dispositions or traits desired in their teachers. Thus, public school
district leaders could include an ethical code of conduct as part of teacher union contracts
in order to monitor and to decrease teacher misconduct both present and future. Often
professional teacher organizations, such as the Association of American Education
(AAE), a non-union professional teacher association that advances teaching through

professional development, teacher advocacy, and protection, will provide an ethical code
of conduct for members to follow, but AAE is not a recognized organization in New
Jersey (AAE, 2006).
One concern in New Jersey is that teacher unions, such as the NJEA, would not
be playing their protective role by not enforcing an ethical code of conduct. Other types
of educational organization or agencies, often times the NJEA, would then act to
represent teachers who are reported for having unethical conduct. Teachers would be
unlikely to embrace the idea that some other organization or agency may represent them
in disciplinary matters since union dues are paid to education organizations such as the
New Jersey Educational Association (NJEA), the state's largest union.

New Jersey Stance on Professionalism and Teacher Ethics
In New Jersey, teachers are considered state employees, which allow teachers to
gain the protection of the state. However, even as state employees, New Jersey has a code
of conduct called the Uniform Ethics Code that could cover teachers. The Uniform Ethics

Code was adopted by the State Ethics Committee to be used as a guide for conduct of
state officers and employees of state agencies in the Executive branch of the state
government. The Uniform Ethics Code provides standards of conduct for unionized, state
employees such as law enforcement officers and firefighters (State of New Jersey, 2007).
However, teachers are covered under the jurisdiction of the State Department of
Education; teachers are excluded from following the Uniform Ethics Code.
According to the State of NJ (2007), the School Ethics Commission, developed by
the NJDOE, is a committee of members whose job is to review, investigate, and render
decisions on complaints against school officials alleging violations of the School Ethics
Act. The School Ethics Act was set forth under NJ legislation, N.J.S.A. 18A (See
Appendix B), which declares that school officials must avoid conduct that is in violation
of public trust or creates a justifiable impression that the public trust is being violated
(NJDOE, 2007).
A school official is defined as a board member, a charter school trustee, a
managerial employee or officer of the New Jersey School Boards Association (NJSBA).
The School Ethics Act defines proper conduct for school officials and creates
mechanisms to monitor their conduct. Ethical standards of conduct for School
Administrators such as Superintendents and Principals, like teachers, are covered under
the Professional Standards of School Leaders and Teachers [italics added] (See
Appendix C).
An ethical code of conduct for teachers could provide an expectation of behavior

that would be clearly defined by teachers, school administrators and school district
leaders. The expectations for teachers have changed drastically from the earlier years.

This includes changes in teacher preparation and the implementation of a state testing and
year-long mentorship requirement.
In 1970, there was no requirement for taking the Praxis exam. Individuals
interested in becoming teachers took 4 years of college, preferably in liberal arts for those
looking to teach elementary school (See Appendix D). On graduation day, students
received not only their college degree, but also their teaching certification. The way that
teachers are being prepared has changed fiom 1970 to 2008 in order for teachers to meet
the standard of higher qualifications as required by the NCLB law. According to the
NJDOE (2008), the NJDOE is responsible for New Jersey teacher certification. The
current regulations for licensing teachers in New Jersey went into effect in January of
2004. In New Jersey, an instructional certificate is necessary to teach in an elementary or
secondary school. Certificates have endorsements which indicate the subject area or areas
in which the individual is authorized to teach. Teachers are subject to professional
standards that represent accepting a position of public trust (Association of American
Education, 1999). By establishing an ethical code of conduct, teachers would be expected
to help foster civic virtues such as integrity, diligence, responsibility, cooperation,
loyalty, fidelity, and respect for the law, for human life, for others, and for the self.

The Problem Addressed in this Study
The use of teacher union contracts is a common practice and required among
public school districts and viewed in this study for data analysis. Either with or without
tenure (known as job security, which a teacher earns by working in the same school
district for 3 years and 1 day), teachers are expected to provide written consent that they
will be returning for the following school year. Tenured teachers simply sign a statement;

non-tenured teachers must sign a formal contract. Teacher union contracts developed
through collective bargaining cover issues such as salary, benefits, and hours. Even
within the process of collective bargaining, an ethical code of conduct has not been a
visible part of New Jersey teacher union contracts.
During the period of time during which this study was conducted, the New Jersey
State Board of Education and NJDOE recommended the establishment of a committee
known as the Professional Teaching Standards Board (FTSB), comprised of teachers,
administrators, and representatives of higher education, local hoards of education, and the
general public. The PTSB defined professional obligations for teachers with regard to
ethics and policy. Within the New Jersey Standards of Professional Practice, a suggestive
practice [italics added] was developed by PTSB known as Standard 11. Standard 11

states that teachers are to recognize that their individual actions reflect on the entire
profession and understand that they are employees vested with the public trust (NJEA,
2009, p.60). Therefore, the problem of this study is addressed in the following question:
"Does an ethical code of conduct exist in New Jersey teacher union contracts, to what
extent does it exist, and if a code does exist, how does it compare to the code of conduct
for nursing?"
Purpose of Study

Teachers hold a special role in society. They are responsible for the formal
education of society's young people and for ensuring that the students within their
classrooms are provided with positive and safe environments. Teachers also have a duty
of ethics towards their students. The growth in the number of teacher misconduct cases
suggests a need for having an ethical standard for teachers.

Having a clear and defined ethical code of conduct may provide teachers with a
guide for behavior that many within the helping professions, such as psychologists and
nurses, (See Appendix E) already follow. Within the helping professions, education has
been excluded from having an established set of ethical standards (Litwack, 1985). Since
teachers have a responsibility for being temporary guardians for the students entrusted to
them, an established ethical code of conduct may increase ethically sound decisionmaking both within and outside the classroom.
In other professional organizations, for example the American Psychological
Association, or APA, there is a guide for behavior that is strictly enforced among
psychologists (MA, 2007). This behavior guide identifies acceptable behavior, ethical
standards, and an ethical code of conduct defined first by the profession and second, if
necessary, by law. An ethical code of conduct provides a framework that allows the
psychologist to not only make professional decisions, but it also affords explanations that
over the years have decreased the number and severity of cases of inappropriate behavior
patterns (Barrett, Neal, Stovall, 62 Whittel, 2006).
Within a government agency, such as the New Jersey Department of Education, a
set standard of ethics for teachers could set benchmarks for teachers' in guidance,
reflection, and for daily decision-making. If a teacher does not act in accordance with
these standards toward all students, then the teacher's ethical standard for teaching is
compromised. Teachers have the responsibility to foster a relationship of trust; they have
the rights of a temporary guardian, and must encourage the relationship a child would
have with this parental figure. Teachers are responsible legally and ethically for their
students' well-being and care during the school day.

One example of an ethical guide is the Newfoundland Labrador Teachers'
Association (NLTA) (2001). The following numbered sections are part of a code of ethics
for teachers:
Teacher Student
1. A teacher's first professional responsibility is to the enhancement of the quality of
education provided to the students in hisher charge;
2. A teacher accepts that the intellectual, moral, physical and social welfare of

hisher students is the chief aim and end of education;

3. A teacher recognizes that a privileged relationship exists between the teacher and
hisiher students and shall never exploit this relationship.
Teacher-Parent
1. A teacher seeks to establish liiendly and cooperative relationships with the home

and to provide parents with information that will serve the best interests of their
children.
Government agencies such as the Department of Education at both the state and national
level have a responsibility to provide clear and defined standards of ethical practice for
teachers such as the already existing standard of ethics for school administrators
(NJDOE, 2007).
Providing an ethical code of conduct may increase the credibility of teachers, in
particular in teachers' daily decision-making. In states such as New York, Delaware,
Pennsylvania, and Connecticut an ethical code of conduct is part of a yearly contract and
provides a means of monitoring teacher misconduct through these states' boards of
education (The Associated Press, 2008).

In this study, this researcher aims to develop a listing of ethical terms (See
Appendix F) that may be used when establishing a code of conduct in teacher union
contracts, data analysis concentrating on the role of teacher contracts, the contents of
teacher union contracts, and the role that collective bargaining plans when developing
teacher union contracts. Each school district is responsible through collective bargaining
to develop teacher contracts through teacher union representatives. However, teachers'
contracts may be a powerful tool for setting the standard for teacher conduct. This
researcher developed questions that were used instead of a null hypothesis to guide this
study. These questions can be supported by a null hypothesis.
Research Questions
The study is guided by four main questions.

Research Question 1
To what extent does the content of New Jersey teacher union contracts define a
code of conduct promoting ethical behavior patterns for teachers?

Research Question 2
To what extent does an ethical standard and a code of conduct exist between New
Jersey teacher union contracts and New Jersey nursing union contracts in comparison to
the New Jersey professional standard?

Research Question 3
How does ethical attention to codes of conduct compare in union contracts among
teaching, nursing, and helping professions?

Research Question 4
What content may be provided in New Jersey teacher union contracts when
establishing a code of conduct?
Significance of the Study

As teachers continue to face increased awareness of professional practice such as
ethical behavior patterns, the need for useful and effective data management is of
importance. A study which provides in-depth profiles of ethical practices with regard to
teaching, and the relationship of collective bargaining as it relates to ethics is important.
School administrators, higher education institutions, and government agencies may use
the information provided and insights gained in this study to re-examine their
implementation and negotiations of teacher union contracts and teaching practices.
Research based on the State of New York, has introduced specific implementation
tools and processes that contribute to systemic innovation and increased professional
standards in teaching. An ethical code of conduct and its uses are important components
of effective accountability systems and are of significant interest to school administrators,
government agencies, union representatives, teachers, and higher education institutions.
The findings presented in this research study may serve as a tool to endorse the
importance of ethics for decision-making and encourage school union representatives to
devote resources to the collection, analysis, and use of timely and genuinely set standards
of ethical practices.
Government agencies and teacher union representatives may gain a better
understanding of the need for an ethical code of conduct especially in the area of
collective bargaining. They may also gain insight into the determination of professional

standards to effectively address the need for clearly defined ethics for staff development
and programs that support daily decision-making. Policies and initiatives are intended to
bring forth improvement specifically designed to the needs of all teachers. Results from
this study may aid higher education administration, state and national government
agencies, and school union representatives in their understanding of implementation of
specific initiatives and the way in which those initiatives relate to the needs of teachers.
The study results may add to the existing professional standards of teachers and broaden
the scope of options to be used in deciding policies and innovations.

Defmitions of Terms Used in this Study
The following terms will be used throughout this study and are provided to clarify the
meaning of the data, or may be included herein to further define the areas of teaching and
ethical terminology. Of the paradigms listed, justice and care were of specific importance
for this study.
Absolutism - the thought that all statements are either absolutely true or
absolutely false.
Accountable - legally liable or accountable and having the ability to perform.
Autonomy - independence or freedom, as of the will or one's actions
Authenticity - in evidence, to provide to the judge the qualification of a witness
(particularly an expert witness) or a document or other piece of evidence that assures the
court of the talent and experience of a witness or the authenticity of the document.
Beneficence - the doing of good; active goodness or kindness; charity.
Bias - unequal treatment of individuals.
Code of Conduct - any system of regulations to govern the conduct of the people
of a community, society or nation, in response to the need for regularity, consistency and
justice based upon collective human experience.

-

Collective Bargaining the process by which wages, hours, rules, and working
conditions are negotiated and agreed upon by a union with an employer for all the
employees whom it collectively represents.
Conflict of Interest - the duty to protect more than one person or organization,
without violating the interests of either party.

Confidentiality - certain written and verbal communications which can be kept
private and need not be disclosed in court as evidence.
Decision-Making - Choosing between alternative courses of action using
cognitive processes - memory, thinking, and evaluation.
Discrimination - unequal treatment of persons, for a reason which has nothing to
do with legal rights or ability.
Dispositions - characteristics such as values, commitments, and professional
ethics that influence behaviors toward students, families, colleagues, and communities,
motivation, and development, as well as the educator's own personal growth.
Duty - a requirement that a person act toward others and the public with the
watchfulness, attention, caution and prudence that a reasonable person in the
circumstances would use.
Ethics - the causes of permanent disbarment include conviction of a felony
involving "ethical turpitude," forgery, fraud, a history of dishonesty, consistent lack of
attention to students, abandoning several clients, alcoholism or drug abuse which affect
the teacher's ability, theft of funds, or any pattern of violation.
Ethical Decision-Making -the cognitive process of an individual reaching a
decision based on autonomy, beneficence, justice, and nonmaleficence.
Fraud - the intentional use of deceit, a trick or some dishonest means to deprive
another of individual money, property or a legal right.
Helping Individuals - A category of professionals trained to provide service to the
general public.

Impartiality - principle of justice holding that decisions should be based on
objective criteria, rather than on bias, prejudice, or preferring the benefit to one person
over another for improper reasons.
Liable - responsible or obligated.
Misconduct - a wrongful, improper, or unlawful conduct motivated by
premeditated or intentional purpose or by obstinate indifference to the consequences of
one's acts.
Moral - violation of standards of moral conduct.
New Jersey Core Content Curriculum Standards (CCCS) - In New Jersey,
standards that describe what should be learned by students in public education (NJDOE,

2007).
Nonrnalfeasance- not doing harm.
Obligation - an obligation is a requirement to take some course of action.
Negligence - failure to exercise the care toward others which a reasonable person
would do in the circumstances or taking action which such a reasonable person would
not.
Pluralism - part and parcel of politics
Praxis -a test developed by Educational Testing Services to evaluate general
academic skills prior to entry into teacher education programs, measures subject-specific
knowledge and teaching skills.

-

Privacy the right to be free of unnecessary public scrutiny or to be let alone.
Prejudice - making a decision before becoming aware of the relevant facts of a
case or event.

Self-Reflection - the process of examining the impact of personal values, beliefs,
styles of communication, and experiences for developing a deeper understanding of one's
culture, personal and cultural biases, experiences, and beliefs as these may influence
future action and learning.
Stakeholder - a person, group, organization, or system which affects or can be
affected by an organization's actions.
Standard - an established requirement.
Truth - extends from honesty, good faith, and sincerity in general, to agreement
with fact or reality.
Union - an organization of workers who have banded together to achieve common
goals in key areas such as wages, hours, benefits and working conditions.
Utilitarianism - the idea that the moral worth of an action is solely determined by
its contribution to maximize happiness or pleasure as summed among all persons.
Values - the relative worth or importance of something.
Virtues - moral excellence of a person (Gamer, 2004; Speny, 2006; Hogue
Werhane & Freeman, 1998).

Ethical Considerations for School Off~cials
Ethic of Justice - The ethic of justice relies on the law, on codified interpretations of the
law, and on regulations and policies that go beyond the law, to consider issues of fairness
and equality.
Ethic of Care - The ethic of care focuses on compassion and empathy, and emphasizes
relationships and connections in the decision-making process. It fosters a nurturing
climate in schools and often portrays school personnel as caregivers.
Ethic of Power - The ethic of power challenges educators to rethink traditional ideas of
law and justice to consider who has the power and who makes the rules.
Ethic of the Community - In considering the ethic of the community, consideration as to
who the community is becomes essential. This ethic examines how the community may
affect ethical decision-making in both positive and negative ways.
Ethic of the Profession - The ethic of the profession calls for union leaders to consider
the professional and personal ethical principals' and codes, along with the standards of
the profession and the community interests in creating a model that makes the "best
interests of the student" the central focus (Hartman 62 Stefkovich, 2004).

Chapter II

REVIEW OF RELEVANT RESEARCH, LAW, AND LITERATURE

Overview
This review of selected sources is intended to develop and justify the purpose of
this research study. This literature review will show the progression of pertinent literature
in the field of ethics as well as identify areas of teacher ethics which are in need of further
research.
The literature review begins with an explanation of the differences between codes
of conduct and standards. The research on teacher ethics clearly shows the importance
placed on the role of having an ethical code of conduct in teacher union contracts by
examining the current ethical requirements of teachers under the New Jersey Department
of Education (NJDOE) and various teaching associations, to non-teaching associations
such as the American Psychological Association (MA).
The next section of this literature review explores four areas relating to teaching
and student learning: dispositions (i.e. characteristics and behavior), ethics, reflection,
and teacher misconduct. With an understanding of ethical behavior, a review and analysis
of teachers as part of the helping profession is examined in comparison to other helping
professions, such as nursing, firefighting, and law enforcement. The literature review
concludes with an analysis of collective bargaining which includes the background,
process, and issues concerning collective bargaining. The conclusion of this literature
review will establish the reason for, and the necessity of, this study.

Meaning and Examination behind Codes of Conduct and Standards
What is a code and what is a standard? According to U.S. Department of Justice
(2004):

Code - "A standard that is an extensive compilation of provisions covering broad
subject matter or that is suitable for adoption into law independently of other codes
and standards.

Standard - A document, the main text of which contains only mandatory provisions
using the word "shall" to indicate requirements and which is in a form generally
suitable for mandatory reference by another standard or code or for adoption into law.
These non-mandatory provisions shall be located in an appendix, footnote, or fineprint note and are not to be considered a part of the requirements of a standard" (U.S.
Department of Justice, 2004, Introduction section, 9.
The development of ethical standards by professional associations, boards,
councils, and colleges of teachers responds in part to a ethic imperative that teachers be
accountable to the wider community and in part to a desire to enhance the overall
professionalism of educators' behavior. In this chapter the researcher explored the
conceptual aspects of defdng a code of conduct for the teaching field, by first combining
empirical evidence from previously reported research studies with the ethical dilemmas
facing teachers; next, through examining the ability to execute a code of conduct; and
lastly by understanding how ethical codes of conduct have defined teacher roles in other
state education departments.

Examination of Codes ofConduct
Codes of conduct for certified staff are needed to establish standards of ethical
behaviors not covered by New Jersey criminal law. Codes are to describe what
constitutes corrupt practice, especially when proper professional conduct differs from
otherwise widely accepted social norms. Gi giving for example, may be appropriate
outside the classroom, but not as a requisite for receiving education. The effectiveness of
codes depends on them being publicly known, respected at government and other top
levels, and promoted as a guided process for professional development. Non-compliance
must result in sanctions, including possibly the loss of teaching licenses. Theft, misuse of
funds and other illegal acts of behavior carried out by teachers must be consistently dealt
with by the courts to maintain respect for the rule of law. Professional associations or
unions are suitable sources of such codes.

Barrett, Neal, Stovall, and Whittel, (2006) examined teachers' perceptions of the
frequency and seriousness of different categories for describing teacher behavior. The

researchers administered a 34-item questionnaire to 25 school professionals in
northwestern South Carolina. For each item, participants related the extent to which
teachers agreed or disagreed that the behavior occurred frequently and that it also
represented a serious violation of professional ethics. Factor analysis of the ratings of
seriousness yielded three domains of ethical concerns: (a) student-teacher boundary
violations; (b) carelessness in behavior; and (c) subjectivity in grading and instruction.
Teachers rated boundary violations as the most serious but least common violations and
carelessness in behavior as the most frequent but least serious violation. Problems of
subjectivity in grading were rated as moderately frequent and moderately serious. The

researchers found no differences between elementary and secondary teachers in their
ratings of the seriousness or fkequency of any of the three groups of ethical concerns. The
n = 25 was a small sample and a study limitation.
Examination of Standards

Standards provide a domain that encompasses accreditation, licensure, and
certification of teachers. The development of teaching standards were a part of an entire
specific historical era in the profession, equal in signiticance

to other major periods in

education history such as the development of normal schools. In the late 1980s, the
standards movement was so pervasive and powerful that the decade it was appropriately
termed the Era of Standards (Roth, 1996).
The standards movement, in general, may be characterized by several salient
features, such as: a deep-seated and growing distrust of teacher education; a change in the
locus of control, with national policy emerging as a dominant influence; restructuring of
licensing and governance; and reconceptualizing the nature of standards, with
performance and outcomes assuming a preeminent role (Roth, 1996, p. 242). The State of
New Jersey does have an ethical standard for school personnel. However, this practice of
ethical standards exists for school board members. School board members are covered
under the School Ethics Act. The School Ethics Act, which was created to decrease
violations from occurring and to increase public trust.
Codes of Conduct versus Standards

The practice of teaching may be the most important school-related activity
influencing student achievement. A code of conduct based on the professional standards
will help teachers in becoming classroom leaders, who will then develop and articulate

practices which will form a knowledge dynamic that could be tested, modified and
revised. The process of creating a code of conduct serves as a link between reflection and
practice that has for some time been essential to good practice and ethical decisionmaking of teachers (Clift, Houston, & Pugach, 1990).
Ethical codes of conduct are not a new practice in private schools throughout New
Jersey. One example is Don Bosco Preparatory High School in Mahwah, New Jersey.
This teacher contract is designed with both an explanation of responsibilities and a guide
for ethical decision-making. The teacher's union contract states:
1. The use of a code of conduct promotes description of the teacher's role,
analysis, and evaluation inherent in the reflective process form as a basis
for professional understanding and improvement. The reflective process
has been recognized as being important in sustaining one's professional
health and competence and that the ability to exercise professional
judgment is in fact informed through reflection on practice.

2. Description is the first step in a reflective process. This stage briefly
describes the relevant context for teacher practice and provides a basis for
the other two segments of the reflection. This step may include the
relevant features of the teacher's professional context.
3 . Analysis of expectations and responsibilities. Equally important are

accurate assessments of the quality and significance of the evidence, and
explanations of how the code of conduct addresses New Jersey teacher
standards.

4 . Reflective commentary on the aspects of teacher practice represented.
Since reflection is a process that facilitates the development of future
action from the contemplation of past andlor current behavior, it is also
important to note the implications for the future practice as a teacher (Day,
1999,l 1).

Parents as First Teacher
Parents are a child's first teachers and role models. Usually children are more
affected by what their parents do than by what their parents say. Children learn how to
behave by seeing how their mothers and fathers behave and following their example. For
this reason, parents need to be aware of the "lessons" they may unintentionally be
teaching your children. Children often learn without a parent's realizing it. For example,
it's not unusual for a mother to overhear her four-year-old child scolding a younger sister
or brother or a doll in the same sharp tones that she herself uses when scolding the
children. Such unintentional influences are just as powerful as those parents carefully
plan. Examples of this are the following:
(1) Social skills. Social skills and attitudes are often best taught by example. A child will

learn good manners more easily when "please" and "thank you" are part of daily life. The
learning is gradual and occurs more naturally at home. As children take part in social
activities with a parent, children begin to notice how the parent reacts to other people and
new situations. A child's own self-confidence in meeting people often depends on the
parent's example;

(2) Respect for others. Children learn more than social skills and table manners from
their parents. They also learn how to value other people and institutions. Parents who

regularly put down other people are teaching their child that other people are
unimportant. Being aware or reflective as to how parents treat their children sets an
example for how children are to treat others;
(3) Leading by Example. Consistency between teaching and example is very important.
If you try to teach your child one thing but then behave in a different or opposite way
yourself, your child will become confused and frustrated as to what to do and whom to
believe;

(4) The home environment. Children not only unconsciously imitate the behavior of
their parents, but they also absorb the general atmosphere of the home. A child reared in a
home filled with love, affection, and cooperation can more easily show love to others.
This doesn't mean that you have to avoid conflicts, but the way you handle conflicts is
important. Parents who cope with problems by blaming others are not to be too surprised
to hear their child say, "Sally did it, not me." If, on the other hand, a parent makes a real
effort to tackle a problem, the child will be less likely to give up at the first sign of
trouble; and
(5) ExplanationlReasons. Modeling is more effective when parents speak about what
they are doing and why. If parents take soup to a sick friend or if we work on a
community project, then children are more likely to pay attention to what their parents
are doing and to copy those efforts if parents share their motivations. Children often have
no idea why parents do what they do. Explaining that parents think is important then a
shared responsibility is developed. This shared responsibility can make a community a
better place to live and to relate parent activities to their own behaviors (Adapted by
Isaacs, 1985)

Professions and Teachers
Definition of Profession
Over the last 50 years, educators have devoted a great deal of energy to the debate
over whether teaching can be considered a profession. When most people talk about the
professions, they are unknowingly using the ideas of two early sociological theories: trait
models and structural-functionalism.The sociological investigation of the professions
began in the 1930's with attempts to identify the defining characteristics or traits that
distinguished the professions h m other occupations. While the precise content of these
models differ, the most commonly cited trait models were:
1. skill based on abstract knowledge;
2. provision for training and education;

3. certification based on competency testing;
4. formal organization or professional association;

5. adherence to a code of conduct; and

6. altruistic service (Millerson, 1973,

v.

Trait models however had no theoretical basis. The established professions of
medicine and law became the model and other occupations then assumed the unique
characteristics of these two occupations, which accounted for their professional status.
Trait models continue to be an important aspect of professional ideology (Larson, 1977).
When professionals lobby the government for special privileges, they do so on the
grounds that their profession is different fkom other occupations. Since trait models have
traditionally been the basis upon which professionals have distinguished themselves tiom
other workers, they are naturally reluctant to abandon the model, since that might imply

surrendering their superior status as well. Consequently, most professionals have simply
ignored the advances in sociology which have discredited this model. According to
Larson (1977), these models continue to be used to measure the characteristics of various
occupations identified by trait models in an attempt to support and identify their claim to
professional status; or to lobby for particular reforms within their occupation to bring it
closer to some supposed professional standard.
Structure of a Profession

While most introductory texts in education continue to define professionalism in
terms of a simple trait model, they may also draw on the assumptions of structuralfunctional theory. The structural-functionalistsbuilt on trait models in the 1950's and
1960's by providing the theoretical link between the various traits. They argued, for
example, that the traits of "university training" and "certification based on competency
testing" follow logically fiom the trait of "skill based on abstract knowledge" (Millerson,
1973). Somewhat more subtly, they went on to argue that the other traits--a code of
ethics, a commitment to altruistic service, and a self-regulating professional associationare designed to restrain professionals from talung unfair advantage of their specialized
knowledge. Doctors, for example, have the power of life and death over their clients;
only a lawyer can judge if a contract is valid; and only another accountant can tell if your
accountant is fiddling the books. An untrained or unscrupulous person in any of these
positions could do great harm, so the professions evolved to protect the public by
ensuring that anyone undertaking these crucial jobs is first certified as knowledgeable and
trustworthy. Thus, it is the monopoly over a body of theoretical knowledge which is the

most fundamental characteristic of professionalism because it creates the need for the
other elements.
As occupational groups develop their own specialized knowledge, they too will
take on some of the characteristics of a profession. Professions are merely the purest
expression of a general trend: all occupations will undergo eventual "professionalization"

as their knowledge base increases.
Teachers and Profession

While teachers have been busily arguing over whether they may be considered
professionals, sociologists have written the professions off as, at best, a temporary
historical anomaly. As more and more professionals become salaried employees rather
independent practitioners, they begin to face the same problems of unemployment,
reduced or blocked mobility, isolation from policy making, and declining intrinsic
rewards as any other factory worker. In other words, they undergo "proletarianization"
(Ozga, 1988, D.
"Professionalism is an anachronism, a form of production left over from the days
of cottage industry, and like craft work, is about to disappear. Even if the
proletarianization model turns out to be overly deterministic, and a few professions are
somehow able to escape this fate, it is nevertheless clearly too late for teachers, since
students need schools before they can have school teachers, teachers are stuck with their
status as salaried employees working within large organizations" (Ozga, 1988, W.
Teachers have always been and will always be subject to direction from their school
board and the provincial bureaucracy.

Since 2001, there has been a decrease in the autonomy of teachers. The renewed
emphasis on accountability and the reintroduction of provincial testing are only the most
obvious symptoms of a general trend towards greater top-down hierarchical direction
within education. Teaching is going through a period of crisis, from which it is likely to
emerge as different in significant ways from teaching as it was characterized in the 1960s
for teacher autonomy. The nature of teaching had been fundamentally altered by a
number of different policy initiatives, the cumulative effect of which is to greatly increase
central government control over the teaching force (Ozga, 1988,

v.Many educators

continue to subscribe to a professional self-image that impairs their ability to analyze and
respond to the situation in which they now find themselves. Because teacher preparatory
programs, textbooks, and journals still attempt to interpret occupational trends in terms of
a list of what are presumed to be professional characteristics, educators are often turning
to accepting "reforms" which increase the appearance of professionalism. Educators have
long sought to lengthen teacher preparato~yprograms and to raise admission standards in
an attempt to bring these requirements in line with those of the more prestigious
professions. These goals were largely achieved in 1983 when educational reform was
represented as an improvement for teaching's professional standing.
Is teaching a profession? Larson (1977), states that there is no such thing as a
profession, but rather teaching is a unionized labor (NEA; AFT (2008, D. The only
feature that ever really distinguished the professions from other occupations was the
"professional" label itself. Teachers are knowledge workers, and as such have a
responsibility to both themselves and to the public to become reflective practitioners. As
reflective practitioners teachers can reassert, first their ability, and then their right, to

assume responsibility for the educational enterprise essential for students, and therefore -ultimately -- the very foundations of democratic society.

Dispositions
Purpose and Cultivating Dispositions

The purpose of dispositions is to identify the limits of teacher expectations.
Dispositions are goals that describe teachers' desired behaviors and attitudes as an
outcome of their role in education. These goals address teacher professional development
as a whole and relate to real-world functioning. Typically, dispositions are large ideas
that encompass many areas and skills. Dispositions often are included in teacher
professional development plans because they serve as a reminder of the long-range goals
and behaviors to which students can aspire. What characterizes a good thinker? A good
thinker possess certain abilities: cognitive capabilities, as well as thinlung strategies and
skills. Yet what sets good thinkers apart is not simply superior cognitive abiiity or
particular skills; rather, it is their abiding tendencies to explore, to inquire, to seek clarity,
to take intellectual risks, to think critically and imaginatively. These tendencies can be
called "thinking dispositions."
As a teacher, one is constantly trying to cultivate dispositions as a means to plan
and to be strategic. In order to develop students' ability to think strategically, teachers are
to be directly taught some relevant thinking skills. For instance, teaching students is a
procedure for setting careful goals, tactics for forecasting outcomes, a problem solving
strategy, and a decision making strategy. However, knowing that abilities alone are not
enough, a teacher wants to develop students' ability to plan and to think strategically: to
find ways to help students be alert to sprawling and aimless thinking and sensitive to

step-wise thinking opportunities. Teachers may list behaviors and teaching goals since
there is recognition that sensitivity develops through frequent stimulation. For instance, a
teacher might ask the class to brainstorm a list of times when it is especially important to
use thinking strategies -times like studying for a test, preparing a report, and making a
difficult decision - and then post the list permanently on the classroom wall. Finally, to
foster students' inclination toward developing a plan and strategic thinking, a teacher can
explicitly value such behaviors in the classroom - that is, by expecting and rewarding,
when appropriate, the making of plans and the use of thinking strategies.
Good thinking is a dispositional matter, comprised of a trio of abilities,
sensitivities and inclinations. This challenges a skills-centered conception of good
thinking that typically underlies the teaching of thinking, and calls for an enlarged
conception of what comprises good thinking. Teachers are to be professional educators
who carry with them mental models of teaching that provide guidelines for instruction. If
teachers want to teach students to be good thinkers, then teachers need to ask how well an
ethical standard model of behavior serves the agenda of teaching thinking dispositions,
and whether enlargements can be made on this model to make it more effective.
Thinking Dispositions and Teaching as Transmission

Much of conventional instruction reflects a tacit conception of the
teachingllearning process that might be termed the transmission model. The essence of
this model is easily stated: the teacher's role is to prepare and transmit information to
learners. The learner's role is to receive, store, and act upon this information.

A classroom culture which cultivates good thinking dispositions presents quite a contrast.
Classrooms that focus on thinking dispositions are set up to seek and evaluate reasons. In

such a classroom, the environment encourages students to tend towards healthy
skepticism. Rather than requiring them to passively take in information, instruction will
challenge students to ask questions, probe assumptions, seek justifications. A culture is
created in which students learn to be sensitive to the evidential foundations of claims and
responsive to superficiality and over-generalization. Along with these inclinations and
sensitivities, students learn corresponding thinking abilities, such as the ability to
distinguish cause and effect, to identify logical structure, and to weigh and assess reasons.

A model of teaching which can usefully guide a teacher in creating such a classroom
culture which fosters these sorts of inclinations, sensitivities and abilities must be a farreaching and flexible model. The transmission model, while helpful for the teaching of
abilities, is simply too narrow to meet this larger challenge.
The challenge of teacher dispositions requires an expanded conception of teaching
that includes but also goes beyond the standard transmission model. Such an expanded
model can suggest and be characterized as enculturation. The purpose of an enculturation
model of teaching is to provide guidelines for creating a culture of thinking in the
classroom which promotes, from all quarters, the development of good thinking
dispositions. The enculturation model focuses on three key aspects of culture-building:
exemplars, which concern the models of thinking that are present in the learning
environment; interaction, which concerns the tenor and content of relations among
members of the classroom; and direct instruction, which concerns the direct teaching of
culturally important concepts, activities, and skills.

Dispositions and Teaching

Dispositions have been a part of the existence of society. Society exists through a
process of transmission quite as much as biological life. This transmission occurs by
means of communication of habits of doing, thinking, and feeling from the older to the
younger (Dewey, 1916 as cited in Lindahl, 2009, p. 33). Dispositions are a tendency to
exhibit a pattern of behavior frequently, consciously, and voluntarily. Within schools, the
role for communicating dispositions is instituted in the form of attitudes. Through these
attitudes, dispositions, abilities, and disabilities, which develop a concrete personality, a
school can function to influence the formation and growth of attitudes and dispositions,
emotions, intellectual, and ethical (Dewey, 1937 as cited in Lindahl, 2009, p. 33). A
major disposition to develop among teachers is the sense of efficacy (Litwack, 2006).
Themes such as value of fairness and organization can aid in important dispositions
(Simpson & Ganison, 1995). The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education or NCATE (2006) promoted the use of dispositions to increase ethical
decision-making.
Under the New Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium (INTASC, 2002), a list
of dispositions suggests principle standards for teachers and a basis for state boards of
education to follow:
1. the teacher is concerned about all aspects of a child's well-being (cognitive,
emotional, social, and physical), and is alert to all signs;
2. the teacher values both long-term and short-term planning;
3. the teacher values planning as a collegial activity;
4. the teacher respects the privacy of students and confidentiality of information;

5. the teacher takes responsibility for establishing a positive climate in the classroom
and participates in maintaining such a climate in the school as a whole; and

6. the teacher is a thoughtful and responsive listener.
Dispositions, however, are not measurable through rubrics, a standard feature for
teacher assessment and evaluation. Dispositions are most clearly associated with personal
characteristics, ethical conduct, and relational aspects of teaching. The way teachers
conduct themselves by communicating and interacting with students includes the ability
to engage in the purpose of teaching students (Sherman, 2006).

The Role of Dispositions and Teacher Conduct
For first year teachers, the use of modeling works when shaping dispositions. The
expectation of work responsibilities are provided by the NJDOE and monitored by each
school district. Modeling is primarily done by providing fmt year teachers with a more
experienced teacher within the school district as a mentor (Phelps, 2006). The mentor
becomes a role model who influences new teacher attitudes and desirable professional
practices such as professional reflection (Reiman & Peace, 2002). Teachers who reflect
on present behavior are able to examine areas such as work expectations, classroom
management, and decision-making over a period of time before misjudgment occurs.
Many teachers have a mental image of a past teacher to be used as a guide for their own
actions. Being aware of the attitudes that guided a selected mentor's behaviors helps
teachers to acquire similar attitudes (Phelps, 2006). Modeling in the same way on a past
or even present mentor serves to strengthen dispositions and more importantly, to
influence teacher efficacy.

According to Rapp (2001), modeling of dispositions in teacher education
preparation programs can strengthen students' and teachers' dispositions as well as a
teacher's skills and practices. Under NCATE (2006), faculty of teacher education
institutions must define and assess the dispositions of teachers and the positive effect that
dispositions have on young people's opportunity to learn,
Stondo& I and 2 require "evidence that candidates preparing to work in schools

as teacher or other professional school personnel know and demonstrate the
content, pedagogical, and professional knowledge, skills, and dispositions
necessary to help all students learn.
Standard 3 relates to field experiences and clinical practice. How, in fact, do

teachers develop and demonstrate in field experiences and clinical practice the
dispositions necessary to help all children learn?
Standard4 addresses the interplay of diversity and dispositions, which requires

the providing and evaluation of "curriculum and experiences for candidates to
acquire and apply the knowledge, skills, and dispositions necessary to help all
students learn" (NCATE, 2006,

v.

The National Board for Professional Teacher Standards or NBPTS, (2006) has developed
standards that promote knowledge, skills, dispositions, and beliefs which teachers
display. Dispositions such as curiosity, tolerance, honesty, fairness, and respect for
diversity are considered desirable qualities. In one teacher education program,
preparation is offered for the Praxis exam by using disposition-oriented scenarios. These
scenarios are preparation activities that may help pre-service teachers to perceive their

dispositions and to align them with the standards of the ISLLC, a national organization
that sets standards for successll school leaders (Lindahl, 2009, p. 22).
Promoting Dispositions in Teachers
In examining a variety of definitions of dispositions as they relate specifically to
teachers, dispositions are not quite the same as operational style orpersonality [italics
added], but focus more on specific ways teachers think about students, teaching practices,
and the purposes of schooling (Jensen, 2004 as cited in Lindahl, 2009, p. 6). Sherman
(2006), suggests that teachers need to be mindful of professional dispositions since they
affect classroom tone, influence student behaviors, and impact positive student learning
opportunities. "Dispositions are not only an issue in professional and accreditation
standards, they are commonly used as prime criteria for the selection of teachers and
administrators for school districts" (Lindahl, 2009, p. 9).
Voseles and Moss (2007), provided support of dispositions through the work of

Arthur W. Combs, who was dedicated to showing the necessity of effective teacher
dispositions. Combs' research provided five dispositions:
1. Empathy - seeing and accepting another person's point of view,

2. Positive view of others - believing in the worth, ability, and potential of
others,

3. Positive view of self - believing in the worth, ability, and potential of
oneself,
4. Authenticity - feeling a sense of freedom and openness that enables one to
be a unique person in honesty and genuineness,

5. Meaningful purpose and vision - committing to purposes that are primarily
person-centered, broad, deep, freeing, and long range in nature (Taylor &
Wasicsko, 2000, p. 4).
Ethics and Reflection

Ethics and Teacher Behavior
Professionaljudgment and decision-making skills consist partly of having an
ethical standard as a guide for teaching practice. Poor judgment and decision-making
skills have caused a rise in criminal cases involving teacher misconduct. Through past
criminal cases, teacher misconduct has impaired ethical performance skills and the ability
to solve problems. According to Cartwright and Simpson (1990) and Rulon (1992),
teachers are informally required to solve problems, make decisions, and consider options
before acting. Acquiring ethical judgment skills are connected to perceiving, thinking,
feeling, and doing. What goes on inside a teacher's thoughts are of critical importance to
teaching students (Johnson & Reiman, 2007).
According to Barreit, et al., (2006), less attention has been given to standards of
professional conduct in teachers than to other helping professions. In fact, when
comparing teachers to other human service-delivery professions such as medicine,
psychology, and law, a professionally recognized and defined code of conduct has been
absent in teaching because of the amount of time that a code of conduct would take to
have passed in the New Jersey Legislature (V. Huff, personal communication, June 4,
2008). For example, in psychology, the American Psychological Association (AF'A)
publishes a revision of the Ethical Principles of Psychologists [italics added]. This code
of conduct begins with the following: a preamble, description of broad principles that

guide professional practice, and a list of decision rules for psychologists in the following
areas:
1. practitioner-client relationships;

2. confidentiality;
3. test procedures; and

4. accuracy of public statements.
The Association of State and Provincial Psychology Boards, (2004) suggested
incorporating APA 's Ethical Principles [italics added] into their statutes, regulations, and
information about state disciplinary actions to be transmitted in a national data bank.
"The conduct and role of teaching will ultimately be determined by how teachers
interpret professional obligations and the role of teachers as ethical agents" (Campbell,
2001, p. 398). According to Sergiovanni (1990, pp. 54-55), "codes of conduct that define
the ethical responsibilities of teachers: can provide the basis for self-regulation and can
help build confidence in teachers and sustain teachers' integrity in the eyes of the public."

Refections
Becoming an effective teacher involves reflection and being able to function
under an ethical standard that encourages the teacher in the process of self-awareness,
self-inquiry, and self-reflection (Lanivee, 2000). John Dewey asserted that the capacity
to reflect is initiated only after recognition of a problem or dilemma and the acceptance
of uncertainty. The dissonance created in understanding that a problem exists engages the
reflective thinker to become an active inquirer. According to Dewey, (1933) reflective
thinking requires continual evaluation of beliefs, assumptions, and hypotheses.

Behavior is a circular process of selecting data, drawing conclusions, adapting
beliefs, and ultimately adopting a course of action. Setting an ethical code for teachers
would allow for this process to be formally established. Developing the practice of ethical
standards involves observing, assessing, and examining behavior in order to recommend
specific actions through a process of critical inquiry. Critical inquiry involves the
conscious consideration of the ethical implications and consequences of classroom
practices on students. Few teachers get through a day without facing ethical dilemmas.
Even routine evaluativejudgments of students' work are partly an ethical decision.

The Role of Ethical Refection in Teaching
Ethical reflection can be conceptualized as a cycle known as reflective
equilibrium, reconsideration, and reformulation. Each can occur before, during, or after
instruction. Theoretically, reflective equilibrium may provide positive effects for teachers
involved in instructional situations. This is done by allowing for opportunities to analyze
and support all aspects of teaching and student learning. Lickona, (1997) asserted that
ethical reflection is not reserved for the teacher, but may be taught to students. Teachers
bring meaning to the classroom through a shared participation in the teachinglleaming
process. Lickona's definition of ethical reflection suggests that ethical reflection is a
"strategy that focuses on developing several qualities that make up the cognitive side of
character: being ethically alert; knowing the virtues and what teachers require of us in
concrete situations; taking the perspective of others; reasoning ethically; making
thoughtful ethical decisions; and having ethical self-knowledge, including the capacity
for self-criticism" (Lickona, 1997, p. 72).

Teachers initiate such ethical experiences by teaching their students the virtue, or
value, of learning. This idea can be represented as a cycle, illustrated as value-based
interactions and potential influences. For teachers to take ethics seriously, they need to
expect students to take schoolwork seriously. Once virtue, or valuing, is in the classroom,
students' and teachers' experiences can be processed through an ethical educative
framework known as the student-teacher cycle. The student-teacher cycle brings their
relative roles together to intersect and merge into educative ethics.
Practicing a Reflective Theoretical Framework
Virtue-based ethical theories place less emphasis on which rules people follow
and, instead, focus on helping people develop good character traits, such as kindness and
generosity. These character traits will, in turn, allow a person to make correct decisions
throughout life. Virtue theorists also emphasize the need for people to learn how to break
bad habits of character, like greed or anger (Freire, 1998).
Recently, virtue ethics has not been a very common topic for study, but it dates
back to the ancient Greek thinkers. Plato discussed four key virtues: wisdom, courage,
temperance, and justice. The first systematic description of virtue ethics was written
down in Aristotle's famous work Nichomachean Ethics (Freire, 1998,

v.According to

Aristotle, when people acquire good habits of character, people are better able to regulate
their emotions and their reason. This, in turn, helps people to reach ethically correct
decisions when faced with difficult choices.
The importance of education and v b s in the philosophy of Aristotle was great
since the purpose of education was to produce good members of society. Educators must
aim at the development of the full potentialities of each student by seeking the

development of a student's intellectual capacities to their fullest extent (Back, 2002).
However, in the teaching field, the focus on reflection about practical knowledge such as
actions, allows teachers to learn from experience. The actions and behaviors are able to
answer the question, "what must I do?" The answer to this question may cause a teacher
to act by leading one to an action that is personally "good" and is worthwhile performing.
Aristotle believed that every action and behavior had a goal. The link between the goal
and the means needed to achieve the goal are developed through external and internal
actions. For example, when baking a cake, the purpose of the action is the cake, not the
baking. While the baking occurs, the cake is not yet ready. When the cake is ready,
baking is over (Back, 2002).
The use of virtue ethics is to provide teachers with an important contribution to
understand ethicality when making decisions in the classroom. V i e ethics emphasizes
the central role played by motives in ethical questions. To act from virtue is to act from
some particular motivation; thus,to say that certain virtues are necessary for correct
ethical decisions is to say that correct ethical decisions require correct motives. Neither
teleological (relating to ethical obligation) nor ontological (relating to existence) ethical
theories require motives to play a role in our evaluation of ethical decisions -but
encouraging correct motivations is often a key component of the ethical education of
young people (Freire, 1998). There is a societal expectation that teachers' desire certain
outcomes and teachers want to accomplish certain goals by their actions. Another reason
why virtue theories are so attractive is that the other ethical theories share in common the
difficulty of dealing with complicated ethical calculations over what actions to take or
which ethical duties to emphasize. Virtue theories promise that once successful in

creating the sort of person one wants to be, arriving at the correct ethical decisions will
come naturally.

Key questions of virtue ethics include:
1. What sort of person do I want to be?
2. What virtues are characteristic of the person I want to be?

3. What actions will cultivate the virtues I want to possess?
4. What actions will be characteristic of the sort of person I want to be? (Freire,

1998).
As Aristotle repeatedly emphasiued, ethics cannot be taught since teachers lead by
example. Instead, Aristotle is talking about behavioral trends and personality traits. The
only way to teach ethicality is to be ethical (Back, 2002). Educators have no option but to
offer a personal example to their pupils who learn from the teacher's behavior more than
students learn from a teacher's words.
The Role of ReJection and School Leadership

Teachers can be visionary leaders within the classroom environment. Leadership
concentrates on doing the right thing, rather than doing things right. Teachers, as well as
school leaders, have a ethical obligation to society, to the profession, to a school board,
and to parents and students, and may find that it is often not clear as to what is right or
wrong, or what one ought to do, or which perspective is right in ethical terms.
Unfortunately, few teachers have been trained to deal with these conflicts.
Schools are viewed by the community as ethical organizations that are filled with
ethical dilemmas and ethical decisions. As reflective practitioners, school leaders have a
belief that the decisions that are made and the values that underlie the decisions made by

reflective teachers are filled with ethical implications for the entire school community
(Clift, Houston, and Pugach, 1990). Ethical decision making is considered the justice
approach (ethical code of conduct) and the care approach (self-reflection) to education.
In the justice approach and the care approach, school administrators and teachers can
collaboratively seek solutions to ethical dilemmas and decision-making that can affect the
overall process of student learning and the profession of teaching.
Evidence and Structure on the Effectiveness of Codes of Conduct
Codes of conduct are a new and growing trend among state education departments
throughout the United States. There are 21 out of 50 states (See Appendix G) that have
established codes of conductlethics to promote professionalism in teachers. In the State of
New York, "teachers have an appreciation for a code of conductfethicssince a code has
increased the public trust and integrity of both parents and the community. Codes of
conduct/ethics have been used in schools as a basis for professional development
practices, pre-service teacher preparation, and presentations to the public and the parents.
Teachers are encouraged by having a state code of conductlethics because both parents
and the community have the ability to recognize that there is an awareness of ethical
practice and any ethical concerns are being addressed" (N. Taylor Baumes, personal
communication, July 28,2009).
Under the Professional Standards Board under the Delaware Department of
Education (2009), aProfessional Code of Conduct/Ethics was approved, as well as a
Delaware Professional Educator Code of Conduct, which "sets forth a newly approved
regulation 1514 Revocation, Limitation or suspension of Licenses [italics added] (See
Appendix H). The Delaware Board of Education wished to formally adopt the Code in

order for the local district to have the ability to 'enforce' a Code with the potential
sanctions andlor disciplinary actions" (PSB Minutes, 2009, April, p. 4). Codes of
conduct/ethics are not meant to be used for discipline or assessment (New York State
Department of Education, 2009), rather codes are to provide direction for teachers. The
New York State Department of Education was the first state education department to
initiate an investigation of misconduct among their teachers.
The first national analysis of teacher misconduct was conducted in 2005. Under
the New York State Education Department, a 7-month investigation of teacher discipline
was done in all 50 states, including the District of Columbia. An examination of records
showed that there were 2,570 educators who had their teaching licenses taken away,
denied, surrendered voluntarily or restricted from the period of 2001 to 2005 (The
Associated Press, 2007). "Results showed that of the 235,000 certified teachers in New
York, there were 485 misconduct cases reported over this 5 year period (The Associated
Press, 2007).

An effort to decrease misconduct cases was done by building an ethical code of
conduct as a teaching tool and guide for ethical practice. From the years of 2001-2005,
teacher misconduct cases had doubled in the State of New York (New York State
Education Department, 2007) with 134 teacher misconduct cases reported in 2005. This
was in comparison to 70 cases reported in 2001 (New York State Education Department,

2005). Since building an ethical code of conduct, results have shown a decrease in
misconduct cases by 52% from 2001 to 2005. In comparison to 2009 where there were 52
cases of teacher misconduct reported by New York State Boards Association.

Since establishing an ethical code of conduct, there has been a steady decrease in
teacher misconduct cases by 74% from 2005 to 2009. These findings have helped states
such as Delaware, Pennsylvania, and Connecticut to develop ethical codes of conduct for
teachers (See Appendix I). In 2007 and 2008, other state education departments
throughout the United Stated began adopting ethical codes of conduct. Table 1 includes
an investigation of state education departments in Ohio, Oregon, Kentucky, South
Carolina, and West Virginia who have recently established ethical codes of conduct for
teachers. Findings show that when establishing an ethical code of conduct the number of
teacher misconduct cases decreases.
Table 1

Ethical Codes of Conduct and Decreased Teacher Misconduct Cases

*Results are approximates and calculated 6om an examination of state education deparbnent websites.

According to the Delaware Department of Education (2009), codes of conductlethics
promote a professional spirit in teachers. Ethical codes of conduct have helped guide
many occupations categorized as helping professions. Examples of helping professions
such as social workers and psychologist professional boards have equally devised codes
of conductlethics as a guide to ethical practice and professionalism.
According to the National Association of Social Work or NASW (2009), "codes
of ethics cannot resolve all ethical issues or disputes or capture the richness and

complexity involved in striving to make responsible choices within a ethical community.
Rather, a code of ethics sets forth values, ethical principles, and ethical standards, to
which professionals aspire and by which their actions can be judged." The American
Psychological Association or APA (2008,n code adds: "The development of a dynamic
set of ethical standards for a psychologist's work-related conduct requires a personal
commitment to a lifelong effort to act ethically; to encourage ethical behavior by
students, supervisees, employees, and colleagues, as appropriate; and to consult with
others, as needed, concerning ethical problems." This aspiration is used as a guide to
encourage ethical behavior not only in social workers and psychologists, but also in
business corporations.
Encouraging Ethical Behavior
When examining the effectiveness of codes of conduct in business professions,
research conducted by Okpara (2003) showed that corporate codes of conduct transmit
ethical value to business organizational members and ultimately impact ethical behavior
of their employees. The research framework indicates that there is a linkage between
organizational codes of ethics and employee behavior. Within the United States and
other advanced industrialized countries clearly indicated that awareness of unethical
activity is less prevalent in organizations that have adopted codes of ethics (Murphy,
Smith, and Daley, 1992; Somers, 2001). There is support to show that employees in
organizations that had adopted corporate codes of ethics were significantly more aware of
wrongdoing than were employee in organizations without codes of ethical conduct. Table
2, taken from Okpara (2003), shows the progression of how developing a code leads to
employees, in particular teachers, to using ethical behavior.

Table 2

Encouraging Ethical Behavior in Teachers

In the United States nearly 75% of 100% of organizations were reported to have
adopted corporate codes of ethics (White & Montgomery, 1980; Somers, 2001).
According to business ethics companies LRN (2009), devising a code of conduct or a
constitution that invites dialogue about new situations and allows recourse to the spirit of
its fundamental principles decreases misconduct. "Constitutions are also living
documents that take their authority from mutual agreement, not simply from those in
authority. Rather than handing down the Code of Conduct, management explains the
rationale and inspiration for the company constitution, which can be amended to reflect
changing values and business realities. Most important, management is able to articulate
how the code of conduct is central to the company achieving its business goals (LRN,
2009,

m.
When becoming a teacher, individuals must accept the role of ethics in teaching

and the delegated authority inherent in that role. Parents and the community have
legitimate expectations about the nature of professional intervention as it occurs in oneon-one student-teacher interactions, in providing teaching, and in decision-making. The
ethical principles of any code are meant to articulate a common set of values for teaching
and provides goals to which teachers aspire. In addition, the ethical principles provide a
foundation for a more specific set of ethical standards that are the basis for charging

someone with an ethical violation before the professional association's ethics committee.
The specific language also provides concrete detail for guidance in situations (APA,
2007). Most codes, for example, have an ethical principle against non-exploitation, and
the APA sets specific ethical standards that therapists cannot enter into sexual
relationships with former therapy patients for two years following the termination of
treatment - and then only under a specific set of circumstances.
Codes of conduct are not exhaustive and cannot be made to cover all situations.
The American Society of Criminology or ASC (2009,

v proposed a code that is helpful

in the following way: "Ethical standards are not simply determined by whether an action
is legally actionable; behavior that is technically legal may still be unethical." The APA
code also tries to be helpful about the relationship between ethical standards and legal
standards: "Whether or not a psychologist has violated the Ethics Code does not by itself
determine whether he or she is legally liable in a court action, whether a contract is
defined, or whether other legal consequences occur. These results are based on legal
rather than ethical rules. However, compliance with or violation of the Ethics Code may
be admissible as evidence in some legal proceedings, depending on the circumstances
(MA, 2008,

v."In addition, even specific ethical standards cannot cover the wide

variety of real life situations that create ethical dilemmas. Most of the codes note that
context is crucial to making a decision. However, a code is most helpful for teachers with
resolving conflicts and professional respect from parents and the community, as found
with the Delaware Department of Education Code of Ethics.
According to the Delaware Board of Education (2009), authority was given to the
Professional Standards Board (PSB) to set forth an ethical code of conduct in April 2009.

This code of conduct would be used as a guiding document for Delaware educators. The
code was formally adopted to provide the ability to be used in conjunction with a newly
established regulation entitled 1514Revocation, Limitation or Suspension of Licenses
[italics added]. This established code has been expressed as having the ability to exude a
professional spirit for teachers (Delaware Board of Education, 2009).

Codes of Ethics and Professional Teacher Associations
National Education Association
According to the practice on teaching and ethics (NEA, 2004), the first principle
of the ethics code is called "Commitment to the Student." This principle presents several
significant pedagogical statements. Of the nine points, the following four are relevant to
this discussion.
"The educator,

1. shall not unreasonably restrain the student fiom independent action in the pursuit of
learning;

2. shall not unreasonable deny the student's access to varying points of view;

3. shall not deliberately suppress or distort subject matter relevant to the student's
progress;

5. shall not intentionally expose the student to embarrassment or disparagement" (NEA,
2004,

v.

American Federation of Teachers
The American Federation of Teachers or AFT (1 971), also has a code of ethics
relating to teacher behavior. The AFT code presents two statements that are similar to the

NEA code, as well as ethical terminology developed fiom Hinmann's (2008) Ethics: A

Plausible Approach to Moral Theory [italics added]. One term shared is "beneficence

(promotes human welfare, prevent harm, remove harm)"; the other method is termed
"non-malfeasance (do no harm, risk no harm)" (Campbell, 2000).
The first statement directs teachers to allow students to pursue learning
independently. Any teachers' obstructions could be interpreted as potentially causing
negative effects within learning situations. The AFT (1971), code of conduct also
contains a section entitled "Teacher-Student Commitment." The following statements are
similar in intent and orientations to the NEA principles previously presented, but are
important to consider with respect to educative ethics. Statement number two is, "The
teacher works objectively to stimulate the spirit of inquiry, the acquisition of knowledge
and understanding, and the thoughtful formulation of worthy goals in each of his or her
students for their advancement." Statement number three is, "The teacher works to
develop and provide sound and progressively better educational opportunities for all
students."
Educative ethics is a decision making process that requires ongoing reflection
before, during, and after instruction to create positive effects within learning situations.
The idea of reflection addressed by Strike and Soltis (1985; 1992), has been expressed in
terms of the concept of "reflective equilibrium." Such practice is ongoing and
pedagogical in nature. The ethical intent involved in reflective equilibrium (Strike &
Soltis, 1985; 1992), provided a context for positive effects within educational settings.

Examination of Collective Bargaining
Background of Collective Bargaining and the Law

Since 1961, teacher unions have chosen a bargaining agent for teachers which
involved collective negotiations through elected union representatives. Collective
bargaining in private-sector unionization had declined nationally to below lo%, while
public education union membership had increased to more than 65%, mostly in urban
areas. Policymakers, administrators and the community must be prepared to respond to
powerful and well-organized union forces. Union forces are part of the collective process
for providing the conditions of employment among teachers.
Collective bargaining powers rests on the outcome between union representatives
and school boards. In states such as Illinois and Iowa, the absence of collective
bargaining provoked teachers to strike. In other states such as Michigan, collective
bargaining revealed that contracts were used as an appraisal system for skills, but not for
salary, job responsibilities, and expectations (Smith, 1985). There are few, if any,
contracts that actively proscribe teacher behavior. Union contracts have been used as a
measure for teacher benefits and determining salary (Carini, 1986).
Teachers are responsible for managing and monitoring classrooms, for thinking
systematically about teacher practices, and for learning from experiences (NBPTS, 2006).
Ethics research relating to teacher union contracts is limited since it is a new area being
considered for the education profession. Research conducted by Afterschool (2005), has
identified a growing number of criminal cases involving student-teacher relationships.
Codes of conduct provide a foundation for the desired traits of teachers. Teacher traits,
such as an outgoing personality type, strong intuition, and a desire for working with both

parents and students have been identified as being desirable traits for teaching
(McCutcheon, Schmidt, & Boyden, 2001). A standard of conduct in union contracts
would allow for teachers to understand the expectations of working and attaining tenure
within a school district.

Understanding the Process
Collective bargaining is a type of negotiation used by teachers to work with
school districts. During a collective bargaining period, workers' representatives approach
the employer and attempt to negotiate a contract upon which both sides can agree. Once
both sides have reached a contract that union representatives and board of education
members find agreeable, the contract is signed and kept in place for a set period of time,
most commonly 3 years. According to the Cornell Law School Journal (2008 f 4), this

final contract is called a collective bargaining agreement or a collective bargaining effort.
Collective bargaining actually begins with the formation of a negotiating group
comprised of members of a union, agreeing to abide by the rules of the union, and
electing union representatives. In general, experienced people h m the union will assist
teachers with putting together a draft of a contract. Numerous meetings between
representatives of school district leaders and teachers will be held until the leaders of two
groups can agree on contract content. As the contract is being negotiated, teachers have
input on the contract content, through union officers. Thus, the agreement reflects the
combined desires of teachers, along with limitations that school district personnel wish to
see put in place. In some cases, union and school district personnel resort to striking or
creating a lockout to push the agreement through.

Many school districts benefit fkom unionization, which allows workers to speak
together as a body to assert school employee rights. School districts also benefit from
collective bargaining agreements, which set out clear expectations for both sides. The
experience of collective bargaining can also be a learning experience for both sides of the
discussion, as collective bargaining encourages school districts and school employees
alike to consider each others' positions. Collective bargaining is governed by federal and
state laws, administrative agency regulations, and judicial decisions. In areas where
federal and state law overlap, state laws are preempted.
The main body of law governing collective bargaining is the National Labor
Relations Act (NLRA). The NLRA explicitly grants employees the right to bargain
collectively and join trade unions. All decisions and regulations of the NLRA Board are
related to labor organizations and a unit of public sector employees such as teachers in
collective bargaining.
Bargaining Units

Collective bargaining must represent an appropriate bargaining unit for teachers.
Under most labor relations statutes, only individuals who share a "community of
interests" may comprise an appropriate bargaining unit. Community of interests generally
means that the teachers have substantial mutual interests, including the following:
1. Wages or compensation

2. Hours of work
3. Employment benefits
4. Supervision

5. Qualifications

6. Training and skills
7. Job functions
8. Contact with other employees
9. Integration of work futlctions with other employees

History of Collective Bargaining
Many state statutes

res scribe certain requirements or considerations with respect to

bargaining units in the public sector. Some statutes set forth specific bargaining units,
such as teachers, support staff, and maintenance personnel. Collective bargaining statutes
differ considerably from state to state (See Appendix J), with some states providing much
more guidance and specific rules than others. For some school employees, collective
bargaining is illegal; some states do not allow unions. Even in states with unions, a
district can "opt out" with a vote to do so (usually 90%) (C.M. Achilles, personal
communication, December 15,2008).

Collective Bargaining and Strikes in the Helping Professions
Collective bargaining takes place in the political sector, which has different
motivations and goals than the private sector. Participants in collective bargaining include
management, workers, and other individuals and groups (Moskow, 1970, p. 206).
Collective bargaining has a few provisions for promoting human respect and dignity,
known as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights [italics added]:
1. no one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or de-ng

punishment;
2. everyone has the rights to rest and leisure;

3. motherhood and childhood has a right to special care and assistance;

treatment or

4. everyone has a right to education;
5. all human beings are born free;
6. no one shall be held in slavery or servitude;
7. everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; and

8. everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to
enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits (Article
27.1).
The Wagner Act (1935) caused many state leaders and Congress to recognize the power
of collective bargaining. This Act enables employees to bargain in order to evaluate their
working conditions and to change anything that may be felt unfair. The Wagner Act did
not come into full working force until after the Depression. When it was first enacted,
most employees saw no use for bargaining. By 1965, public employees came to the
realization of having the same rights as other private employees. "The desire of every
human being to have a voice in activities which have substantial influence on this life
motivated public employees to organize" (Colosi, Rynecki, eds, 1975, p. 7). Collective
bargaining is used dramatically in the area of public employment, including teachers,
firefighters, nurses, and law enforcement officers.
Work Strikes among Helping Professions

Police officers, firefighters, schoolteachers, and other public employees known as
helping professions, sometimes resort to work strikes, also known as strikes. These public
servants often argue that strikes bring better working conditions, higher pay, and other
benefits that would increase professional ethical and create a better community. Others
often look at public employee strikes as a huge burden that is not to be allowed by the

government. Judges generally hold that public employees do not have the right to strike.
The fact that strikes are illegal does not stop public employees from forcing changes by
other job actions. Firefightershave been known to catch the "red rash," police come
down with the "blue fly"teachers have suffered from "chalk-dust-fever," and state
workers (such as in Pennsylvania) have called in with "budgetitis" (Milakovich &
Gordon, 2001, p. 315).

Police Strikes
There have been many police strikes throughout the world over the last 100 years.
Some examples of police strikes are Boston in 1919, Montreal, Canada in 1969,
Waukegan, Canada in 1970, and New York City in 1971 (Omoigui, 2002). There are now
laws in most American states that deny officers the right to strike. Police officers have
found other ways to paralyze the operation of their department without breaking the law.
Police officers in North America have been known to call in sick with the "blue
flu." All officers wanting to make a statement call in sick, leaving the police force short
of officers or even without officers. The "blue flu" is often used as an effective tool in
collective bargaining. On February 14, 1998 more than 20 Yale police officers called in
sick. Non-union supervisors were forced to work. Officers denied the job action as being
organized, which would have been in violation of the no strikefno lockout clause (Wilner,
1998). This sickout caused Yale administratorsto agree to negotiate with the police
officers. In case of such actions, administration devised a plan for back up officers.
Florida has been known to use State Troopers to take the place of "sick" officers. Some
states have even called in the National Guard.

Firefighter Strikes

Firefighters resemble police officers and teachers because of the important role
firefighters play in today's society. On November 22,2002, UK firefighters struck on
behalf of raises and government intervention in negotiations. This was the first strike in
25 years for firefighters (Powers, 2002). In the United States, firefighters are forced to
call in sick with sicknesses such as the "red rash." Just as the "blue flu," the "red r a s h
can be a tool for collective bargaining.
Teacher Strikes

Teacher strikes have increased in number, which has prompted much question and
speculation. Teachers feel they are underpaid, have unsatisfactory working conditions
and are dissatisfied with the non-teaching duties they are required to perform. To try and
change these conditions, teachers have duplicated the processes used in private-sector
labor-management relations by forming unions, practicing collective bargaining and
conducting strikes. There have been efforts such as negative consequences to deter
teacher strikes. Fines and jail sentences are two such consequences (Colton & Graber,
1982, pp. 117- 122). Even though these consequences can have an affect on teachers for a
long time, they do not always deter teachers from striking. Instead of striking, teachers do
exercise another action by planning a sickout. In Detroit, Michigan in February 2002,4
public schools were closed when more than 80 teachers called in sick. The teachers
complained over wages and the rights teachers had as employees (Warik, 2002).
Process of Teacher Strikes

If efforts for an impasse resolution fail between a teachers' union and a school
district, teachers may choose to strike to persuade or coerce the board to meet the union's

demands. A lockout by an employer is the counterpart to a strike by an employee group.
The right to strike is guaranteed in the private sector. In about half of the states the right
to strike has been extended to teachers in the public sector (Reuter, 1994). In states where
strikes are permitted in the public sector, teachers often must meet several conditions
prior to the strike. For example, a state may require that a bargaining unit has been
certified properly, methods for impasse resolution have been exhausted, that any existing
collective bargaining agreement has expired, and that the union has provided sufficient
notice to the school board. The purpose of such conditions is to give the parties an
opportunity to avoid a strike, which is usually unpopular with both employers and
employees.
Causes and Effects of Teacher Strikes
There is interest in the number and length of teacher strikes that have occurred
throughout the United States. Although the number of strikes had been few, striking can
be seen as a barometer of the labor relations climate, "strikes can affect productivity,
labor turnover, and profitability" (Montgomery & Bennett, 1998, p. 380). In a previous
study, Hicks (1932) viewed strikes as a result of faulty negotiations. Strikes can arise for
a multitude of reasons. Much research on strikes has focused on the role of imperfect
information and uncertainty in causing strike activity. Mauro (1992) and Tracy (1989),
concluded that strikes result fiom unions using different factors in making demands and
to elicit private information h m the other party. Strikes arise because of imperfect
information that could be eliminated by establishing incentives to develop bargaining
tools that would reduce the likelihood of strikes.

In 1967, "teacher strikes rose dramatically with 973 thousand days idle that later
became a widespread problem" (Moskow, 1970, p. 21 1). The ability to predict what
effect teacher strikes would have on the incidence and impact of work is unclear. What
has been clear is the major causes of past teacher strike growth. Alternate methods can be
devised which could allow teachers to settle problems without striking. Serious teacher
strikes have been caused by two major factors: a) the drastic change in the total
environment where teachers work; and b) the growth of organizations that channel and
express dissatisfaction (Moskow, 1970). Teachers may feel that school administrators and
school boards restrict the teacher in the exercise of professional duties. Unions and
associations have appealed to teachers on the basis of protecting teachers' professional
status as well as improving salaries.
Both the National Education Association (NEA) and the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) have responded to the opportunity to implement institutional change for
teachers. In 1962, the NEA formulated an official policy on negotiations, which objected
to the term collective bargaining. Since this negotiation objection the NEA passed a
resolution emphasizing the need for professional negotiation of collective bargaining
agreements. (Moskow, 1970). Since a formulated policy was developed, the NEA has
favored written agreements that include terms and conditions of employment, a grievance
procedure with binding arbitration, and a termination date.
Both state-wide and local strikes have been used on numerous occasions. Strikes
or "professional holidays" have occurred when agreement on employment conditions has
not been reached. In others cases, strikes have developed to examine demands. By 2008,

37 states had laws banning teacher strikes. According to the Mackinac Center for Public

Policy, (2004), there were 241 strikes in 1975 and only 15 in 2004.
In states such as Alaska, teacher strikes are legal and infrequent. The last strike in
Alaska was in 1995. Similarly, Wisconsin has not had a teacher strike since 1997 because
strikes are only legal when the union and school board agree to one (Rapp, 2001). In
comparison, in Michigan and Washington, teacher strikes are illegal, but nonetheless they
still occur for the following reasons:

1. the ability to strike for political motives as opposed to economic reasons;
2. a lack of clear and defined penalties for violators; or
3. an option for teachers to appeal to a judge.

Prohibitory strike law with prescribed and serious penalties, supported by court rulings,
are effective in preventing strikes as demonstrated in Florida, Georgia, New York, and
Tennessee. In Pennsylvania, strikes occur frequently, and there is no penalty imposed on
strikers.

Ocean-Hill Brownsville Teacher Strike
The Ocean Hill-Brownsville section of Brooklyn summarily dismissed 18 white
teachers and administrators. This was a huge departure h m the classical liberal position,
which was hiring and firing ought to merit and colorblind based. The school board
personnel's action led to a series of citywide teacher strikes that had strained traditional
alliances by pitting liberals against labor and blacks against Jews. At the center of the
strike was Albert Shanker, leader of New York City's United Federation of Teachers. In
1964, Shanker, the junior high school teacher-turned-labor leader had played a key role in

organizing New York City's fractious teachers into a cohesive force and winning them

the right to bargain collectively. One of the legacies of this strike was an acceptance of
the idea of color-conscious hiring and firing.

A social democrat and staunch supporter of the civil rights movement, Shanker
demanded the reinstatement of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville educators. Shanker led New
York City teachers out on strike not once, not twice, but three times in the fall of 1968,
shutting down the public schools for a total of 36 days.
The Ocean Hill-Brownsville strike became historic in many ways for teachers by
preserving teacher unions as a meaningfid and significant force for educational progress.
Moreover, the 1968 strike enable the New York City public school system to have
academic freedom, where teachers are able to educate students without political
interference. Academic freedom depends on a teacher's right to due process. Teachers
felt the Ocean Hill-Brownsville strike was absolutely worth the sacrifices made (UFT,
2008). The causes were to enable teachers to have a union protection under due process
and a public school system that would provide an excellent education for so many
students. However, because of the Strike of 1968, students had missed out on classroom
learning. To bring students up to the current curriculum requirements, students made-up
what was not learned in those 36 days of teacher striking during the following school
year, which was extended.
Differences and Similarities between Teaching and Nursing Union Contracts
Similarities in Union Contracts

Teaching and nursing union contracts follow the process of collective bargaining,
as established under the laws of the State of New Jersey. Both teachers and nurses are
unionized employees and are subject to the regulations of their labor unions. Labor

unions such as the New Jersey Educational Association (NJEA) and New Jersey Health
Professionals and Allied Employees (NJ HF'AE) have a purpose toward advancing the
economic and general welfare of teachers and nurses. Within the professions of teaching
and nursing, unions protect the rights of employees in areas such as benefits and salary
negotiations and are representative in the process of collective bargaining.
School districts, hospitals, and healthcare facilities can not interfere with the
process of collective bargaining. The National Labor Relations Act makes it unlawful for

an employer to interfere with, restrain, or coerce employees in the exercise of their right
to organize; or to discriminate against an employee with regard to hiring practices, tenure
of employment, or any term or condition of employment in order to encourage or
discourage membership in a labor organization (NJNA, 2008). This means that an
employer cannot express or imply a threat of reprisal for organizing, or promise a benefit
for refraining from organizing. Although an employer is prohibited from engaging in
certain types of activities to thwart organizing, this does not mean employees will not
encounter stmng opposition. Employer propaganda and anti-union tactics can be
anticipated. An employer has the right to voice its opinions and attitudes about unions
and the unionization of its operation, provided its communications and actions carry no
direct or implied threats to employees.
Dzfferences in Union Contracts
The content of union contracts between teachers and nurses are quite different.
Although the content such as work hours, healthcare benefits, salary, grievance
procedures, and length of contract are similar, union contracts of teachers may not
include ethical standards or a separate code of conduct. Teacher union contracts tend to

be brief in content. However, nursing union contracts are just the opposite. Contracts are
specific as to the expectations, professional responsibilities, and duty to care and
compassion of the nursing profession and to its patients.
Professional responsibilities are characteristic of nursing union contracts. Along

with signing a union contract, nurses also sign a separate form known as an ethical code
of conduct. Signing a code of conduct is contingent to a nurse starting and maintaining
employment. This ethical code of conduct addresses the ethical behavior expected by the
American Nurses Association. Teachers may or may not follow a similar procedure for
union contracts. As of 2008, the New Jersey Department of Professional Development,
under the direction of the New Jersey Department of Education, recognized that teachers
may not have an ethical standard. During 2008-2009, a committee was established known
as the Professional Teaching Standards Board (PTSB), comprised of teachers,
administrators, and representatives of higher education, local boards of education, and the
general public. The PTSB defined professional obligations for teachers with regard to
ethics and policy.
Conceptual Framework

The constructive use of collective bargaining is an essential element being used
between teachers and management within school districts. Union contracts have been
helpful with improving teacher benefits and salary scale, however teacher unions may not
fully represent teacher with decision making. According to Nelson, Rosen, and Powell
(1996), school districts with high levels of teacher unionization have better teacher
performance. Through negotiations, unionized teachers may have added decision-making
ability in areas of grading, academic resources, teacher training, academic and social

support services, than non-union educators. Another consideration is that highly
unionized teachers have higher salaries and benefits, as well as negotiated grievance
procedures obtained through unionization (Nelson, et al., 1996). Teachers who are a part
of highly unionized school districts have a work environment that encourages teacher
stability and commitment, essential characteristics of an effective school district.
There is little, if any, mention of ethics for the teaching field in state departments
or school district documents in New Jersey. The ethics of teaching are a crucial aspect of
public education governing teacher misconduct. Public education faces a number of
serious concerns that impact young people's education. Efforts by teachers to organize
for working condition standards are not one of them (Nelson, et al., 1996). The criticisms
of teachers' unions are generally a part of the overall negative assessment of public
education. To provide a quality education, school systems must respond effectively to
pervasive social conditions.
According to the American Association of Educators, (2007) the primary
responsibility of the teaching field is to promote a safe and positive environment for
students. If this is the case, at the very least, government agencies need to create
guidelines that delineate the ethical responsibilities of teaching. In calling for an ethical
code of conduct, teachers can promote a high ethical standard. Community members,
school district administrators, and government agencies suggest that teaching is
important. The use of collective bargaining to raise the issue of ethics in teaching would
promote teachers to affirm that young people need to have an ethical model in teachers.
The Professional Standard of Teachers, (2008) addressed some of the professional
responsibilities of teaching. There is much more that may be included in a discussion of

prescribed behavior. An ethical code of conduct would include teacher case scenarios and
a prescribed guide for handling concerns as found in professional associations, such as
the New Jersey Nurses' Association (NJNA) and American Psychological Association
(ma.

Overview of Research Findings
There have been many positive fmdings in relation to codes of conduct affecting
teacher behavior. Cartright and Simpson, (1 990) stated that teachers are responsible for
daily decision making and problem solving regarding students. Strike and Soltis, (1985;
1992) stressed that ethical decision-making behavior requires teachers to practice
ongoing reflection. Back, (2002) and Litwack, (2006) found that when teachers believe in
acting ethically, they can make a difference in their schools and communities by being an
example for students, peers, and parents.
Barrett, et., al, (2006) study of ethical behaviors in teachers concluded that

teachers had difficulty with boundary violations such as student-teacher relationships and
careless behavior. These behaviors were seen by teachers as being the most serious. Clift,
Houston, and Pugach, (1 990) stressed that a teacher code of conduct would improve
ethical practice, due to the fact that teachers would have to further reflect on their actions
before making decisions. Another perspective was offered on the importance of
reflection in teacher behavior. Reiman and Peace, (2003) found that reflection increased
ethical professional practice in teachers and decreased the chance for misconduct.
Larrivee, (2000) found that reflection focused on self-assessment and building problemsolving skills. Teaching associations such as the NEA, (1975) and AFT, (1971) provide

an ethical code of conduct in order to create successful learning &om teachers. The direct
influence of teachers' behaviors may result in improved student outcomes.
There is extensive literature which supports the claim that the process of
collective bargaining in New Jersey's public education system is run by administrators,
teachers, and other professionals. Public schools are funded by the property taxes of the
areas which they serve. Therefore, each school district is operated independently from
the other school districts; hence, each district is able to determine contract content
according to what each school district union wants as part of collective bargaining within
the confines of collective bargaining laws. New Jersey teachers' union contracts vary in
each school district. The specific content found in contracts also varies. According to the
NJDOE, (2008) professional development personnel, teachers and school administrators
recognize the ongoing need for having an ethical standard. Establishing a code of conduct

within the union contract may help to decrease the potential of teacher misconduct.
In each school district, members are elected to the school board and act as the
governing body for the district. Union members receive no compensation for services to
their individual school districts. The school board negotiates a contract with the educators
in the school district to determine the terms and conditions of employment. In a majority
of districts, the teachers are organized into teachers' unions, which will represent them in
the bargaining process with the school board.
New Jersey's teachers' associations or unions, such as the NJEA, the New Jersey
Education Association, have become a political force in New Jersey and have a strong
stance when it comes to teachers, students, and the educational system. Union leaders are
elected to represent the teachers. Although teachers are not required to join the union, in

New Jersey there is an "agency shop" rule and teachers must pay 85% of dues. An
important aspect of the teachers' unions, as noted before, is their presence during teacher
contract negotiations, which take place in every school district and are expected to
culminate in a contract agreed upon by the school board and the teachers through their
representatives. Although the contract negotiation process between the school board and
union is an ongoing collaborative effort, sometimes there are difficulties at the bargaining
table.
The majority of public-sector contracts, such as school teachers, are negotiated
through the process of collective bargaining. Often the general public does not hear about
collective bargaining unless there is the potential of a strike. During a strike, the Board of
Education and the teachers' union are negotiating a government contract, they are
required to follow the standards set down in N.J.S.A. 40A: 11-1, the Local Public
Contracts Law, and N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-1, the Public School Contracts Law. N.J.S.A.
40A:ll-1 et sea.; N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-1 et sea.; the Local Public Contracts Law, N.J.S.A.
40A: 11-1, deals with procedures and contractual provisions for all New Jersey public
contracts. Under N.J.S.A. 18A-2b the board of education is given the authority to award
and negotiate contracts. Teacher contracts are a professional services contract, because
teachers must be licensed and their practice is governed by law.
Conclusion

This review of literature, theory, and law began by establishing the foundation
that codes of conduct are crucial to teacher behavior. A review of ethics research
supported the claim of the importance of the role of teacher ethics in this regard. This
review then attempted to trace the evolving role of ethics by defining the difference

between codes and standards. Next, this review summarized the importance of
dispositions and skills teacher; are expected to possess andfor exhibit.
The last section of the review of literature, theory, and law identified the way that
collective bargaining impacts teaching, most often through mediating variables. The areas
explored were specific to variables in ethics, contract content, striking, and unions. These
are complex areas with much still to be uncovered and understood. However, one area
ready for study, within teaching, is the importance of teacher ethics relating to teacher
union contracts, specifically codes of conduct and teacher behavior.
The review of literature acknowledges that the ability to improve behavior
practices relies on the use of establishing and enforcing a code of conduct within New
Jersey teacher union contracts. The conceptual framework provided gives ways for
addressing, identifying, and evaluating the need for establishing an ethical code of
conduct as an educational foundation to increasing trust and credibility of teaching.

Theoretic Framework
Examining the Immrtance of Having a Code of Conduct in New Jersey Teacher Union
Contracts
I. Diswsitions

111. Self Reflection

A. Devises Teaching Practices

A. Professional Relationships

B. Character Traits (Desirable)

B. Ethical Decision-Making

C. Expectations and Responsibilities

C. Promotes Own Thinking

D. Classroom Tone (Effect)

D. Critical Thinking Skills

E. Student Learning Opportunities

E. Dilemma Identification
F. Problem Solving
G. Ethical Development
H. Emotions and Actions (Regulates)

11. Case Law/Collective Bargaining

IV. Other

A. Work Conditions

A. Teacher CredibilityITmt

B. Teacher Strikes (Decreased)

B. Reduced Bias

C. Guide to Behavior

C. Accountability (Teachers)

D. Defined Law

D. Assessment (Observations)

E. Less Court Decisions

E. Trainings and Workshops

F. Devises a Code of Conduct

F. Shared Commitment (Schools)

V. Teacher Behavior
A major determinant of what occurs in a classroom is the ethical decision-making of
teachers, such as grading, relationships, and bias. This is explained in considerable detail.

Theoretical Framework

/ \

Self

/ \

Chapter 111

DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
Introduction
In this study the researcher investigated New Jersey teacher union contracts for
content relating to an ethical code of conduct. An extensive search to fmd a statistical
pathway to the need of codes of conduct was completed. However, through personal
communication h m Professional Standard Boards for teachers in the New York State
Department of Education, the Delaware Department of Education, and an investigation
completed by the researcher, there was little, if any research in this area. A statistical
pathway was developed by the researcher through this study. This research targeted
specific behaviors which included those identified by the researcher as essential to ethical
decision-making. Behaviors include crossing student-teacher boundary, violating clearly
stated school rules and educational policies, failing to perform duties, imposing on
students' personal views, improper grading, partiality andor lack of fairness, exposing
students to embarrassment or disparagement, accepting gifts andor favors, deceiving
students and their parents, carelessness in behavior, breaches in confidentiality, and
subjectivity in grading and instruction (Barrett, Neal, Stovell, & Whittel, 2006).
Union contracts for one professional group similar to teachers (nurses and health
care professions) were selected for comparison with teacher union contracts. Upon
having received approval by the New Jersey nursinghospital union Health Professionals
and Allied Employees (HPAE), the researcher conducted a study comparing these
groups' contracts to the current content and wording of teacher union contracts as they
related to teacher behaviors, ethical judgments, ethical professionalism, and teaching.

Establishing an ethical code of conduct or statement of professional ethics as part
of teacher union contracts may decrease the number of court cases that have developed
from student-teacher relationships throughout the United States since 2001 (Afterschool,
2005). Despite nationwide efforts to professionalize public-school teaching, little
attention had been given to the matter of standards of professional conduct for teachers.
The importance of the nature of ethics and in relation to professional behavior indicated
that ethics were crucial to the professional status of teaching. There are differences
between the field of education and the job of educator. Education is the broad concept,
referring to all the experiences in which students can learn something. The field of
education is the concept that encompasses teaching, learning, and proper conduct. An
educator refers to the actions of learning that are designed to provide instruction to
students. Thus the focus is on cultivating skills, professionalism, and ethical
development.
According to Barrett, et al., (2006) educators, and in particular teachers, are
compared with other helping professionals such as persons in medicine, psychology,
nursing, social work, and law. An example of an established ethical code of conduct is
the American Psychological Association (MA) Ethical Principles ofPsychologists
(2002). An ethical code of conduct for psychologists began with a preamble, describing
the broad principles that guide professional practice, and listed the decision rules
psychologists are to follow with regard to issues such a s practitioner-client relationships
and confidentiality. Ethical codes of conduct have been found at the state and national
levels and some are upheld by law. In the United States, psychological boards incorporate
the APA's Ethical Principles into their statutes and regulations, and information about

state disciplinary actions is transmitted to a national database (Association of State and
Provincial Boards, 2004).
In the review of research, theory, law, and literature for this study (Chapter II), the
researcher found a strong indication that by 2008 teachers in New Jersey did not have
contracts that include an ethical code of conduct that addressed behavior. For school
administrators, such as principals and superintendents, there are clearly defined standards
for ethical behavior W O E , 2007). New Jersey has a code of conduct called the
Uniform Ethics Code which could be used to cover teachers. The Uniform Ethics Code
was adopted by the State Ethics Committee to be used as a guide for conduct of state
officers and employees of state agencies in the Executive branch of the state government.
Under the NJDOE (2007), the New Jersey School Ethics Act (NJSEA) was developed for
school board members as an ethical guide of practice for behavior. The School Ethics Act
is an ethical guide that provides a standard reflecting an ethical code of conduct.
With both school administrators and school board members having a developed
ethical code of conduct, it is thus up to researchers to gain an understanding of the
essentiality for establishing an ethical code of conduct in teacher union contracts. Since
1984, efforts to professionalize public-school teaching have included attempts to move
ffom basic state certification to advanced levels such as state licensure as a means of
documenting training and competence. Other approaches have been to use more rigorous
teacher education preparation programs for prospective teachers and instituting rigorous
requirements for continuing education for employed teachers on the ethical professional
practice of teaching (Barrett, et. al., 2006).

"The design of a study is important because the study methodology flows from
the research design. The design of a cross-sectional, descriptive study with traits of a
comparison study gives a logical sequence to the intended research procedures. The
research design achieves the most valid and reliable results possible" (Yin, 1984, p. 23).
The design placed this study within a particular framework that gave significance

to the

findings so that the resulting interpretations could be presented clearly, and could expand
the present knowledge in the field.
According to Johnson (2001) a non-experimental design model that crosses three
time dimensions (retrospective, cross-sectional, longitudinal) with three research
objectives (descriptive, predictive, explanatory) to form a 3x3 matrix of non-experimental
research types provides the basic design framework: the type 8 design: cross-sectional,
explanatory study (Johnson, 2005, p. 10) is the non-experimental design type for the
present study. According to the American Association of School Administrators or
AASA (2008), for example, school administrators are responsible for self-reflection,
acting with integrity, fairness, and acting in an ethical manner. Dispositions are related to
constructs such as thought processes, motives, and work inhibition.
Dispositions, the categorical independent variable in this study, could not be
manipulated; therefore, the non-experimental research design in this study approached a
causal-comparativestudy (Campbell & Stanley, 1963). The researcher planned to provide
"evidence that the phenomena occurred or did not occur" (Yin, 1989, p. 23). However,
the researcher did not have control over the events that were taking place, or with
establishing if an ethical code of conduct may or may not be needed in New Jersey

teacher union contracts. Thus, some elements of a case study approach also seemed
appropriate.
The researcher used a non-experimental or "quasi-experimental" design, used
archived data, but did not randomly assign subjects to conditions, although choice of
districts to provide contracts for analysis was within the researcher's control.
Delimitations
There were delimitations to consider in conducting this study. A first delimitation
of this study was the use of a single-state for collection of data (contracts). A second
delimitation of this study was that data would be no older than 2006-201 1 with no
contract over 5 years old. A third delimitation of this study was saturation sampling. The
researcher did comparisons only, but with no data manipulators. Some delimitations led
to limitations, such as generability.
Limitations
There were limitations to consider in conducting this study. This study was time
consuming and required thorough planning. The researcher assembled a significant
collection of data (contracts) until saturation, which required time to analyze and
interpret. A second limitation of this study was the lack of transferability. To establish
transferability, the researcher was comprehensive and critical, and participants were
selected purposefully. A third limitation of this study was the chance of outliers being
missed in the saturation sampling. A fourth limitation was that data were taken only ffom
New Jersey contracts which were no older than 5 years old.
The advantages of using a cross-sectional, non-experimental, descriptive study
outweighed the disadvantages with regard to qualitative methods. Relationships between

current content of teacher union contracts and teacher behavior, expectations, and
dispositions were a key aspect of this research. Also the use of an existing corporate
compliance policy otherwise known as Statement of Agreement was examined during
this study. A corporate compliance and/or 'good faith' agreement was used with hospital
workers to ensure ethical behavior and is required by state and federal regulating
organizations as the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations
(JACHO) and the State of New Jersey Department of Health and Senior Services.
Sample
One unit of study review and analysis used in this study was New Jersey teacher
union contracts. In 2008, there were 616 school systems, 565 public and 5 1 charter
schools, in New Jersey (NJDOE, 2008). For the purpose of this research, the sample was
chosen by using criterion sampling. The criterion was purposely chosen using 5 main
variables: (a) contracts of unionized workers; (b) serves the public; (c) are a part of the
helping professions (Chapter 2, p. 14), according to the U.S. Department of Labor; (d)
funded in part by taxpayers; and (e) union contracts between the years of 2006 to 201 1 or
no older than 5 years old. This was done so that the sample was current to content
presently (20028-2009) found in union contracts. The researcher examined content of
union contracts within the helping professions of teacher and nursinghospital worker
contracts for comparison purposes.
Since this study included content analysis, the researcher sampled until there were
no more variables or ideas, otherwise known as saturation sampling. Each stratum in this
study was a systematic, stratified random sampling. The researcher considered using
these variables as strata in this study for a number of reasons. The first was to ensure that

the overall population had an equal chance of being adequately represented. The
researcher studied the availability of public-sector contracts currently being held with NJ
PERC, NJ HPAE, and various New Jersey hospitals; along with gaining efficiency by
having greater control on the composition of the sample and lastly, the nature of the
research, which focused exclusively on the content analysis of teacher union contracts
within New Jersey public school districts in comparison to New Jersey hospital union
contracts.
The behavior of teachers and the possible desirability of establishing an ethical
code of conduct in New Jersey teacher union contracts were the foci of this research. The
researcher reviewed the actual content and wording of union contracts when developing a
listing of ethical terms and categorizing the ethical terms in order to measure the amount
of incidence for ethical content found in union contracts.
Jury of Exwrts
The purpose of having a jury of experts was to increase credibility of this study. A
jury of 5 experts including New Jersey lawyers specializing in contracts law, school
superintendents, and union representatives were chosen by the researcher. A jury of
experts reviewed a glossary of ethical terms to be judged for the purposes of this study.
Through judgments given by a jury of experts, two main themes emerged from a
jury of experts citing specific features of the terms. Within these themes, two of the most
frequently encountered categories were (a) detail of the information provided and (b)
balance between contrasting viewpoints. Criticisms were encountered, particularly with
respect to the use of ethical terms being represented within contracts. In addition, the
researcher found that in general, contracts may not use a specific set of ethical terms.

Based on the findings, a listing of ethical terms was developed, involving an exploratory
field-testing stage between the planning stage and the development of ethical terms, and
followed by the prototype field-testing stage, leading to the final ethical terms that were
to be developed from this study.

In the field-testing of ethical terms, the responses of the panel of experts were
favorable. The researcher had developed a model for the future field-testing of ethics in
contracts involving two stages: (a) exploratory field-testing and (b) prototype fieldtesting.
This study was conducted with archived data of public school teacher union
contracts and nursinghospital worker union contracts throughout New Jersey.
Archived union contracts were examined for ethical content with multiple New Jersey
public school and nursinghospitals.
Methodology

An essential first step was to develop a list of definitions of the ethical terms
arranged by Hinman (2008). Next, was to examine the current New Jersey teacher union
contracts and New Jersey nursehospital worker union contracts. The researcher
compared teacher union contracts to nursinghospital worker union contracts negotiated
under the process of collective bargaining. Collective bargaining is the process through
which teachers and school administrators negotiate what content will be placed in teacher
union contracts including salary, working hours, length of contract, and benefits. The
researcher collected data by using archival records. Comparisons were made across the
variables of interest. The research design was appropriate to structure the methods used to
answer the guiding research questions. Johnson (2001, p. 9) explained that the cross-

sectional, explanatory, non-experimental comparison study design, was derived from the
theoretical framework with the time and purpose of the study foremost in mind. After
having examined current New Jersey teacher union contracts and New Jersey union
contracts of nurse/hospital workers for content and wording of conduct and behavior, the
researcher began to draw inferences about the general principles that teachers might use
in guiding teacher behavior and then began to develop and establish a model ethical code
of conduct for New Jersey teachers.
The researcher applied content analysis to archived union contracts of public
school teacher and nursinglhospitals in an attempt to discover first the characteristics of
the problem statement that may provide a framework for problem elicitation and
secondly, a theoretical framework that might help to explain the motivation to seek
mediated searches. The complexity of the variables, therefore, made the qualitative
paradigm a logical choice for the type of data to be obtained within the study design.
In qualitative research the researcher utilized a variety of approaches including
study, personal experience, introspection, life story, interviews, artifacts, cultural texts,
and visual texts (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003). The study was selected as the methodological
approach for this study because the study method was useful for researching
relationships, behaviors, and attitudes in an organizational setting. Berg (2004) suggested
that "study methods involve systematically gathering enough information about a
particular person, social setting, or even group to permit the researcher to effectively
understand how the subject operates or functions" (p. 251).
In this study the researcher attempted to answer questions related to the need for
having an ethical code of conduct in teacher union contracts. Furthermore, the researcher

was interested in how an ethical code of conduct might influence the credibility of
teaching in New Jersey. During this study, the New Jersey State Board of Education and
NJDOE had recommended the establishment of a committee known as the Professional
Teaching Standards Board (PTSB), comprised of teachers, administrators, and
representatives of higher education, local boards of education, and the general public.
The PTSB defined professional obligations for teachers with regard to ethics and policy.
Within the New Jersey Standards of Professional Practice, a suggestive practice [italics
added] was developed in Standard 11. Standard 11 states that teachers are to recognize
that their individual actions reflect on the entire profession and understand that they are
employees vested with the public trust (NJEA, 2009, p.60). In recognizing the
development of a new standard, the "study" element in this research involved collecting
detailed information from New Jersey public school teacher union contracts. Obtaining
data directly from a collection of teacher union contracts available through NJ PERC, and
nursing contracts available with the New Jersey nurses union NJ HPAE and NJ hospitals,
allowed the researcher to examine data fiom multiple sources, strengthening the
credibility of the study. Multiple sources of data ensured triangulation, which helped to
confirm the validity of the processes (Stake, 1995; Yin, 1991), and also increased the
credibility of the study.
Intentions often may be built into vocabulary for describing actions and for
resolving particular ethical issues. A table of ethical terms was compiled and developed
by H

i (2008) to show two themes in this study: 1) the severity of ethical terms; and

2) the amount of ethical terminology that may or may not be used in teacher and
hospital/nursing union contracts. Severity was used in order to show that the influence of

an ethical term may deter people h m engaging in misconduct when used in a legal
document such as a union contract.
The purpose of the table was to build a guide for representing ethical definitions
for understanding behavior, professional policy and practice between teacher and
hospitaVnursing union contracts. The researcher was interested in examining if ethical
terms are included in current collective bargaining agreements by comparing teacher
union contracts to hospital/nursing union contracts.
Each ethical term in this study was developed into a table using three severity
categories: strong, average, and low. Severity was determined by the strength of each
term and each term was categorized. Ethical terms more commonly used, both in written
and/or oral language of contracts, were given a low severity. Average severity was given
to terminology that had a neutral meaning, and ethical terms given a strong severity to
each term that had a significant impact when used in union contracts.
Table 3
Ethical Terms Arranged by Categories (Hinman 2008)

Strong Severity
Absolutism
Accountable
Authenticitv
Conflict of interest
Discrimhation
Evaluation
Fabrication
Falsification
Fraud
Malfeasance
Negligence
Prejudice
Utilitarianism
Veracity
Violation
Vindication

Average Severity
Autonomy
Beneficence
Confdentialitv
Ethics
Explanation
Impartiality
Moral integrity
Morality
Pluralism
Professional responsibility
Responsibility
Security

Liable
Moral
Nonmalfeasance
Obligation
Privacy

Standard

Values

Trustworthiness
Virtues

Low Severity
Bias
Duty
Good

Rights

Risk
ssfety
Truth

Once the ethical terms were categorized by using a strong, average, or low
severity rating, ethical terms were further weighted using a severity category developed
by the researcher. The researcher examined teacher and nursing/hospital union contracts
and calculated each ethical term used within union contracts. Content was weighted using
a 50-point severity catego~ywith a 1 to 19 having low content severity, 20-39 having
neutral content severity, and 40-50- having strong content severity in the glossary of
terms developed by the researcher. Union contracts between 40-50 points have a high

ethical content rating, union contracts between 20-39 points have an average ethical
content rating, and contracts having a low or no ethical content within union contracts are
1-19. Each teacher union and nursing/hospital union contract was examined for severity
and repetition of content on an individual basis until saturation of the sample.
Example of the Estimations of Severitv (1-50)
1-19 points
Low
Severity

20-39 points

40-50 points

Average
Severity

Severity

Strong

Information was examined in teacher union contracts and hospital worker
contracts for document analysis. Document analysis of two groups is a systematic way of
determining what was happening, collecting data, analyzing information, and reporting
the results. The researcher expected that the implementation of dispositions andlor ethical
standards in teacher union contracts would stipulate the necessity of ethical conduct in
teachers. Therefore, the most appropriate design was for a cross-sectional, nonexperimental, descriptive study with elements of a case study.

The Content Validity and Reliability of Results Obtained by Use of the Instrument
The content instrument used for this research was developed from a combination
of ethical terms borrowed from a glossary of terms (Hinman, 2008, pp. 439-444). The
content listing was examined and reviewed by a jury of experts including New Jersey
lawyers specializing in contracts law, school superintendents, and teacher union
representatives. The researcher used a glossary to help determine the amount of ethical
content that was included within New Jersey teacher union contracts. A pilot study
consisting of a panel of experts was used to make judgments on the severity of a list of
ethical terms developed by the researcher.
Data Collection
Researchers are able to neither interview every person nor observe all situations;
therefore, a strategy must be devised to select contracts. Quantitative researchers can
select participants through random samples, but "qualitative researchers tend to select
each of their cases purposefully" (Glesne, 1999, p. 29). Stake (2000) noted the
importance of identifying characteristics in accordance with the focus of the study.
For this study, the researcher gathered archived data of school teacher union and
nursing/hospital worker union contracts fiom NJ HPAE, local hospitals, and public
school districts through NJ PERC, which required purposeful sampling based on specific
characteristics to sufficiently answer the research questions. The researcher provided a
letter by mail detailing data collection methods along with an explanation of the study
and its purpose. Both the NJ HPAE and NJ PERC had the opportunity to contact the
researcher to indicate their decision to participate in the study. These letters were sent out
during the Spring semester, 2008.

The researcher used a public database system through NJ HPAE and NJ PERC,
and contracts were selected until saturation based on the selected variables. The content
of ethical terms was also identified by a jury of experts to determine if the contracts that
were examined for ethical content may or may not have had an ethical code of conduct
within union contracts. In the case of union contracts which did not show an ethical code
of conduct, the researcher then examined collective bargaining agreements to determine
if an ethical code of conduct existed in teaching. These terms originally were determined
under the glossary (Hinman, 2008, pp. 439-444). Afier a listing of ethical terms was
developed, the researcher did a comparison study of each selected public school contract
to contracts of nursinghospital workers for content analysis. Any terms found were
accounted for on an existing form, developed by the researcher, showing if any ethical
content may or may not have been used.
According to theorist John Dewey, providing a listing of values and an ethical
code of conduct would suggest the importance of a reflective, learning teacher within a
dynamic, vibrant teaching. In order to increase the credibility of teachers and the value
of education in teachers' work, professional educators must help prepare young people
for life (Dewey, 1929) in three ways: (a) first by underlining the centrality and ethical
basis of teachers' work, (b) next by outlining the key responsibilities which are central to
the practice of teaching, and (c) lastly by providing values to teachers' professional rights
(Reiman & Peace, 2002). Ethical codes of conduct are to be expressed positively in terms
of core principles and commitments in teacher union contracts in three categories: the
Educational Experience, Educational Outcomes, and Relationships.

Data Analvsis

In Chapter 1, the researcher posed four questions: They were:
1)

To what extent does the content of New Jersey teacher union contracts define
a code of conduct promoting ethical behavior patterns for teachers?

2)

To what extent does an ethical standard and a code of conduct exist between
New Jersey teacher union contracts and New Jersey nursing union contracts in
comparison to the New Jersey professional standard?

3)

How does ethical attention to codes of conduct compare in union contracts
among teaching, nursing, and helping professions?

4)

What content may be provided in New Jersey teacher union contracts when
establishing a code of conduct?
The first question was, "To what extent does the content of New Jersey teacher

union contracts define a code of conduct promoting ethical behavior patterns for
teachers?" and analyzed using various steps. The researcher analyzed the content then the
relationship between ethics to content and wording identified in legal terms. These legal
terms were expressed as dispositions such as benevolence, ethics, or judgment. The
analysis was done through a combination of consultation of a jury of experts along with
referencing through a glossary of ethical terms that is found in Hinrnan (2008, pp. 439444). Content analysis and comparisons assisted the researcher in analyzing New Jersey

teacher and nursing union contracts for content and wording that express an ethical code.
The second question was, "To what extent does an ethical standard and a code of
conduct exist between New Jersey teacher union contracts and New Jersey nursing union
contracts in comparison to the New Jersey professional standard?" The researcher used

the New Jersey Professional Standard to compare what ethical standards may or may not
have been included in union contracts of teachers and nurses. A comparison for helping
professions was added in this study to compare ethical standards to the New Jersey
Professional Standards of teaching and nursing. The researcher used professional
standards that are required by the New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE), the
New Jersey Education Association (NJEA), the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO), and the largest nursing union in New Jersey, Health
Professionals and Allied Employees (NJ HPAE). Comparing these professional
standards for differences between school administrators and teachers would strengthen
the explanatory power of this study.
The third question was, "How does ethical attention to codes of conduct compare
in union contracts among teaching, nursing, and helping professions?" The researcher
examined if a code of conduct existed in teaching, nursing, and helping professions union
contracts. A comparison study was conducted to show if a code of conduct existed in
teaching, nursing, and the helping professions. The researchers used codes of conduct
from Psychologists (APA: American Psychological Association) and Professional
Counselors (ACA: American Counseling Association).
The fourth question was, "What content may be provided in New Jersey teacher
union contracts when establishing a code of conduct? This question was answered by
calculating the strength severity of ethical content of union contracts between teacher and
nursing/hospitals. A 50-point severity scale was created by the researcher with a low
severity of 1-19 points, average severity of 20-39 points, and a high severity rating of 40-

50 points. Ethical terms were taken by H m a n n (2008) and were checked by a panel of
experts specializing in New Jersey contract law for credibility.
Chapter 111 Summary
In Chapter 111 the researcher explained the design, methods, and procedures
through which data were collected and compiled. Chapter 111 provided information about
the relation of the data to the established guiding questions for this research. The
researcher identified the comparative study fiom archived data held with NJ PERC and
NJ HPAE. After refining the data to include a comparison of teacher and nursinghospital
union contracts, all archived document analysis notes were analyzed and summarized.
In Chapter IV the researcher will present and explain the findings of this study by

providing a comparison study on the content, terminology usage and strength between
teacher and nursinghospitals union contracts. The researcher will identify regulations
and requirements according to New Jersey statutes and government agencies to give a
further understanding of the application and content found in union contracts.

Chapter IV

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Introduction
In order to uphold the honor and integrity of the teaching field, teachers in the
public education system inNew Jersey are to meet the needs of all students by seeking to
achieve the highest professional standards of practice and conduct. Teachers have an
enduring, absolute commitment to teaching, giving maximum attention and responsibility
to being a teacher, aspiring to make a successful career within the system, and taking
pride in their professionalism. Data showed that 839 public school teachers have had
revoked or suspended teaching certifications because of misconduct within New Jersey
and the United States (The Associated Press, 2008). Implementation of an ethical code of
conduct is one approach to decreasing the number of criminal cases of teacher
misconduct. While the focus in this study is to examine teachers, examples utilizing
nurses and hospitals are being presented strictly for comparison. The purpose of this
study was to determine if an ethical code of conduct for teachers already existed, if an
ethical code of conduct needed to be developed, and what content is to be included in
New Jersey teacher union contracts. Quantitative and qualitative methodology was
employed to gain insights about these perceptions. This chapter presents the data and
analysis from the study.
Nature of the Study
The research participantsldata for this comparison study consisted of archived data of
state-run public school teacher union contracts and hospitavnursing union contracts held
with the New Jersey Public Employment Relations Committee (NJ PERC) and the NJ

hospital and nursing union Health Professionals and Allied Employees (HPAE).
Archived data were analyzed by the researcher for the amount and the strength of ethical
content.
The questions guiding this research were:

1. To what extent does the content of New Jersey teacher union contracts define a
code of conduct promoting ethical behavior patterns for teachers?
2. To what extent does an ethical standard and a code of conduct exist between New
Jersey teacher, nursing, and other helping profession union contracts in
comparison to the New Jersey Professional Standard?

3. How does ethical attention to codes of conduct compare in union contracts among
teaching, nursing, and helping professions?
4. What content may be provided in New Jersey teacher union contracts when

establishing a code of conduct?
Identification of Ethical Content
To identify ethical content for this study, the researcher used a combination of a
glossary of ethical terms borrowed from Hinnman (2008, pp. 439-444) and a Liert-type
response set (See Chapter 111, p. 9) developed by the researcher. Ethical terms were
evaluated by a second party trained in contracts law. Letters of permission were sent to
NJ PERC andNJ HPAE for the purpose of collecting and examining public school
teacher and hospitdnursing union contracts under the current process of collective
bargaining. For the purpose of this research, the sample was chosen by criterion
sampling. The four main variables for data collection and analysis are shown in Table 4.

Table 4

Summary Table of Variablesfor Data Collection and Analysis

I

contracts of unionized workers;
served the public;
part of the helping professions (Chapter 2, p. 14), according to the U.S.
Department of Labor; funded in part by taxpayers;
union contracts negotiated during the years 2006 to 201 1, inclusive.
The data collected were obtained from union contracts for teachers and

nursinghospital workers between the years of 2006 to 201 1. Contracts were from the
following contract years: 2006-2009,2007-2010, and 2008-201 1. The researcher
analyzed data for evidence to investigate ethical content existing in New Jersey teacher
union contracts. The researcher analyzed data until saturation (See Chapter 111).
Characteristics of Union Contracts
The researcher examined the content found in teacher union contracts and
compared that with content within nursinghospital union contracts. Within teacher and
nursing/hospital union contracts, the following categories were similar: (a) negotiation
procedures; (b) grievance procedures; (c) work calendar, holidays, required work
schedule and hours; (d) the evaluation process; (e) personnel files; (f) transfer process;
(g) leave of absence and sabbatical leave; (h) strikes and sanctions; (i) working
conditions; (i)conferences; (k) student discipline; (1) employee protection and association
rights, (m) employment, requirements, vacancies and qualifications; (n) insurance
protection and benefits; (0) professional development and educational improvement
hours; @) mentoring for first year professions; (q) employer rights and responsibilities;

(r) compensation and legal representation fees; (s) effective dates and duration of
contract.
Research Question One
The fmt research question addressed in this study was: To what extent does the
content of New Jersey teacher union contracts define a wde of conduct promoting ethical
behavior patterns in teachers?
To obtain answers to this question, the researcher examined archived New Jersey
teacher and nursinghospital union contracts until saturation. A list of data was used to
guide the examination of each contract for similarities and difference between teacher
union contracts and nursinglhospital union contracts (See Appendix K). The researcher
found the similarities between contracts followed the process of collective bargaining. A
listing of similarities and differences in ethical content that were found within union
contracts for each job class is presented in Table 5.
Table 5
Similarities and Differences of Ethical Contentfound in Teacher and Hospital/Nursing
Union Coniracts
Similarities

Differences:
Teacher Contracts

False/Falsifjiig
Rights

Discrimination

safety

Standard

Violation

Differences:
Hospital/Nursing
Contracts
Autonomy
Beneficence
Coafidentiality
Conflict of Interest
Ethical
Good

Negligence
Obligation
ProFessional Responsibility
Privacy
Responsibility
Trustworthiness
V i

Both the teaching and nursing groups have similar processes for developing a
union contract. However, differences were found due to the current New Jersey laws and
statutes that govern teaching and nursing. Teachers are less regulated under the current
laws and statutes than are nurses. The laws and statutes for nursing and hospitals require
that all hospitals and healthcare facilities have a Corporate Compliance Program that
covers a code of conduct and ethical standards. Without a code of conduct and ethical
standards for medical personnel, hospitals can be shut down by the New Jersey
Departments of Health and Senior Services, Medicare, and Medicaid, and by the nation's
hospital accreditation association, Joint Accreditation Commission of Hospital
Organizations (JACHO), which all require ethical standards to be in place and establish
patient protection. According to Meridian (2007), hospital managers and supervisors are
responsible for the following:
Ensuring compliance with legal and regulatory requirements; they are to discuss
with all new and existing staff their ethical codes with employees and to educate

employees on the importance of the code; to answer employees' questions about
the code; assist staff to understand the provisions; to respond appropriately; to
detect and correct any violations and prevent occurrence; to be proactive and to
not condone or ignore misconduct that comes to management's attention; to
explain the process for resolving and researching reported issues and addressing
new developments within the compliance.
All current full- and part-time employees of hospitals are required to receive general
compliance education annually.

When examining nursinghospital union contracts, the researcher found that there
was a required ethical statement andlor agreement, otherwise known as a Fidelity Bond in
nursing agencies, such as Bayada Nurses. The statement of agreement or Fidelity Bond
requires that employees recognize having a good faith agreement, which is the
responsibility of the hospital staff to provide a continuous program of vital services
essential to the health, safety, and welfare of the citizens served by staff and the hospital.
"The intent of the agreement is to assure that services are rendered economically,
efficiently, and without interference or interruption in work environments that fosters
mutual respect and professional atmosphere" (C. Rios, personal communication, June 5,

2008). "To these ends, the parties mutually enter into this agreement which sets forth the
terms and conditions of employment of employees covered by the agreement, and
provides a peaceful means for the adjustment of differences with respect for the
interpretations or application of this agreement (NJ HPAE, 2008)." Each hospital is
required to have employees follow this agreement, found within each contract, called
Constitution and &-Laws. Under Article E of NJ HPAE (2008) nursinghospital union

contracts, NJ M A E requires the promotion of the health, wealth, and safety of all
members and affiliates. All nurses and hospital employees sign the agreement as part of
the contract and process of collective bargaining.
Among New Jersey hospital union contracts examined, employees are required to
follow a philosophy of healthcare covered under the collective bargaining agreement
which states that "all employees must take effort considering the care of patients that will
not do harm or violate patient rights" (NJ HPAE, 2008,

v. Each hospital and school

district examined showed that an existing code of conduct had existed only in hospitals,

which provided specific behaviors and guidelines that would result in automatic
termination and/or suspension of all employees. Yearly, all hospital workers and nurses
sign a union contract, as well as a separate universal code of conduct. The universal code
of conduct is mandatory for continued employment.
.An examination of New Jersey union contracts of teachers and nurses showed that
there are two sections to a union contract, the first being the contract agreement. Contract
agreements included the title of the position, length of the contract, employee signature,
and a second authorized signature (i.e. a school superintendent, school board president, or
personnel director). Authorized signatures vary depending on the individual school
district or employing hospital. The second part of the contract provided a more detailed
section that included areas such as: health benefits, tuition reimbursement, work calendar,
professional responsibilities, and working hours. These two sections make up the
collective bargaining agreement.
Although there had been some form of expectation of a teacher's professional
responsibility in the agreement section, results of the examination showed that there was
no expectation included for ethical conduct. The researcher found one school district that
had included a section of ethical conduct within the detailed section of their union
contract entitled Discipline-Code of Service [italics added] (See Appendix L). This study
showed no evidence to support that an ethical code of conduct existed in the contract
agreement section for both teachers and nurses. The researcher took this study further by
examining each of the two sections of the collective bargaining agreement separately.
The current procedure in public school districts is for teachers to be provided each
year with a teacher's manual, but the procedure is not a part of law. During the first year

in a school district, regardless of the certified position, new employees receive training
during orientation in most public school districts, with the exception of a few districts
that do not require new teacher orientation. Under the current collective bargaining
process, there are no state regulations or requirements for a code of conduct or ethical
standard to be placed within teacher union contracts. However, in some public school
districts, teacher union contracts have a subsection entitled Personal Freedom. Personal
Freedom states, "teachers shall be entitled to full rights of citizenship, and no religious or
political activities of any teacher or the lack thereof shall be grounds for any discipline or
discrimination with respect to the professional employment of such teacher, providing
said activities do not violate any local, state, or federal law."

Research Question Two
The second research question was designed to provide insight into the ethical
statements that are created in union contracts under the New Jersey Professional Standard
for codes of ethics. The second research question was: How does ethical attention to
codes of conduct compare in union contracts among teaching, nursing, and other helping
professions union contracts in comparison to the New Jersey professional standard?
The researcher used the code of ethics required by the New Jersey State Ethics
Commission (See Appendix M). The Code of Ethics is a guide for state officers and
employees and special state officers and employees in the executive branch of New
Jersey state government. The code explains the ethics rules and laws found in the New
Jersey Conflicts of Interest Law; N.J.S.A. 52:13D-12 et sea. and in the rules of the State
Ethics Commission; N.J.A.C. 19:61-1.1 et sea.. In addition to those laws and rules, state

employees are also bound by the Uniform Ethics Code and any ethics code adopted by
the agency for which they work. Information in this Guide was derived from detailed
statutes, regulations, and executive orders (New Jersey Ethics Commission, 2006).
The researcher used professional standards that are required by the New Jersey
Department of Education (NJDOE), the New Jersey Education Association (NJEA), the
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO), and NJ
Health Professionals and Allied Employees (NJ HPAE), the largest nursing union in New
Jersey. In the initial investigation of this study, the New Jersey Professional Standards

for Teachers and School Leaders [italics added] did not have an ethical standard in 2008.
In January 2008, the New Jersey State Board of Education made some significant
changes to the professional development regulations of teachers, which include 100 hours
over a 5 year period to be used for in-service trainings, continuing education, and
workshops. The revision of the New Jersey professional development standard requires
that teachers maintain records for both district and school-based activities to count toward
their yearly hours and to form a professional development committee in each school
district starting in the 2010-201 1 school year.
This new standard reflects what the State Department of FAucation constitutes as
effective professional development by addressing the content process and context for
professional learning. The standards are to be used in the development of an individual
teacher's professional development plan, as well as the creation of the district
professional development plan. Along with implementing changes to the professional
development requirements for teachers, revisions to the New Jersey Core Content
Curriculum Standards (NJ CCCS) include an ethics standard known as Standard 11.

The New Jersey Department of Education and the New Jersey Department of
Professional Development recognized that an ethical standard was missing for teachers.
School administrators have had a specific ethical standard since 2003. Beginning in 2008
and completed in 2009, the New Jersey Department of Professional Development devised
a committee known as the Professional Teaching Standards Board (PTSB), comprised of
and representatives of higher education, local boards of
teachers, admi~~trators,
education, and the general public. A timeline and listing of professional obligations is
presented in Table 6, as defined by the PTSB for teachers with regard to ethics and
policy.
Table 6
New Jersey Teacher Professional Development Plan, 2008-2010.
Imolementation Calendar: Transitioningto New Jersey Professional Development Plan (NJDOE,

\

\\

SPRING ZW9

FALL 200s

WINTER 201

FAU 2010

Final approval
of 2009-2010
district plan by
local board
Regional
training and
webinars on
school and
district plan
wlnponents
[check DOE
website]

Regional
trainings
LPDC supports
school PD
committees in
school plan
development
School PD
wmmittees
write fint
school plan for
2020-2011 year

Regional
Wings
LPDC writes
collective
district plan for
2010-201 1
Multi-year
distric plans
optional
beginnins
2010-2011

New fiv6ye~r
profssional
development
cycle begins
Implemgltatiou
of &st stoolbased
professiional
development

//

Within the New Jersey Standards of Professional Practice, a "suggestive practice" was
developed in Standard 11. Standard 1 1 states that "teachers are to recognize their
individual actions reflect on the entire profession and understand that they are employees
vested with the public trust" (NJEA, 2009, p.60).
The researcher conducted a comparison study of the New Jersey Professional
Standards, to teaching union contracts, and nursing union contracts for ethical standards.
Since the standards included in the New Jersey Professional Standardsfor Teachers and

School Leaders [italics added] were not specific, as seen in nursing and other helping
professions standards, the researcher used professional judgment when calculating the
standards.
Results showed that teaching had met 0 of 23 (0.00%) ethical standards in
comparison to nursing union contracts which met 1 of 23 (4%) ethical standards of the
New Jersey Professional Standards. When adding helping professions, such as
Psychologists and Licensed Professional Counselors, helping professions had met 1 out
of 23 standards (4%). Results showed that the number of ethical standards met by helping
professions matched the number met by nursing union contracts. In further examining
union contracts for an ethical standard, Table 7 shows that 1 out of 23 standards (4%)
was met in comparison to the New Jersey Professional Standards. Examination of teacher
union contracts showed that an ethical standard was not present when compared to the
New Jersey Professional Standards.

Table 7

Comparison among Teaching (Teach) and Nursing (Nurse) and Helping Professions
(HLP Proj.) for having an Ethical Standard in Union Contracts
Ethical Standard

Teach

Nurse

HLP Prof.

N J Prof.
Standard

Practicing Professional
~eflectioi
Moral DecisionMaking
Ethical Judgment &
Action
Accountability for
Judgment & Action
Assertion of Values
Conflict of Interest
Political Activities
Gifts & Favors
Legal Obligation for
Ethical Enforcement by
Employer(s)
Nepotism
Addressing Impaired
Practice
Professional
Boundaries
Collective
Responsibility
Strikes and Strikes
Affecting Productivity
Expressing
Dispositions (i.e.
benevolence, morals, or
judgment)
Established Code of
Conduct Signed with
Union Contract
Collective Bargainiig
Provisions
Professional
Relationships
Note: An X represents having an ethical standard in the NJ Professional Standard.
Helping Professions used in this study are the American Psychological Association ( M A ) and Licensed Professional
Counselors (ACA).
Teach = Teacher; Nurse = Nursing; HLP Prof. =Helping Professions

Table 7 Continues

Professional Standard
Ethical Standard

Teach

Nurse

HLP Prof.

Maintaining
Confidentiality
Resolving Ethical
Issues
Accountability to the
Wider Community
Mentoring

Procedure for
Enforcing Unethical
Behavior
Total: 23

NJ Prof.

Standard
X
X
X
N/A
X

0

1

1

Note: An X represents having an ethical standard in the N J Professional Standard.
Helping Professions used in this study are the American Psychological Association (APA) and Licensed Professional
Counselors (ACA).
Teach = Teacher; Nurse = Nursing; HLP Prof. =Helping Professions

Since teacher union contracts showed little to no content for ethical standards, the
researcher did take this study further and examined collective bargaining agreements of
teachers, nurses, and helping professions. The researcher determined that ethical
standards may or may not have been found in nursing and helping professions contracts.
Results of examined collective bargaining agreements to the New Jersey Professional
Standard showed that teaching had met 17 of 21 ethical standards (70%) included in their
collective bargaining agreements. However, the New Jersey Professional Standards,
Table 7 shows that collective bargaining agreement for ethics did not include a section on
striking and productivity. The researcher also learned through a representative of NJ
PERC (G. Franklin, personal communication, April 6,2009), that striking and
productivity are defined through detailed state statutes and regulations that prohibit
striking of public employees under the New Jersey Employer-Employee Relations Act

21

(N.J.S.A.34:13A-2) in a section entitled Declaration of Policy [italics added]. In this
section the state's public employees are prohibited from strikes as follows:
It is hereby declared as the public policy of this State that the best interests of the
people of the State are sewed by the prevention or prompt settlement of labor
disputes, both in the private and public sectors; that strikes, lockouts, work
stoppages and other forms of employer and employee strife, regardless where the
merits of the controversy lie, are forces productive ultimately of economic and
public waste; that the interests and rights of the consumers and the people of the
State, while not direct parties thereto, should always be considered, respected and
protected; and that the voluntary mediation of such public and private employeremployee disputes under the guidance and supervision of a governmental agency
will tend to promote permanent, public and private employer-employee peace and
the health, welfare, comfort and safety of the people of the State, to carry out such
policy, the necessity for the enactment of the provisions of this act is hereby
declared as a matter of legislative determination (New Jersey EmployerEmployee Relations Act, 1968; as cited in NJ PERC, 2009, fn.
The collective bargaining agreements of nursing and helping professions had 19 out of 21
(90%) ethical standards included in their collective bargaining agreements. Similarities
found between nursing and helping professions were that in both nursing and helping
professions there were no sections in their collective bargaining agreements for
mentoring. The researcher found that this was based on state mentoring requirements. In
the helping professions, some occupations such as Licensed Professional Counselors do
have a requirement for mentoring prior to licensure (ACA, 2005). For nursing, the State

of New Jersey does not require mentoring for nurses newly entering the field, unlike
teachers, who are required in New Jersey to have one year of mentoring during their first
year of teaching (See Chapter 1, p. 15).
In the area of striking affecting productivity, the researcher found that nursing
union contracts from the New Jersey Health Professionals & Allied Employees (NJ
HPAE) contain a detailed section on striking and the effects of striking as part of the
collective bargaining agreement, which is one of the comparisons presented in Table 8. In
teacher union contracts, a negotiations section states that the Association and its oflcers,
representatives and members shall not cause, condone, or participate in anyform of
strik, workstoppage or any other interference with school operation [italics added].

Table 8
New Jersey Profssiond Standard Comparison among Teaching (Teach) and Nursing
(Nurse) and Helping Professions (HLP Prof) for having an Ethical Standard in
Collective Bargaining Agreements

Ethical Standard

Teach

Nurse

HLP Prof.

N J Prof.

Standard
F'racticinn Professional

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

Moral DecisionMaking
Ethical Judgment &

Action
Accountability for
Judgment & Action
Assertion of Values
Conflict of Interest
Political Activities

Note: An X represents having an ethical standard in the NJ Professional Standard.
Helping Professions used in this study are the American Psychological Association (APA) and Licensed Rnfessional
Counselors (ACA).
Teach =Teacher; Nurse = Nursing; HLP Prof. = Helping Professions
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X
X
X
X
X

Professional Standard

Ethical Standard

Teach

Legal Obligation for

Nune

HLP Prof.

NJ Prof.
Standard

X

X

X

Nepotism
Addressing Impaired
Practice
Professional
Boundaries
Collective
Responsibility
Strikes & Productivity
Expressing
Dispositions (i.e.
benevolence, morals, or
judgment)
Collective Bargaining
Provisions

X

X

Professional
Relationships
Maintaining
Confidentiality
Resolving Ethical
Issues
Accountability to the
Wider Community
Mentoring

X

Procedure for
Enforcing Unethical
Behavior
Totak 21

X

X

X

X

17

19

19

20

X

Note: An X represents having an ethical standard in the NJ Professional Standard

Helping Professions used in this study are the American Psychological Association ( M A ) and Licensed Professional
Counselors (ACA).
Teach = Teacher: Nurse = Nursing; HLP Prof. =Helping Professions

According to the New Jersey Nurses' Association (2007), experience has shown
that nurses who have chosen to strike have done so as a last resort, and that, if nurses

decide to strike, they do not abandon patients on short notice. There are legal safeguards
to prevent such actions. Provisions set forth in the 1974 Health Care Amendments to the
National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) guarantee continuation of adequate patient care by
requiring contract expiration notice, advance strike notice, mandatory mediation, and the
option of establishing a board of inquiry prior to work stoppage. Such activities are
conducted outside of patient care areas. There are, therefore, three l i t a t i o n s on union
solicitation during the workday: the time during the day when such activities may be
conducted; the locations within the hospital; and conformity with solicitation
opportunities afforded other organizations
In a researcher-done comparison, teaching, nursing, and helping professions
contracts to the New Jersey Professional Standards, results showed that ethical standards
do not exist in union contracts. When the researcher took this study further, examination
showed that collective bargaining agreements did have an ethical standard existing in
teaching, nursing, and helping professions. A comparison of collective bargaining
agreements between helping professions and nursing also showed that both professions
had the same number of standards (19 out of 21 or 90%). The New Jersey Professional
Standards did not have a specific requirement an ethical standard for professional
reflection. However, for teaching, nursing, and the helping professions, professional
reflection is a required ethical standard for practice.

Research Question Three
The third research question was designed to provide insight into whether the
ethical statements that are created in professional standards are included in a code of

conduct. The third research question was: How does ethical attention to codes of conduct
compare in union contracts among teaching, nursing, and helping professions?
In Research Question 3, the researcher took the 23 ethical standards used in
Research Question 2, to examine if a code of conduct existed in teaching, nursing, and
helping professions union contracts. The researchers used codes of conduct from
Psychologists (MA: American Psychological Association) and Professional Counselors
(ACA: American Counseling Association).
When comparing teaching to nursing results showed that teaching union contracts
had 0 of the 23 ethical standards. Nursing union contracts had 21 of the 23 or 91% of the

ethical standards within a code of conduct, with the standard for mentoring as being not
applicable. Mentoring is not required for New Jersey nurses newly entering the field.
Table 9 shows that when a d d i g helping professions to the comparison, teaching to
nursing, and teaching to helping professions had 21 of the 23 or 91% of the ethical
standards within a code of conduct. Findings show that teaching does not have an
existing code of conduct. The researcher's interpretation, when speaking with a
representative of the New Jersey Department of Professional Development, was that the
New Jersey Department of Education does not want to put expectations on teachers for
behavior except when attaining knowledge and skills for classroom teaching. The New
Jersey Department of Education also purposely made a professional standard because of
the length of time that it would take to get a code of conduct passed in the state's
legislature (V. Huff, personal communication, June 4,2008).

Nursing and helping professions working in hospitals and healthcare facilities
sign with their yearly contract, a separate code of conduct. Signing this code of conduct is
contingent upon continued or new employment.
Table 9

Comparison among Teaching (Teach) and Nursing (Nurse) and Helping Professions
(HLP Pro$) for having an Ethical Standard in a Code of Conduct
Ethical Standard
Practicing Professional Reflection
Moral ~ G i s i o n - ~ a k i n ~
Assertion of Values
Accountability for Judgment &
Action
Ethical Judgment & Action
Conflict of Interest
Political Activities
Gifts & Favors
Legal Obligation for Ethical
Enforcement by Employer(s)
Addressing Impaired Practice
Nepotism
Professional Boundaries
Collective Responsibility
Strikes and Strikes Affecting
Productivity
Expressing Dispositions (i.e.
benevolence, morals, or judgment)
Established Code of Conduct with
Union Contract(s)
Collective Bargaining Provisions
Professional Relationships
Maintaining Confidentialii

Teach

Resolving Ethical Issues
Accountability to the Wider
Community
Mentoring
Procedure for Enforcing Unethical
Behavior
Total: 23

0

Nurse
X

H L P Prof.
X

X

X

21

21

Note: An X represents having an ethical standard in the N J Professional Standard.
Helping Professions used in this study are the American Psychological Association (MA) and Licensed Professional
Counselors (ACA).
Teach =Teacher; Nune = Nursing; HLP Prof. =Helping Professions

Research Question Four
The fourth research question was designed to provide insight into the content that
is created in union contracts under the current collective bargaining process. The fourth
research question was: What content may be provided in New Jersey teacher union
contracts when establishing a code of conduct?
The researcher calculated the strength severity of ethical content of union
contracts between teacher and nursinghospitals. A 50-point severity scale was created by
the researcher with a low severity of 1-19 points, average severity of 20-39 points, and a
high severity rating of 40-50 points. Ethical terms (See Chapter 111, pp. 8 and 9) were
taken by Hinmann (2008) and were checked by a panel of experts specializing in New
Jersey contract law for credibility. The researcher examined each contract for ethical
content, Table 10 shows teacher union contract with a total point value of 18, giving
teacher union contracts a low severity rating for ethical content. Nursinghospital union
contracts had a total point value of 45, giving nursinghospital union contracts a high
severity rating for ethical content. A listing of ethical terms that were found within union
contracts for each profession.
Table 10

Severity of Ethical Contentfound in New Jersey Teacher and Nursing/Hospital Union
Contracts
Teacher Ethical Term
Discrimition
False
Rights
Safety
Standard
Violation
Total Point Value

Point Value
5
5
1

0
2
5
18

Table 9 Continues

Severity of Ethical Content
Nuninflospital Ethical Term
Negligence
Falsifying
Violation
Confidentiality
Good
Professional Responsibility
Safety/Protection
Standards
Autonomy
Beneficence
Ethical
Obligation
Trustworthimess
Responsibility
Privacy
Rights
Virtue
Conflict of Interest
Total Point Vdue

Point Value
4
5
5
3
0
2
0
2
3
3

3
1
3
2

0
1
3
5

45

summary
In Chapter IV, this study was focused on teachers and to examine New Jersey
public school union contracts for a code of conduct. The researcher used school districts
of various size, ethnic background, and socio-economics. This study compared the
current collective bargaining agreements of teachers to nwses/hospital union contracts.
Contracts were also compared to the ethical standard used by the State of New Jersey
otherwise known as the New Jersey Professional Standard. During this study, the
researcher added helping professions as a category to recognize if other occupations
included a section for a code of conduct and ethical standard in union contracts.
Results showed that between the 3 categories: teaching, nursinghospitals, and
helping professions, teachers did not have a code of conduct in comparison to
nursinghospitals. When comparing teacher union contracts to nursing/hospitals and

helping professions, nursinghospitals and helping professions had an existing code of
conduct. These fmdings prompted the researcher to further investigate the severity of
ethical content in union contracts. Results showed that teacher union contracts had a low
severity rating inn comparison to nursinghospital, which showed a high severity rating
for ethical content.
The researcher recognizes that under New Jersey state law and statutes and the
state government agencies of Health and Senior Services, Medicare, and Medicaid, and
the national accreditation agencies JACHO, hospital administrators must require nurses'
sign and follow a universal code of conduct and ethical standard as a mandatory
requirement for employment. The New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE)
currently does not have such a requirement for teachers. Therefore, these findings may
have substantive importance since the results may influence the need for having a code of
conduct and ethical standard within teacher union contracts.
Conclusions fiom the findings as well as recommendations for further study are
summary of findings, discussion, conclusions, and recommendations for policy, practice,
and further study will be discussed in the next chapter.

Chapter V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR POLICY, PRACTICE, AND FURTHER STUDY
Summary
Since 2001, there has been greater awareness of the conduct and credibility of
teachers by politicians, parents, and community shareholders. Teacher misconduct has
forced the New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) to establish a committee on
ethics, along with redesigning an already existing suggestive practice entitled
Professional Standarchfor School Leaders and Teachers [italics added] with the
expectation that public school district leaders and teachers will become accountable for
behavior in the classroom and how behavior affects student learning. Despite nationwide
efforts to professionalize public-school teaching, little attention has been given to the
matter of standards of professional conduct for teachers (Barrett, et al., 2006). The
research, from 2000 to 2009, has justified the need for building an ethical code of
conduct as part of the collective bargaining agreement for teacher union contracts in
states such as: New York, Delaware, Pennsylvania, and Connecticut.
Teacher misconduct research emphasizes the integral role played by ethical
performance skills that a teacher holds in the shaping of student learning and
development within the classroom. In order for teachers to be more effective, they must
become reflective practitioners who practice ethical decision-making within the
classroom. Although teachers are informally expected to solve problems, make decisions,
and consider options and alternatives before acting (Cartwright & Simpson, 1990) it is
not a state requirement. Acquiring ethical judgment skills assumes a perspective that

there are connections between what teachers perceive, think, feel, and actually do as part
of professional practice. What goes on inside a teacher's thoughts is of critical
importance to the role of teaching (Johnson & Reiman, 2007). It is this realization of the
connection between unconscious thoughts, behavior, and the influences found in both
mind and body, which makes the need for utilizing dispositions essential to the future of
the teaching field.
The teacher's first responsibility is to respect the dignity and value of students and
to help them to achieve their status as free, rational, and feeling ethical agents. By using
educative ethics as reflective equilibrium is centered in the learning situation, many
positive outcomes are student-centered; students benefit directly with having positive
effects. In the literature review, the researcher showed that the need for having a code of
conduct and ethical standard in teacher union contracts was an integral aspect of effective
teaching. The researcher also demonstrated through the review, that collective bargaining
is a vitally important tool to bringing reform to the teaching field.

Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework for this study has been developed to show that teacher
practice is devised through professional judgment in five areas: dispositions; case
law/collective bargaining; self-reflection; other, which include aspects of the teaching
relationship; and teacher behavior. Each of these areas is described in detail, starting first
with dispositions.
Area 1: Dis~ositions
Teachers who practice dispositions may have increased ethical decision-making.
Dispositions affect classroom tone, influence student behaviors and positive student

learning, and can be achieved by teachers by promoting empathy, a positive self view of
self and others, and by being authentic. Within schools, the role for communicating
dispositions is instituted in the form of attitudes. These attitudes promote an
understanding of the expectations and responsibilities of teaching, dispositions, abilities,
and disabilities. That then develops a concrete personality within school personnel who
function to influence the formation and growth of attitudes and dispositions, emotions,
intellectual thinking, and ethical behavior (Dewey, 1937 as cited in Lindahl, 2009, p. 33).
School district administrators and state departments of education must be mindful of
discrimination laws, and the selection of dispositions that have some relevance to the
preparation of teachers; for example, as long as teachers do not intentionally or
inadvertently discriminate or act arbitrarily, the ability to assess teaching through
dispositions will not be unfavorably viewed by the courts (Lindahl, 2009) and by teacher
professional associations such as the National Center for Accreditation of Teacher
Education.
The National Center for Accreditation of Teacher Education or NCATE, (2004)
has chosen to identify dispositions as a necessary component of teaching. In education,
good teaching requires that a teacher be knowledgeable in content, skilled in method, and
virtuous in disposition and character. The fmt two stipulations are most often and easily
connected to a teacher's skill and knowledge of subject content relating to successful
student learning. The third stipulation is readily connected to teachers having a deep
understanding for having ethical judgment skills. Teachers employ dispositions in their
attitudes with grading, teaching, lesson planning, and their daily interactions with
students. Fox, White, Kidd, and Ritchie, (2007,

emphasizes the importance for having

dedication, being respectful, enthusiastic, and principled as dispositions or character traits
that promote positive growth and behavior changes in teachers. The growth and behavior
changes in teachers are a d i i c t result of reflective practices and for increasing ethical
decision-making and for decreasing the occurrence of misconduct.
Area 2: Case Law/Collective Bargaining
The theoretical framework supports decision-making by teachers through law and
collective bargaining agreements for improved teacher ethics. Establishing improved
statutes and enacting regulatory laws through the judicial system is essential for
improving behavior and increasing the credibility of teaching. However, the New Jersey
court system, along with the United States Judicial System, has been absent when
entering decisions about education. Areas affecting student learning, such as teacher
strikes and working conditions, may be decreased if the judicial system devises a code of
conduct that is defined as part of collective bargaining agreements.
The traditional role of collective bargaining in New Jersey provides protection for
teachers that create decision-making power within public school education. However, the
decision-making power and influence of teaching as an education leader within the
education field has been mitigated by history. This historical evolution may provide a
glimpse into the dissatisfaction of today's teachers with their experience with traditional
collective bargaining. More importantly, historical evolution may provide a key to
building an ethical code of conduct that would have the potential to increase ethical
decision-making of teachers and decrease teacher misconduct. The ability to increase
ethical decision making and enforcing statutes and enacting regulatory laws could be

executed through the process of collective bargaining agreements as seen in the nursing
profession.
Collective bargaining agreements vary between helping professions. When
examining the nurses' descriptions of collective bargaining, the American Nursing
Association or ANA Code of Ethics (2001) has shown that more than half of the
provisions code comes from collective bargaining. The ANA Code of Ethics is rich with
implications for caring, respectful, collaborative, and creative behaviors that extend
beyond the isolated relationships among the nurse, patient, and the employer. Collective
bargaining is noted in the Nursing Code of Ethics, the participation in the process of labor
relationships and for considering the Code as an essential element of the collective
bargaining process for guiding nurses (ANA, 2001). For teachers, establishing an ethical
code of conduct in collective bargaining agreements for guiding decision making broaden
and enrich the integrity of teaching. Teachers, school district personnel, state agencies,
and labor unions must recognize the complexity of teaching and the increase involving
teacher misconduct.
Area 3: Self-Reflection
Effective teaching involves self-reflection and the ability to function under an
ethical standard that encourages the teacher in the process of self-awareness, self-inquiry,
and self-reflection (Larrivee, 2000); decreases the number of current court cases for
teacher misconduct; and increases professional relationships among peers. Theorists such
as John Dewey and the ancient Greek philosophers, Plato and Aristotle, affirmed the

belief that developing good character traits and self-reflection leads to people acquiring
good habits and better abilities to regulate emotions and decisions (Larrivee, 2000). Self-

reflection in turn, helps people to reach ethically correct decisions. The importance of
education is for educators to promote good members of society. Reflection allows the
teacher to ask "what must I do?" and allows teachers to develop critical thinking skills
and dilemma identification. Aristotle believed that every action and behavior had a goal.
The link between the goal and the means needed to achieve the goal are developed
through external and internal actions.
The thoughts of teachers are critical to teaching students. Solving problems,
making decisions, and considering options before acting requires that teachers are
intelligent and effective in their classrooms and these are achieved by using a theoretical
fixmework which starts with teachers practicing dispositions and self-reflection. It is
necessary for teachers to hold both the use of dispositions such as honesty and fairness,
along with reflective practices such as evaluating judgments prior to taking action. Along
with teachers practicing characteristic traits that represent good as found in the theories of
the Ancient Greeks, having state statutes that increase the regulation of teacher
misconduct are also essential to increasing the credibility of teachers, while decreasing
the potential pattern of unhealthy decision-making, such as bias. ~ e a c h e r can
s increase
disruptive behavior such as hyperactivity, aggression, lack of self-control, acting out, and
inattention (Robinson, Smith, Miller, & Brownell, 1999) in students. Bias can be
decreased when teachers recognize through self-reflection that a bias exists. A teacher's
class bias affects her teaching practice despite her good intentions and self-awareness. By
identifying the challenge of how to respect differences and working to enhance the life
experiences of all students regardless of social class (Nagle, 1993), teachers become

aware of their own attitudes and the biases and assumptions that they bring with them
into the classroom and can increase trust and credibility with their students.
Area 4: Other (aspects of teaching relationships)
Teacher credibility and trust is essential to building stronger professional
relationships between students and teachers. Trust is a "process of holding certain
relevant, favorable perceptions of another person" (Wheeless & Grotz, 1977, p.251).
However, regardless if trust is underdeveloped, undermined, or perfectly refined, trust
provides the guiding framework for making causal connections, and acts as a "filter"
through which events and others' motives are perceived and interpreted (Holmes &
Rempel, 1989, Rempel, Holmes, & Zanna, 1985). Thus, trust plays an important role in
one's decision making process (Shore, 2003), and in understanding human behavior.
Furthermore, trust seems to be a crucial element in the ongoing maintenance of
relationships (Holmes & Rempel, 1989, Planalp, Rutherford, & Honeycutt, 1988).
Therefore, trust is an integral component for trustworthiness. Students' trust for teachers
is very important for stimulating purposeful interactions for accountability and
assessment between the teacher and student.
Accountability and assessment help develop a strong teacher commitment to
teaching. The dictionary definitions of "accountability" emphasize the willingness to
accept responsibility for one's decisions and actions, and to be able to justify them to
others. The inference in the definitions is that accountability is something that comes
from within, rather than something that is externally imposed. Accountability is highly
valued and identified as a hallmark of maturity in our society. Teachers are temporary
guardians who function like parents. Teachers must take responsibility for their actions in

the hopes that students can grow up to be responsible adults. The most effective and
respected teachers and school administrators are driven by accountability.
Accountability operates by holding oneself responsible for asserting professional
decisions and actions. Teachers, l i e professionals in other fields, can be called upon to
justify their professional decisions and actions. Teacher accountability raises issues of the
public good. There are ways that internal accountability can be encouraged both by the
professional and by other facets of the education system, for example, professional
development hours. An accountability system, such as a code of conduct that recognizes
the complexities of teaching and learning, that encourages accountability, maximizes
students' opportunities to learn in an equitable way, and holds all levels accountable for
the aspects of education for which they have authority and responsibility, is essential to
accountability, but can also be used to provide teacher assessment.
Observations are an effective way for assessing teachers because they are an
ongoing assessment of teacher performance and student learning. Teacher observations
measure their duty to care for the students being taught in classrooms. One of the many
goals of teachers is to have an ongoing process of self evaluation and fine tuning of their
skills as educators. Observation is something that kom the earliest moments of childhood
is a method we use to learn about each other and the world around us. Teachers spend
great amounts of time urging and motivating their students to approach a new skill or
concept first with observation. Therefore, as hard as it may be to go through an
observation, teachers need to approach it as a necessary part of becoming a better teacher.

Area 5: Teacher Behavior
Ethical conditions are essential to teaching. Observations afford an opportunity for
teachers to understand teaching expectations, and help teachers to develop good teaching
habits. Teachers who practice a positive approach in their classrooms infuse a positive
and enthusiastic attitude in every aspect of teaching from the presentation of subject to
dealing with student behavior. Observations share unique information about the
classroom situation; define ethics; help teachers to understand the basis of their own
personal values; help teachers to identify and understand environmental issues; provide
an opportunity to listen to the viewpoints of others; and analyze their priorities and value;
and to apply school administrator suggestions into their classrooms. Observations offer
teachers choices for further self-reflection and allow opportunities for teacher trainings
and workshops.
Teacher trainings and workshops are a lifelong process to the professional
development of teaching. Trainings and workshops support the ethics in teaching by
giving teachers skills to increase problem solving skills and to collaborate with other
teachers. Teacher trainings and workshops function in the following ways: increase the
understanding of ethics and values; help children become more caring and respectful; let
teachers try out best practices and new activities; integrate character education with
curriculum and standards; encourage formal and informal communication with peers;
allow teachers to learn from each other; expand activities beyond the classroom to
parents and the community; and improve classroom climate and relationships with
students. According to the NJDOE (2009), these are called staff development or
professional development [italics added] is the term used to describe a variety of

opportunities to continually learn, update and improve the knowledge and skills of any
professional.
New state regulations provide guidelines to New Jersey teachers about the type and
amount of professional development they must acquire to best help children learn. The
regulations went into effect on September 1,2000, and require teachers and educational
services personnel to earn 100 hours of professional development credit within five years
(NJDOE, 2009). Part of this type of professional development comes in the form of
teacher trainings and workshops. Teacher trainings and workshops provide teachers with
solutions for building effective partnership between home and school. Teachers
promoting ethics through continued professional development improves student learning
(NJDOE, 2009). Students are motivated to achieve when learning is valued by families,
schools and communities working together in partnership. There is ethical responsibility
for teachers to maintain focus on their students and to fmd new ways to best help students
to learn through the development for having a shared commitment.
Schools are established to serve specific purposes and to carry out designated
missions. To this end, they provide resources, infrastructure, and necessary training to
their employees to enable them to accomplish goals and objectives directed toward the
greater mission. In a reciprocal way, it is important that employees share the vision of
their schools to be committed to'its mission and goals, and give unreservedly of
themselves in order to attain these purposes. Teacher commitment may be directed
toward a number of entities; for example, to the occupation of teaching, to student
success, to specific programs, or to the school as an organization.

School climate has been defined as the feel of a school, as its collective personality
(Norton, 1984). Climate is the human environment within which the teachers of a school
do their work, share values and the mission of the school. Climate affects everything that
happens in a school (Freiberg, 1983). This is the possible reason for the differences from
school to school, that one school feels different from another. This is primarily the result
of school climate and how a shared commitment among teachers and administrators is
developed.
A shared commitment between teachers and school administrators gives teachers a

sense of ownership when working in their classrooms. A shared commitment generates
ethical decision-making in teachers holding leadership roles. Leadership is based on the
relationship between an individual and groups. Leadership in schools is not only based
on teacher's belief in the success of all students, but a resounding commitment to it
(Blankstein, 2004,2007). One of the greatest complaints students share about teachers is
the feeling that some teachers are not committed to their students' success (Grossman 62
Ancess, 2004). Teacher promotion of a shared commitment allows for collaboration,
mentoring and modeling, and a commitment to student success.
Teachers need to be positive role models for their peers, exhibiting
professionalism through their attire and attitude, being prepared for all activities and
events, being knowledgeable of the rules and willing to follow them, being respectful of
others, and constructively critiquing their concerns and following the chain of concerns in
order to improve the event and not just complain. Ethics is concerned with actions and
practice, with what one ought to do (Pojman, pp.1-2), in order to practice ethical

behavior. Teachers that violate principles of professional ethics may be part of their
professional preparation.
A teacher's first ethical obligation is to provide excellent instruction. Teachers
with a high level of ethical professionalism have a deep obligation to help students learn.
According to Wynne (1995), teachers with that sense of obligation demonstrate their
ethical professionalism by: (a) coming to work regularly and on time; (b) being well
informed about their subject matter; (c) planning and conducting classes with care; (d)
regularly reviewing and updating instructional practices; (e) cooperating with, or if
necessary confronting parents of underachieving students; (f) cooperating with colleagues
and observing school policies so the whole institution works effectively; and (g) tactfully,
but firmly criticizing unsatisfactory school policies and proposing constructive
improvement.
Though codes of ethics may not have played a significant role in teacher preparation
programs in the past (Strike 62 Temasky, p.3), professional ethical dispositions of
teachers must now be addressed as part of preparing teachers. A program of ethical
education that assumes that ethical behaviors are built on a series of component processes
(Bebeau, Rest, & Narvaez, 1999) would be helpful to ethical teacher behavior. The
components are: (a) ethical sensitivity; the awareness of how our actions affect other
people. This involves being aware of the different lines of action and how each line of
action affects the parties concerned. It involves knowing cause-consequent chains of
events in the real world, and empathy and role-taking abilities; (b) ethical motivation;
which requires a prioritization of ethical values over personal values, particularly in

professional settings, and, (c) ethical character; which requires individuals to act on their
ethical convictions.
Ethical motivation training might include profession-specific service activities,
and the study of professional ethical exemplars (i.e., exemplary teachers); and ethical
character training might include strategies for problem solving and conflict resolution
among and between students and students (Bebeau, Rest & Narvaez, 1999). Ethics is a
collection of ethical standards by which each person may be guided in their private and
professional life. It tells us right from wrong, and how to live ethical lives.
Codes of ethics comprise of teachers' duties, responsibilities, attitude, honesty,
and fairness. Osobka, (2009, D states that the systems for those teachers who break away
from the ethics of teaching misconduct have included: (a) having inappropriate
relationships with students (sexual, business partnership, "after school buddies", drinking
binges; (b) violating clearly stated school rules and educational procedures; (c) failing to
perform duties (no teaching, chaos, wrong attitude toward the teaching field); (d)
imposing on students their personal views unrelated to the subject of a lesson or
promoting such, especially some that do not represent the mainstream (extreme political
or religious views, views on controversial social issues, interest of a particular social
group) (e) improper grading, partiality; (0 lack of fairness (based on who is liked, who is
not; race, past performance, background); (g) exposing students to embarrassment or
disparagement (emotional or psychological harassment); (h) invading students' privacy;
(i) engaging students in unethical behavior; (j) accepting gifts and favors; and (k)
deceiving students and their parents.

Teacher misconduct can range from violations of criminal laws, through
commonly-accepted standards of good and evil, violation of public trust, to
unprofessional job performance. The areas of many of these may overlap; what
constitutes a violation of public trust might be against the law and standards of
professionalism, but still within the teachings of ethicality. The most common ethical
problem that any teacher will face at some point in time is the bias-free assessment of
students. Teachers are supposed to create a learning environment that fosters autonomy
and guides students in their learning experience. An important part of their work is
evaluation of students' knowledge and progress. Without such an assessment, one cannot
determine if the learning is taking place. One of the most problematic areas of teaching is
assessing student learning and how to assess if a student is learning. Teachers will apply a
set of rules and predefined formulas to measure the amount of knowledge that has been
successfully retained by students or perhaps they will check the understanding of a
problem being considered. In multiple choice tests or "yes or no" questions as well as
many other similar tests calling for a single correct answer, the assessment of students'
work seems relatively uncomplicated. The gray area begins to surface when teachers
have to use their own judgment in the assessment process and contaminate the very
process with subjectivity that they are bound to display.
Students and teachers come to the classroom with their own sets of values,
personalities, priorities, feelings, emotions, problems, experiences, knowledge,
understanding, abilities, upbringing, likes and dislikes, moods, and hundreds of other
elements, which when combined make up an individual as a whole.

The purpose of this study was to attempt to investigate teacher misconduct and
the need for developing a code of conduct and ethical standard by examining the content
in teacher union contracts in comparison to nwsinghospital union contracts. This study
showed that ethical content had not existed in teacher union contracts or in
nursinglhospital union contracts. However, nursing/hospital collective bargaining
agreements did show an ethical standard and code of conduct existed. Furthermore, the
study investigated the ethical terms found in union contracts and the severity strength of
each term. Teacher union contracts had a low severity rating in comparison to
nwsinghospital union contracts, which had a strong severity rating. Therefore, this
researcher believed that the number of teacher misconduct cases may be decreased
through the establishment of an ethical code of conduct as a guide within teacher union
contracts.
This study was designed to examine what the impact of having a code of conduct
and ethical standard would be on teacher behavior. The sample was completed until
saturation of archived union contracts of New Jersey teachers and nwsinghospitals. Data
was collected by using an electronic database of union contracts found with NJPERC and
NJ HPAE. One hundred hospitdnursing and school district union contracts were
examined. During this study, the New Jersey State Board of Education and NJDOE had
recommended the establishment of a committee known as the Professional Teaching
Standards Board (PTSB), comprised of teachers, administrators, and representatives of
higher education, local boards of education, and the general public. The PTSB defined
professional obligations for teachers with regard to ethics and policy. Within the New
Jersey Standards of Professional Practice, a suggestive practice [italics added] was

developed in Standard 1 1. Standard 1 1 states that teachers are to recognize that their
individual actions reflect on the entire profession and understand that they are employees
vested with the public trust (NJEA, 2009, p.60).
The PTSB established an oath for pre-service teachers prior to being certified
which is similar to the Hippocratic Oath (See Appendix N). The Hippocratic Oath that
was started by Hippocrates (4' Century B.C.)with the intent to increase the occurrence
of duty to do no harm, is not obligatory, and is not taken up by all physicians (NOVA,

2001, D. In 2008, the PTSB developed the process of using an oath similar to the
Hippocratic Oath and Standard 11 due to the increase in teacher misconduct cases.
Standard 11 outlines requirements for teacher knowledge, behaviors, and activities. The
use of a Hippocratic Oath is to only be used with medical physicians. The researcher
finds that the use of a Hippocratic Oath by any other profession other than medicine
would be unethical.
Within the State of New Jersey, the Hippocratic Oath was first challenged in 1976
Re Quinlan case. In Re Quinlan; N.J. 10, 355 A.2d 647, et.seq, was the first major
judicial decision to hold that life-sustaining medical treatments may be discontinued in
appropriate circumstances, even if the patient is unable or incompetent to make the
decision. The New Jersey Supreme Court's decision has been followed by nearly every
state appellate court to consider the issue (American Law Encyclopedia, 2008, m.

Although the use of an Allegiance Oath (See Appendix 0 ) and the development of an
ethical guide found in Standard 1 1 is one step towards improving the ethics of teachers,
the researcher has found that among the helping professions of law enforcement,
firefighters, nurses, and physicians there is the use of a modernized version that is similar

to the Hippocratic Oath when first entering the field. Helping Professions sign a yearly
code of conduct in conjunction with a contract of employment (AMA, 2008; NJNA,
2007; NJPBA, 2008). In order to help increase ethical decision making in teaching, to do
what is in the best interest of children, and never do harm; teachers must increase
professional reflection and ethical practice in the classroom it would be more beneficial
for teachers to use a similar approach.

Conclusions
The literature on codes of conduct and ethics which are a part of teaching as a
ethical agent show that developing a code of conduct within union contracts presented by
the ethical belief of the Greek philosophies (Freier, 1998) is the most comprehensive one
in regards to the essential need for having a code of conduct and ethical standard in
teacher union contracts and addressing the perceptions and seriousness of teacher
misconduct. This researcher does not disagree with that conclusion, in fact through a
comparison and study of the need for a code of conduct and ethical standard, it is this
researcher's opinion that indeed the Greek philosophy model for ethics is an excellent
conceptual model, since it outlines key areas for behavior and action in regards to the
exhibition of an ethical code of conduct in teachers.
This researcher in this study found that many school district websites provide a
mission statement of educators for producing good members of society. Aristotle
emphasized that for teachers producing good citizens is an essential goal. According to
Aristotle ethics cannot be taught since teachers lead by example, relating to behavioral
trends and personality traits. The only way to teach ethicality is to be ethical (Back,

2002). Educators have no option but to offer a personal example to their pupils who leam
from the teacher's behavior more than they leam from a teacher's words.
However, as when measuring any aspect of human behavior, there are a multitude
of variables and relationships that have an impact. The behaviors outlined by the Greek
philosophies for ethics, as shown in Chapter I1 were found to be highly interrelated for
this particular sample.
In January 2009 an ethical standard was added to the New Jersey Professional

Standardsfor Teachers andschool Leaders [italics added], otherwise known as Standard
11. The use of ethical codes of conduct has provided a professional spirit pelaware

Department of Education, 2009) among teachers. This professional spirit has been
promoted by state education departments in New York, Pennsylvania, and Connecticut.
The Delaware Department of Education devised an ethical code of conduct in April 2009.
Ethical codes of conduct have been used for professional development, teacher trainings,
and for guiding teachers with decision-making. Future research would be helpll to
determine if a code of conduct and Standard 11 had a significant effect on promoting
ethical behavior among teachers in New Jersey and throughout the United States.

Discussion
While there are state laws covering some instances of misconduct in New Jersey,
codes of conduct may create awareness of already existing laws being used by school
district personnel. Outside of working with union representatives, teachers are
responsible for learning the policies of the school district. For example, a teacher who is
legally challenged by a parent would receive support from the board of education when

the teacher's actions follow policy (Smith, Morrow, & Gray, 1999). If policy is not
followed, the teacher may be at risk of not being protected by the school district. There
are areas such as attendance, discipline, grading, and personnel policies that are
considered to be among the most important state policies for teachers to study and to
know (Smith, et. al, 1999). Codes of conduct bring together in one place ethics provisions
that are scattered throughout various official government statutes, regulations of the
policies, responsibilities, and expectations found in our states' laws for teachers as a
guided practice. Another aspect of codes of conduct to consider is that codes allow for
increased awareness as to the current laws that exist as part of school board policies and
yearly union contracts, one example is personal heedom.
Personal Freedom, which is included in union contracts, is a section of a teacher's
collective bargaining agreement that was developed under the First Amendment. The
First Amendment guarantees academic freedom, giving teachers the right to discuss
issues as long as they are cumculum related, factual, objective, and impartial (Spencer &
Hofkan, 2001). Other examples are the Fourth Amendment, which protects teachers'
privacy by guarding against unreasonable searches and seizures. The Fourteenth
Amendment protects due process rights. Furthermore, civil rights laws protect against
discrimination, ensuring that all teachers are treated with fairness and equality (Spencer
& Hoffman, 2001). Codes of conduct may be used as a guide and added protection of the

existing laws established for teachers, for the legal process considered for protection
under collective bargaining, and as a guided process for educating young people.
Ethical codes of conduct have two purposes with the first is to outline the processes
by which the code was developed and next to serve as a guide. A code of ethics can make

a difference in a school district. Beyond clarifying gray areas and providing guidance on
everyhng from the simplest of questions to the most complex ethical dilemma, a code
can benefit teachers in the following ways:
Build tmst internally and externally with parents and the community;
Increase awareness of key ethical issues;
Stimulate and legitimize ethical dialogue;
Build consensus around vital issues;
Guide decision-making;
Encourage teachers to seek advice;
Foster the reporting of misconduct and related concerns; and
Clarify where teachers should go to seek advice (Ethics Resource Guide, 2001).
A code of ethics offers an invaluable opportunity for teachers to further develop positive

public identity. This can lead to a more supportive environment and an increased level of
public confidence and trust among important stakeholders. Together these benefits can
make a profound and positive impact on teachers and the school community.
The role of ethical codes of conduct is to serve as a central guide to support dayto-day decision making at school. Codes clarify the cornerstones of a school district-- its
mission, values and principles by helping teachers to understand how these cornerstones
translate into everyday decisions, behaviors and actions. Codes are designed and
structured to liberate and empower people to make more effective decisions with greater
confidence.

An effective code has many uses, but two critical ones are: a code should, first
clarify gray areas or questions employees have concerning values and expectations and
second to help build trust and commitment. According to Driscoll and Hoffman (2000,
p. 77), a code "reflects the covenant that teachers have made to uphold its most important
values, dealing with such matters as its commitment to employees, its standards for
teaching and its relationship with the community."
A code serves as a key reference tool. Codes are not meant to stand alone, but
rather they may supplement existing laws in an effort to make ethics a priority for
teachers by bridging ethical principals into practice. According to the Ethics Resource
Guide (2001), codes are designed to: (1) raise ethical expectations (aspirations); (2) to
increase dialogue about ethical issues (communication); and (3) to encourage ethical
decision-making (judgment).
The importance of this research has brought awareness to state agencies such as
the Department of Education, the Professional Teaching Standards Board, and state
legislators, as to the rise of teacher misconduct throughout the State of New Jersey. In
January 2008, the State Department of Education recognized the essential need for
building a code of conduct for teachers. A committee of state education personnel,
teachers, and school administrators; both at the secondary and higher-education levels
were developed to create a code of conduct. However, due to the length of time that
would be taken to implement, the state's board for professional development devised as
of January 2009, an ethical standard entitled Standard 11. Standard 11 is a suggestive
practice and important for teachers. This study's results have shown that a code of
conduct does not exist within teacher union contracts or within the process of collective

bargaining. Also, when examining union contracts for ethical content, teacher contracts
showed a low severity rating in comparison to nursing/hospital union contracts which had
a high severity rating.
Teaching is categorized by the United States Department of Labor, (2008) as a
helping profession. Categories of the helping professions such as nursing, social work,
counseling, and psychology each have state compliance laws and accreditation
organizations that require a code of conduct to be a part of union contracts. Without such
codes of conduct, hospitals and private nursing agencies are not allowed to hire and
maintain helping profession staff. In many instances the lack of compliance could result
in the closure of healthcare facilities. When investigating the reasons for why a code did
not exist in public school districts, evidence had shown that such ethical compliance is
not expected nor required in the State of New Jersey. In New York, Delaware,
Pennsylvania, and Connecticut a new requirement for teachers to have an ethical code of
conduct was incorporated as part of their professional development practices. Within
these states, legislators have also passed statutes for teachers and school district personnel
to follow as an ethical guide for decision-making.
The value of teachers, their work, and the commitment that is involved in
educating young people is of utmost importance. Codes of conduct prove the assurance
that ethical standards are being followed in public schools. An ethical code of conduct
encourages a higher standard of behavior. Codes outline responsibilities and practices of
teachers. Teachers are committed to increasing professional knowledge of themselves
and others and to the use of such knowledge to improve the condition of their students,
schools, parents, and the community. Teachers can strive to help the public in developing

informed judgments and choices concerning teaching. In doing so, they perform many
roles, such as a temporary guardian, educator, role model, and counselor to students.
Ethical codes provide a common set of principles and standards upon which teachers can
build their professional development.
Ethical codes are intended to provide specific standards to cover most situations
that would be encountered by teachers. It could work as goals for the welfare and
protection of students with whom teachers work and the education of parents and
community members by implementing ethical standards for teaching. The development
of a dynamic set of ethical standards for teachers' work-related conduct requires a
personal commitment and lifelong effort to act ethically; to encourage ethical behavior;
and to consult with others concerning ethical problems (APA 2002, p. 4). The intent for
codes of conduct/ethics may guide and inspire teachers toward the very highest ethical
ideals of the profession.
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School Ethics Commission

18k12-21. Short title
This act shall be known and may be cited as the "School Ethics Act."
L.1991,c.393,s.l.
18k12-22. Findings, declarations
The Legislature find and declares:
a In our representative form of government it is essential that the wnduct of members of
local boards of education and local school administrators hold the respect and confidence of the
people. These board members and administrators must avoid wnduct which is in violation of
their public trust or which creates a justifiable impression among the public that such trust is
being violated.

b. To ensure and preserve public confidence, school board members and local school
administrators should have the benefit of specific standards to guide their conduct and of some
disciplinary mechanism to ensure the uniform maintenance of those standards among them.

18k12-23. Defmitions
For the purposes of this act, unless the context clearly requires a different meaning:
"Administrator" means any officer, other than a board member, or employee of a local school
district who (i) holds a position which requires a certificate that authorizes the holder to serve as
school administrator, principal, or school business administrator; or (ii) holds a position which
does not require that the person hold any type of certificate but is responsible for making
recommendations regarding hiring or the purchase or acquisition of any property or services by
the local school district; or (iii) holds a position which requires a certificate that authorizes the
holder to serve as supervisor and who is responsible for making recommendations regarding
hiring or the purchase or acquisition of any property or services by the local school district;
"Board member" means any person holding membership, whether by election or appointment,
on any board of education other than the State Board of Education;
"Business" means any corporation, partnership, firm,enterprise, franchise, association, trust,
sole proprietorship, union, political organization, or other legal entity but shall not include a local
school district or any other public entity;
"Commission" means the School Ethics Commission established pursuant to section 7 of this
act;

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner of Education;
"Interest" means the ownership or control of more than 10% of the profits, assets, or stock of a
business but shall not include the control of assets in a labor union;
"Local school district" means any local or regional school district established pursuant to
chapter 8 or chapter 13 of Title 18A of the New Jersey Statutes and any jointure commission,
county vocational school, county special services district, educational services commission,
educational research and demonstration center, environmental education center, and educational
information and resource center;
"Member of immediate family" means the spouse or dependent child of a school official
residing in the same household;
"Political organization" means a "political committee" or a "continuing political committee" as
those terms are defined in "The New Jersey Campaign Contributions and Expenditures
Reporting Act," P.L.1973, c.83 (C.l9:44A-1 et seq.);
"Relative" means the spouse, natural or adopted child, parent, or sibling of a school official;
"School official" means a board member, an employee or officer of the New Jersey School
Boards Association, but not including any member of the secretarial, clerical or maintenance
staff of the association, or an administrator; and
"Spouse" means the person to whom a school official is legally married under New Jersey law.
L.1991,c.393,s.3; amended 1995,c.14,s.l.
18A:12-24. Conflicts o f interest

a. No school official or member of his immediate family shall have an interest in a business
organization or engage in any business, transaction, or professional activity, which is in
substantial conflict with the proper discharge of his duties in the public interest;
b .No school official shall use or attempt to use his official position to secure unwarranted
privileges, advantages or employment for himself, members of his immediate family or others;
c. No school official shall act in his official capacity in any matter where he, a member of his
immediate family, or a business organization in which he has an interest, has a direct or indirect
financial involvement that might reasonably be expected to impair his objectivity or
independence of judgment. No school official shall act in his official capacity in any matter
where he or a member of his immediate family has a personal involvement that is or creates
some benefit to the school official or member of his immediate family;

d. No school official shall undertake any employment or service, whether compensated or not,
which might reasonably be expected to prejudice his independence of judgment in the exercise of
his official duties;

e. No school oficial, or member of his immediate family, or business organization in which he
has an interest, shall solicit or accept any gift, favor, loan, political contribution, service, promise
of future employment, or other thing of value based upon an understanding that the gift, favor,
loan, contribution, service, promise, or other thing of value was given or offered for the purpose
of influencing him, directly or indirectly, in the discharge of his official duties. This provision
shall not apply to the solicitation or acceptance of contributions to the campaign of an announced
candidate for elective public office, if the school official has no knowledge or reason to believe
that the campaign contribution, if accepted, was given with the intent to influence the school
oficial in the discharge of his official duties;

f. No school official shall use, or allow to be used, his public office or employment, or any
information, not generally available to the members of the public, which he receives or acquires
in the course of and by reason of his office or employment, for the purpose of securing financial
gain for himself, any member of his immediate family, or any business organization with which
he is associated;
g. No school official or business organization in which he has an interest shall represent any
person or party other than the school board or school district in connection with any cause,
proceeding, application or other matter pending before the school district in which he serves or in
any proceeding involving the school district in which he serves or, for officers or employees of
the New Jersey School Boards Association, any school district. This provision shall not be
deemed to prohibit representation within the context of official labor union or similar
representational responsibilities;
h. No school official shall be deemed in conflict with these provisions if, by reason of his
participation in any matter required to be voted upon, no material or monetary gain accrues to
him as a member of any business, profession, occupation or group, to any greater extent than any
gain could reasonably be expected to accrue to any other member of that business, profession,
occupation or group;
i. No elected member shall be prohibited h m making an inquiry for information on behalf of a
constituent, if no fee, reward or other thing of value is promised to, given to or accepted by the
member or a member of his immediate family, whether directly or indirectly, in return therefor;
j. Nothing shall prohibit any school official, or members of his immediate family, from
representing himself, or themselves, in negotiations or proceedings concerning his, or their, own
interests; and

k. Employees of the New Jersey School Boards Association shall not be precluded from

providing assistance, in the normal course of their duties, to boards of education in the
negotiation of a collective bargaining agreement regardless of whether a member of their
immediate family is a member of, or covered by, a collective bargaining agreement negotiated by
a Statewide union with which a board of education is negotiating.
L.1991,c.393,s.4; amended 1995, c.14, s.2; 1999, c.256.

18A:12-24.1 Code of Ethics for School Board Members.
A school board member shall abide by the following Code of Ethics for School Board Members:

a. I will uphold and enforce all laws, rules and regulations of the State Board of Education, and
court orders pertaining to schools. Desired changes shall be brought about only through legal
and ethical procedures.
b. I will make decisions in terms of the educational welfare of children and will seek to develop
and maintain public schools that meet the individual needs of all children regardless of their
ability, race,creed, sex, or social standing.
c. I will confine my board action to policy making, planning, and appraisal, and I will help to
frame policies and plans only after the board has consulted those who will be affected by them.
d. I will carry out my responsibility, not to administer the schools, but, together with my fellow
board members, to see that they are well run.
e. I will recognize that authority rests with the board of education and will make no personal
promises nor take any private action that may compromise the board.
f. I will refuse to surrender my independent judgment to special interest or partisan political
groups or to use the schools for personal gain or for the gain of friends.
g. I will hold confidential all matters pertaining to the schools which, if disclosed, would
needlessly injure individuals or the schools. In all other matters, I will provide accurate
information and, in concert with my fellow board members, interpret to the staff the aspirations
of the community for its school.
h. I will vote to appoint the best qualified personnel available after consideration of the
recommendation of the chief administrative officer.
i. I will support and protect school personnel in proper performance of their duties.

j. I will refer all complaints to the chief administrative officer and will act on the complaints at
public meetings only after failure of an administrative solution.

18k12-25. Disclosure statements of employment, contracts or business with schools
a On a form to be prescribed by the commission and to be filed annually with the commission,
each school official shall state:

(1) whether any relative of the school official or any other person related to the school official
by marriage is employed by the school district with which the school official holds office or
employment or, for officers or employees of the New Jersey School Boards Association, any
school district, and, if so, the name and position of each such relative;
(2) whether the school official or a relative is a party to a contract with the school district with
which the school official holds office or employment or, for officers or employees of the New
Jersey School Boards Association, any school district, and, if so, the nature of the conhact; and
(3) whether the school official or a relative is employed by, receives compensation from, or
has an interest in any business which is a party to a contract with the school district with which
the school official holds office or employment or, for officers or employees of the New Jersey
School Boards Association, any school district, and, if so, the name of each such business.
b. Each statement shall be signed by the school official filing it, and the school official's
signature shall constitute a representation of the accuracy of the contents of the statement.
c. A school official who fails to file a statement or who files a statement containing
information which the school official knows to be false shall be subject to reprimand, censure,
suspension, or removal pursuant to the procedures established in section 9 of P.L.1991, c.393
(C. 18A:12-29). Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to prevent or limit criminal
prosecution.
d. All statements filed pursuant to this section shall be retained by the commission as public
records.
L.1991,c.393,s.5; amended 1995,c.14,s.3.
18k12-26. Financial disclosure statement
a. Each school official shall annually file a financial disclosure statement with the School Ethics
Commission. All financial disclosure statements filed pursuant to this act shall include the
following information which shall specify, where applicable, the name and address of each
source and the school official's position:

(1) Each source of income, earned or unearned, exceeding $2,000 received by the school
official or a member of his immediate family during the preceding calendar year. Individual
client fees, customer receipts or commissions on transactions received through a business
organization need not be separately reported as sources of income. If a publicly traded security
or interest derived from a financial institution is the source of income, the security or interest
derived from a financial institution need not be reported unless the school official or member of
his immediate family has an interest in the business organization or financial institution;

(2) Each source of fees and honorariums having an aggregate amount exceeding $250 from
any single source for personal appearances, speeches or writings received by the school official
or a member of his immediate family during the preceding calendar year;
(3) Each source of gifts, reimbursements or prepaid expenses having an aggregate value
exceeding $250 fiom any single source, excluding relatives, received by the school official or a
member of his immediate family during the preceding calendar year; and
(4) The name and address of all business organizations in which the school official or a
member of his immediate family had an interest during the preceding calendar year.

b. The commission shall prescribe a financial disclosure statement form for filing purposes.
Initial financial disclosure statements shall be filed within 90 days following the effective date of
this act. Thereafter, statements shall be filed on or before April 30th each year.
c. All financial disclosure statements filed shall be public records.

18A:lZ-27. School Ethics Commission
a. There is hereby established in the State Department of Education a wmmission to be known
as the "School Ethics Commission." The commission shall consist of nine members, not more
than five of whom shall be from the same political party: two shall be board members; two shall
be school administrators; and five shall be persons who are not school officials. All members
shall be appointed by the Governor and shall serve at the pleasure of the Governor.
b. Members of the wmmission shall serve without compensation but shall be reimbursed for
necessary expenses incurred in the performance of their duties under this act.
c. No member of the wmmission shall serve on or campaign for any office of a political
organization during membership on the commission.
d. All members shall serve for a term of three years, except that for the members initially
appointed, one board member, one administrator, and one public member shall be appointed for
a term of three years; one board member and two public members shall be appointed for a term

of two years; and one administrator and two public members shall be appointed for a term of one
year.
e. Each member shall serve until the member's successor has been appointed and qualified.
If a school official appointed to the commission ceases to be a school official, the person's
appointment to the commission shall expire on the next succeeding July 1, or when the person's
successor has been appointed and qualified, whichever occurs earlier. However, the membership
of a school official who has been removed from office for official misconduct shall immediately
cease upon such removal.
f. Any vacancy occurring in the membership of the commission shall be filled in the same
manner as the original appointment for the unexpired term.
g. The members of the commission shall, by majority vote, select from among themselves
one member to serve as chairperson for a tern not to exceed one year.

18A:12-28. Staff appointments; duties; powers
a. The commission may appoint professional employees and clerical staff and may incur
exnenses which are necessarv to cam out the ~rovisionsof this act within the limits of funds
appropriated or otherwise m&e availible to it'for that purpose. All appointments shall be made
in accordance with the provisions of Title 11A of the New Jersey Statutes.
b. In order to cany out the provisions of this act, the commission shall have the power to
issue advisory opinions, receive complaints filed pursuant to section 9 of this act, receive and
retain disclosure statements filed pwuant to sections 5 and 6 of this act, conduct investigations,
hold hearings, and compel the attendance of witnesses and the production of documents as it may
deem necessary and relevant to such matter under investigation. The members of the
commission and persons appointed by it for this purpose are empowered to admiister oaths and
examine witnesses under oath.
c. A person shall not be excused from testifying or producing evidence on the ground that the
testimony or evidence might tend to incriminate the person, but an answer shall not be used or
admitted in any proceeding against the person, except in a prosecution for perjury. The
foregoing use immunity shall not be granted without prior written approval of the Attorney
General. If use immunity is not granted, the person may be excused h m testifying or producing
evidence on the ground that the testimony or evidence might tend to incriminate the person.

d. The commission shall promptly report to the Attorney General any information which
indicates the possible violation of any criminal law.

18A:12-29 Complaint procedures.
a. Any person, including a member of the commission, may file a complaint alleging a violation
of the provisions of this act or the Code of Ethics for School Board Members as set forth in
section 5 of P.L.2001, c.178 (C.l8A:12-24.1), by submitting it, on a form prescribed by the
commission, to the commission. No complaint shall be accepted by the commission unless it has
been signed under oath by the complainant. If a member of the commission submits the
complaint, the member shall not participate in any subsequent proceedings on that complaint in
the capacity of a commission member. If a commission member serves on the school board of,
or is employed by, the school district which employs or on whose board the school official
named in the complaint serves, the commission member shall not participate in any subsequent
proceedings on that complaint.
b. Upon receipt of a complaint, the commission shall serve a copy of the complaint on each
school official named therein and shall provide each named school official with the opportunity
to submit a written statement under oath. The commission shall thereafter decide by majority
vote whether probable cause exists to credit the allegations in the complaint. If the commission
decides that probable cause does not exist, it shall dismiss the complaint and shall so notify the
complainant and any school official named in the complaint. The dismissal shall constitute final
agency action. If the commission determines that probable cause exists, it shall refer the matter
to the Office of Administrative Law for a hearing to be conducted in accordance with the
"Administrative Procedure Act," P.L.1968, c.410 (C.52:14B-1 et seq.), and shall so notify the
complainant and each school official named in the complaint.

In making a determination regarding an alleged violation of the Code of Ethics for School Board
Members, the burden of proof shall be on the accusing party to establish factually a violation of
the code. A decision reg&ing a complaint alleging &hat& of the code shall rendered by
the commission within 90 days of the receipt of the complaint by the commission.

be

c. Upon completion of the hearing, the commission, by majority vote, shall determine whether
the conduct complained of constitutes a violation of this act, or in the case of a board member.
this act or the code of ethics, or whether the complaint should be dismissed. If a violation is
found, the commission shall, by majority vote, recommend to the commissioner the reprimand,
censure, suspension, or removal of the school official found to have violated this act, or in the
case of a board member, this act or the code of ethics. The commission shall state in writing its
findings of fact and conclusions of law. The commissioner shall then act on the commission's
recommendation regarding the sanction.

d. Any appeal of the commission's determination regarding a violation of this act, or in the case
of a board member, this act or the code of ethics, and of the commissioner's decision regarding
the sanction shall be to the State Board of Education in accordance with Title 18A of the New
Jersey Statutes.
e. If prior to the hearing the commission determines, by majority vote, that the complaint is
frivolous, the commission may impose on the complainant a fine not to exceed $500. The
standard for determining whether a complaint is frivolous shall be the same as that provided in

subsection b. of section 1 of P.L.1988, c.46 (C.2k15-59.1).
f. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections c. and d. of this section, the commission shall be
authorized to determine and impose the appropriate sanction including reprimand, censure,
suspension or removal of any school official found to have violated this act who is an officer or
employee of the New Jersey School Boards Association. Any action of the commission
regarding a violation of P.L. 1991, c.393 (C. 18A:12-21 et seq.) or the sanction to be imposed in
the event that the school official involved is an officer or employee of the New Jersey School
Boards Association shall be considered final agency action and an appeal of that action shall be
directly to the Appellate Division of the Superior Court.
L.1991,c.393,s.9; amended 1995, c.14, s.4; 2001, c.178, s.4.

18k12-30. Imposition of sanctions
Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law or regulation to the contrary, the sanctions
authorized by this act may be imposed on any school official pursuant to the procedures
established in section 9 of this act. However, nothing in this act shall be construed to limit the
authority of any board of education or any appointing authority to process charges or complaints
pursuant to the procedures contained in Titles 18A or 11A of the New Jersey Statutes.

l8A:12-31. Advisory opioions
A school official may request and obtain from the commission an advisory opinion as to whether
any proposed activity or conduct would in its opinion constitute a violation of the provisions of
this act. Advisory opinions of the commission shall not be made public, except when the
commission, by a vote of at least six members, directs that the opinion be made public. Public
advisory opinions shall not disclose the name of the school official.

18k12-32. Jurisdiction preempted on pending matters
The commission shall not process any complaint, issue a final ruling or issue any advisory
opinion on a matter actually pending in any court of law or administrative agency of this State.

18A:12-33. Training program requirement
Each newly elected or appointed board member shall complete during the first year of the
member's first term a training program to be prepared and offered by the New Jersey School
Boards Association regarding the skills and knowledge necessary to serve as a local school board
member.

18A:12-34. Rules, regulations
The State Board of Education may promulgate regulations pursuant to the "Administrative
Procedures Act," P.L.1968,c.410 (C.52:14B-1et seq.), to effectuate the purposes of this act.

Appendix C
New Jersey Professional Standards for Teachers

Professional Development
Standards for NJ Educators
1. Learning comrnunltles: Professional
Development that improves the leanring of
all students organizes adults into learning
communities whose goals result from dear,
coherent, strategic planning, algned with
schod and schod district goals, that is
embraced and supported by the schod
district's governing body and by all levels of
the s c h d system.

4. Data Drlven: ProfessionalDevelopment
that improves the learning of all students
uses disaggregated student data to
determine adult leaming priodes, monitor
progress, and help sustain continuous
improvement
5. Rerearch-basecl: Professional

Development that improves the learning of

all students informs teaching, leaming. and
leadership using the best availaMe
interpretabnsof relevant knodedge,
including empirical research.
6. Evaluation: Professional Development
that improves the leaming of all students
uses multiple swrces of informationto
guide improvement and demonstrate its
impact

CONTENT STANDARDS
Content stanrkcfds aMmss what
educatm musl undemtandand&
abks to app& to ensum stu&nts
/earn success/v/&

10. Equity: Professional Development that
improves the learning of all students
prepares educators to hold high
expectabns for the achievement of all
students and to support their academic,
social, emotional, and physical
development in a safe, orderly, and
suppotUve learning environment

11. Quality Teaching: Professional
Developnent that improves the learning of
aH students deepens educators' subject
matter and pedagogicalcontent

2 Leadenhip: Professional Development
that improves the learning of all shxlents
requires skillM s c h d and schod district
leaders who develop a schod culture of
shared leadership that fosters continuous
improvement, supported by intellectual and
finandal wmrnitment
3. Rewurces: professional Development
that improves the learning of all students
requires time and resmms to support
adult learning and cdlaborakn.

7. W g n : Professional Development that
improv& the leaming of all students uses
leaming strategies appropriate to the
intended goal.

8. Learning: Professional Development
that improves the learning of all students
appk'es knowledge about adult learning and
change.
9. Cdlaboratlon: Professional
Development that improves the learning of
all students provides educators with the
knowledge and sMls to engage in collegial
collaboration and learning that is jcb
embedded and supported by sufticient
time.

knowledge, supporis the use of researchbased instructional strategies to assist
students to meet and exceed the New
Jersey Core Curriculum Content
Standards and prepares them to use
various assessments to modify and
improve instruction.
12. Family Involvement: Professionai
Deve(opment that improves the learning of
ail students empowers educators with
knowledge and skills to work effectively
with famly and community partners.
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L

Context Standards
Context slondardr address where learning occurs--the organizolion, system, or cullure-+mi
responsibilities to ensure resultsfor bo~hodulu ondstudenu.

the organuation's

1. Lurning Communilies: Professional Devdopment that improves the learning of all d e n t s organizs adults
into learning communities whose goals result from clear, coherent, strategic planning, aligned with school and
district goals, that is embraced and supported by the district's governing body and by all levels of the school system.
2. Ludemhip: Professional Development that improves the learning of all students requires skillful school and
district leaden who develop a school culture of shared leadership that fosters continuous improvement, supported by
intellectual and financial commitment.

3. Resou-:
Professio&l Development that improves the learning of all students requires time and resources to
support adult learning and collaboration.

Process Standards
Process sfondmdr oddiess how the sysrem oganizes learning opportunitieslo ennue adul~sacquire the knowledge,
skills, and dispitions to a@ct snuien~leaning.

4. Data Driven: Professional Development that improves the learning of all students uses diseggngsted student
data to detennine adult learning priorities, monitor progress, and help sustain continuous improvement.
5. Resurcb-based: Professional Development that improves the learning of all students informs teaching,
learning, and leadmhip using the best available interpretations of relevant knowledge, including empirical research.

6. Evaluation: Professional Development that improves the learning of all students uses multiple sources of
information to guide improvement and demonstrate its impact.
7. Design: Professional Development that improves the learning of all students uses learning strategis appropriate
to the intended goal.

8. Lurniag: Professional Development that improves the learning of all students applies knowledge about adult
learning and change.
9. Collaboration: Professional Development that improves the learning of all students provides educators with the
knowledge and skills to engage in collegial collaboration and learning that is jobembedded and supponod by
sufficient time.

Content Standards
Content stamla& odcbess what educators must understand and be able to apply to ensure sndents learn

successful^.
10. Equity: Professional Development that improves the learning of all students prepares educators to support the
academic, social, emotional, and physical development of all students, create safe, orderly, and supportive learning
environments, and hold high expectations for their student achievement.
11. Quality Teaching: Professional Development that improves the learning of all students deepens educators
insbuctional strategies to
subject matter and pedagogical wntcnt knowledge, provides them with -h-based
assist students in meeting and e x d i n g rigorous academic standards, including the New Jersey Core Curriculum
Content Standards and prepares them to use various types ofclassroom assessments appropriately.

12. Family Involvement: Professional Development that improves the learning of all students empowers educators
with knowledge and skills to work effectively with family and wmunity parinem.

Attachment D

SUBCHAPTER 3.
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS FOR TEACHERS AND SCHOOL LEADERS
(adopted by NJ. State Board of Education, 12/17/03)
6A:9-3.1 Purpoac
(a) The Professional Standards for Teschers identifythe howledge, skills and dispositionsthat teachers need lo practice
responsibly.
(b) Tk Professional Standardsfor School Lcadas identify the knowledge, skills and dispositions that school kders need to
practice responsibly.
(c) 7he Roftsiond StandarQ for Tekhas and the Professional SLandards f a School Leaders set forth in NJA.C. 6A:9-33 and
3.4 below shall be used in the accreditation of preparation pogams, remmmendation of candidates for d f i c a t i o n and
the sppmval ofpmfessionsldevelopnent.
(d) The level of mastay of the pmfcssiod standards for teachers and ochool lesdas shall be on a mntinuum limn pre-srvice
and novice thmugh velaan educator.
6A:SJ.l Smp
(a) The Professional Standards for Teachers shall swlv lo all educatom who hold an h d o n a l cmificate,
(b) Tk Professional Standards for School ~radas
$ i l apply to all winwho hold a suprvisor, principal or school
adminiswator d o m m e n t .

6k9-33 Pmlcrional Standanla lor T a c b e n
(a) Te& p q m d m , d i i indudion, and pmfessional d e v e l o p m e n t p m ~shsll align their leaning oppomnities with
the following s t d a d %
1. Standard One: Subject MattcrKnowkdgt Teachen i d 1 undedand the m t n l comcept* toola dinquiry.
structum ofthe discipline, apceially aa they relate to the New knq Core Cunieolum Content Standnrds (CCCS),
and d a i i d c v ~ n t a l l appmprbte
y
I a n i u g experiences making the subject mattcr a d k and meaningful

to all s t u d u k
i.Tcsdvralnowand~.
(I) Inthe subject maacr they plan to teach and the relationshipof that discipline to othermnmt areas;
(2) Thc evolving Nhve of the discipline or subject matter knowledge and the n e d f a L&pingabusl ofnew ideas and
undastaoding of the discipline;
(3) That literacy skills and proasses ire applicable in all mn(cnt anrs and help sludenb to develop the howledge, skills
and dispositions that m b l e them to mnstruct meaning and make snsof ihe world through d i n g , miling,
(4) ~onap(sinhcm1 numaacy k w b l e studmts to rq~nscnt
physical even% vok with data, reason, communic&c
m8thanmically. and make d o n s within their rr~pstivemnlcnt lrcas in ads to wive prnblans.

ii. Tsschns value
. and
. ire mmmitted to:
(1)Apprrnatlng multiple plspcclivsand rmveying to leamers how knowledge is develcped fmn the vant.gc point
of the knows; and
(2) Enfor the discipline(s) they teach and in making d o n s to evety day life.
iii. Tenchers engage in activities to:
(I) Romotc the developnent of critical and Mdive thinking, ptublem solving and decision making skills by engaging
students in formulating and testing hypod~escsacmrding to the methods of inquiry and standards of evidence
within ihe discipline;
(2) Make effective use ofmultiple represen(ations and explanations of disciplinary mncepts thm capture key idem and
link them to audents' prior understanding; and
~ cwiculum materials f a their mmpletenq accuracy and uwhrlnesn for
(3) Evaluate teaching r c s o u and
rrprcsenting particular ides and oonoepts.

2. Standanl Two: Human Cmwth and DevebpmenL T a c k n shall undent.nd bow children and adokremLI devebp
and Ian in 1variety ofxbool, family and community contexts and provide opportunitm that support their
inlellstual, social emotional and physical development.
i. Teachers h o w and understand:
(1) How students mrutrua knowledge, acquire skills and develop habits of mind and how to use instructional strategies
that pmmotc student leaming;

(2) How student lcaming is i n l h m d by individual experiences, talents and prior learning,as well as language, culture.
family, and wmmunity v a l ~and
;
(3) How to identify and teach to the developmwtal abilities of studem, which may include learning diNnnres, visual
and prceptwldiNermces, culhual and soci~motionaldiNefcnces, special physical or motional challenges and
gifted and lalenled exceplionalities.
ii. Teachers value and am ammitkd to:
(I) T k educability ofall children md adolsants;
( 2 ) 7he belief lhat all children and adoksfems bring talents and strengths lo learning;
(3) Appreciation for multiple wayn of knowing;
divene talents of j l audcnrs and lo helping hem develop selfanfidena and subjm m
(4) l%
(5) The belief hat all children and adolescents can learn a high levels and achieve succcss.

e canpncna; snd

iii. Teachers apply learning theory to accommoda(e differences in student intelligena, psecption, cagnitivc style and
achievement levels.

3. Standard Three: Divcne L a m e n : T a e h c n shall underrtlnd the pndicc ofcultunlly responsive tucblng.
i. Tcghcn know and undcrscnd:
(1) How a person's wwld vim is profoundly shaped by his or her life experiences, is mediated by factom such as social
c& gender, raa, ethnicity, LMguag+w u a l aientrtiw, age and special n&ds;
(2) The supports for and barrim to d d l y tespa~~ive
h d h g in school mvimnments; and
(3) The pmass of ssmnd lsnguage aqdsitiw and smtegies to suppat the lwming of shuknts whose fust laoguagc is wt
English.
ii. Tachera value and rn wmmitkd to:
(I) Respect for individual and c u l d differences, and appdation of the basic worth of e s h individual and c u l d ~mup;
and
(2) ?lie diversity of leaming mat lake8 plea m the cla9soan, rrspect for the talents and paspeaives of esch sludent and
sensitivity to community and cultural norms
iii. Ttachrrs engags in sc(ivities to:
(I) Create a learning community m which individual diNefcnces are nrpectal;
(2) Leam about the d i m shdmts they lead^, and the hdcnts' families nd wmmunities;
(3) Use stntegics to support the learning of sludcnts whose fusl language is not English; and
(4) Use knowkdge of slu&m and (htir lives to design and carry out inmuction mat builds on phdatr' streogths while
meeting their needs and taldng into sccount issues of social class, gender, m a , ethniaty, hguge, sexual
aientation,age and s e a l nee&
4. Standard Four: Irutn~etioollPhaning and Strategies. T u c b e n shall undctat8nd irrtruclioaal phoning, d e i p bog
and sbort term plans b d upon b o w k d p ofsubject matter, atudenb, community, and cmrriculum goals, and shall
employ a variety of dmbpmeatally appmprhte strategies in onler to pmmotc critiul thinking, pmbkm solving and
tbe performance skilb of all kmnera
i.T&knowanduadernllld:
(I) How to plan instruction based on students' nmds,developmental propess and prior knowledge;
(2) Available and aoomoriate resources and materials for inshuctional olannine:
i3j Techniques for 'n;od&i insiniaiod methods, materials and the bvim&at to help d l studa~tslam; and
(4) A variety of insbuaioaal appmschcs and the use of varioun technologies, lo pmmac thinking and u n w n &
ii. Teachem value and am mmmitled to the development of studmto' aitical thinking, independent pmblem solving and
performana capabilities.
iii. Teachers engage in sctivities to:
(I) Identify ddesign inpbuaion appmpde lo students' sugc ofdcvelopnent, leaming styles. strengths and needs,
(2) Plan instrudion based on lolowledge ofclaurorm, school and earnunity culture;
y usefulness for
(3) Evaluate teaching rsouros and cuniculum mgnials for their mmprehcnsivenss, ~ o a c and
repmenting patticulpr ideas and wncepts;
(4) Identify sbltegies lo eMfc learning experienos lhat makc subjffl m a w mmingful for studen@ address a van'ety
of learning styles, encourage students to pursue heir own interests and inquiries and help students wnnea their
learning lo pasonal goals;
(5) Plan and develop e ~ & v e lewns by organinng inrmaional mivities and m.Lmial$ inwrponting a wide range of
community and M n d o g y resources. lo pmmote achievement oflesson objectives;

--

(61
~edaeoeicalknowledee.
. . Use formal and informal methods ofassessment infomation about students...
- . and research as
sounvs for adive refledioq evaluation and revision of praaice; and
(7) Crate interdiscidinan, learninn exmienas that allow students to inteerate knowledee. skills and methodr of inauiw

5. Standard Fivc: Assessment Teachen shall understand and uac multipk aaxwnent smtcgia and interpret m u l h to
evaluate and promote atmdcnt h r u i n g and to modify hatinction in order to foster thc continuous dcvelopmtnt of
atudcnta.

advantages, and limitationsof diffcrrnt typcs of srsespmcnts (for example, atetion(I) The chaneteristics.
referend and norm-refemad instruments, traditional standard4 and performancc-based ta$ observation
systems and lssessments of student work) for evaluating how students learn, what they lolow and are able to do, and
what kinds ofuDaienoes will owmrt their hutha mwth and d e v e l o m t : and
(2) Measurement thaory and asesme&lated issus, sich as validity, reliability, bias and scoring concerns.
ii. T e a k d u e and are committed to the belidthat students' shmgh are the bmis for gmwUl and their e m ire
oppommities for leaning.
iii. Teachers a w g e in activities to:

13) Accmatelv document and m o i l srsepsmcnt data and mwme student dnta to m t s and ~mfcssionalstsff: and
(4j Enhance &ir lmavledge of ieamers and evaluate students. pkand pcrfdrmance using a variely of formal and
informal asscaoncnt tdmiques to modify teaching and laming stntegies.

6. Standard Six: L u n i n g Environmc~tT u c b e n shall uodentand individual and ~ m u mothrtion
p
and bcbavmr and
shall create a rupprtlvc, u f c and rapccttul h n i q environment that encounga positivc rocial intenction, active
engagement in Iaruimg u d dl-motivath.
i. Teachers how and undnstand:
(1) The principlcr and strstegiesofcff+Ecivec l l s s m r m ~ t h apmMtepositive
t
relMionships mopntion and
plrposeful kaming adivitia in the clsaamm;
(2) How the darsroom m v i m m a t influenceslearning and pnmotes positive behavior f a a l l students; and
(3) How classan\ participation suppats mulent comm%
ii. Teachers value and we committed to:
(I) The role ofstudents in promoting each othcr's learning and q i z e the impoltana of peer rrlationships in d n g
a climate of learning;
(2) Taking mponsibility for establishing a positive climate in the clarsmom and psrticipation in maintaining such a
l ar a whole; and
climate in the h
(3) The expsnion and we of d e m d c values in the classmom.
iii. Teschns engage in activities to:
(I) Maintain a learning mmmunity in which students assume m i b i l i t y for themselves and one andher, participnte
in decision making and WC& mllaboratively and indepdently;
(2) Cmte a safe and senvc classroom climate for all studen&. by mcing effcdive listening n d group facilitation
skills;
(3) Create a positive classmom climate which is socially, emotionally and physically safe;
(4) Establish and maintain appmpriate standwds of behavior,
( 5 ) Use inshuaianal time effectively; and
(6) Reparc students for and monitor independent and group work hat allows for full and varied participation of all
individuals.
7. Standard Stvem: Special Ncedr Teachen shall adapt and modify instruction to accommodate tbc special karuiag
needs ofall students.
i. Teachers know and unders~~d:

(I) How to access informdon regarding applicable laws, rules, regulations and pmadural safeguards regarding planning
and implementing the individual education program; and
(2) Available resources relaled to educstional Ptntcgies lo accommodate individual dimrencs and lo employ positive
behavioral intuvention techniques to students with special needs.
ii. Teachers value and are committed to the belief that children and adoksants with special needs can learn at high levels
and achieve success.
iii. Teachers e n a e in activities to:

(2) ~mploy~lppoprisc;'dia&!ic mwnw &
intaprcttaprctthe
I
resuits tdimpkmcnt s!mte& thnt innlearning;
(3)
. . Particinme in the desien and im~lementationof the Individualired Education h a-n m (IEPI.
. wherr ananwiale:
(4) ~ e e t ' t h eneeds of dik-rs
by using a wide range of teaching techniques to accomm& and &fy.~&&es,
services and mourns, including ~ ~ O R and
Y ;
(5) Make appropriate pmvisiong in &of
time and eiratmst.nees f a work, lrsL a ~ s i g dd, e P l i o n and
response modes. for individual students who have puticular leming d i f h m a s a needs.
8. Standard E i h t : Commuofntion. TnchenaluU .r imnkgeofefkcrive~erb.l, aonwrb.1 and written
communiution M n i q e a and tke tomb ofinfomaation l & m y to foster the u r ofinquiq, colbbontion and supportive
i. Tesehna h o w and undasland the power of mmmunicatioo in the teaching and lumipoass.
ii. Tcadms value and are mmmilted to:
(I) Appnciating the dhlral d i i i o n of annmunication, responding appmpriately ud seeking to fostcrculblrally
sensitive oo~nunicationbv and moon d l students in the claw and
(2) k i n g a thoughtful and re&ivc
tiam&.
iii. Teachers engage in adivities to:
(I) C m u n i c a I e clearly in E n g l i i using m i x language and ~ h l deand milten expfessiau;
(2) Assisl students individually or as a m a n t a of a gmup to occtss,svaluae., synthesize and uoe information
effedively to acmmplish a specific pmpose;
(3) Use effcdive verbal and nonverbal techniques which fostcr individual and mlledive inquiry;
(4) Model effedive mmmuniealion sfrateges and queslioning Iechniqucp in mnvcying ideas and stimulating aitical
thinkinp;and
(5) Communicate in a variety ofways that denmnsWe a sensitivity to euhural linguistic, gender and social
differenm.

9. Standard Nine: Coll.bontion and P a r t o e n h i p T a c b e n ahall build mhtioorbip with parents, guardians, familia
and agencies in the lybV community to snpport sh~dentdIumlng and well-being.
i. Teachers BOW
and undemrd
(I) The impollgla of meaningful parcnt/family involvement in education in sddressii the unique student needs and the
paspctives to be gained from effective s c l d h m in(endoosthat mnbihute to high quality tsactrmg and
kdrning;
(2) The mlc of the school within the mmrnunity and how to utilize divene pammships to mnhibute to sludmt learning
md development; and
(3) How to mllabontc with all stakeholdem fcgsuding decisionmaking and the well-being ofstuden@ while mspening
studenUfamily privacy and mnfidentiality.
ii. Teschen value and are committed to:
(I) Remgnizing the mle of parents, guardians and other family members as a child's pn'msy teacher,
s nmvide diverse
(2) Being mnamd about all l s a c t s of the student's mll- kin^ and workine with o 8 ~ W f m i l i e to
op&ities
for stu&nt &;
and
(3) Being willing to work with parcntdfamilies and other professionals to improve the overall learning envimnment f a
students.
~

~

v

-

iii. TesdKRengage in adivities to:
(I) Identify and utilirc family and community rmuras lo f m l a student learning and provide opportunities f a parents
lo Ehge skills nd talents that enrich h i n g exprienas;

(2) Establish respedfd and pmductive relationships and to dcvelop cooperative partnerships with diverse families,
educdto~~
and others in the cammunity in suppat of student learning and well-being; and
(3) InsliNe pamu/fmily involvement pr&iocr &a support meaningfulcommunieation,parenting skills, d c h c d
studem learning, volunteer and dm'sion-makingoppahlnitics at school and mliabation to sbcngthen the
teaching and leaning environment of the school.
10. Shndard Tea: Pmfmional DcvebpmenL Teacbensb8ll p r t i c i p t e uactiv+ mponsibk m e m k n of tbe
~mfcumnalrammraitv. enuziac m
i 1wide n n z e of m l k i v e anct*a. mnuiac o~oortunitiwto rmw

i. Teachers lmow md underst~dhow educntion n s c ~ c hand &methods of inquiry can be used as a means for
mntinuous learning self assessment and &velopnenL
ii. Teachers value and
anrnitlcd to:
(I) Refining practices thm a d d m the needs of all sudcnls and the s e h d ummunity;
(2) Pmfessional rcflcdim, lssesvnmt and leming u an ongoing prwus; and
(3) Colldmmhm with mllcsgucs to give and receive help.

iii. Tcachns engage in activities to:
(I) Use refledive praeiia and the Pmfessionai Development Standards to xt goals f o their
~ professional development

P~
(2) Lum lhrwgh profsniwal education -om;
and
(3) Make the entire sdmoi a puiuctiw lumiiclimate through participation in collegial .ctiviIics.

Standards for
School Leaders

A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the
success of all students by facilitating the development,articulation,
implementation, and stewardship of a vision of learning that is
shared and supported by the school community.

The administrator has knowledge and understanding of:

learning goals in a pluralistic society

informationsources. data collection,and data
analysis strategies

the principles of developing and implementing strategic plans

effective m u n i c a t i o n

systems theory

effective consensus-buildingand negotiation
skills

The administrator believa in, value, and is committed &:

the educability of all
a school vision of high standards of learning

continuous school improvement
the inclusion of all members of the school
community

ensuring that students have the knowledge,
skills, and values needed to become suawsful adults
a willingness to continuously examine one's
own assumptions, beliefs. and practices

doing the work required for high levels of personal and organization performance

The administrator facilitates pmcesres and engages in activities ensuring that'

the vision and mission of the school are effectively communicated to staff, parents, students, and community members
the vision and mission are communicated
through the use of symbols, ceremonies,
stories, and similar activities

the vision shapes the educational programs,
plans, and actions
an implementation plan is developed in
which objectivesand strategies to achieve the
vision and goals are clearly articulated

the core beliefs of the school vision are modeled for all stakeholders

assessment data related to student learning
are used to develop the school vision and
goals

the vision is developed with and among
stakeholders

relevant demographic data pertaining to students and their families are used in developing the school mission and goals

* the contributions of school community
members to the realization of the vision are
recognized and celebrated
progress toward the vision and mission is
communicated to all stakeholders
the school community is involved in school
improvement efforts
the vlsion shapes the educational programs.
plans. and activities

barriers to achievingthe vision are identifled,
clarified. and addressed
needed resources are sought and obtained to
support the implementation of the school
mission and goals
existing resources are used in support of the
school vision and goals
the vision, mission, and implementation
plans are regularly monitored. evaluated, and
revised

Standard 2

A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the
success of all students by advocating,nurturing, and sustaining a
school culture and instructional program conducive to student
learning and staff professional growth.

The administrator has knowledp and understandingof:

student growth and development
applied learning theories

divesity and its meaning for educational pro-

i
T
-

applied motivational theories

adult learnlngand professional development
models

curriculum design, implementation, evaluation, and refinement

the change prfor systems. organizations,
and individuals

prindples of effective instruction

the role of technology in promoting student
learning and professional growth

measurement, evaluation, and assessment
strategies

schoolcultures

The administrator believes in, valus~and is committed to:

student learning as the fundamental purpose
of schooling

the benefits that diversity brings to the school
community

the proposition that all students can learn

a safe and supportive learning environment

the variety of ways in which students can learn

preparing students to be contributing members of society

life long learning for self and others
professional development as an integral part
of school improvement

The administrator facilitatespmcessmand engap in activities ensuring that'

all individuals are treated with fairness,dignity. and respect

' the d m l is organized and aligned for sue-

* professional development promotes a focus

' curricular,CO-curricular,and extra-curricu-

on student learning consistent with the
school vision and goals

lar programs are designed, implemented.
evaluated, and refined

students and staff feel valued and important

curriculum decisions are based on research,
expertise of teachers, and the recommendations of learned societies

.

the responsibilities and contributions of
each individual are acknowledged
barriers to student learning are identified,
clarified, and addressed
diversity is considered in developing
learn. ing experiences

cess

the school culture and climate are assessed
on a w l a r basis
a variety of sources of information is used to
make decisions

life long learning is encouraged and modeled

student learning is assessed using a variety of
techniques

there is a culture of high expectations for self,
student, and staff performance

multiple sources of information regarding
performance are used by staff and students

technologies are used in teaching and learning

a variety of supervisory and evaluation models is employed

student and staff accomplishments are recognized and celebrated

' pupil pemnnel Pro€?ams are developed to

multiple opportunities to learn are available
to all students

meet the needs of students and their families

Standard 3

A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the
success of all students by ensuring management of the organization, operations, and resources for a safe, efftcient, and effective
learning environment.

The administrator has know/+

and undentsnding of:

theories and models of organizations and the
principles of organizational development

principles and issues relating to fiscal operations of school management

operational procedures at the school and district level

principles and issues relating to school facilities and use of space

principles and issues relating to school safety
and security

legal issues impacting school operations

* human resouroes management and development

current technologies that support management functions

The administrator belielm in, valuez and is committed t a

making management decisions to enhance
learning and teaching

high-quality standards, expectations. and performances

taking risks to improve schools

involving stakeholders in management processes

trusting people and theirjudgments
accepting responsibility

a safe environment

perfoTheadministrator facilitatespnrcmes and engaps in activities ensuring that

knowledge of learning, teaching, and student
development is used to inform management
decisions
operational procedures are designed and
managed to maximize opportunities for successful learning
emerging trends are recognized, studied, and
applied as appropriate
operational plans and procedures to achieve
the vision and goals of the school are in place
collective bargaining and other contractual
agreementsrelated to the school are effectively
managed

organizational systems are regularly monitored and modified as needed
stakeholders are involved in decisions affecting schools
responsibility is shared to maximize ownership and accountability
effective problem-framing and problemsolving skills are used
effective conflict resolution skills are used
effective group-process and consensusbuilding skills are used
effective communication skills are used

the school plant, equipment, and support
systems operate safely, efficiently, and effectively

there is effective use of technology to manage
school operations

time is managed to maximize attainment of
organizational goals

fiscal resources of the school are managed
responsibly, effidently. and effectively

potential problems and opportunities are
identified

a safe. clean, and aesthetically pleasing school
environment is created and maintained

problems are confronted and resolved in a
timely manner

human resource functionssupport the attainment of school goals

financial. human, and material resources are
aligned to the goals of schools

confidentiality and privacy of school records
are maintained

the school acts entrepreneurally to support
continuous improvement

A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the
success of all students by collaboratingwith families and community members, responding to diverse community interests and
needs, and mobilizing community resources.

The administrator has knowledge and undetstanding of:

emerging issues and trends that potentially
impact the school community

community relations and marketing strategies and processes

the conditions and dynamics of the diverse
school community

successful models of school, family, business, community, government and higher
education partnerships

community resources

Theadministrator believes in, values, and is committed to:

schools operating as an integral part of the
larger community

families as partners in the education of their
children

collaborationand communication with families

the proposition that families have the best
interests of their children in mind

involvement of families and other stakeholders in school decision-making processes

resourcesof the family and community needina to be brought
- to bear on the education of
&dents

the proposition that diversity enriches the
school

an informed public

The administrator facilitatesproce~ses
and engages in activities ensuriryl that'

high visibility, active involvement. and communication with the larger community is a
priority
relationships with community leaders are
identifled and nurtured
information about family and community
concerns. expectations, and needs is used
regularly
there is outreach to different business, religious, political, and service agencies and organizations
credence is given to individuals and groups
whose values and opinions may conflict
the school and community serve one another
as resources

community groups to strengthen programs
and support school goals
community youth family services are integrated with school programs
community stakeholders are treated equitably
diversity is recognized and valued
effective media relations are developed and
maintained
a comprehensive program of community
relations is established
public resources and funds are used appropriately and wisely
communitycollaboration is modeled for staff

available community resources are secured to
help the school solve problems and achieve
goals
partnerships are established with area businesses. institutions of higher education, and

opportunities for staff to develop collaborative skills are provided

A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the
success of all students by acting with integrity, fairness, and in an
ethical manner.

The administrator has k d e d g e and undmtanding of:

the purpose of education and the role of leadership in modern society

the values of the diverse school community
professional codes of ethics

various ethical frameworks and perspectives
on ethics

the philosophy and history of education

The administrator believes in, values, and is wmmitted ta'

the ideal of the common good

-

accepting the consequences for upholding
one's principles and actions

the principles in the Bill of Rights
the right of every student to a free, quality
education

using the influence of one's omce construetively and productively in the service of all
students and their families

bringing ethical principles to the decisionmaking process

development of a caring school community

subordinating one's own interest to the good
of the school community

The administratoc

examines personal and professional values
demonstrates a personal and professional
code of ethics
demonstratesvalues, beliefs,and attitudes that
inspire others to higher levels of performance
serves as a role model

protects the rights and confidentiality of students and staff
demonstrates appreciation for and sensitivity
to the diversity in the school community

recognizesand respects the legitimate authority of othels

accepts responsibility for school operations

examines and considers the prevailing values
of the diverse school community

considen the impact of one's administrative
practices on others

expects that o

uses the influence of the omce to enhance the
educational program rather than for personal
gain

opens the school to public scrutiny

h in the school community
will demonstrate integrity and exercise ethical behavior

fulfills legal and contractual obligations
treats people fairly,equi&bly,and with dignity
and respect

applies Iaws and procedures fairly, wisely, and
considerately

Standard 6

A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the
success of all students by understanding, responding to, and influencing the larger political,social,economic,legal, and cultural
context.

Theadministrator has knowl-

-

and undentandiw o f

principles of representative governance that
undergird the system of American schools

social. cultural and economic contexts of
schooling

the role of public education in developingand
renewing a democratic society and an economically productive nation

global issues and forces affecting teaching and
learning

the law as related to education and schooling

the dynamics of policy development and advocacy under our democraticpolitical system

the political, social, cultural and economic
systems and processes that impact schools

the importance of diversity and equity in a
democratic society

models and strategies of change and conflict
resolution as applied to the larger political,

The administrator believes in, values, and is wmmined ta'

education as a key to opportunity and soda1
mobility
recognizing a ~ r i e t of
y ideas, values. and cultures
importance of a continuing dialogue with
other decision makers affecting education

actively participating in the political and
policy- making context in the service of education
using legal systems to protect student rights
and improve student opportunities

The administrator facilitates

and e n p p inactivities ensuringthat'

the environment in which schools operate is
influenced on behalf of students and their
families

the school community works within the
framework of policies, laws, and regulations
enacted by local, state. and federal authorities

communication occurs among the school
community concerning trends. issues, and
potential changes in the environment in
which schools operate

public policy isshaped to providequality education for students

there is ongoingdialogue with representatives
of d i m e community groups

lines of communication are developed with
decision makers outside the school communQ
i'

Appendix D
Historical Traditions in Teacher Prepamtion

Historical Traditions in Teacher Preparation

INSTITUTION

1 Normal School and
Teachers Colleges
Liberal Arts Colleges
University Schools of
Education

CLIENTELE

ELEMENTSRmMES
I

I

.

I Art and science of teachine

I Elementarv Teachers

( Liberal arts as preparation for teaching.

I Secondary Teachers

I Professional treatment of sibject matter. I
Educational as liberal art.
Research ideal.
Education as applied social science.
Professional through graduate study.

Educational Leaders

1

Appendix E
Codes of Helping Professions

Ethical Princldes of Psychdoglsts and Code Of Conduct
Histow and Effective Date Footnote

CONTENTS
INTRODUCTIONAND APPLICABILITY
PREAMBLE
GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Principle A: Beneficence and
Nonnubfkance
Plrnclpb 6: Fidelity and
Reapomlbillly
Prlnclpk C: Inhgrlty
Prlncipb 0: Justice
PrhKiph E: R e s W fw Peopld'S
Rlghb and Oignlty
ETHICAL STANDARDS
1.01 ilb\nsbf p l y c h o b g k t a ' ~ o r k
1.02 Conflict. Between Ethks and
1.03 ConfIkb 6otw-n Emks and
Orgoniutional Demands
1.04 lnfomul ReMlution of Ethical
1.06 ReporUng Ethlcel Vloktions
1.06 C o o ~ . n t i n oWth E t h l u
1.07 Improper Compblnb
1.08 Unhlr D h c r l m l ~ t i o n
Aoalnst
Compkinanb and ~eapond;nb

2. ConyHLwm
2.01 Boundaries of Competence
2.02 Pmvidlng Services In
Emergend..
2.03 Mslntainlno Commtence
2.04 B u e s for &len(Mc and
Pmferslonal Judgmenb
2.06 Dekatlon of Work to Omen
2.08 P~&MI Problem and Connlcta

3.02 Sexwl Harassment
3.03 ah.r Hanument
3.04 A d d i n g Harm
3.06 Multiple RelaUomhlp
3.06 connict of interest
3.07 ThirdPar(y Raquesb for
Services
3.08 Exploltstive RebUomhlp
3.09 Coowntlon Wlth Omer
~mfessionab
3.10 Informed Consent
3.11 Psychologkal Services
Dallvamd To or Through
Organizations

3.12 lntemptlon of Psychological
Services

4. P t h c y And ConfM.ndklily
4.01 MalntalnlngConfldentiallly
4.02 Dlacusslngthe Limlb of
Confkkntlrllly
4.03 ftecwding
4.04 Mlnhnizlng lntnubns on Privacy
4.06 Dkcloaures

8. Reseomh and Publkation
8.01 indtutional h ~ m v a l
8.02 lnfomwd consent to Research
8.03 lnfomvd Consent for Recordlna
voices .nd Images in R ~ e a r c h
8.04 ClbnWatlent StudenL and
~ubordinab
Reseirch hIticlp.nb
8.06 D b p e d n g Wlth l d o d
Consent for Research
8.06 Othring lnducenwnb for
Research PuUclp.(lon
8.07 DecepUon In Research

-

for Didactic or Other Purposes

6. AdbwikIng and Wnr PubIk
sm0nmnt.s
6.01 Avoidance of False or Deapthre
Statements
6.02 Statements bv Omen
6.03 Descriptlona 61~ o r k r h o and
p
Non.DegmOnnting.Eduutlonal
pmgnnis
6.04 Medb Pmsentatlom
6.06 Testimonlab
6.06 In-Penon Solkltation
6. RecordKee~lna
and Foe+
6.01 ~ o e u m e ~ t iof
on
~mferalonal
and Scbnunc M m d MaintMunce
of Record.
6.02 Msintenmce. Muemination.
and O h p o u l of Coni7dwWl Record.
of Ploh..iocul and ScbntYic Work
8.03 mthholdlno Records for
Nonpayment
8.04 Fees and Flnanclal
Amngemenb
6.06 B a h r With ClbnWatientr
8.06 Accuncv In Reriorb to Pavon
and Funding-iourcA
8.07 Refemb and Fees

-

~

~

7. Educ.Uon and Tmlnlng
7.01 Design of Education and
Trainlng Pmgnms
7.02 Descriptionsof Educationand
Tnlnlng Pmgnms
7.03 Accuncy In Teaching
7.04 Student Dbclosum of Penonal
Infomution
7.06 Mandatory lndlvidual or Gmup
Thenw
7.M Aisessing Student and
Supervlm Performance
7.07 Saxual Rebtlonahim With
Students and ~ u p e r i s w s

Anlmab in Research
8.10 Raportlng Reaearch Result.
8.11 Plaglarbm
8.12 Publication c d n
8.13 Duplicate PubllcaUon of Data
8.14 Sharing Research Dab for
Verifkatlon
8.16 Revkman
9.01 B a u s for AsuuIIIents
9.02 UH of A u e s m w n b
9.03 InformedConaent in
Asuumenb
9.04 Reloose of T a t Date
9.06 Test Construction
9.08 Interpreting A s u u m e n t Results
9.07 Assessment by Unquallt'ied
penom
8.08 Obsohte Tests and Outdated
Test Results
9.09 Teat Scoring and kterpI8tatlon
services
9.10 Explalnlng A u a u n v n t Results
8.11. Malnhining Test Securlty
10.01 lnfom6sd Consent to Thenpy
10.02 Thenpy Involving Coup*. or
10.03 Group Thenpy
10.04 Pmvldlng Thenpy to Those
Served by Omen
10.06 Sexual lntinucbs W t h Cumnt
Thenpy ClienblP.ti.nt.
10.06 Sexual Intinucbs mth
Relatives or SignlRcant OUmn of
Cumnt Thenpy CllenWatbnb
10.07 Thenpy Wlth Former Sexwl
Intimacbs Wlth Former
Thenpy ClknWatlents
10.09 l n t e m ~ t i o nof ThOnDv

APA Ethics Code 2002
INTRODUCTION AND APPUCABIUTY
The American Psychdogil Association's (APA's) Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code of Conduct (hereinafter
referred to as the Ethics Code) consists of an Introduction, a Preamble, five General Principles (A E), and specific
Ethical Standards. The Introduction discusses the intent, organization, procedural considerations, and scope of
application of the Ethics Code. The Preamble and General Principles are aspirational goals to guide psychdogists toward
the highest ideals of psychology. Although the Preamble and General Principles are not themselves enforceable rules.
they should be considered by psychologists in arriving at an ethical course of action. The Ethical Standards set forth
enforceable rules for condud as osvcholorrists. Most of the Ethical Standards are written bmadlv. in order to aoolv to
psychologistsin varied rdes. although theapplication of an Ethical Standard may vary depending on the conteitihe
Ethical Standards are not exhaustive. The fad thata given conduct is not spedfically addressed by an Ethical Standard
does not mean that it is necessarily either ethical or unethical.

-

This Ethics Code applies only to psychologists' activities that are part of their scientific, educational, or professional roles
as psychologists. Areas covered indude but are not limited to the clinical, counseling, and school practice of psychology;
reseamh: teachiw: su~ervisionof trainees:. wMic service: pdicv develmment: social intervention: develwment of
assessment instnke&; conducting assessments; edu&maicwnselhg; organizationalconsulhg; fordnsic activities;
program design and evaluation; and administration. This Ethics Code applies to these adivities across a variety of
contexts, such as in person, postal, telephone, internet, and other electronic transmissions. Thew activities shall be
distinguished from the purely private condud of psychologists, which is not within the purview of the Ethics Code.

.

Membership in the APA commits members and student afiiliates to comply with the standards of the APA Ethics Code
and to the rules and procedures used to enforce them. Lack of awareness or misunderstandingof an Ethical Standard is
not itself a defense to a charge of u n e t h i i conduct.
The proceduresfor filing, investigating, and rasdv'ig complaints of unethical condud are demibed in the currant Roles
and Proceduresof the APA Ethics Committee. APA may impose ssnctions on its membem for violations of the standards
of the Ethics Code, includingtermination of APA membership, and may notify o h r bodies and individuals of its actions.
Actions that Mate the standards of the Ethics Code may also lead to the imposfion of sandions on psychologists M
studants whether M not Mey are APA rnembem by bodies other than APA, including state psycholcgiil associations,
other professionalgroups, psychdogy koerds, oUwr state or federal a @ m h , and paymi for health w.In addition,
APA may take adMn against a member after his or her conviction of a felony, expulsion or suspension from an aRJiated
state owchdoaical asso&h. or susoension w loss of liumsure. M e n the sanction to be immsed bv APA is less than
expulsion, the kO1 Rules and koced;res do not guarantee an opportunity foran inpenron hearing, b h generally
provide that complaints win be resolved only on the basis of a subrniied record.
The Ethics Code is intended to provide guidance for psychologists and standards of professional condud that can be
applied by the APA and by other bodies that choose to adopt them. The Ethics Code is not intended to be a basis of civil
liabililv. Wether a Dsvcholoaist has violated the Ethics Code standards does not bv itseltdetermii whether the
psychblogist is leg& iiable i; a cow action, whathar a contract is enforceable, or \;hether other legal consequences
occur.

The modifiers used in some of the standaftla of this Ethics Code (e.g., m8sonably, eppmp1W9, potentiaYy) are included in
the standards when thev would (1) allow mf0~1'0nal
iudoment on the Dart of ~svcholoaists.(2) eliminate iniustice or
inequality that would oc& withdui the mbdier, (3) e&G applicabilii'acrosa 6 e k i d &&of
activities conducted by
psychologists, or (4) guard against a set of rigid rules that might be quiddy outdated. As wed in this Ethics Code. the term
reasonabk, means the prevailingprofessionaljudgment of psychologists engaged in similar activities in similar
urwmstances, given the knowledge the psychologist had or sharld have had at the time.

In the process of making dectsions regardingtheir professional behavior, psychologists must consider this Ethics Code in
addion to aaplicable laws and Psvcholoav board reavlations. In aodvina
.. , " the Ethics Code to their -arofessional
- - - - wark.
~ S ~ c h ~ l ~ g i ~consider
t S ' m aothbr;naten;is
~
and aut&lines that have been ado~tedor endorsed bv
and,scientific
brdessiciia~psychologicalorganizations and the-dictates of their own conscience, as well as consult with others within the
field. If this Ethics Code establishes a higher standard of amdud than is required by law, psychologists must meet the
higher ethical standard. If psychologists' ethical responsibilitii c o d i d with law, regulations, or other governing legal
authority, psychologists make known their commitment to this Ethics Code and take steps to resolve the conflict in a
responoble manner If the confl~ctIS unresolvable vla such means. psychologtsts may adhere to the reqwrements of the
law, regulations, or other govemtng authonty on keepmg wtth baslc pnnuples of human nghts

-.

~

~

~~
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PREAMBLE
Psychologists are committed to increasing scientific and professional knowledge of behavior and people's understanding
of themselves and others and to the use of such knowledge to improve the condition of individuals, organizations, and
society. Psychologists respect and protecl civil and human rights and the central importance of freedom of inquiry and
expression in research. teaching. and publication. They strive to help the public in developing informedjudgments and
choices concerning human behavior. In doing so, they perform many roles, such as researcher, educator, diagnostkian.
therapist, supervisw, consultant, administrator, social inteiventiist. and expert witness. This Ethics Code provides a
common set of principles and standards upon w h i psychologists build their professional and scientific work.
This Ethics Code is intended to provide specific standards to cover most situations encountered by psychologists. It has
as its goals the welfare and protection of the individuals and groups with whom psychologists work and the education of
members, students, and the public regarding ethical standards of the discipli.
The development of a dynamic set of ethical standards for psychologists' work-related conduct requires a personal
commitment and lifelong effort to act ethicaliy; to encourage ethical bahaviw by students. supervisees, employees, and
colleagues; and to consult with others concerning ethical problems,
GENERAL PRINCIPLES
This section consists of General Principles. General Principles. as opposed to Ethical Standards, are aspirational in
nature. Their intent h to guide and inspire psychdogiststoward the very highest ethical ideals of the profession. General
Principles, in contrast to Ethical Standards, do not represent o b l i and should not form the basis for imposing
sanctions. Relying upon General Prindplesfor either of these reasons distorts both their meaning and purpose.
Pfinclple A: Benoflcence and Nonmalefkence
Psychologistsstrive to benefit those with whom they work and take care to do no ham. In their professional actions.
psychologists seek to safeguard the welfare and rights of those with whom they intend professiially and other affected
persons, and the welfare of animal subjects of research. When conflicts occur among psychologists' obligations or
concerns, they attempi to resolve these conflicts in a responsible fashion hat avoids or m i n i m k harm. ~ecause
osvcholoaists' sden(iftcand mfedonal iudaments and actions mav a W the lives of others. thev am alert to and auard
abinst &nonal, financial, &at, organiiati&l, or political factorsihat might lead to misuse'of t k i r infiuence.
Psychologists strive to be aware of the possible effect of their own physical and mental health on their aMlity to help those
with whom they work.

.,

Pfinclple 8: Fidelity and Rosponslblllty
Psvcholwists establish relationshiis of trust with those with whom thev w o k Thev are aware of their omfessional and
&nti~c iesponsibili to sodaty.and to Me specific cwnmunitias in h k h they A.Psychdogists
professional
standards of condud, clarify their professional roles and o b l i i s , accept appropriate responsibility for their behavior.
and seek to manage cmllicts of interest that could lead to exploitation M harm. Psychlogists cons& with, rebr to, or
uxMerate wRh other mfemionakr and institutionsto the extent medad to suva the best intcwests c4 thow with whom
the); work. They are &mwrned abwt the ethical cornpilance of their colleagues' scieniific and profeonal conduct.
Psychologists strive to contribute a p0rtiM oftheir professional time for little or no compensation or personal advantage
Pfinclpb C: lntugrity
Psychologists seek to promote accuracy, honesty, and truthfulness in the scknce. teaching, and practice of psychology.
In these activities psycholwists do not steal. cheat. or enaaw in fraud. subterfuae. or intentionalmisreore~ntation
of
deception maybe ethically justifiable tomaximize benefits and minimize harm. psychologists have a serious obligation to
consider the need for, the possible consequencas of, and their responsibilityto coned any resultina mistrust or other
harmful effects thal arise from the use of such techniques.

-

Pfinclple 0: JusUw
Psychdoglsts recognize that falrnws and justice entitle all persona to access to and benefit from the wntnbut~ons
of
VSvcholopv and to equal
in the processes. orocedures. and services beino
bv osvchoh~sts
- conducted
~~~.~
. ---,r-,...-.-w-.-.
. auallty
.
~.$chol&&s exemse reasonablejudgment and iake precakns to ensure that their potential biases, the boundaries of
their competence, and the limitations of their expertise do not lead to or condone unjust practices.
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Principle E: Respect for People's Rlghb and Dlgnlty
Psychologists respect the dignity and worth of all people, and the rights of individuals to privacy, confidentiality, and selfdetermination. Psychologists are aware that special safeguards may be necessary to protect the rights and welfare of
persons or communities whose vulnerabilities impair autonomous decision making. Psychologists are aware of and
respect cultural, individual, and role Mere-,
induding those basedon age, gender, gender identity, race, ethnicity.
culture, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, disability, language, and socioeconomic status and consider these
factors when working with members of such groups. Psychologists try to eliminate the effect on their work of biases based
on those factors. and they do not knowingly parlidpate in or condone activities of others based upon such prejudices.
ETHICAL STANDARDS

1. R&lna
Ethical Isww
1.01 Mlruse of Psychologbb' Work
If psychologists team of misuse or misrepresentationof their work, they take reasonable steps to correct or minimize the
misuse or mkrepmmtation.

1.02 Confllctr Behwen E t h l a and law, Regulatbns. or Other Governing Legal Authority

r psychdogis&' ethical responsibilities conflict with law, regulations, or other governing legal authority, psychokgists
make knmvn their commitment to the Ethics Code and take steps to resolve the conflict If the conflict is unresohrable via
such means, psychologists may adhere to the requirements ofthe law, regulations, or other governing legal authority.

1.03 Confllcb Between Ethlca and Omanhstlonal Demands
If the demands of an organization with & i
psychologistsare affiliated or for whom they are working c o n t i i with this
E t h i i Code, psychologists clarify the nature ofthe conflict, make known their commitment to the Ethics Code, and to the
extent feasible, resolve the conflid in a way that permits adherence to the Ethics Code.
1.04 Informal Resolution of Ethkal Vlolatlons
that there may have been an ethical violation by another psychdogist, they attempt to resolve
the issue by bringing it to the attention of that Individual, if an informal resolution appears appropriate and the intervention
does not violate any confidentiality rights that may be involved. (See also Standards 1.02.Confiicts BeEthics and
Law, Regulations, or Other Governing Legal Authority, and 1.03.C o n f i i i Behvwn E t h i i and Organizational Demands.)
1.05 Reporting Ethlcal Vlolatlons
If an apparent ethical violation has substantially harmed or is likely to substantially harm a person or organization and is
not appropriate for informal resolution under Standard 1.04,Informal Resolution of EthicalViolations, or is not resolved
V\lhen psychdogists

properly in that fashion. psychdogists take further Bction appropriate to the situation. Such action might indude referral to
state or national cornmilteas on professional ethics, to state licensing boards, or to the appropriate institutionalauthorities.
This standard does not amlv when an intervention would violate confidentialitv riahta or when osvchdwists have been
retained to review the w&ic of another psychokgbt W w e pmferurionslcord& ;i in question.' (baal& Standard 1.02,
C o n t i i Between Ethics and Law. Regulations, or Other Goveming Legal Authority.)
1
.M Coonontlna
With Ethk.
Commlhea
~
~
. .
.- .
...~..~
...- ~sychdo&ts +rate
in ethics investigations, proceedings, and resulting requirementsof the APA or any affiliated
state ~svcholopicalassociation to which thev belona. In doina so. thev address anv confidentialii issues. Failure to
&e
is it& an ethics violation. ~ o w e kmaiing
,
a r q k for deferment ot a
d
u
jd
c
ia
o
i
tnofsn ethics complaint
pending the outcome of litigation does not alone constitute noncooperation.
~

~

1.07 Improper Complaints
Psychdogists do not file w enCOW8ge the filing of ethics complaints that are made with reckless disregard for or willful
ignorance of facts lhat would disprove the allegation.
1.08 Unhlr Dkrlmlnatlon Agalnst Complainanb and Respondents
Psychdogists do not deny persons employment, advancement, admissions to academic or other programs, tenure, or
promotion, based solely upon their having made or their being the subject of an ethics complaint. This does not predude
taking action based upon the outcome of such proceedings or axsidering other appropriate information.

2.01 Boundaries of Competence
(a) Psychologists pmvide services, teach, and conduct research with populations and in areas only within the boundaries
of their competence, based on their education, training, supervised experience, consultation, study, or professional
experience.
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(b) Where scientific or professional knowledge in the discipline of psychology establishes that an understanding of factors
associated with age, gender, gender kien(ity, race, ethnicity. dture, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, disability,
language, w socioeconomic status is essentialfor effecthe implementation of their sewices or research. psychologists
have or obtain the training, experkwe, consultation, or supervision necessary to ensure the competence of their services.
or they make appropriate referrals, except as pmvided in Standard 2.02. Providing Sewices in Emergendes.
(c) Psychologists planning to pmvide senrices,teach, or conduct research involving populations, areas, techniques, or
techndogies new to them undertake relevant education. training, supervised experience, consultation, or study.
(d) When psychdogists are asked to provide services to individuals for whom appropriate mental health services are not
available and for which psychologists have not obtained the competence necessary, psychologists with closely related
prior training or experience may provide such services in order to ensure that services are not denied if they make a
reasonable effort to obtain the competence required by using relevant research, training, consultation, or sfudy.
(e) In those emerging areas in which generally rewgnued standards for preparatory training do not yet exist.
~svcholoaistanevertheless take reasonable slew to ensure the comoetence of their work and to wotect dienta/atients.
students,-supenrisees. research partidpants, organizationaldients, and others from harm.

(0 Whan assuming foren& roles, psychologisbam w become reasOnaMy familiar with the judicial or administrativerules
governing their roles.
2.02 Plarldlng Sewices In Emergencb
In emmgmch, when psychdogists provide services to individuals for whom other mental health seivbs are not
availabte and for which psycho(ogists have not oMained the necessary training. psydwbgists may provide such services
in order to ensure that services are not denied. The services are discontinuedas 80131as the emergency has ended or

appmpn'ate services are available.
2.03 Malntalnlng Comfmtence
Psychdogists undertake ongoing efforts to develop and maintain their competence.
2.04 Bases for SclentfRc and Plofedonal Judgments
Psychologists' wmk is based upon established scientific and professional knowledge of the disciplhe. (See also
Standads 2.01e, Boundaries of Cornpetem, and 10.01b, InfMmed Consent to Therspy.)
2.05 Dolegatbn ofWork to Othen
Psycho&#stswho delegate work to employees, supe~'sees,or research or teaching assistants or who use the services
of others, wch as inteiprehm, take reamable step to (1) avoid delegating such work to peirwm who have a multiple
relatiomhip with those being sewed that would likely lead to exploitation w loss of objeclivily; (2) authorize only those
responsibiliiesthat such 6mcan be expected to perform competently on the basis of their education, training, or
exoerience. either imlemdentlv or with the level of woenrision beina mvided: and (3) see that such Dersons nerform
these services competently. ( G a l s o Standards 2.02,'~roviding~&ces in Emerge&;
3.05, ~unib
~elatkshi~a;
4.01. Maintaining Confidentiality; 9.01, Bases for Assessments; 9.02, Use of Assessments; 9.03, InformedConsent in
Assesrrmentcl; and 0.07. Assessment by UnqualifiedPersons.)
2.06 Penonal P m b l e m and Conflkb

(a) Psychdogists refrain from initiating an activity when they know or should know that there is a substantial likelihood that
their personal problems wll prevent them from perfomung their work-related activities in a competent manner.
(b) W e n psychologistsbecome aware of petS0nal problems that may interferewith their performing work-related duties
adequately, they take appropriate measures, curch a8 obtaining probsional consultation or assistake, and determine
whether they should limit, suspend, or terminate their work-related duties. (See also Standard 10.10. Terminating
3. Human RelrUon@
3.01 Unhlr Dhcrlmlnatlon
In their work-related activities. psycholoolsts do not engage in unfair disuiminatim based on age, gender,gender identity.
race, ethnidty, culture, national ofQn, religion, sexual orientation, disability. socbmomic status, or any basis
p r o d b e d by law.

3.02 Sexual Harassment
Psycho!qsts do not engage in sexual harassment. Sexual harassment is sexual solicitation, physical advances, or
verbal or nonverbal condwt that is sexual in nature. that occurs in confledion with the Dsvchhaist's activities
as
-.~~.
-- w
.. roles
- -.
-a psychologist, and that either (Iis
)unwelcome, is offensive, or aeates a hostile work&
or &ucational environment.
and the psychologist knows or is told this or (2) is sufficiently severe or intense to be abusive to a reasonable person in
~
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the context. Sexual harassment can consist of a single intense or severe act or of multiple persistent or pervasive acts,
(See also Standard 1.08. Unfair DiscriminationAgainst Complainants and Respondents.)

3.03 Other Harassmnt
Psychdogists do not knowingly engage in behavior that is harassing or demeaning to personswith whom they interact in
their work based on factors such as those persons' age, gender, gender identity, race, ethnicity, culture, national origin,
religion. sexual orientation, disability, language, or sodoeconomic status.
3.04 AvoMlng Harm
Psychologists take reasonable steps to amid harming their d'entslpatients, students, supervisees, research partiupants.
organizational clients, and others with whom they work, and to minimize harm where it is foreseeable and unavoidable.

3.06 Mufflpk Rehtionshlps
(a) A multipb relationshipocam when a psychologist is in a professional mle with a penon and (1) at the same time is in
another role with the same person. (2) at the same time is in a relationshipwith a person closely associated with or
relationship, or (3) pmmises to enter into another
related to the person with whom the psychologist has the
relationship in the future with the person or a perm closely associatedwith or related to the person.
A psychologist refrains fmm entering into a multiple relationship if the multiple relationship could r e a m b l y be
ewected to impair the psvchdoeist's obiectivitv, comet-,
or effectbemess in performinn his or her fundions aaa
p&hobgist. & other&& tisks &ploitak or)larm tb the pekon with whom the professiGa1relationship exists.
Multiple relationship that would not reasonably be expected to cause impimMnt or risk exploitation or harm are not
unethical.
(b) If a psychologistfinds that, due to unforeseen factors,a m l y harmful multiple r e l a t i m p has arisen, the
psychologist takes reasonable steps to resdve it with due regad for the best interests of the affected person and maximal
compliance with the Ethics Code.
psychologists are required by law, instihrtional pdky, or e x h c d m y
to senm in more than one
(c)
mle in judiial or administnrtive proceedings, at the outset they clarify role expectations and the extent of confidentiality
and thereafier as changes occur. (See also Standards 3.04. Avoiding Harm. and 3.07. ThirdParty Requestsfor Services.)

3.06 connlct of Intsmst
Psychdogists refrain from taking on a professional role when personal, scientific, professional, legal. Rnandal, or other
interests a relationship could &sonably be expected to (1) impair their objectivity, competence. or efk3ivems.sin
Derfonnina thak fmcikms as w)vd?&aW or (2)
. . ewose
. the m m or omanizationwith whom the- omfessional
k ~ a t i o n exists
s ~ ~ to harm or.e&oitat&.

-

3.07 Thlrd-hrty Requests for Sewken
When psychdO&b
to pmvide servims to a pamm or entity at the request of a third party, paychobgiits attempt to
clarify at the outset ofthe sewice the nature of the relationshipwith ail individuals or organizati&s irivoivedT This
clarification Includes lb role of the ~svcholocrist(0.a.. theraoist. consultant diaawtldan. or ems( witness). an
identification of who is the client, th;, F&&
u&%f the theices pmvklehor
infom&m &mined, anfi'kfact that
them may be limits to contidentlalily. (See also Standards 3.05. Multipie Relationships, and 4.02. Discussing the Limits of
c~mmiaety.)

ihe

3.08 Explolbthn Rektlonrhlps
Psychologists do not exploit persons over whom they have supervisory. evaluative, or other authority such as
dients/patients, students, supervisees, research parlidpants, and employees. (See also Standards 3.05, Muniple
Relationships; 8.04. Fees and FinancialArrangements; 8.05, Barter \Mth ClienWPatients; 7.07. Sexual Relationships
\Mth Students and Supe~sees;10.05, Sexual Intimacies Wth C~n?mt
Therapy ClienWatients; 10.08, Sexual Intimacies
WRh Relatives or Significant Othm of C u r m i Therapy ClientslPatmts; 10.07. Therapy \IIMh Former Sexual Partners;
and 10.08. Sexual Intimacies Wlth Former Therapy CliWPat'ents.)
3.09 Coowntlon Wlth Other Plofeulonah
VIlhen ind'mted and professionally appropriate, psychologists cooperate with other pmfessionalsin order to serve their
dientdpatients effectively and apppriately. (Seealso Standard 4.05, Disclosures.)
3.10Informed Consent
(a) When psychdogists conduct research or provide assessment, therapy, counseling, or consulting services in person or
vla ekctmnk transmission or other forms of t o m m t i o n , they obtain the informed consent of the i n d ~ d u aor
l
individuals using language that is reasonably understandable to that person or persons except when conducting such
activities without Consent is mandated by law or governmental regulationor as otherwise provided in this Ethics Code.
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(See also Standards 8.02, lnformed Consent to Research; 9.03, lnformed Consent in Assessments; and 10.01, lnformed
Consent to Therapy.)
(b) For persons who are legally incapab of giving informed consent,psychologists nevertheless (1) provide an
appropriate explanation. (2) seek the individual's assent, (3) consider such perscm' prefwencas and best intwests, and
(4) obtain appropriate permission fmm a legally authorized person, if such substitute consent is permitted or required by
law. M e n consent by a legally authorized person is not permitted or required by law, psychologists take reasonable steps
to protect the individual's rights and welfare.
(c) Wmn psychological senricea are court ordered or otherwise mandated, psychologists inform the individual of the
nature ofthe anticipated services, induding m t h e r the senrices are cwrt ordered or mandated and any limits of
(d) Psychdogists appropriately document written or oral consent, permission, and assent (See also Standards 8.02.
Informed Consent to Research; 9.03, lnformed Consent in Assassments; and 10.01. lnformed Consent to Therapy.)
3.11 Psychological S e ~ l c e s
Delivered To or Thmugh Oganbrtions
la) PsvcModub dd~erinasetviws to or t h m h omanita(ioM mvide infarmabonbeforehand to clients and when
and objectives ofthe services. (2) the intended
appropriate h e directly a'ffeded by the &abwt (1) the
recipients.(3) which of the i n d i v i i are clients, (4) the mMhsh@the psychologist will have with each person and the
organization. (5) the probaMe uses of s e r v h provided and information obtained, (6)who will have access to the
infomaion. and (7) limits ofconfidentiality. Aa soon as feasible, they provide informationabout the results and
wnduslons of wch services to appropriate persons.

.. .

(b) Ifpsychdogists will be precluded by law or by organizational roles fmm providing such information to particular
individuals or groups, they so inform those individuals or grOUps at the outset ofthe service.

3.12 lntemptlon of Psychologk.1 Senrlccn
Unless otherwise covered by &tract, psychologists make reasonable elforts to plan for facilitating services in the event
that ~svchdocricalsarvicea are intemrDtsd bv fedors such as the Dwcholooist's illness. death. unavailabilii. relocation. or
Dissetninaion.-and Disposai of ConRdential Records of Professional and Sciantific M.)
4. prlvacv And C o n f l d e n t i ~
4.01 Malntalnlng ConfidenUallty
Psychologists have a primary obligation and take reasortabla precautions to protect confidential information obtained
through or stored in any medium, recognizing that the extent and limits of confidentiality may be regulated by law or
established by institutionalrules or professionalor scientific relationship. (See also Standard 2.05. Delegation of Work to

-.I
4.02 D k u u l n g the L h b of ConRdenUallty
(a) Psyckbgists discuss with persons (including, to the extent feasible, persons who are legally incapable of giving
informed consent and their legal reprewnlatives) and organ&ationa with whom they establish a scientilic or professional
relationship (1) the relevant limb of confidentialityand (2) the foreseeable uses of the information generated through their
psychological acuv'ies. (See also Standard 3.10. Informed Consent.)

(b) Unless it is not feasibk, or is contraindicated, the discussion of confidentialityoccm at the outset of the relationship
and thereaRer as new circumstance8 may warrant.
(c) Psychologists who offer services, products, or information via eleUronic transmission inform dientslpatients of the
risks to privacy and limb of confidentiality.
4.03 Raeordlna
-

Before recadi$ the voices or images of individuals to whom they provide services, psychologists obtain permission from
all such persons or their legal rerucsentatives. (See also Standards 8.03. Inform4 Conserl for Rccordino Voices
- - - and
-~Images ih Research; 8.05.-~isphng\Mih lnfdrmed Consent for ~eseanh;and 8.07. Deception m Research.)

~-

~~

4.04 Minlmlzlng Intrusions on Prlv.cy
(a) Psychologists indude in written and oral repcfts and consultations, only information germane to the purpose for which
the communication is made.
(b) Psychologists discuss confidential information obtained in their work only for appropriate scientific or professional
purposes and only with persons dearly concamed with such matters.
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4.05 Disclosum
(a) Psychologists may disclose confidential information with the appropriate consent of the organizational client, the
~ndividual
dientlpatient, or another legally authotized person on behalf of the clientlpatient unless prohibitedby law.
(b) Psychdogistsdisdose wnfidential informatiinwithout the consent ofthe individual only as mandated by law, or where
permitted by law fora valid purpose such as to (1) provide needed professional services; (2) obtain appropriate
professional consultations; (3) protect the dienupatient, psychologist, or others from harm; or (4) obtain payment for
services from a dientlpatient, in which instance disclosure is limited to the minimum that is necessary to achieve the
purpose. (See also Standard 6.040, Fees and Financial Arrangements.)
4.06 ConsukaUons
W m consulting with colleagues. (1) psychdogists do not disdose confidential information that reasonably could lead to
the identificationof a dientlpatient, research partidpant, or other person or organization with whom they have a
confidential relationship unless they have obtained the prior consent of the person or organization or the disclosure cannot
be avoided, and (2) they disclose information only to the extent necessary to achieve the purposes of the consultation.
(See also Standard 4.01, Maintaining Confidentiality.)

4.07 U s e of ConMenUal lnfomutlon for Dldadk or Other Purposes
Psychologists do not disclose in their writings, lectures, or other public media, confidential, personally identifiable
information concernim their d i e W ~ t i e n t sstudents.
.
research partici~ants,omanizational clients. or other recipients of
their services that they obtained du;hg the &me of thetr work, u n k (1) theftake reasonable stips to di&
the
person or organization.
(2) the ~ W W Ior organization has consented in writing, or (3) there is legal authorization for doing
so.
5. &lvertlslna

and Other Publlc Statmen@

5.01 Avoidance of Fake or DewSbtemenb
(a) Public statements indude but aie not limned to paid or unpaid advertising, product endorsements, grant applications,
licensing applications, other credentialing applications, brochures, printed matter, directory listings, personalntwmes or
wnicula vitae, or m m e n t s for use in media such as print or electronic transmission, statements in legal proceedings.
lectum and public oral presentations, and published materials. Psychdogistsdo not knowingly make public statements
that are false. dacaive. or fraudulent concemiw their research, wactim, or other work activities or those of persons or
organizations with kiththey are afffliited.

-

(b) Psychologists do not make false, deceptive, or fraudulent statemn& concerning (1) their training, experience, or
competencof(2) their academic degrees; (3) their credenUals; (4) thelr insti.lutional or association affiliations; (5) their
services: (6) the scbntik or clinical basis for. or results or denreo of success of.their services:. (7)
. their fees:. or (8)
. , their
p u b l i i o r research findings.

-

.

(c) Psychologists claim degrees as credentials for their health senricas only Ithose degrees (1) were earned fmm a
regionally accredited educational instiMion or (2) were the basis for psychology limnsure by the state in which they
practice.
5.02 Statement. bv Othen
(a) Psychologistswho engage othercl to create or place public statements that promote their professionalpractice.
products, or adiv'ies retain professionalresponsibility for such statements.
(b) Psychologists do not compensate employees of press, radio, television, or other communication media in return for
p u M i in a news item. (See also Standard 1.O1. Misuse of Psychologists' Work.)
(c) A paid advertisement relating to psychologists' activities must be identified or clearly recognizable as such.
5.03 DascrlpUons of Wobhops and Non-DeameOnnUna EduuUonal P m n m
To the deg& to w h i they e x d s e cuntrd, psychologists &responsible for announcements, catalogs. brochures, or
advertisements desuibing workshops, seminars; or othk non-degrea-granting educational
ensure that they
acarratdy describe the audience for w h i the program is intended, the educational objectives, the presenters, and the
fees involved
5.04 W l a Presentations
When psychologistsprovide public advice or mmment via print. internet, or other ekctronic transmission, they take
precautionsto ensure that statements (1) are based on their professional knowledge, training, or experience in accord
with appropriate psychological literature and practice; (2) are othenvise consistent with this Ethics Code; and (3) do not
indicate that a professionalrelationship has been established with the recipient. (See also Standard 2.04, eases for
Scientific and ProfessionalJudgments.)
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Psychologists do c
ot solicit testimonials from current therapy clienWpatients or other persons who because of their
particular circumstances are vulnerable to undue influence.
5.06 In-Person Solkltation
Psychologists do not engage, directly or through agents, in uninvited in-person solicitation of business from actual or
potential therapy dientslpatients or other persons who because of their particular circumstances are vulnerable to undue
influence. However. this prohibition does nol preclude (1) attempting to implement appropriate collateral contacts for the
purpose of benefiting an alrea6y engaged therapy dientlpatient or (2) providing disaster or community wtreach senrices.
6.

Record Kee~lnaand Fee8

6.01 Documentation of Profesalonaland SclenMc Work and Maintenance of Records
Psychologists create, and to the extent the records are under their control, maintain. disseminate, store, retain, and
dispose of records and data relating to thelr professionaland sdentific work in order to (1) facilitate provision of services
later by them or by other professionals, (2) allow for replicationof research Wgn and analyses. (3) meet instilutional
requirements. (4) ensure accuracy of billing and payments. and (5) ensure compliance with law. (See also Standard 4.01.
MaintsimingConfidentiality.)
6.02 Malntenanca. Dluemlnatlon, and Disposal of Confldentlal Records of Professional and SckntMc Worlc
(a) Psychdogists maintain confidentiality In creating, storing. accessing, transferring, and disposing of records under their
control, whether them are written, automated. or in any other medium. (See also Standards 4.01. Maintaining
Confidentiality, and 6.01, Documentation of Professional and Scientific Work and Maintenam of Records.)

(b) If confidential information concerning redpients of psychologicalservices is entered into databases or systems of
use codina a other
records available to wrsons whose access has not been consented to bv the recident.
. ..Ds~chOlWi~t~
techniques to avoid h e inclusion of personal identihs.

.

-

-

(c) Psychologists make plans in advance to facilitate the appropriate transfer and to protect the confidentiality of records
and data in the event dpsychologists' withdrawal from positions or pradice. (See also Standards 3.12, lntermption of
Psychological Senrices, and 10.09, lntermption of Therapy.)
6.03 Wlthholdlna Recadr for N o n ~ a v m n t
Psychdogisb m& not withhold d s u n d e r their control that am requestedand needed for a client'slpatient's
emergency treatment solely because payment has not been received.

6.04 Fee8 and FinancialArrangements
(a) As early as is feasiMe in a pmfesslonal or scientific relationship, psychologists and recipients of psychological services
reach an agreemenl specifying compensation and billing arrangements.
(b) Psychologists' fee practices are consistent with law.
(c) Psychdogists do not mlrvepresenttheir fees.
(d) If Emitati0~
to sen/igs can be anticipated because of limitations in financing, this is discussed with the recipient of
services as early as is feasible. (See also Standards 10.09. Interruptionof Therapy, and 10.10, TerminatingTherapy.)
(e) If the recipient of services does not pay for services as agreed, and ifpsychologists intend to use collection agencies
or legal measures to collect the fees. psychologists first inform the person that such measures will be taken and provide
that parson an opportwuty to make pnnpt payment. (Sea also Standards 4.05. Disclosures; 6.03. Wthhdding decorfor NonpaymeM; and 10.01, InformedConsent to m y . )
6.06 B a h r With ClknWPatlents
Barter is the acceptance of goods, services, or other nonmonetary remuneration from dientslpatients in return for
psychological s ~ M w S . Psychologists may barter only if (1) it is not dimically contraindiied, and (2) the resulting
arrangement is not exploitative. (See also Standards 3.05. Multiple Relationships, and 8.04, Fees and Financial
Arrangements.)
6.06 Accuracy In Repom to Payon and Fundlng Sources
In their reports to payon forsewices or sources of research funding, psychologiststake reasonable steps to ensure me
accurate reporting Of the nature of the setvice provided or research conducted, the fees, charges, or payments, and
where applicable. the identity of the provider, the findings, and the diagnosis. (See also Standards 4.01. Maintaining
Confidentialty; 4.04. Minimizing I n t r u s i o n Privacy; and 4.05. Disclosures.)
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6.07 Referrals and Fees
M e n psychologistspay, receive payment f m , or divide fees with another professional, other than in an employeremployee relatiinship. the payment to each is based on the services provided (clinical, consMative, administrative, or
m a r ) and is not based on the referral itself. (See also Standard 3.09. Cooperation WN, Other Professionals.)
7. Educathn and Tmlnlnq
7.01 Design of Eduatlon and Training Pmgram
Psychdogists responsible for educetion and training programs take reasonable steps to ensure that the programs are
designed to provide the appmpriate kndedge and proper experiences, and to meet the requirements for liinsure.
arrtification. or other goals for which claims are made by the program. (See also Standard 5.03. Descriptions of
Workshops and NonDegreeGranting Educational Programs.)
7.02 DescrlpUons of Eduatlon and Tralnlna Proamma
~sycholo~istr,
responsiblefor education and training-programs take reasonable steps to ensure that there is a current and
armrete -on
of t
h program content (including partidpation in required course- or program-related counseling,
psybotherapy, 0XpWiential groups, consulting p r o j d , or community service), training goals and objectives, stipends
and benetits, and requirements that must be met for satisfafactory completion of the program. This information must be
made readily availah to all interested parties
7.03 Accuracy In Tmchlna
staigcdhc(a)
igcdhc%
F
y
take reas&abk, ateps to ensure that course syllabi are accurate regarding the subject matter to be
covered, basea for evaluating pmgress, and the nature of course experiences. This standard does not preclude an
instructor from modifyingcourse content or requirements when h e instrudor considers it pedagogically necessary or
desirable. so bna as students are made aware of these modifications in a manner that enables them to fulfill course
requirements. (&a also Standard 5.01, Avoidance of False or Deceptive Statements.)

(b) Wen engaged in teaching or training, psychologists present psychological information accurately. (See also Standard
2.03. Maintaining Competence.)
7.04 Student Dbchum of Personal Infomation
Psychologiabdo not require students or supnrisees to disdose personal information in course- or program-related
adivities, either orally or in writing, regarding sexual history, history of abuse and neglect. psychdogical treatment and
relationshipswith parents, peers, and spouses or significant others except if (1) the program or training fadlii has clearly
identilled this requirement in ih,admissions and program mat8riaIs or (2) the information is nemssaly to evaluate or
obtain assistance for studmts whose personal pmblems could reasonably be judged to be preventing them from
perfonning their training- a professionally related adivities in a competent manner or posing a threat to the students or
7.06 Mandatoy lndhridual or Gmup Therapy
(a) Vhan individual or group therapy is a progrem or course requirement, psychologists responsible for that program allow
studmb in undergraduate and graduate programs the option of selecting such therapy from practitioners unaffiliatedwith
the pmqam. (See also Standard 7.02. Descriptions of Education and Training Programs.)

(b) Faculty who are or are likely to be responsible fw evaluating studenb' academic performance do not themselves
provide that therapy. (See also Standard 3.05, Multiple Relationships.)
7.06 Asseaalng Student md Supendsee P d r m a n c e
(a) In academic and supe~iscfyrelationships. psychologists eatalish a timely and specific pmcesa for providing
feedback to students and supervisees. Information regarding the pmcess is provided to the student at the beginning of
supervision.

(b) Psychologists evaluate studenb and supervisees on the basis of their actual performance on relevant and established
program requirements.

.

7.07 Sexual Relatlomhlm- With Studants
urm
~laatm
- and S
--Psychologists do no( engage in sexual relationships mth students or supervieees who are in their department, agency, or
training center or over whom ~vcholoaistshave or are likelv to heve evaluative authoriht. (See also Standard 3.05.
~ u l t i p lRelationships.)
i
~
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8. Research and Publication
8.01 lnstltutlonal ADDloVal
V\men institutionalG r o v a l is required, psychdogists provide accurate information about their research pmposals and
obtain approval prior to conducting the research. They conduct the research in accordance with the approved research
8.02 Informed Consent b Research
(a) M e n obtaining informed consent as required in Standard 3.10, Informed Consent, psychologists inform partidpants
abwt (I) the purpose of the research, expected duration. and procadures; (2) their right to decline to partidpate and to
withdraw from the research once parkipation has begun; (3) the foreseeable consequences of declining or withdrawing;
t e as ~otential
14) reasonablv foreseaable factors that mav be CusXted to influence their willinmess to ~ a r t i c i ~such
h&s, dimmiort, or adverse effects; (5) any pros(;ective research benehs; (6) h i t s of confide;ltiality; (7) indentives for
participation; and (8) whMn to contact for auestions about the research and research participants' tights. They provide
&poiunity for thepmspacbve partiapantsto ask questions and receive answers. (s& also ~tandakls8.03, %omed
Consent for Recording Voices and Images in Research; 8.05, DispensingWith InformedConsent for Research; and 8.07,
Deception in Research.)
(b) Psychologistsconducting intervention research involving the use of experimental treatments clarify to partidpants at
the outset of the research (1) the experimental nature of the treatment (2) the services that will or will not be available to
the control group@)if appropriate; (3) the means by which assignment to treatment and conlml groups will be made; (4)
available treatment alternatives if an individual does not wish to participate in the research or wishes to withdraw once a
study has begun; and (5) compensation for or monetary costs of participating including, if appropriate, whether
reimbursement from the partidpant or a third-party payor will be sought. (See also Standard 8.02a, Informed Consent to
Research.)
8.03 Informed Consent for Recording Volces and lmages i n Research
Psychologists obtain informed consent from research participants prior to recording their voices or images for data
collection unless (1) the research consists solely of naturalistic obsetvations in public places, and it is not anticipatedthat
the recording will be used in a manner that could cause personal identification or harm, or (2) the research design
indudes deception, and consent for the use ofthe recording is Obtained during debriefing. (Seealso Standard 8.07,
Deception in Research.)
8.04 CllentlPatlent, Student, and Subordinate Research Partlclpants
(a) Whan psychologists condud resaarch with clientslpatients, students, or subordinates as participants, psychologists
take steps to proted the prospective participantsfrom adverse consequences of declining or withdrawing fmm
participation.
(b) M e n research participation is a course requirement w a n opportunity for extra credit, the prospective participant is
given the choice of equitable alternative activities.
8.06 Dbpenslng WMh lnfonned Consent for Research
Psychologistsmay dispense with informedconsent only (1) where researchwould not reasonably be assumed to create
distress or harm and Involves (a) the study of normal educational practices, curricula. or classroom management methods
conducted in educational settings: @) only anonymous questionnaires, naturalistic ObSe~ations,or archival research for
which disclosure of responses would not Dlace Dartici~ants
at risk of criminal or civil liabili or damaae their financial
standing, em~loyabilii,or reputation, and confi'denti&i is ~rotected:or id the studv of &tors r e l a h toiob or
organization &~eness conducted in organizational kttings for whichb;ere is nohsk to partiapants' employability, and
confidentiality is protected or (2) where otherwise permitted by law or federal or instiMional regulations.
8.06 Offering Inducements for Research Partlclpatlon
(a) Psychologists make reasonable efforts to avoid offering excessive or inappropriatefinancial or other inducements for
research partidpation when wch inducements are likely to coerce partcipation.
(b) When offering professional services as an Inducement for research participation, psychologists clarify the nature of the
services, as well as the risks, obligations, and limitations. (See also Standard 6.05. Barter Wth ClientsIPatients.)
.-~ - --.
- ~
~ . .~
-...
.
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~

~

~

~

(a) Psychologists do not conduct a study involving deception unless they have determined that the use of deceptive
techniques is justified by the study's significant prospective scientific, educational, or applied value and that effective
nondeceptivealternative procedures are not feasible.
(b) Psychologists do not deceive prospective participantsabout research that is reasonably expected to cause physical
pain or severe emotional distress.
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(c) Psychdogistsexplain any deception that is an integral feature of the design and conduct of an experiment to
participants as early as is feasible, preferably at the conclusion of their participalbn, but no later than at the conclusion of
the data cdlection, and pennit partiilpants to withdraw their data. (See also Standard 8.08, Debriafing.)
(a) ~s~chologi&
provide a prompt opportunity for participants to obtain appropriate information about the nature, results.
and conclusions of the research, and they take reasonable steps to correct any misconceptions that participants may
have of which the psychologists are awaie.
(b) If scientific or humane values justify delaying or withholding this information, psychologists take reasonable measures
to reduce the risk of harm.
(c) \M.len psychologists become aware that research procedures have harmed a participant. they take reasonable steps
to minimize the harm.
8.09 Humane Cam and Use of Anlmab in Research
(a) Psychologists acquire, care for, use, and dispose of animals in compliana with current federal, state,and local laws
and regulaticns, and with professional standards.
(b) Psychologists trained in research methods and experienced in the care of laboratory animals supem'se all procedures
involving animals and are responsible for ensuring appropriate considerationof their comfort, health, and humane
treatment.
(c) Psychologidsensure that all individuals under their supervisionwho are using animals have received instrucUon in
research methods and in the care, maintenance, and handling dthe spacies being used, to the extent appropriate to their
rde. (See also 5tandard 2.05, Delegatim of Work to Others.)
(d) Psychdogids make reasonable efforts to minimize the discomfort, infection. illness. md pain of animal subjects.
(e) Psychologists use a procedure subjecting animals to pain, stress, or privation only when an alternative procedure is
unavailaMe and the goal is justified by its prospective scientific, educational, or applied value.

(9 psychologists perform surgical procedures under appropriate anesthesia and follow techniques to avoid infedion and
minimize pain during and afler surgery.
(g) VIlhen it is appropriate that an animal's life be terminated, psychologists pmceed rapidly, with an effort to minimize pain
and in a c m d a m with accepted prooedures.
8.10 Reporting Research Results
(a) Psychologists do not fabricate data. (See also Standard 5.01a, Avoidance of False or Deceptive Statements.)
(b) If psychologists discover signifcant errors in their published data, they take reasonable steps to correct such errors in
a correction, retraction, erratum. or other appropriate publication means.
8.1 1Plaglarlrm
Psychologists do not present portions of another's work or data as their own,even if the other work or data source is cited
occasionally.

I
I

I

8.12 Publkation Credit
(a) Psychologists take responsibility and credit, including authorship credii, only for work they have actually performed or
to which they have substantially contributed. (See also Standard 8.12b, Publication CredU.)
(b) Principal authorship and other publication credits accurately reflect the relative scientific or professional contributions
of the individuals involved, reaardless of their relative status. Mere oossession of an institutionalDosition. such as
department chair, does n i t justify authorship credit. Minor contribukns to the research or to the kiting f& publications
are acknowledged appropriately, such as in footnotes or in an intmductory statement.

I

(c) Except under exceptional circumstances, a student is listed as principal author on any multiple-authoredarticle that is
substantially based on the student's doctoral dissertation. Faculty advisors diswss publication credit with students as
early as feasible and thrwghout the research and publication pras appropriate. (Seealso Standard 8.12b.
Publication Credit.)

I

8.13 Duplkata Publlcatlon of Data
~ s ~ & i s t s do not publish. as original data, data that have been previously published. This does not preclude
republishing data when they are accompanied by proper acknow(edgment,
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8.14 Sharing Research Data for VerMcaUon
(a) After research results are published, psychologists do not withhold the data on which their conclusions are based from
other competent professionals who seek to verify the substantive daims through reanalysis and who intend to use such
data only forthat purpose, provided that the confidentiality of the participants can be protected and unless legal rights
concerning proprietary data preclude their release. This does not preclude psychdogists t s m requiring that such
individuals or groups be responsible for costs assodated with the provision of such information.
(b) Psychologists who request data from other psydmlogists to vetify the substantive claims through reanalysis may use
shared data only for the declared purpose. Requesting psychologists obtain prior written agreement for all other uses of
the data.
8.15 Reviewers
Psychologists who review material submitted for presentation, publication, grant, or research proposal review respect the
confidentiality of and the pmprietary rights in such information of those who submitted it.
9.01 Bases for Assessments
(a) Psychdogists base the opinions contained in their recommendations, reports, and diagnostic or evaluative statements,
including forensic testimony, on information and techniques suflcient to substantiate their findings. (See also Standard
2.04. Bases for SdenMic and ProfessionalJudgments.)
(b) Except as noted in 9 . 0 1 psychologists
~
provide opinions of the psychological characteristics of individuals only after
they have conducted an examination of the individuals adequate to support their statements or conclusions. m,
des~itereasonable efforts, such an examination is not wadical. D S V C ~ O ~ Wdocument
~S~~
the efforts thev made and the
result of those effotts, clarify the probable impact of the'ir limitadi n h a t i & on the reliability and validii of their opinions.
and appmpiiately limit the nature and extent of their conduslom,or remmmendations.(See also Standards 2.01.
Boundaries of Competence, and 9.06, InterpretingAssessment Results.)
(c) When psychologistsconduct a record review or provide consultation or supervision and an individual examination is
not warranted or necessary for the opinion. psychologistsexplain this and the s o w of information on which they based
their conclusions and recommendations.
9.02 Use of A s s m m e n b
(a) Psychologists administer, adapt, score, interpret, or use assessment techniques, interviews, tests, w instruments in a
manner and for purposes that are appropriate in light of the research on or evidence of the usefulness and proper
application of Me techniques.
(b) Psychologists use assessment instruments whose validii and reliability hate been established for use with members
of the population tested. When such validity or reliability has not been established, psychologists desaibe the strengths
and limitations of test results and interpretation.
(c) Psychdogists use assessment methods that are appropriate to an individual's language prefereme and competence,
unless the use of an alternative language is relevant to the assessment issues.
9.03 Informed Consent in Assessments
(a) Psychdogidsobtain informed consent for assessments, evaluations, or diagnostic services, as desaibed in Standard
3.10. InformedConsent. exceot when 11) testina is mandated bv law or wvemmental
reaulations:
~"
-, 121 informed mnsent is
implied because testiniis conducted as'a ro&e educational, hstitutioria~.or omanizational activitv 1e.o..
" ~ when
.
pahapants ~luntaril~agree
to assessment when applying for a job); w (3) one purpose of the testing is to evaluate
decisional capacity. Informedconsent indudes an explanation of the nature and purpose of the assessment, fees.
involvement of third parties, and limits of confidentiality and sufiident opportunity for the dienilpatient to ask questions
and receive answers.

-
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(b) Psychologists inform parsons with qvestiwrable capacity to consent or for whom testing is mandated by law or
governmental regulations about the nature and purpose of the proposed assessment services, using language that is
reasonably understandable to the p e r m being assessed.
(c) Psychologists using the services of an interpreter obtain informed consent from the dienupatient to use that
interpreter, ensure that confidentiality of test results and test security are maintained, and include in their
recommendations, reports, and diagnostic or evaluative statementsi induding forensic testimony, discussion of any
limctations on the data obtained. (See also Standards 2.05. Deleoation of Work to Others:
- . - , 4.01.
~.Maintainino
.- ~ ~ . .
Confidentiality; 9.01, Bases for ~ssessments;9.06. intemr&no ksessment ~esults:and 9.07. ~ssess&t bv
Unqualified persons.)
~

~
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9.04 Release of Test Data
(a) The term test data refers to raw and scaled scores, dientlpatient responses to test questions or stimuli, and
psychologists' notes and recordings concerning dientlpatient statements and behavior during an examination. Those
portions of test materials that include clientlpatient responses are included in the definition of test data. Pursuant to a
dientlpatient release, psychologists provide test data to the clienffpatient or other persons identilied in the release.
Psychologists may refrain from releasing test data to protect a clienffpatient or others from substantial harm or misuse or
misrepresentation of the data or the test, recognizing that in many instances release d confidential information under
these arcurnstances is regulated by law. (See also Standard 9.11. Maintaining Test Security.)

(b) In the absence of a clienffpatient release, psychologists provide test data only as required by law or court order.
9.05 Test Const~ctlon
Psychologists who develop tests and other assessment techniques use appropriate psychometric procedures and current
scientific or professional knowledge for test design, standardization, validation, reduction or elimination of bias, and
recanmendations for use.
9.06 IntMpreUng Assessment Rewlts
Whan interpretingassessment results, including automated interpretations, psychologists take into account the purpose of
the assessment as well as the various test factors, test-taking abilities, and other charactelistics of the person being
assessed, such as situational, personal, linguistic, and cultural d i i . that might affed psychologists' judgments or
reduce the accuracy oftheir interpretations. They indicate any significant limitations of their interpretations. (See also
Standards 2.01b and c. Boundaries of Competence, and 3.01. Unfair Discrimination.)

~~ydwlogists
do noipron;ote the use of psychologicalaSsessment techniques by unqualified perswrr, except when such
use is conduded for trainlng purposes with appropriate supervision. (See also Standard 2.05. Delegation of Work to
Others.)
9.08 Obsolete Tests and Outdated Test Results
(a) Psychologists do not base their assessment or intmention d e c i s i i or recommendations on data or test results that
are outdated for the current purpose.

(b) Psychologists do not base such decisions or recommendations on tests and measures that are obsolete and not
useful for the current purpose.
9.09 Test Scoring and Interpretation Sewkes
(a) Psydrologists who offerassessment or scoring gervices to other professionals accurately describe the purpose.
norms, validity, reliability, and applications ofthe proceduresand any special qualifications applicable to their use.

(b) Psychologists select scoring and interpretation services (including automated services) on the basis of evidence of the
validity of the program and procedures as well as on other approptiate considerations. (See also Standard 2.01b and c.
Bwndaries of Competence.)
(c) PsyChdOgists retain responsibility for the appropriate application, interpretation, and use of assessment instruments,
whether they smre and interpret such tests themselves or use automated or other services.
9.10 Explalnlng Assessment Results
Regardlass of whether the scoring and interpretation are done by psychologists, by employees or assistants, or by
automated or other outside services, psychologists take reasonable steps to ensure that explanations of results are given
to the individual or designated representative unless the nature of the relationship precludes wovisicm of an emlanation of
results (suchas in some organizationalconsulting, preemployment or security siienings, a& forensic eva~uaitions),and
this fad has been clearly explained to the panon being assessed in advance.
9.11. Malntalnlna Test
- - Secullhr
~ ~
The term test mahit81S refers tto;nanuals, instruments, protocols, and test questions or stimuli and does not include test
data as defined in Standard 9.04. Release of Test Data. Psvcholwists make reasonable efforts to maintain the intearitv
and sewity of test materials and other assessment technques c&sistent with law and contractual obligations, and-in
manner that permits adherence to this Ethics Code.

a

10.

Thera~y

10.01 Informed Consent to Therapy
(a) Whan obtaining i n f m e d consent to therapy as required in Standard 3.10, lnformed Consent, psychologists inform
clientslpatients as early as is feasible in the therapeutic relationship about the nature and anticipated course of therapy,
fees, involvement of third parties, and limits of confidentiality and provide sufficient opportunity for the clienffpatient to ask

I

8

1
(
)
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questions and receive answers. (See also Standards 4.02, Discussing the Limits of Confidentiality, and 8.04, Fees and
Financial Amngements.)
(b) W n obtaining informed consent for treatment for which generally recognized techniques and procedures have not
hestablished. psychologists inform their dienwpatients of the developing nature of the treatment, the potential risks
involved, alternative treatments that may be available, and the voluntary nature of their participation, (See also Standards
2.01e, Boundaries of Competeme, and 3.10, Informed Consent.)
(c) W n the a*pu is a trainee and the legal responsihlity for the t r e a M provided resides with the supervisor, the
dienvpatient, as part of the informed consent procedure, is informed that the therapist is in training and is being
supervised and is given the name of the supervisor.

1

1.02 Therapy InvoMng Couples or Farnlllea
(a) W e n psychologists agree to provide services to several persons who have a relationship (such as spouses,
significant others, or parents and children), they take reasonable steps to clarify at the outset (1) which of the individuals
are dientslpatients and (2) the relatkmship the psychdogist will have with each person. This darificatkm indudes the
psychologist's mle and the pmbable uses ofthe services provided or the informationobtained. (See also Standard 4.02,
Discussingthe Limits of Conftdentialii.)

I

(b) If fi beames apparent that psychologists may be called on to perform potentially conRicting roles (such as family
therapist and then witness for one party in divorce proceedings), psychologists take reasonable steps to danfy and
modify, or withdraw from, roles appropriately. (See also Standard 3.05~.Multiple Rdationships.)

I

10.03 Gmup Therapy
Whsn psychologistspmvide services to several persons in a group setting, they desaibe at the outset the roles and
responsibilities of all parties and the limits of wnfidentialily.

Ia

10.04 Pmvlding Therapy to Those Sewed by Others
In deddina whether to offer or Dmvide services to those alreadv ern
cvo
e
ii
mental health services elsewhere.
psychologks carefully consider the treatment issues and the hential dient'slpatienrs welfare. ~sychologi& discuss
thew issues with the dientlpatient or another legally authorized person on behalf ofthe dienupatient in order to minimize
the risk of confusion and confiid,consultwith the oiher sewica providers when appropriate, arid proceed with caution and
sensitivity to the therapeutic issues.
10.08 Sexual Intlmacles Wlth Current Therapy CllentdPaUents
Psychologistsdo not engage in sexual intimacies with w m n t therapy dientslpatients.
10.08 Sexual Intlmacleo With RelaUves or Signmcant Others of Current Therapy CllentslPatlenb
Psychdogistsdo not engage in sexual intimaatis with individuals they know to be d&e relatives, guardians, or significant
others of current clientslpatients. Psychologists do not terminate therapy to circumvent this standard.
10.07 Therapy With Former Sexual Paltnen
Psychologists do not accept as therapy dientslpatients persons with whom they have engaged in sexual intimacies.
10.08 Sexual InUnuclea Wlth Fonner Therapy CllentdPaUenb
(a) Psychologists do not engage in sexual intimacies with f a r dieWpatients for at least two years after cessation or
termination of therapy.

(b) Psychologists do not engage in sexual intimacies with former dientslpatients even after a two-year intervalexcept in
the most unusual cimmstances. Psychologists who engage in such activity afler the two years following cessation or
termination of therapy and of having no sexual contact with the fwmer dientlpatient bear the burden of demonstratingthat
there has been no exploitation, in light of all relevant factors, including (1) the amount of time that has passed since
therapy terminated; (2) the nature, duration, and intensity of Me therapy; (3) the cinumstances of termination; (4) the
dient'slpatienrs personal history; (5) the dient'slpatient's current mental status; (6) the likelihood of adverse impad on the
dientlpatient; and (7) any statements or adions made by the therapist during the course of therapy suggesting or inviting
the possibility of a postterminationsexual or romantic relationship with the clientlpatient. (See also Standard 3.05. Multiple
Relationships.)
10.09 lntermotlon of Thennv
When enten4 into employm& or contractual relabonshlps, psycholog~stsmake reasonable efforts to pmvide for orderly
and approwale resolutron of resoons~bd~tv
for cl~entl~at~ent
care m the event that the emnlovmenl
or
-,~.
~.
. contraaual
relationship ends, with paramount consideration giv& to the welfare of the dientlpatient. (See also Standard 3.12.
Interruption of Psychological Services.)
~
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10.10 TermlnaUng Therapy
(a) Psychologists terminate therapy when it becomes reasonably clear that the dienffpatient no longer needs the sewice,
is not likely to benefit, or is being harmed by continued service.

(b) Psychologists may terminate therapy when threatened or othenvke endangered by the diantlpatient or another person
with whom the clientlpatient has a relationship.

(c) Except where praduded by the adions of dientslpatienb or third-party payors, prior to termination psycWqists
provide pretermination counseling and suggest alternative service providers as appropriate.
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The Layperson's Guide to Counselor Ethics:
What You Should Know About the Ethical Practice of Professional
Counselors
Approved by rhe ACA Goverrting Council, October 1999

As clients make decisions concerning the professional counselor from whom they will
seek services, they should realize that there are standard practices and procedures that
they can expect. Many of these practices and procedures are driven by the code of ethics
that your professional counselor is bound to follow, the American Counseling
Association's (ACA) ACA Code of Ethics & Standards of Practice. This document offers
some highlights specifically relevant to you as consumer. You have the right to ask your
professional counselor for a complete copy of the ACA Code of Ethics & Standards of
Practice. The following will highlight some of these practices and procedures that you
should expect h m your professional counselor.

What to Expect
Your professional counselor will describe her or his qualifications and areas of
expertise.
Your professional counselor will treat you with respect and dignity, especially in
regard to age, color, culture, disability, ethnic group, gender, race, religion, sexual
orientation, marital status, or socioeconomic status.
Your professional counselor will inform you of the purposes, goals, techniques,
procedures, limitations, potential risks, and benefits of all counseling services that
you will receive. You may request this information in writing.
Your professional counselor will inform you of and give you the opportunity to
discuss matters of confidentiality, privacy, and disclosure of information. She or
he will also inform you of the limitations to confidentiality.
Your professional counselor will inform you of all financial arrangements related
to service prior to entering the counseling relationship. You may request this
information in writing.
Your professional counselor will, when necessary, assist in making appropriate
alternative service arrangements. Such arrangements may be necessary following
termination, at follow-up, and for referral.
When questions or concerns arise regarding services requested or services
received, please discuss them immediately with your professional counselor. If
such questions cannot be answered or a resolution reached, please call or contact
the ACA for advice and/or counsel at 1-800-347-6647, X3 14, or at
plr~counselinr.org.

How to F i e an Ethics Complaint with the American Counseling Association's ACA
Ethics Committee
The ACA has jurisdiction only over professional counselors who are ACA members, or
who were members during the time of the alleged behavior. The first step in the process
is to FAX or mail a request for verification of membership (membership verifications
cannot be done by phone). This can be a one- or two-sentence request, such as, "I would
like to verify if [professional counselor] of [city, state], was an ACA member during
[monthlyear]." Your signature, as well as a return address, must be included. If it is
determined that the ACA does have jurisdiction, a standard ethics complaint form will be
sent to you.
Membership wr~jkationrequests are sent to the following adrlrss or FAXnumber:
American Counseling Association
ACA Professional Learning & Resources ACA Ethics
5999 Stevenson Ave.
Alexandria, VA 22304
Attn: ACA Ethics Committee Liaison (CONFIDENTIAL)
(703) 823-3760 (FAX)

-

The standard ethics complaint form will ask you to include the following: (a) your name,
address, phone number, and e-mail address (b) the name, address, and phone number of
the professional counselor about whom you are filing the complaint, and (c) a brief
description of the reason why the complaint is being filed. You will also receive a copy
of the ACA Code of Ethics & Standards of Practice.
The ACA Ethics Committee liaison will send you a letter acknowledging the receipt of
your complaint and asking for any other information the committee might need at that
time. If the professional counselor is (or was) an ACA member, the committee liaison
will then guide you through the ACA's process of determining whether an ethics violation
has taken place. If he or she is not a member, the liaison will describe other options you
may have.
For additional information, please call the ACA at 1-800-347-6647, X314, or e-mail at
plr@counselin~.org.

The mission of the American Counseling Association is to
enhance the quality of life in society by promoting the
development of professional counselors, advancing the
counseling profession, and using the profession and practice of counseling to promote respect for human dignity
and diversity.
8 2005 by the American Counseling Association.
This document may be reproduced without permission for educational purposes.
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Preamble

The American Counseling Association is an educational, scientific, and
professional organization whose members work in a variety of settings and
serve in multiple capacities. ACA members are dedicated to the enhancement
of human development throughout the life span. Association members
recognize diversity and embrace a cross- cultural approach in support of the
worth, dignity, potential, and uniqueness of people within their social and
cultural contexts.
Professional values are an important way of living out an ethical
commitment Values inform principles. Inherently held values that guide
our behaviors or exceed prescribed behaviors are deeply ingrained in
the counselor and developed out of personal dedication, rather than the
mandatory requirement of an external organization.

The ACA ~odeofElhicsse~es
five main purposes:

Eachsection ofthe ACA Codeofl3hhbrgins with an Induftion. The introductions to each section discuss what
1.The Codrenabla the a d o n to c h i Q tocurrentand counselorsshould aspire to with regard to ethical behaw
future memben, and to those s e n d by members, the ior and responsibility. The Inaoduction help set the tone
n
a
m of the ethial mponsibilities heldin common by for that particular section and provides a starting point
that invites reflection on the ethical mandates conits members.
2. The Codrhelpssuppo~themisFionoftheassodation. tained in each part of the ACA CodeofEthics.
3. The Codcestablishesprindple~
that defineethicalbehav
When counselorsare faced with ethical dilemmasthat
iorandbestpzacticesofasmiationmembers.
are difficult to resolve, they are expected to engage in a
4. The Gnieaerver as an ethical guide designed to assist carefully considered ethical decision-makingprocess.
members in consrmctingaprofesionalcourse ofaction Reasonable differences of opinion can and do exist
that best serves those utilizing counxling services and among counselorswith respect to the ways in which valbest promotes thevaluesofthecounselingpmfession. ues, ethical principles, and ethical standards would be
5. The Codeserves as the basis forprocessingof ethical applied when they conflict While there is no specific
complaints and inquiries initiated against members ethical decision-making model that is most effective,
of the association.
counselors are expected to be familiar with a credible
model of decision making that can bear public scrutiny
The ACA CodeofEthicscontains eight main sections that anditsapplication.
address the following areas:
Through a chosen ethical decision-making process
and
evaluation of the context ofthe situation, counseSection A: The Counseling Relationship
lors
are
i ~ ~ tot make
i decisions
~ ~ that
, help expand
section B: &nfidentialicy, privileged ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ empowered
the
capacity
of
people
to
grow
and
develop.
and Privacy
A briefglosary is given to provide readers with a conSection C: Professional Responsibility
cise
t i ~~ t ~h ~~ h~ ip ~~ ~ f description
~ ~ i ~ of~some
a of
l the
~ terms used in the ACA
s c b o n D: ~ ~ l ~ with
~
C
f
E
~
h
~
Section E: Evaluation. Assessment, and Interpretation
Section F: Supervision,Training, and Teaching
Section C: Research and Publication
Section H: Resolving Ethical Issues

.
ect.1o n A
The Counseling
Relationship
IntroduCti~n

networks hold various meanings in
the lives of clients and consider enlisting the suppon, understanding,
and involvement of others (e.g.,
retigiw/spiritual/uw~nunitykadm,
family members, fiends) as positive
resources, when appropriate, with
client consent.

A. 1.e. Employment Needs

Counselon encourage client growh and
develo~menlin wav. that foster the intera t a n i welfve oiclients and promote
formation of healthv relationshios.
Counselors activelyaue&Pttoundeno;ld
the d i v a culNral backerounds of the
clients they s e m . ~ o u & l o n also explore their own culaual identitiesand how
these affect their d u e s and beliefs about
the counselingproms.
Counselonamencoungcd to conbib.
ute to society by devoting a ponion of
their pmfa*onal activity to services for
which thcreis Little or no financia reNrn
(pro bono publico).

Counseioi work with thcir clients

Clients have the right to comidentiality and to be pmvided with an explanation ofitslimitations(includinghow
supervisors and/or treatment team
pmfnsionals are involved); to obtain
clear information about their records;
to participate in the ongoing counservices
sdingplans; and to &any
or modality change and to be advised
of the consequenics ofsuch refusal.

consider in^ e m p b n c n t in i o b that A.2.r Develomnentnl m d C u l W

are consistckwiih the overaliabilities.
vocational limiwions, physical resuictions. g m e d temperament, interest
and aptitude patterns, social skills.
education. general qualihtions, and
other relevant characteristics and
needs of clients. When appropriate,
counselors appropriately trained in
career development will &st in the
dacement of clients in oositiom that
Hrrcauiutntwith thein&t,culbur,
and the weltkc of clients. e m d m
, m
and/or the public

~ensiti;ity

Counselors communicate information in ways that are both dewlop
mentally and culturally appropriate.
Counselorsuseclear and understandable language when discussing k u e s
related to informed consent When
clients have difficulty understanding
the lanymam used b y counselors, they
pmvicG n~cessavMrvices (e.g., &ranging for a qualified interpreter
or urnslator) to ensure comprehcnsion by clients. In collaboration with
clien&,counselon consider cultural
A.1. Welfare of Those Served A.2. Informed Consent in the
implicationsofinformed consent p m
cedures and. where possible, coinseCounselingRelationship
1018 adjust their pmticcs accordingly.
(SaA.12.g., 8.5.. 8.6.b.,E.3.,E.13.b.,
,
A.2.d.
Inability to Give Consent
E1.r. C.2.a)
The primary responsibility of counseWhen counseling minors o r persons
lors is to resoect the dim& and to A.2.a. Informed C o m t
unable togivewlunmyament, muClients have the M o m to choose
pmmote the'wehrc of &zits.
selors seek the assent of clients to serwhether to enter into or remain in
A.l.b.R+eordr
vices, and indude them in decision
a counseling relationship and need
Counxkm maintain records mcasary
making as appropriate. Counselors
adequateinformationabout the counfor rendcrinn~rofessionalservices to
rccognirethe need to balance the ethiselingproces and thecounselor. Countheirclients%d as required by laws,
cal rights of clients to make choices,
selors have an obligation to h e w in
repulations, or aecncv or institution
their cmacirv to mvc consent or assent
writing and verbally with clients the
pr>cdurcs. C o ~ s e 1 d .include
r~
st&
to meivc services. and parental o r
rights and responsibilities of both the
ficient and timelvdocumentation in
familial l e d rinhu and rcsmnsibilicounselor and the client Informed
their client reco;ds to facilitate the
ties to pmkct &ese dients &d make
consent is an ongoing pan of the
delivew and continuin, of needed
decisionson their behalf.
wrvic4. Counselors mkk reasonable
~. counselinn oroms. and counselors
apPmpria&d&cntdiscuss'ins
of A.3. Clients Served by 0thsteps to ensure that documentation
informed consent throunhout the
in recordr. accurately rdlects dient
When counselon learn that their
counselingrelationship.
progress and s e ~ c cprovided.
s
Iferclients am in a pmfesrional relationmrsare made in client records, coun- A.2.b. T v w of Information
ship with another mental health p m
~;eded
selors takc steps to properly note the
fessional, they request release from
~unse~rscxplicith'ex~Iain
todients
correction of such errors according
clienu to inform the other professionthe nature o i all s k i e s provided.
lo agency or institutional policies.
als and shive to establish positive and
Thev inform clients about issues such
(SaA.12g.7., 8.6.. 8.6.5, G.2j.j
collaborativepmfessional relationships.
as, but not limited to,the following:
kl.c.Co~ll~lingPlnas
Counselors and thcir clients work
the purposes. goals, techniques. prc- A.4. Avoiding Harm and
cedures. limitations, potential risks,
jointly in devising integnted counselImposingValues
and benefits of services; the
ing plans that &r reasonable promcounselor's qualifications, creden- A.4.a. AvoidingHaum
ise of success and are consistent with
tials. and relevant experience: conabilities and arcumstanca of clients.
Counselonact to avoid harming their
Counselorsandclients regularlyrrview
tinuation of semces upon the incaclients. minces, and research particicounselingplansto a.wes their continpacitation or death of a counselor;
pants and to minimize or to remedy
ued viability and effectiveness, r e s p t and other pertinent information.
unavoidableor unanticipated harm.
Counselors takc steps to ensure that A4.b. Pcnonal Values
ing the Worn ofchoice of clients.
(SaA.2.a.A.Z.d.A.12.fi)
clients understand the implications of
Counselors are aware of their own
diagnais. theintended use cftestsand
A . l d Support Network Involvement
values, attitudes, beliefs, and behavrepom,fees, and billinganangemenw.
Counselors recognize that support
iors and avoid imposing values that

.

.
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~
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arc inconsistent with counseling
goals. Counselors respect the diversity of clients, uainees. and research
participants.

A.5. Roles and Relationships
With Clients

unintentional harm occurs to the
client or former client, or to an individual significantly involved with
the client or former client, due to
the nonprofessional interaction,
the counselor must show evidence
of an attempt to remedy such
harm. Examples of potentially beneficial interactions include, but are
not limited to, attendinga formal ceremony (e.g., a wedding/commibnent
ceremony or graduation); purchasing a service or product provided
by a client or former client (exceptinn unrestricted barterinn): hospital
virits toan ill familymcm& m&al
mcmkrshio in a professional
ciation. organization, or community.

improve the provision ofservices and
to work toward removal of systemic
barriers or obstacles that inhibit client access, growth, and development

A.7. Multiple Clients
When a counselor agrees to provide
counseling services to two or more
persons who have a relationship, the
counselor clarifies at the outset
which person or persons are clients
and the nature of the relationships
the counselor will have with each involved person. If it becomes apparent that the counselor may be called
upon to petform potentiailyconflictinn roles. the counselor will clarihl.
adjust, or-withdraw from roles app&
priately. (SaA.8.a. B.4.)

(&R3., r?IO., C.3.)
k 5 . a Current Clients
Sexual or romantic counselor-client
interactions or reladonships with Nrrentdients, theirromantic permers, or
their family members are prohibited.
k5.b. Formet Clients
Sexualor romantic counselor-client
interactions or relationships with
former clients, their romantic panners, o r their family members are
(SeeA.5.c.)
prohibited for a period of 5 years k5.e. Role Chrnges in the
following the last professional conA.8. GroupWork
P r o f e s s i dRelstionship
tact. Counselors, before engaging in
When a counselor changes a role
(SeeB.4.a)
sexual o r romantic interactions or
from the original or most ncentcon- k 8 . e Sueening
relationships with clients, their robaaed relatiomhip,he orahe obtains
Counselors s c m n prospective group
mantic partners, or client family
informed consent from the client and
counseling/therapy participants. To
members after 5 years following the
explains the right of the client to
the extentpossible. counselors select
last professional contact. demonrefuse XMCU dated tothe change.
members whose needs and goals are
maw forethought and document (in
Examples of role changes include
compatible with goals of the group,
written form) whether the interacwho will not impede the group p m
tiowor rrlationship can be viewedas
1. changingfrom individual lo rela
cess, and whme well-beingwill not be
exploitive in some way and/or
tionship or familycounseling, or
jeoperdired by the @~~upcxperience.
whether t h e isstill potential to harm
vice vma;
k8.b. Roteding Cl~ents
the former clieng in cases of poten2. changing from a nonforensic
In a group setting, counselors take
tial exploitation and/or harm, the
evaluative role to a therapeutic
reasonable precautions to protect
counselor avoids entering such an inrole, or vice v e ~ ;
clients from physical, emotional, o r
teraction or relationship.
3. changingfrom a counselor to a
psychological trauma.
fessid
.IM
researcher role (i.e.. enlisting
clients as research participants). A.9. End-of-Life Care for
SrmslorRomnCle
o r vice versa; and
Terminally Ill Clients
Intendions0rReIatioarhips)
4. changing from a counselor to a
Counselor-client nonprofessional
mediator role. or rice versa
k 9 . a Qlulityof Care
relationships with clients, former
Counselon suive to take measures
Clients must be fully informed of any
clients, their romantic partners, or
that enable clients
anlicipatcdsnrequmOC1( r g . . W .
their family members should be
legal, personal, or therapeutic) of
1. to obtain high quality end-ofJife
avoided,except when the interaction
counselor role changes.
arc for their physical, emotional,
is potentially beneficial to the client.
social, and spiritual nee&
A.6. Roles and ReUotrPhips
2. to exercise the highest degree of
at Individual,Gmup,
selfdetermination possible;
Intcrpetions
3. to be given every opportunity
When a counselor-client nonprofesMtutional,nnd
possible to engage in informed
sional interaction with a client o r
SocietalLevels
decision making regarding their
former client may be potentially
enkf-life care; and
beneficial to the client or former k 6 . e Advocacy
4- to re&complek
and adequate
When appropriatr,counselon adclient. the counselor must document
a%wsmcnt+ngthcirabilityto
cate at individual, group, instituin csu records, prior to the interacmalvcanpevnt. racanaldecisions
tional, and societal l m l s to examine
tion (when feasible),the rationale for
on their own k h a l f h m a mental
potential barrienand obstacles that
such an interaction. the potential
hcalth professional who is expen.
b e n e 1 i t . a n d a n t i c i ~ c o ~ u e n c e s inhibit access and/or the growth and
enced in end~f4ifccare practice.
development of clients.
for the client or former client and
other individualssigniticanrly involved k6.b. Confidentialityand Advoeocy k9.b. C o u d o r Corn
Goice, and Re e d
Counselors obtain client consent
with the client or former client Such
interactions should be initiated with
priortoenpginginadw~acycffom
Recognizing the personal, moral,
and competence issues related to
on khalfofanidentifiableclient to
appropriate client consent. Where

-
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end-of-life decisions, counselors may
ofbaneringanddkusreloantmncems AX?. TechnologyApplications
choose to work or not work with terwith clients and document such agreeA1 2.e Benefitn and Limitations
minally ill clients who wish to explore
ments in a dear written connacr
Counselors inform clients of the bentheir end-f-life options. Counselors A.1O.e. Receiving Gifts
efitsand limitationsof usinginformaprovide appropriate referral inforCounselors understand the chaltion technology applications in the
mation toensure that clients receive
lenges of acceptinggifts from clients
counseling
process and in business/
the necessaly help.
and recognize that in some cultures.
billingprocedum Such technologies
A.9.c Contidentinlity
small giftsare a token of respect and
indude butarenot limited tocomputer
Counselors who provide services to
showing gratitude. When determinhardmandsohare, telephones,the
terminally ill individualswho are coning whether or not to accept a gift
World Wide Wb, the Internet, online
sidering hastening their own deaths
from clients, counselors take into
assessmentinstrumentsand othercomhave the option of breaking or not
account the therapeutic relationmuniation devices.
breaking confidentiality,depending
ship, the monetary value of the gift,
on applicable laws and the specific
a client's motivation for giving the A.12.b. Technology-Assisted
Services
circumstances of the situation and
gift, and the counselor's motivation
When providing technology-assisted
after seeking consultation or superfor wanting or declining the gift,
distance counselingservices, counsc
vision horn appropriate professional
lors determine that clients are intelA l l . Terminationand
and legal parties. (SerB.5.c..B.7.c.)
lectually, emotionally,and physically
Referral
capable
of using the application and
A.10.FeesandBm
A. 1 l
aAbandonmentRabiiited
that the application is appropriate
A.1O.e Aefepfing Few From
Counselors do not abandon or nefor the needs of clients.
A.gm~<Jients
glect clients in counseling. Counse- k12.c. InqpropriateMfes
Counselors refuse a private fee or
lors mist in making appropriate arWhen technolowsisted distance
other remuneration for rendering
rangements for the continuation of
counseling servi& are deemed inservices to persons who are entitled
treatment, when necessary, duringinappropriate by the counselor or clito such services through the
temptionssuchas~cations,illness,
e$ c&nselok consider delivering
counselor's employing agency or inand following termination.
services face to face.
stitution. The policies ofa particular A.1l.b. IrubilitytoAssiat Clients
A.l%dagency may make explicit provisions
If counselorsdetermine an inability
Counselon provide reaponable acfor agency clients IO receive counto be of professional assistance to
cesr to computer applications when
seling services horn members of its
clients, they avoid entering or conprovidinn technolow-auisted
dis-.
staE in private practice. In such intinuing counseling relationships.
~ncecounselingservices.
stances, the clients must be informed
Counselorsare knowledgeable about A.12.e. L~vs
~d Scpmtes
of other options open to them
culturally and clinically appropriate
Counselors ensure that the use of
should they seek private counseling
rcfenal mources and suggest these
technolomdoes
not violate the lam
-,
se~ces.
altematives.ffclientsdeclinethesugof any local, state, national, o r inkl0.b. EsoblisbiagFees
gested r e f e d s , counselorsshould
ternational entity and o b s e m all
In establishing fees for professional
discontinue the relationship.
relevant statutes.
A.ltf. AsdsUnfe
,
con- kl1.c. Appropriate Termination
counseling s e ~ c e scounselors
sider thefinancial staturofclientsand
Counselors terminate a counseling
Counselors seek business, legal, and
locality. In the event that the estabrelationshipwhen itbecomes reasontechnical assistance when using techlished fee structure is inappropriate
ably. apparent
that the client no
noloev aoolications. oarticularlv
..
for a client, counselors $st clients
longer needs assistance, is not likely
when the use of such Bpplicatio&
in attempting to find comparable
to benefit,or is bein~hannedbyconcrossesstate or national boundaries.
TeehnoIoW.nd Informed
services of acceptable cost.
tinued counseling.-&unselo& may Al9.g.
A.1O.c. Nonpayment of Fees
terminate counseling when in j e o p
Conrent
Ifcounselon intend to use collection
ardvof harm bv the client, or another
As part of the process of establishing
agencies or take legal measures to
petkn with khom the &ent has a
informed consent, counselors do the
collect fees from clients who do not
relationship. or when clients do not
following:
pay for senices as agreed upon, they
pay feesas agreed upon. Counselors
first inform clients of intended acprovide pretermination counseling
1. Address issues related to the diflitions and offer clients the opportuand recommend other service prm
cultyofmaintainingthe confidennity to make payment.
viden when necessary.
tiality ofelectronicallytransmitted
A.1o.d. B.nerLy
A.1 1.d. Appropriate h f e r of
communications.
Counselors may barter onlv if the
services
2. Inform clients of all colleagues.
relationship is not exploitive or harmWhen counselors transfer or refer
supervisors, and employm. such
ful and does not dace the counselor
clients to other practitioners, they
as Informational Technology (IT)
in an unfair advantage. if the client
ensure that appropriate clinical and
administrators, who might have
requests it, and ifsuch arrangemenu
administrative processes are comauthorized or unauthorized access
are an accepted practice among prm
pleted and open communication is
to electronic transmissions.
fessionalsin thecommunity. Counsemaintained with both clients and
3. Urge clients to be aware of all
Ionconsider thecultu~alimplicatbm
practitioners.
authorized or unauthorized users
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includingfamilymembenand feC
7. Strive to provide translation ca- B.2.
low employees who have acces to
pabilities for clients who have a
and Le@
any technologyclients may use in
different primary language while B.4.e D~
the counseling pmcess.
also addressing the imperfect naRequirements
The general requirement that coun4. Inform clients of pertinent legal
ture of such translations.
8. Assiatdientsindeminingtheyb
selors k m information
~
rights and limitations governing
the practice of a profession over
lidityandrrliabilityofi~nna~on does not apply when disclosure is
state lines or international
foundon t h e ~ o d ~ , d e ~ h a n d required to protect clients or identibounhies.
other technology applications.
fied others from serious and foresceable harm o r when legal require5. UseencrypudWbsitcsandcmail
menu demand that confidential inforcommunications to help ensure
mation must be revealed. Counselors
confidentialitywhen possible.
consult
with other pmfessionalswhen
6. When the use of encryption is not
in doubt as to the validity of an excep
+Me.aWULVlomnotifydien~~of
Confidentiality,
tion. Additional considerations apply
this k t and limit ekclmnic bans
when addressing end-of-life issues.
mhJiaurogen~alaynmunications
that are n a client specific.
(S.xA.9.c.)
Comm~cation,
B.f b. Contagious, Life-TbrrPtadng
7. Inform dienb ifand for how long
DiaeMea
archival storage of transaction
and
When clients d i d m e that they have a
records are maintained.
d
i commonly known to be both
8. Discuss the possibility of techcommunicable and life thmtening.
nology failure and alternate Inwtl&on
counselors may bejustified in disclos
methods of service delivery.
Counselors recognize that tnut is a coring information tm identifiable third
9. Inform clients of emergency pTD nerstone of the counseling relationship.
parties, if they are known to be at
cedures. such as calling911 or a Counselors aspire to earn the trust of
and high risk of conlocal crisis hotline, when the clienu by creating an ongoing partnercounselor is not available.
ship, establishingand u ~ h o l d i n g a ~ ~ W auacting
wosure,
thedisease.
counselors
Prior
confirm
to making
that
10. Discuss time zone differences. p h t e b o u n d i n , and maintainingmnt h m is such adiagnoaisand assess the
local customs, and cultural o r fidentiality. Counselors communicate
intent of clients to inform the third
language differences that might the parameters of confidentiality in a
parties
about their disease or to enimpact service delivery.
culturally competed manner.
gage
in
any behaviors that may be
11. Inform dents when technologymisted distance counseling ser- B.1. Respecting Client Rights
th=.
vices are not a n e d by i m o n c e .
B . l a Multiculturol/Diversity
When subpoenaed to release confi(Sk-4.2)
Considaari~~~
dential or privileged information
A.12.h. Sitm on the World Wnde
Counselors maintain awareness and
without a
permision, counHCb
sensitivity regarding cultural meanselors obtain
informed conCounselors maintainingsites on the
in.@
of
confidentiality
and
privacy.
sent
from
the
client
or
take s t e p to
World Wide Web (the Internet) do
Counselors respect differing views
prohibit
thedisclosure
or
have itlimthe following:
toward disclosure of information.
ited as nam,dy
as possible due u,
Counselors hold o n g o ~ ~ . 3 d ~ i o n spotential ham, to the client or coun1. Regularly check that electronic
linksarer0rkingandprofessionwith clients as to how. when, and
selingrelationship.
with whom information is to be B.~,d.Minim.LDisfloaue
ally appropriate.
2. Establish waysclientscan contact
shared
To the extent possible, clients are
the counselor in case of technol- B.1.b. Respect for R i q
informed before confidential inforCounselors respect client rights to
ogy failure.
mation is dklosed and are involved
privacy. Counselon solicit prim- in3. Provide electronic links to relin the disclosure decision-making
formation fmm clienuonlywhen it is
want state licensure and profes
process. When circumstances reb e n d i d to the counseling Pmess.
sional certification boards to p~
quire the disclosure of confidential
tectconsumarightsandfacilime B.1.c. Respect for Cor~frdentidty
information. only essential informaCounselors do not share confidential
addresing ethical concerns.
tion is revealed.
4. Establish a method for verifying
information without client consent
client identity.
or without sound legal or ethical B.3, InfOrmationSharedWi&
5. Obtain the written consent of the
justification.
0thlegal guardianorotherautholired B.1.d. E r p b d o n of LimiUtiolls
legal~tarivcpriortomderAt initiation and throughout the B.3.eSubo-te.
ingservicesinthee~nttheclientir
counseling process, counselon inCounul~rsmake~effort~enrure
form clients of the limitations of
a minor child, an adult who islethat privacy and confidentiality of
confidentiality and seek to identify
@ly incompetent, or an adult inclienuaremainrainedby&rdina(4
capaMeofgi*inginfonnedconsen~ foreseeable situations in which conincluding employees, supemisees,
fidentiality must be breached. (Sre
6. Strive to provide a site that is acstudents, clerical assistants, and
A.2.b.)
volunteers. (.Qe!:J.c.)
cnsiMe topenonswith disabilities.

Privileged

Privacy

B.4zzEa&bi

B.3.b. h t m e n t Teams

B.5.b. Responsibility to P ~ r e n t and
a

directly to them and do not include
confidential information related to
any other client.
Counseyors inform parents and legal
guardians about th; role of coun-e B.6.e. Assistance With Records
Ion and the confidential nature of
When clients request access to their
records, counselors provide assisthe counseling relationship. Counsetance and consultation in interpretlors are sensitive to the cultural diversity of families and respect the inB.3.c. Confidential Settings
ing counseling records.
herent rights and responsibilities of B.6.f. Diiosure or l h m f e r
Counselorsdixusconfidential inforUnless exceptions to confidentiality
parents/guardians over the welfare
mation only in settings in which they
exist, counselors obtain written percan reasonably ensure client privacy.
of their children/charges according
mission from clients to disclose or
B.3.d. ThirdpartyPayers
to law. Counselon work to establish.
transfer records lo legitimate third
as appropriate. collaborative relaCounselors disclose information to
third-party payers only when clients
nanies. Stem are taken to ensure that
tionshim with varents/wardians to
best serve clients.
receivers of counseling records are
have authorized such disclosure.
B.5.c. Release of Confidential
sensitive to their confidential nature.
B.3.e. TmnsmitlingConfidential
Informalion
Infdon
(hA.3.. E.4.)
When counselinp minor clients or B.6.e.
Counselors Qlu precautions to ensure
" Storme and D i d After
the confidentiality of information
adult clients who lack the capacity
~ h t i o o*
Counselon store records following
to give voluntary consent to r&ase
transmitted through the we of comconfidential information, counselors
termination of servicestoensure reaputers, electronicmail, Facsimile masonable future access, maintain
seek permission from an approprichines, telephones, voicemail, anate third party to dirlwe informarecords in accordance with state and
sweringmachines.andmher~
tion. 'In such instances, counselors
federal statutes wvemine records,
or computer technology. (SacA.12.g.)
inform clients consistent with their
and dispose of rlient rerords and
B.3.f. D
d Clienta
other sensitive materials in a manner
Counselors protect the confidentiallevel of understandinn and take cub
that protects client confidentiality.
turally appropriate m&ures to safe
ity of deceased clients, consistentwith
ward client confidentiality.
When records are of an artistic nalegal requiremenfs and agency or
ture, counselors obtain client (or
setting policies.
B.6. Records
guardian) consent with remrd.~to
B.4. Groups and Families
6andlingof such records or docuB.6a
n.
fi d--m M t va o f Records
.
.-.C
--omen&.
(hA.l.b.)
B.4a G m u p Work
Counselors ensure that records are
kept in a secure location and that B-6h.RCgormb'ePrecwtiona
In group work, counselors clearly
Precauexplain the importance and paramonly authorized persons have access
tions lo protect client confidentialto
eters of confidentiality for the spe~- records.
--..
ity in the event of the counselor's
cific p u p being entered.
B.6.b. Permirsion t o Record
&unwlors
permission from
termination of practice, incapacity,
B.4.b. Couples and Fsmlh/
ordeath. f h C 2 . h . )
clients prior to recording sessions
through electronic or oth& means.
In coupksandfamilyEOUfgding,counB.7. Research and Training
selors clearfyd&e who is conaidered B.6.c. Permission to Observe
Counselors obtain permission hwn B.7.a. Wbrtiwal Appronl
'the client" and discus expectations
clienupriortoobsc~ngcounseling
When institutional approval is reand limitations of confidentiality.
Counselorsseek agreement and docusessions. redewingsession tnnnipts,
quired. counselon provide accurate
ment i n w i t i n g s u c h ~ t a m o n g
or viewing mordingsofaessionsmth
information about their research
all involved partied hanng capacity to
supem&, f a ~ u l t y ~ ~ e or
e r sothers
,
proposals and obtain approval prior
give consent concerning each
within the trainingenvironmenL
to conducting their m a r c h . They
individual's right toconfidentialityand B.6.d. Client Accesa
conduct reaearch in accordance with
Counselors provide reasonable acany obligation to prrserve the con&
the ap roved rewarch protocol.
cess to records and conies of records B.I.~.
dentiality of information known.
t o Guidelines
when requested by competent cliCounselorsare responsible for underents. Counselors limit the access of
B.5. Clients Lacking Capacity
standingandadheringtostate, federal,
clients
to
their
records,
or
portions
agency,
or institutional policies or a p
to C iInfoRmd Consent
of their records, only when there is
pliable guidelines regarding confiB.5.a. Responsibilityto Clients
compellingevidence that such access
dentiality in their research pnctices.
W e n counseling minor clients or
would cause harm to the client. B.7.c. Confideotiali of
adult clients who lack the capacity to
Counselors document the request of
Infornution bt.ined in
give voluntary. informed consent,
clients and the rationale for withRarevrh
- --- - -counselors protect the confidentialholding some o r all of the record in
Violationsof participant princy and
ity of information received in the
the files of cliene. In situations inconfidentiality are risks of particicounseling relationshipasspecifiedby
volvinn multiple clienu. counselors
nation in research involvine
human
<.
fkderal and state law, wilten policies,
indiAdua1 clients with only
brticipants. ln~stigatorsmaintainall
and applicable ethical standards.
those pars of records that related
research records in a secure manner.
When client ueabnent involve8 a continuedrevieworpakipationbyamac
ment team. the client wiU be informed
of the team's existence and compoai.
tion, infomation beingshared,and the
purposes ofsharingsuch information.
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They explain to participants the risks
of violations of privacy and confidentiality and disclose to panicipantsany
limits of confidentiality that reasonably can be expected. Regardless of
the degree to which confidentiality
will bemainlained, investigators must
disclose to participants any limits of
confidentiality that reasonably can
be expected. (Sn C.2.r)
B.7.d. D i i of Research
Infodon
Counselors do not disclose confidential information that reasonably
could lead to the identification of a
research participant unless they have
obtained the prior consent of the
person. Use of data derived t?om
counseling relationship for purposes
of training, -h.
o r publication
is confined to content that is disguiscd to ensure the anonymityof the
individuals inwlved. (SkG.2.a. G 2 d )
B.7.e. Agreement f o r Identifiation
Identification of clients, students, or
supervisees in a presentation or pub
lication is permiuible only when they
have reviewed the material and
agreed to its presentation or publi.
cation. (SnG.4.d)

B.8. C d t a t i o n
B.8.a. Ageementn
When acting as consultants, counselors seek agreements among all parties involved concerning each
individual%rights to confidentiality.
the obligation of each individual to
preserve confidential information,
and the limits of confidentiality of
information shared by others.
B.8.b. Respect f o r Rivacy
Infonnation obtained in a consulting relationship is discussed for pr*
fessional purposes only with persons
directly involved with the cax. Written and oral reports present only
data germane to the purposes of the
consultation. and every effort is made
to protect client identityand to amid
undue invasion of rivacy.
B.8.c. Disclosure o Confidential
Inforrrmtiw
When consulting with colleagues.
counselors do not disclaw confidential information that reasonably
could lead to the identification of a
client or other person or organization with whom they have a confidential relationship unless they have
ohtained the prior consent of the
person ororpnization or the d i s c b

P

sure cannot be avoided. They disclose information only to the extent
necessary to achieve the purposes of
the consultation. (SnD.2.d)

C.2.b. New SpecialtyAreasof

Rvtice

Counselors practice in specialty areas new to them only after appropriate education, training, and supervised experience. While developing
skills in new specialty areas. counselors take steps to ensure the competence of their work and to protect
Professional
othen from possible harm. (SnE6J)
Responsibility
C.2.c. Q*~ed
f o r Employment
Counselors accept employment only
for positions for which they are qualiIntroduction
fied byeducation, training.supemsed
Counselors aspire to open, honest.
experience,state and national profesand accurate communication in
sional credentials, and appropriate
dealing with the public and other
profeaional experience. Counselors
professional* They pnctice in a nonhire for professional counseling pmidiscriminatory manner within the
tions only individuals who arc qualg
boundaries of professional and perfiedande~nperentforthoscpositions.
sonal competence and have a reC.2.d. Monitor Effectnenesr
sponsibility to abide by the A U Codc
Counselors continually monitor their
of ElhLs. Counselors actively panicieffectiveness as professionals and
pate in local, state, and national astakesteps to imp& when necessary.
sociations that foster the develop
Counselors
in private practice take
ment and improvement of counselreasonable steps to seek peer supering. Counselors advocate to promote
vision as needed to evaluate their efchange at the individual, group, inficacy as counselors.
stitutional,and societal levels that imC.2.e.
ConsulEltiw on E t b i d
pmve the quality of l i e for individuObligPBOm
als and groups and remove potential
Counselors
take reasonable s t e p to
barriers to the provision or access of
consult with other counselors or reappropriate services being offered.
lated professionals when they have
Counselors have a responsibility to
questions regarding their ethical o b
the public to engage in counseling
li tions or professional practice.
pnctices that are based on rigorous
research methodologies. In addition, C.2.~Continuing~dueatiw
Counselon rrcopnizethe need for WI+
counselorsengage in self-care activitinuingeducati& toacquireandmainties to maintain and promote their
rain a reasonable level of awarmesr of
emotional. physical, mental, and spiricumnt scientificand professional intual well-being to best meet their proformation in their6eldrdacdvitxThev
fessional responsibilities.
take steps to maintain unnpe& i;
the skills they use. are open to new DID
C.1. Knowledge of Standards
cedures, and keep &nt with thi diCounselors have a responsibility to
v e popu*lions
~
and specific popularead, understand, and follow the A U
tions with whom they work.
Codco/Wiuand adhere to applicable C.2.g. Impairment
laws and regulations.
Counselors are alert to the signs of
impairment from their m physical.
C.2. ProfessionalCompetence
mental, or emotional problems and
C.2.a Boundaries of Competence
refrain from offering or providing
Counselors practice only within the
professional services when such imboundaries of their competence,
pairment is likely to hamn a client or
bawd on their education. training,
othen They reek auistance for prob
supervised experience, state and nalemslhat math the kvel of pmfesional
tional professional credentials, and
impairment. and, if necessary. they
limit. suspend. or terminate their p m
appropriate professional experience.
fasionalmponsibilitiesuntilsuch time
Counselorsgain knowledge, penonal
awareness. sensitivity, and skills pertiit is determined that they may safely
nent to working with a diverse client
resume their work. Counselors assist
population. (SaA.9.b.. C4.e. E2,F.Z.
colleagues or supervisors in recgplizKl1.b.)
i n g t h e i r m profesional impairment

and provide consultation and assis
selor educators may adopt textbooks
socioeunanicstahrr,oranybasispro
lance whenwdnantedwith colleagues
they have authored for instructional
saibed bv law. Counselon- do
~- not dic
or s u p e ~ s h o w i n g s i g nofimpairs
purpcaes.
criminate against diem, students, emment and interveneas appropriate to
p
l suprvkw,
~
orhparti&
prevent imminent harm to dients. (Sa C.4. prof-&
pants m a manner rhat has a negative
A. 11.6.. E8.b.)
impact on these persons.
C.4.h. CouuselorIn
C4.a AaurPte Reprrsentrtion
Counselors claim or imply only professional qualificationsactuallycomC.6.a
Send
H.rassment
known
they follow a prepared plan for
pleted and 'Orred
Counselon do not eneaee in or contheir'4uII'Mons
transfer of clients and fdes. Counsedone
sexual harassm&r. Sexual haby
Counsel0n tmthfull~
Ion prepare and disseminate to an
rassment
is defined as sexual soliciidentified colleague or 'records c u s
resent the qualifications their Ptation. physical advances, o r verbal
todian- a plan for the transfer o~
fessional colleagues. Counselors
o r nonverbal conduct that is sexual
clearlydistinguish bemeen paidand
clients and files in the case of their
in nature, thatoccurs in connection
incapacitation, death, or terminaVOIunteer work
and *
with
professional activities or roles.
curately
describe
their
continuing
tion of practice.
and that either
education and specialized mining.
(SaC2a)
I. is unwelcome, is offensive.orcre
C.3. AdvertisiOg and Soliciting C.4.b.
ales a hostile workplace or learnCkntF
Counselorsclaim only licensesor cering environment,and counaelon
tifications that are current and in
C.3.8. Accurate Ahreddm
know or am told this: or
good standing.
When ad&ng
or othenvise repre
2. is sufficientlysernere or intense to
~ n t i n gtheir services to the public, C.4.c Educational Degecs
be perceived as harassment to a
Counselors clearly diierentiate becounselors identify theircredentialsin
reasonable person in the context
tween earned andhonorafy degrees.
an accurate manner that is not false,
in which the behavior occurred.
misleading, deceptive,or fraudulen~ C.4.d. Implying Doctoral-Levcl
Sexual
harassment w consist of a
C6mmpet;enee
C.3.b. Testim0ni.b
sinnle
intense
or severe act or mulCounselors
dearly
state
their
highest
Counselors who use testimonials do
tipG persistent or pervasive acts.
eamcddegreein counseliigordoaely
not solicit them from current clients
related field. Coumelors do not im- C.6.b. Repmiato ThirdPprties
nor former clients nor any other
C o u ~ i o rare
s accurate, honest, m d
ply doctoral-lml competence when
persons who may be vulnerable to
objective
in
reporting their profesonly
possessing
a
master's
d
e
g
m
in
undue influence.
sional acrivities and judgments to a p
counseline or a related field bv referC.3.c. satewntsby O k
propriate third parties. including
counring to th~mselvesas 'Dr." in ;
Counselors make reasonable efforts
courts, health i n s u m companies.
selina context when their doctorate
to ensum that statements made by
those
who are the m i h t s oforaluais
norin
counselingor
related
fidd.
others about them or the profession
tion reports, and oh&. (SaB.3.. E4.)
C.4.e. PmmamAccrcdigtion St.hP
of counseling are accurate.
Counsel& dearly state the acaedii C.6.c. Media R e a e n t p t i o ~
C.3.d Reaviting lkough
When counselors provide advice o r
e
tation stalusof their d e ~ r eommanu
Employwnt
comment
by means of public lecat
the
time
thedegree-&.
Counselors do not uu their places
tures, demonstrations, radio o r tele
ofemployment or institutionalaffili- C.4.f. RofessiollplMnnbenbi~
vision pmgrams, prerecorded tapes.
Counselors dearly differenti& beation to recruit o r gain clients,
technology-based applications.
tween current, active memknhips
supervisees, or consultees for their
aniclu, mailed material, o r
printed
and
former
membenhips
in
usociarivate practices.
other media, they take reasonable
tiom M e m b of the American Coun~ . i eProdua.
.
m d lhiniog
precautions to ensure that
selingAsrociation must clcarlydiKerAdvbenm
entiate between professional memCounselon who develop
1. the statements are baxd on a p
bership. which irnhiesthc possession
related to their profession or conpropriate professional counselofat least a master's demee in counduct workshops or training events
ing literature and practice,
seling,
and
regular
membership,
ensure that the advertisements con2. thestatemmnare othenvipcconsi+
which isopen to individuals whme incerning these productsor events are
lentwith theAC4 CadcqWhin.md
terests and activities are consistent
accurate and disclose adequate in3.
the recipients of the information
with those of ACA but are not quali
formation for consumers to make inare not encoutaged to infer that
fied for professional membership.
formed choices. (&C.6.d)
a professional Counseling relaC.3.f. J'romociag to ?hose S e m d
tionship has been established.
Counselors do not use counseling,
C6.d. Expioihtion o f 0thteaching. training, or supenrisoryreCounselorsdonot condone orengage
C'wrudondonaexploitothe~~intheir
lationships to promote their prodindivrimination bawdon age,culhtre,
rofessional relationships.(SaC3.r)
ucts or training events in a manner
disability, ethnicity, race, religion/ (d e . Scientific ~ . s efor
s
that is deceptive or would exen unspirituality, gender, gender identity.
a
n
t Modalities
due influence on individuals who
sexual orientation, marital status/
c h u e k m lsc bduliqua/ pmedures/
may be vulnerable. However, counpartnership. language preference,
modalities that are grounded in

to expose inappropriate employer
They perficipate in and contribute to
policies or practices.
decisions that affect the well-being of
clients by drawing on the perspectives.
values, and experimces of the ~ ~ u n s e l -D.2. Consultation
ing profdon and thm of colleagues D.4.a. Consultant Competency
from otherdisciplina. (SxA.1.a)
Counselors take reasonable steps to
D.1.d. Coafidentiplig
ensure that they have the appropriate
When counsebrs are required by law,
m u m e and competencieswhen p m
institutional policy, or extraordinary
vidingconsultalion services. C o u w e l ~ ~ ~
circumstances to serve in more than
pmvide approprialcr e f e d reS3uTCes
one rolein iudicial or administrative
C.7. Remonsibilitvto Other
when uested or needed. (SxC2a)
they clarify role expec- D.4.b. ~ % t s n d h g Consultees
pr0fessi:nals
tations and the parameters of confiWhen
consultation, counC.7.a. P
d PublicStatements
dentiality with their colleagues. (SLc
selors attempt to develop with their
When making personal statements in
consultees a clear understanding of
a public context, counselors clarify
problem definition. goals for change,
that they are speaking from their
and predicted consequences of interventions selected.
D.2.c Consultant Gorrb
counselors or the profession.
and ithi& obhgationsz t h e team as
The consultingrelationshipin one in
awhdeandofitsindividualmembm.
-.
which consultee adaptability and
When a team decision Rises ethical
growth toward selfdirection are conconcerns, counselors first attempt to
sistently encouragedand cultivated.
m s o k the concern within the team. D.4.d Informed Consent in
If they e n n o t r r r h d u t i o n among
ConsultPti0n
Relationships W~th
team members, counselors pursue
When pmviding consultation, counOther P r o f e ~ ~ i o n d ~ other avenues to addreas their conselors have an obligation to review,
cmsconsistent with client well-being.
in mitingandverbally, the rights and
D. 1.f. Penonnel Selection lad
responsibilities of both counselors
Introduction
and consultees. Counselors use clear
A=%-Professional counselors recognize
Counselorsselect competentstaffand
and undentandable language to inthat the quality of their interactions
assign responsibilities compatible
form all panies involved about the
with colleagues can influence the
with their skillsand experiences.
purpxe of the semces to h pmqualityof services provided to clients. D. 1.6. Employer Policies
vided, relevant costs, potential risks
They work to become knowledgeable
The acceptance of employment in
and benefits, and the limits ofconffi
about colleagues within and outside
an agencyor institution implies that
dentiality. Working in conjunction
the field of counseling. Counselors
counselom are in agreement with its
with the consultee, counselors atdevelop positive woriing relationgenelal policiesand prinapla Countempt to develop a clear definition
s h i p and systems ofcommunication
selors strive to reach agreement with
ofthe problem, goalsfor change, and
with colleigues to enhance services
employenas to acceptable standards
predicted consequences of interven.
.!~~.
to
cllenrr.
of conduct that allow for changes in
tions that are culturally responsive
institutional policy conducive k the
and appropriate to the needs of
D. 1. RelationshipsW
i
t
h
g m h and development of clients.
consultees. (&A.2.a, A.2.b.)
D.1.h.
Neptive Conditiom
Colleagues, Employers,
Counselors alert their employers of
and Employees
inappropriate policies and practices.
They attempt to effect changes in
D.1.a. Different Appmaebes
such policies or procedures through
Counselors are respectful of a p
consuuctive action within the orgaproaches to counselingse~cesthat
Evaluation,
nization. When such policies are p
differ fmm their own. Counselonare
and
Assessment,
tentiallv disruptive or damarrinK to
respectful of traditions and practices
Interpretation
clients br mayiimit the effec&eneu
of other professional groups with
o f s e ~ c provided
n
and change canwhich they work.
not be eff&d, counselors &ke a p Introduction
D.1.b. FormingRelationship
Counselors work to develop and
~
te
Such action
, r o ~ r i afurtheraction.
strengthen interdisciplinary &ations
may include referral to appropriate Counselon w e assessment insmments as
certification, accreditation, or state onecomponentofthecounselingpnxas,
with colleaguesfrom other disciplines
to best s e s clients.
licensure organizations. or voluntary taking into account the d i e n t p m o d and
cultural context Counselors pmmote the
termination ofemployment.
D. 1.c. InterdisciplinaryTeamwork
Counselors who are members of in- D.l.iR.otec(aoFnanRmitivektion well-being of individual clients or groups
Counselon take care not to harass of clients by developing and using a p
terdisciplinary teams delivering mulor dismkan employee who hasacted propriate educational, psychological.
rifaceted semcer to clienls, keep Ihe
fixuson how to hest serve the clients.
in a responsible and ethical manner and careerasvsunent instrumenw.
theory and/or haw an empirical or
scientificfoundation. Counselon who
do not must define the techniques/
procedures as 'unproven" or 'developing" and orplain the potential risks
and ethical considerations of using
such techniques/pduresand rake
steps to protect clients fmm possible
hm.(SscA.4.a,ES.c.,E5.d)

.

E. 1. General
E1.aAsseswent
The primary Purpose

I
I
I

I

I

E.3. Informed Consent in
Assessment
E.s... h p ~ t i o to
n (31mts

and career-merit
R~~~~~~~
munrbexplain
to provide measurements lhat are
the
and purpms d;use9ment
valid and reliable in either comparausc~mul~),,,~
and
the**
OrabrO1uteumu.Theaeinclude,
fial rrdpienb me aplandon d l be
given in the hguagc
d e n t (or
hut arc not limited to. measurements
of ability, personality, interest, intelliother legally authorized person on
gence, achievement, and perforbehalf of the dient), d m an aplicit
mance. Counselors recognize the
exception hu been a p e d upon in
need to interpret the statements in
advance. Counselors consider the
' h i i section as applying to both qulndient'sp"nalorculhuaIcontut,the
tit?tive and "litative
k l of the dient's undemanding of
E.U. sent &e~tare
the results, and the impact of the IECounselorsdo not misuse aueswnent
aullron lhedien~(skA.2.A12g, 1Fl.r)
results and interpretations, and t h y E3.b. RceipicnEsof Raults
take reaaonahle steps to prevent
Counselors consider the examinee's
others from minwingthe information
welfare,expliit understandings, and
these techniques provide. Thy
prior agreements in determining
'pea the client's right toknow the
who receives the -men[
-Its.
interprrtatiOnsmadesand
Counselors include accurate and
the basedfor counselon' conclusions
appropriate interpretations with any
and recommendations.
release of individual or m u p assessmentresults. (Sa B.zG,%.~.j
E.4. Competence to Use and

Interpret Assessment
rllsmmleJlts

E.4. Release of Data to
QuatiliedProfessionals

E 4 . a Limits of Competence

viduals and groups and the role of
mental health professionals in perpetuating these prejudices through
diagnosis and treatment.

E.5.d. Refninhy From D i o s i s

Counselors may refrain from making
and/or reporting a diagnosis if they
believe it would cause harm to the
client o r others.

E6. InstrumentSelection
E.6.a F p r i a t y e s s of
Counselors carefully consider the
validity, reliability, psychomeVic limitations, and appropriateness of insmunenewhen selectingauesweno.

E6.b. R e f d Information
If a client is referred to a third party
for assessment, the counselor p m
vides specific refend questions and
sufficient objective data about the
client to ensure that appropriate as
xssment instfumentsare utilized. (Sa
A.9.b.. 8.3.)

E6.c. Culturally Diverse
Popul*i~llll
Counselors are cautious when selecting assessments for culhnally diverae
populations to amid the use of instruments that lack appropriate psy
chomevic properties for the client
population. (SdaA.2~.E5.b.)

Counsdon release armeaanentdatain
Counselors utilize only those testing
which the client is identified onlywith
andarmeaanentservicesforwhichthy
the consent of the dientor the dient's
have been oained and arc competent.
legal representative. Such data are
Counselors usingtechndogy misted
released only to persons mognired E.7. Conditions of Assessment
test interpretationsuc hained in the
by counselorsas qualifKd to interpret
' "afion
construct being measured and the
thedata.(SaB.I.,B.3.,R6.b.)
(SaA.12.b., A.12d)
speciiic insmuncnt being used prior
to usingits technology basedapplica- E.5. Dingnosis of Mental
E7.a.M
' ' 'ion Conditions
tion. Counselors lake reasonable meaCounselors administer asseumenvr
Diso*
sures w ensure the proper use of psyunder the same conditions that were
chological and carcerasmsn~enttech- E.5.a proper^
established in their standardization,
Counselors take special care to p w
niques by persons under their superWhen assessments are not adminic
vision. (SaA.12.)
vide proper diagnosis of mental
tered under standard conditions, as
E.2.b. Appropriate Use
disorders. Assessment techniques
mav be necessan, IO accommodate
Counclo& are responsible for the
(including personal interview) ;sed
cli& with disabilities, or when unappropriate application. scoring,
to determine client care (e.g.. locus
usualbehaviororirreguluiuaoccur
interpretation, and use of assessduringtheadminisbalion,thoseconof treannenl. type of treatment. or
men1 instruments relevant to the
recommended followup) are care
ditions arc novd in invrpretation,
needs of the client, whether they
hrlly sekcted and appropriatelyused.
and the results may be designated as
score and interpret such assess- E.5.b.CulturJSedtivi1y
innlid or ofouestionable validiw.
menu themselve;oruse technology
Counselors recognize ihat culture
or other services.
affects the manner in which clients'
E.4.c DecisionsBued on Results
problems are defined. Clients' mi*
Counselors ensure that administraCounselors responsible for decisions
economic and cultural experiences
tion programs function properly and
involvine individuals or wlicies that
are considered when diamosinr
provide clients with accurate rearc bau'ion asasmenl'rcrulo have
mencaldirorders. (&A 2.r.;
sults when technological o r other
a thorough
E5.c. Historid d Softl
electronic methods are used for u" understandrnnofcduca
z
..
tional, psychological, and career
F'ref~diced inthe Diagnosis
seumcnt administration.
measurement, including validation
of athology
E.7.c Unsupersiad Assersments
cr~teria,assessment research. and
Counselors mo$ze
historical and
~ n ~ t h ~ u s a s m c n t i n s u u mis&
ent
gu~delinnfor auessment develop
social prejudices in the misdiagnosis
rimed. intended. and validated for
ment and use.
and pathologizing of certain-indisc?f-administration and/or woring,

-

E1.c. Informed Consent and Client
Righis
Supervisors make supervisees aware
of client righu including the protection of client privacy and contidentialitv in the counseline relationship.
Su&misees provide clients with
fnsional
disclosure information and
--inform them of how the supervision
nrnres
influences
the limits
of
r
......
.
...
~~~~~~~-~ confidentiality.Supervisees make clients
aware of who will have access to
records of the counseling relation..
ship and how these records will be
used. (SacA.Z.b.,B.1.d.)

-

~

EZ. CounselorSupervision
Competence
F.4.e Supervisor R e p t i o n
Prior to offeringclinical supervision
services, counselors are trained in
supervision methods and techniques.
Counselors who offer clinical supervision services regularly pursue continuingeduation activitiesincluding
both counselingand supervision W p
imandskiils. (SacC2.a. C.2.J)

F.2.b. Multieulhurl Issues/Didty
in Superdeon
Counseling supervisors are aware
of a n d address t h e role of
multiculturalism/diversity in the
supervisory relationship.

F.3.d. Close Relatives pod Friends

relationship with adequate notice.
Reasons for withdrawal are provided
to the other party. When cultural,
clinical, or professional issues are
crucial to the viability of the superviE3.e. Potentidy B e n e f i
sow relationship, both parties make
Rehtionrhim
Co~nselin~supe~nareawarrofthe effbns to resol;e differ;nces. When
mmrdi&rmtidin theirrelatiomhim
termination iswanantcd.suwrvisors
kthsupemisea~ftheybe~ievrnonpk make appropriate referral; to posf&~relationshi~~withasuarviVe
sible alternative S U D ~ M S O ~ S .
may be potentiall; beneficiai to the
supervisee,theyrakeprecautionssimi- F.5. Counseling Supervision
lar to those raken by counselors when
Evaluation. Remediation,
working with clieni. Fxamplesof p
and Endorsement
lentiallv beneficial interactions or
relationbhips include attending a for- F.5.a. Evaluation
Supelvisors document and provide
mal ceremony. hmvital vide pmviding
supervisees with o n ~ o i n
perfor~
aqqmndu~idg
askstid Nmt or&
mance appraisal and &ua&
feedtual membership in a professional
back and schedule veriodic formal
ahwciation, otganintion, or commuevaluative sessions ihroughout the
supervisoryrelationship.
Counseling supervisorsavoid accepting close relatives. romantic partners, or friends as supervisees.

F.5.b. Iimit.ti0u.q
witk them ouuide'of their roles &
clinical and/or adminisnativesupen+
sors. Before engaging in nonprofeb
clixus
sional relationships.su&
with supemsee; and'docwnent the
rationale forsuch inunctions, potential benelits or drawbacks,and antidIYaCdco~4u~naZ.f~the~&.
&pervisors
the spcrifi; nature
and limitationsoftheadditional mle(s)
they will haw with the s u p e k .

F.3. SupervisoryRelationships F.4.Supemk0rRespoosibilitie-s
E3.e Rehtioaship BoundariesWith
Superviaees

E4.e Informed Consent for
Supemision

-

Throuah oneoina evaluation and
apprai&, supervisors are aware of
the limitations of supervisees that
might impede perforxkance. Supervisorsassistsuperviseesin securingremedial assistancewhen needed. They
recommend dismissal from traininaprograms, applied counseling settings, or state or voluntary professional credentialing processes when
those suvervisees are unable to p r e
vide co&petent professional servi'ces.
Supervisors seek consultation and
d&ument their decisions to dismiss
or refer supervisees for assistance.
They ensure that supervisees are
aware of options avdilable to them
to address such decisions. (Sa C.2.g.)
u

Counseling s u p e W r s dearly define
S u p e ~ s o are
n responsible for incorand maintain ethical professional.
mratine inw their suvervision the
personal, and social relationships
princip&s of informed consent and
with theirsupedees. Counselingsuparticipation. Supervisors inform F.5.c. Counseliag for Supmisees
If supervisees request counseling.
pervisors avoid nonprofessional re;upervikes of the &licies and pmcc
supenisom provide them with acceptlationshipswith current supervisees.
dured to which thev are toadhemand
If supervisors must assume other
able referrals. Counselon do not p r o
the mechanisms f& due process a p
professional roles (e.g., clinical and
vide munsclingservices to supervim
peal of individuals u p e ~ s o r actions.
y
administrative supervisor, instruc- F.4.b. Eme'gendes and Absences
Supervisors address interpersonal
tor) with supervixes, they work to
competencies in termsof the impact
Supervisorsestablish and communiminimize potential conflicts and exof these issues on clients, the supervicate to supervisees procedures for
plain to supervisees the expectacontacting them or, in their absence.
sory relationship, and professional
tions and responsibilitiesassociated
functioning. (Saclr'3.a.)
alternative on-call supervisors to
with each role. They do not engage
E5.d. Endonement
assist in handlingcrixs.
in any form of nonprofessional in- F.4.c. Standamla for Supcrviseea
Supmisorsendonesupelvivcsforcerteraction that may compromise the
tification. licensure, employment, or
supervisory relationship.
completion of an acddemic or mining
E3.b. Sexual Relationship
program only when they believe
Sexual or romantic interactions or
p&eg&
unundm en&these
supervism are qualified for the enrelationships with cumnt supervisees
donement Renanikrsofaaualifications
counselom to adhere to professional
are prohibited.
supervison do not endow supeniyes
standad of practice. (SaCI.)
F.3.c. Sexual Hprsgnaent
E4.d. Termination of the
whom thcv believe to be imoaired in
Counseling supervison do not conSupervisoryRelationship
any way &at would interferhwith the
done or subjectsupervisees to sexual
Supervisors or supervisees have the
pcrtormance of the dutin a=.wxiated
harassment. (Sa C.6.a.)
right to terminate the supervisory
with the endorsement.

-

F.6. Responsibilitiesof
Counselor Educators
E.6.a. Counselor Eduuton
Counselor educators who a r e
responsible for developing, implementin.. and suvcrvisinpeduational
are sklled as~eachcnand
practitioners. They are knowlcdgeable regarding the ethical, legal, and
regulatory aspects of the profession,
are skilled in applying that knowledge, a n d make students a n d
supervisees aware of their responsibilities. Counselor educators conduct counselor education and haining programs in an ethical manner
and s a v e as rolc models for profes
sional behavior. (SmCI.,~ 2 . aC; 2 r )

E6.b. Infusinr Multidlunl h c d /
~iversl~ty
Counselor educaton infuse material
relatcdtomulticulrtunlbm/dimaityinto
all cwrses and workshops for the d e
velopmcntof professionh counselors.
E.6.c Inteeration ofStud~and

R&iee
Counselor educators establish education and mining programs that
i n t e p t e academic study and supervised practice.
E.6.d TeachingEthics
Counselor educators make students
and supelvisees aware of the ethical
responsibilities and standards of the
pmfeasion and the e t h i d responsibiE
tiesofstudmts w h e pmf&on.Counselor educators infuse ethical considerations throughout the curriculum.
(SaCl.)

E.6.e. Peer Relationship
Counselor educators make every effort to ensure thal the rights of peen
are not compromised when students
or supervim l a d counselingp u p s
or provide clinical supervision. Counselor educators take stem to ensure
that students and supe&sees understand thcv have the same ethical o b
ligations as counselor educators.
trainers, and supervisors.

E6.f. Innovative Theorier Pnd

Tedrniques
Whm counseloreducato~~
tcach munselingtcchniqua/proccdum that ur
innomrive. without an empirical foundation, or without a wellgrounded
theoretical foundation, they ddine the
counseling mhniques/procedurcsas
'unproven" or 'dmloping" and explain tostudcnts the potential tirksand
ethical considerations of using such
tcchniques/procedures.

admission and program materials.
Counselor educators use profesCounselor educators develop clear
sionaljudgmentwhen designing minpolidamthin their bainingpmgrams
ing experiences they conduct that
regarding field placement and other
require student and supervisee selfclinical exwriencca. Counselor edugrowth or selfdisclosure. Students
cators prohde clearlystated roles and
and supervisees are made aware of
reswnsibilitiesfor the student or suthe ramifications their seKd'ilasure
pervise~,the site supervisor, and the
may have when counselors whose
program supervisor. They confirm
primary role as teacher, miner, or
that site supervisors are qualified to
supervisor requires acting on ethical
provide supervision and inform site
oblimtions to the profession. Evalusuoervisors of their professional and
ativ; componcnk of experiential
c&ical nponsibiliues in this role.
E.6.h. R o f e s s i o d Diiosl~c
trainingexpmencesexplici(ly delinBcforeinitiatingcounsclingse~ccs, eate predetermined academic stancounselorrin-wining d i x l m their
dards that are separate and do not
statluasstudentsandapkinhow this
depend on thestudat's level ofselfstanta affectsthe limits of confident&
disclosure. Counselor educators
may require trainees to seek profesality. Counseloreducatorsensure that
sional help to address any personal
the clients at field placemats are
concerns that may be affecting their
aware of the services rendered and
competency.
the qualifications of thestudents and
supervisees rendering those services.
Students and supetvisca obtain cli- E8.Student Responsib'ities
ent permission before they use any E.8.e Standards for Students
information concerning the counselCounselo~binuaining
haw a rcsponing relationship in the mining pro.
sibility to understand and follow the
cess. (SacA.2.b.)
ACA Codc ofElhicsand adhere to a p
plicable laws, regulatory policies, and
E7. Student Welfare
rules and policies mweming profsional scafibehavi&at the a & t c y o r
F.7.a. Orientalion
placement seuinp. Students have the
Counselor educators m o m i z c that
&me obligationto clients as those
orientation is a developm;ntal prorequired of professional counselors.
cess that continues throughout the
(SaC.l.. H.1.)
educational and clinical mining of
studenu Counselingfacultyprmide E.8.b. Impairment
Counselors-in-haining refrain fmm
prospective students with informaoffering or providing counselingsertion about the counselor education
vices when their physical, mental, or
program's expectations:
emotional problems are likely to
1. the type and level of skill and
harm a client o r others. They are
knowledge acquisition required
alert to the signs of impairment. seek
for successful completion of the
assistance for oroblems. and notifi
mining:
their program supervisorswhen they
2. program training goals*Objecare
that they ur unable to cftives. and mission. and subject
fectiwlypvideservicn,InIddition,
matter to be covered;
they seek appropriate professional
3. bases for mluation;
services for themselves to remediate
hainingcomponenathacencour- the problems that arc interfering
Or selfdixlosure
[heir ability to provide semices
age
as pan of the training process;
toothen. (SaA.1.. C.2.d. C.2.g.)
5. the type ofsupervirion settingsand
requirements of the sita for re- Kg. Eduation Pnd
q u i d clinical field experiences;
6. student and suwmsee evaluaRemedhtion of Students
tion and dismish policies and E.9.e Evaluation
Counselors clearly state to students.
procedures; and
prior to and throughout the train7. uptodate employment prosing program, the levels of compec u for graduates.
tency expected, appraisal methods.
R7.b. &f&rowth Exprrienand timing of evaluations for both
Counselor education programs dclindidactic and clinical competencies.
eate requirements for selfdixlosure
Counselor educators pm4dc students
or selfgrowth experiences in their

E.6.g. Field Placements

I
arn

I
I
-

I.
1

withongoingperformanceappraisal
and evaluation feedback throughout
the training program.

there is a risk of potential harm to
demonstrate commitment to
thestudent or that may compromise
multicultural/diveni competence
by recognizing and mluing diverse
the training experience or gradesas
F.9.b. Limitations
signed. In addition, counselor educulmrnand typesofabilitiessmdents
catorsdonotacceptanyformofpm
bring to the training experience.
Counselor educaton, throughout
oncoina evaluation and appraisal,
fessional services, fees, commioions,
Counseloreduecorsprovideapprop6
reimbursement, or remuneration
ateaccommodationrlhalenhanceand
are aware of and address th; inabilsuppondivcncstudcntwell-beingand
from a site for student or s u p e ~ v c
it" of some students to achieve
academic performance.
placement.
counseling competencies that
F.1l.c. Multidhud/Diversity
mieht
e
Coun- E 1O.e. Counseling Services
" i m ~ e d ~erformance.
Counselor educators do not serve as
Competence
selor educators
Counselor educaton actively infuse
counselors to current students un-'
multicultural/diversity competency
leu this is a brief role wociated with
1. assist students in securing remein their tlainingand supervision praca mining experience.
dial assistance when needed,
tices. They actively uain students to
2. seek professional consultation and F.1O.f. Potentidy Bmefidal
gain a m n e s . knowledge,and skills
Relationship
document their decision to dismis
in the competencies of InulticulNnl
Counselor educators are aware of
orrefersoldentsfor~tance,and
practice. Counseloreducaton indude
the power differential in the rela5. ensure that students have rease examples, roleplays, discussion
tionship between faculty and stucoune in a timely manner to adquestions, and other d a u m m activC
denu. If thev beliew a nonorofes
dress decisions to require them
ties that promote and r e p m n t varisional rclatio&hip with astudint may
to seek assistance or to dismiss
ous cultunl perspectives.
be wunW bcndKizlto theshdcW
them and pmvide students with
t h 4 take p&cautions similar to thav
due process according to institutiond policies and pkcedures.
clients.'Examples ofpotenriallyb;n&
(ScaC.2. )
cial interactions or relationships inF.9.c. ~ounse&for~tududenln
clude, but are not limited to, aitendIf students request counseling or if
ingaformal ceremony; hospital viscounseling services are required as
Research and
its; providing support during a
pan of a remediation process, counPublication
stressful event; or mutual memberselor educators provide acceptable
ship in a professional association,
referrals.
owanintion, o r communitv. Coun- Introduction
seibr educators engage in & n d i s
E 10. Roles and Relationships
Counselors who conduct research
cussions with students when thev
are encouraged to contribute to the
Between Counselor
consider entering into relationships
knowledge basc of the profession and
Educators and Students
with studenu outside of their roles as
promote a clearer understanding of
teachers andsupervisom.Theydiscuss
the conditions that lead to a healthy
F.lO.a. Sador Romantic
with students the rationale for such
and
more just society. Counselors
Relationship
interactions,the potential benefitsand
support efforts of researchers by parSexual or romantic interactions or
drawbacks. and the anticipated contiapating fully and willinglywhenever
relationships with current students
sequences for the studenL Educators
possible. Counselors minimize bias
are prohibited.
clarify the specific nature and limitaandrapectdiwrsityin designingand
F.1O.b. ScnulHylscrwnt
tions of the additional role(s) t h y will
implementing research programs.
Counselor educators do not conhaw with the student prior to en@@
done or subject students lo sexual
ingin a nonprofeuion&rclatio&ip.
G.1. Research Respoosib'ities
harassment. (ScaC6.a.)
Nonprofessional relationships with
F.1O.c. Relationship W
i
t
b
students should be time-limitedand G. 1.a. Use of Human Research
Participants
FomerSbdcnts
initiated with student consent
Counselors plan. design, conduct,
Counselor educators are aware of
and report research in a manner that
the power differential in the rela- E 11. Muiticulhual/Diversity
is consistent with pertinent ethical
tionship between faculty and stuCompetence in Counselor
principles, federal and state laws,
denu. Faculty members foster open
host institutional regulations, and scidiscussions with former students
Eduation and Training
entific standards governing research
when considering enkging in as*
Prognuns
with human research participants.
cial. sexual, or other intimate relaG.1.b. Deviation From Standard
tionship. Faculty members discuss F.1 1.a.F a d t y Diversity
with th; former student how their
Counselor educators are committed
Practice
Counselors seek consultation and
to recruiting and retaininga divene
former relationship may affect the
o k m stringent safeguards to prcfaculty.
change in relationship.
.I
1.b.
Student
Diversity
tect the righu of research participants
El0.dN o n p m f e & i E
Counselor educators avoid nonprm
Counselor educators actively atwhen a research problem suggests a
deviation from standard or acceptfessional or ongoing professional re.
tempt to recruit and retain a diverse
able practices.
lationships with students in which
student body. Counselor educators

- -

G.1.e. Independent Researchem
When independent researchers do
not have access to an Institutional
Review Board (IRB), they should
consult with researchers who are
familiarwith IRB procedures to provide appropriate safeguards.
G. 1.d. Reewtiom to Avoid Injury
Counselorswho conduct research with
human pakipantsam rrsponsibk for
the weltarc of plicipanu thmughout
the research pmcess.and should take
reasonable precautions to awid c a w
ing injurious psychological, emotional,

8. describes the format and potenrial

provide an appropriateexplanation to.
target audiences for the k i w
obtain agreement for participation
tion ofresearch findines. and
From, and obtain the appropriatecon9. instructs participants tiat they are
sent ofa legally authorized penon.
free to withdraw theirconsent and G.2.g. ~ ~ ~ i t m etonPprtiapmts
t s
to discontinue participation in the
Counselors take reasonable measures
projectatany timewithoutpenalty.
to honor all commitments to research participants. (SccA.2.c.)
G.2.b. Deception
r
Counselors do not conduct research G.2.h. E u p ~ o n s M t eData
Coiection
involvingdeception unlns alternative
M e r data are co~lecled,counselors
orocedure are not feasible and the
prwide participants with full c M s
prospective value of the rexarchjw
tion of the nature of the study to retifics the deception. Ifsuch deception
move any misconceptionsparticipants
has the potential to cause physical or
hysical.ormdal&tstopartidpanb
might have regarding the research.
emotional harm to m a r c h particit2.P.e. Principal Researcher
Where scientific or human values
pants, the research h not conducted,
Responribility
justify delaying or withholding infor& g ~ n s o f p m s p e c value.
k
When
rraponsiily for ethical
The ul%
mation, counselors take reasonable
the methodolonical requirements of
revarchpmricc lies with the prinripal
measures to awid causing harm.
a study necemhe concealment or
~ . M o t h m i n w h F d i n t h e ~ ~deception, the investigator explains G.2.i. Informing Sponmrs
scarrhrtivitiessharrahiololdbkm
Counselors inform sponsors, instituthe reasons for this action as soon as
and rrspondbility for thdrOWTI &ORI
tions, and publication channels repoao'ble during the debriefing.
G. 1.f. Minimal l n t e r f a e n a
garding research procedures and
G.2.c. Student/Supervhe
Counselors take reasonable precauoutcomes. Counselors ensure that
Participation
tions to avoid causing disruptions in
appropriate
bodies and authorities
Researchers who involve students or
the lives of research participants that
are given pertinent information and
supenisrrs in research make dear to
could be caused by their involvement
acknowledgement.
them that the decision regarding
in research.
whether o r not to participate in G.2.j. Dispod of Research
Documents and Records
rescarrhaaivitiesdoanota&ctone's
Within a m n a b k period of time folacademic standing or supervisory
goals.
lowing the completion of a raearrh
When appropriate to hrelationship. Students or supervives
counselorsaresensitiveto incornratp r o w or sludy, counselors take steps
who choose not to oarticicate in eduthat& into
ing reseamh
to destroy records o r documenw
cational nmrch& pm'dedwith an
account cultunl considdons. Thev
(audio. video. digital,and wiaen) conaoomoriate alternative to llfill their
seek consultation when appropriate.'
rainingconfidentialdacaorinformadon
a;;de;nic or clinical mquiremmts.
that identifies research participants.
G.2.d Client Participation
m r d s are ofan d
c nahm,
When
G.4. Rights of Research.
Counselors conducting research inrrsearchersobtain panidpantconsent
volving
clients
make
clear
in
the
inPartidpants
with rrgardtohandling ofsuch reeordr
formed consent process that clients
(SccA.2, A. 7.)
ordocumentr.(SaB.4.a,B.4.g.)
are free to chocne whether or not to
G.2.a. Informed Consent in
participate in research activities. G.3. Relationships With
Reseurh
Counselors take necewary precauIndividuals have the right to consent
Research Participants
tions to protect clients from adverse
to become research participants. In
consequences of declining or with(WhenResearch Involves
seeking consent, counselors use landrawing from participation.
Intensive
or Extended
guage that
G.2.e. Confidentialityof
Interactions)
Infolmation
1. accurately explains the purpose
and proc;dur& to be follokd,
Information obtained about re- G . s . ~ N ~ ~ ~ - ~
2. identifieanyprocedum that are
search participantsduringthecoune
Rehtionshirn
of an investi&tion is confidential.
experimental& relakly untried,
Nonpmferuional &tionships with reWhen the possibility exists that oth3. describes any attendant discom&h participants should &avoided.
ers may obtain access to such infor- G.3.b. ReMionshirm With Resear&
forts and rislu.
mation, ethical research practice re4. dmribea any benditsorchanges
particiPU3G
quires that the possibility, together
in individuabororganizafionsthat
Sexual or mmantic munseIorrruan:h
with the plans for protecting confimight be reasonably expected,
participant interactions or relationdentiality, be explained to partici5. discloses appropriate alternative
ships with current research participrocedures that would be advanpants as a part of the procedure for
pants are prohibited.
obtaininginformed consent.
tageous for participants,
and
G.3.c. S c x d H-at
6. offers to answer any inquiries C.2.f. P m o Not
~ Capable of
Resareb P P n i c i p t s
concerning the procedures,
Giving Informed Consent
Researchen do not condone or s u b
7. describes any limitations on
When a penon is not capable of gir
ject research participants to sexual
confidentiality.
ing informed consent, counselors
harassment.

~ ~ ~

G.3.d. Potentially Beneficial
Interactions

the identity and welfare ofall parties
and that discussion of results does not
cause harm to participants.

When a nonprofessional interaction
between the researcher and the re- G.4.e. Replication Studies
Jearch particimt may be potentially
Counselors are oblinated to make
benefiial, th; reseadher must doc"available sufficientoGginal research
data to qualified professionals who
ment, prior to Lhc interaction (when
may wish'to replicate the study.
feasibl;), the rationale for such an interaction, the wtential benefit and
anticipated co&quences for ihe re- 6.5. Publication
search pPlrjcipant Such interactions G.5.a Reeogurmg Conbibutions
should be initiated with appropriate
When conducting and reporting reconsent of the research participanL
search, counselors are familiar with
Where unintentional harm occun to
and cive reconnition to orevious
the research participant due to the
work& the to& observe copyright
nonprofessional interaction. the relaws. and give full credit to those to
searcher must show evidenceofan atwhom crezit is due.
tempt to remedy such hann.
G.5.b. Piwhimu
Counsel& do not plagiarize, that is,
C.4. Reporting Results
they do not present another person's
work as their own work.
G.&a AauRtcRcsulb.
Counselors plan. conduct and re- G.5.c Re&w/Republiution of
port reear& accurately. They pro.
Data or Ideaa
Counselon fully acknowledce and
vide thomuch discussions of the limb
tations of &eir data and alternative
make editorial 'reviewers aware of
hypolheses. Counselors do not enprior publication of ideas o r data
whereiuch ideas or data are submitgage in misleading or fraudulent research, distort data, misrepresent
ted for review or publication.
data, or deliberatelybias their results. G.5.d Conhibut~ls
Counselorsgive credit through joint
They explicitly mention all variables
authorship. acknowledgment, fwtand conditions known to the investinote stalemen&, or other appropriate
gator that may have affected the outmeans to those who have contributed
come of a study or the interpretasignificantly to reaearch or concept
tion of datz They describe the extent to which results are applicable
development in accordance with
for divenc populations.
such contributions. The principal
G.4.b. Obligation to Report
contributor is listed first and minor
Unfavorable Resultr
technical or professional contribuCounselon report the mulls of any
tions are acknowledged in notes or
rrsearch of pmfessional value. Results
inooductory statemenls.

..

withoutacknowledgmentand permission from the orrvious oublication.

G.5.h. Professikl ~ e & w
Counselors who review material s u b
mitted for publication, research, or
otherschoiar~~
purposes respect the
confidentiality and proorietaw
rights of those who s;bnhtted ii.
Counselors use care to make publication decisions based on valid and
defensible standards. Counselors review ankle submissions in a timely
manner and based on their scope
and competency in research methodologies. Counselors who serve as
reviewers at the request of editors
or publishers make every effort to
only review materials that are within
their scope of competency and use
care to avoid personal biases.

Resolving
Ethical Issues
Introduction

Counselorsbehave in a legal, ethical, and
moral manner in the conduct of their
professional work. Thev are aware that
;lient protection and k t in the pro.
fession depend on a high level of pro.
fessional conduct. They hold other
counselors to the same standards and
are willing to take appropriate action to
ensure that these standards are upheld.
Counselors strive to resolve ethical
G.5.e.Aereement
of
Contributors
"
~serviccr,pr&lingopiniorn;
Counselors who conduct joint re- dilemmaswithdirectmdOpencornmunication among all parties involved and
or mted inlcrests arc not withheld.
with col~eaPuesor
studcnu/
~~. seek
-~ - ~ consultation with colleagues and
G.4.c. Reporling Erron
supervisees establish agreements in
supervison
when necessary. Counselors
1fmunselorsdirovFI.significantenurs
advance reeardine
allocation
of
"
in their puMirhed mearch, they take
tasks, publication credit, and types incorporate ethical practice into their
masonablesteps to corrensuch errors
of acknowledeement
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organizations. Advocacy &b to remove barri& and o b
stacles
that inhibit access,. wowth. and development.
Assent - to demonstrate agreement, when a permn is otherwise not capable or competent to give formal consent
(e.e.. informed consent) to acounseling service or plan.
~ ~ i i nan
t -individual seeking or referred to the prof&ional
s e ~ c e of
s a counseior for help with problem resolution
or decision making.
Counselor - a professional (or a student who is a counselorin-training) engaged in a counseling practice or other
counseling-related services. Counselors fulfill many
roles and responsibilities such as counselor educators,
researchers, supervisors, practitioners, and consultants.
Counselor Educator - a professional counselor engaged
primarily in developing, implementing, and supe&hg
the educational preparation of counselors-in-training.
Counselor Supervisor 1a professional counselor who engages in a formal relationship with a practicing counselor o r counselor-in-training for the purpose of overseeing that individual's counseling work or'clinical skill
development.
Culture - membership in a socially constructed way of
coll&tive values. beliefs.
.livinr.
..... w . which
- - incomorates
~ ~
norms, boundaries, and lifestyles that are cbcreated
with others who share similar worldviem comorisine
biological, psychosocial, historical, psychologi;al, and
other
factors.
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Diversity the similarities and diierences thatoccur within
and a c r m cultures. and the intersection of cultural and
social identities.
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Documents any written, digital, audio. visual, or artistic
recordine of the work within the counseling
- relationship
between ;ounselor and client.
Examinee -a recipient of any professional counseline service
that includes ;ducation&'psychological, and career a p
p
d utilizing qualitativeor quantitative techniques.
Forensic Evaluation - any formal assessment conducted for
court or other legal proceedings.
Multicultud/Dive18ity Competence a capacity whereby
counselors possess cultural and diversity awareness and
knowledge about self and others, and how this awareness and knowledge is applied effectively in practice
with clients and client groups.
Multidturnl/Diveruity Counseling counseling that recognizes diversity and embraces approaches that support the
wonh, dignity. potential, and uniqueness of individuals
within their historical, cultural, economic, political. and
psychosocial contexts.
Student -an individualengaged in formal educational preparation as a counxlor-inuaining.
Supervisee - a professional counselor or counxlorin-baining
whose counseling work or clinical skill development is
being overseen in a formal supervisory relationship by a
qualified trained professional.
Su&hr -counselors who are tnined to wme the ~mfes~sionalclinical~rkofcounxlonvldcouweloninb6inin~.
Teachine all activities e n d in as mrt of a formal education2
design&yo lead to a graduate degree in
counseline.
nqining - ths inshucfion and practice of s131s dated to the
counseline~rofession.Tiainineconbibutcs to the onaoing
pmiicim?;of students and p;ofessional counselors.
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The nurse, in all professional
relationships, practices with
compassion and respect for the
inherent dignity, worth, and
uniqueness of every individual,
unrestricted by considerations
of social or economic status,
personal attributes, or the
nature of health problems.
The nurse's primary commitment
is to the patient, whether an
individual, family, group, or
community.
The nursc promotes, advocates
for, and strives to protect the health,
safirty, and rights of the patient.
The nursc is responsible and
accountable for individual nursing
practice and determines the appropriate delegation of tasks consistent
with the nurse's obligation to
provide optimum patient cuc.
The nursc owes the same duties
to self as to others, including the
responsibility to preserve integrity
and Jafety, to maintain competence,
and to continue penonal and
professional growth.

@
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The nursc participates in establishing, maintaining, and improving
health care environments and
conditions of employment conducive to the provision of quality
health care and consistent with the
values of the profession through
individual and collective action.
The nurse participates in the
advancement of the profession
through conmbutions to practice,
education, adminimation, and
knowledge dcvelopmcnt.
The nursc collaborates with other
health profcssionak and the public
in promoting community, national,
and international efforts to meet
health needs.
The profession of nursing, as
represented by associations and
their members, is responsible for
articulating nursing values, for
maintaining the integrity of the
profession and its practice, and
for shaping social policy.

Ethics is an integral part of the foundation of nursing. Nursing
has a distinguished history of concern for the welfare of the sick,
injurcd, and vulnerable and for social justice. This concern is
embodied in the provision of nursing urc w individuals and the community.
Nursing cncomplssw the prevention of illness, the deviation of suffering,
and the protccdon, promotion, and restoration of hulth in the c u t of
individuals, families, groups, and communities. Nurses act to change those
aspects of social m c t l ~ r e that
s detract from health and well-being.
Individuals who become nurscs are expected not only to adhere to the ideals
and moral norms of the profession but also to embrace them as a part of what
it means to be a nurse. The ethical tradition of nursing is self-reflective,
enduring, and distinctive. A code of cthics makes explicit the primary goals,
d u e s , and obligations of the pro%ion.
The Codc of Ethics for Nurscs serves the following purposes:
It is a succinct statement of the ethical obligations and duties
of every individual who enters the nursing profession.
It is the profession's nomegotiabk ethical standard.
It is an expression of nursing's own understanding of its
commitment to society.
There uc numerous appmacha for addressing ethics; thew include adopting
or subscribing w ethical t h e o h , including humanist, feminist, and social
ethics, adhering to ethical prinaples, and culdvilting virtues. The Code
of Ethics for Nurse. rctlccts d of rhac approaches. The words *ethical" and
"moral" are used throughout the Codc of Ethics. "Ethical" is used to refer
w rusons for decisions about how one ought to act, using the above
mentioned approaches. In general, the word "moral" overlap with "cthical"
but is mote aligned with personal bdief and cultural d u e s . Statements that
describe activities and attributes of nurse. in this Codc of Ethics arc m be
undcmood as nonnative or pracriptive statements expressing cxpcctations of
ethical behavior.

The Codc of Ethics for Nurscs uses the term patirnt to refer to recipients
of nursing care. The derivation of this word refers to "one who suffers,"
reflccdng a universal aspect of human existence. Nonethdcss, it is recognized
that nurscs also providc xrvices to thwe seeking hcalth as well as those
responding to iUncss, to students and to staff, in hcalth care ficilitics as well
as in communitia. Similarly, the term pracricc refers to the actions of the
nurx in whatever role the nurse fulfills, including direct patient care provider,
educator, adminisator, researcher, policy developer, or other. Thus, the
values and obligations expressed in this Codc of Ethics apply to nurses in all
roles and settings.
The Code of Ethics for Nurscs is a dynamic document. As nursing and its
social context change, changes to the Code of Ethics arc also necessary.
The Code of Ethics consists of two components: the provisions and the
accompanying interpretive statements. There arc nine provisions. The first
three describe the mmt h d a m e n u l values and commitments of the nurse,
the next three address boundaries of duty and loyalty, and the last three
address aspects of duties beyond individual patient encounters. For each
provision, there arc interpretive statements that provide greater spcaficity
for practice and are responsive to the contemporary context of nursing.
Conxqucntly, the interpretive statements arc subject to more fkquent
revision than are the provisions. Additional ethical guidance and detail can
be found in ANA or constituent member wodation position statements that
address clinical, research, adminismtive, educational, or public policy issues.
Code of Erhiu for Nwrrrr with I n r q n t i v c Statcmcnts provides a hncwork
for nurses to u x in ethical analysis and decision-making. The Codc of Ethics
establishes the ethical standard for the profession. It is not negotiable in any
setring nor is it subject to revision or amendment except by formal process
of the H o u x of Delegates of the ANA. The Codc of Ethics for Nuncs is a
reflection of the proud ethical heritage of nursing, a guide for nurses now
and in the future.
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with interpretive statements

1.1 Respect for human dignity
A hdamental prinaple that underlies all nursing practice is mpect for the
inherent worth, dignity, and human rights of every individual. Nursc~cake into
account the needs and values of all persons in all professional relationships.

1.2 Relationships t o patients
The need for health care is universal, transcending all individual differences.
The nurse ~ b l i s h relationships
a
and delivers nursing scmces with respcct
for human necds and values, and without prejudice. An individual's lifestyle,
value system and religious beliefs should be considered in planning health
care with and for each paticnt. Such consideration d w not suggest that the
nurse neccssady agrees with or condones certain individual choices, but that
the nurse mpcctr the patient as a person.
1.3 The nature of health problems
The nwse mpccts the worth, dignity and rights of all human beings
irrspccdve of the n a m of the health problem. The worth of the person is
not a&ctcd by disuse, disability, functional status, or proximity to death.
This respect mends to all who require the services of the nurse for the
promotion of health, the prevention of illnes, the restoration of hcalth, the
alleviation of suffering, and the provision of supportive care to thwe who
arc dying.

The measures nurses take to care for the paticnt enable the patient to live
with as much physical, emotional, s o d , and spiritual wdl-being as possible.
Nursing cuc aims m maximize the values that the patient has treasured in life
and extends supportive
to the hmily and sipilicant others. Nursing care
is directed toward meeting the comprehensive needs of patients and their
families across the c o r h u u m of care. This is particularly vital in the care of
patients and their families at the end of life to prevent and relicvc the cascade
of symptoms and suffering that are commonly associated with dying.

Nurses are leaders and vigilant advocates for the delivery of dignified and
humane care. Nuncs actively participate in assessing and assuring the
responsible and appropriate use of interventions in order to minimize
unwarranted or unwanted treatment and patient suffering. The acceptability
and importance of carefully considered decisions regarding resuscitation
status, withholding and withdrawing Life-sustaining therapies, forgoing
medically provided nutrition and hydration, aggressive pain and symptom
management and advance directives arc increasingly evident. The nursc
should provide intcrvcntions to relieve pain and other sympmrns in the dying
patient cven when those interventions entail risks of hastening death.
However, nurxs may not act with the sok intent of ending a patient's life
cven though such action may be motivated by compassion, respect for
patient autonomy and quality of life considerations. N u m have invaluable
experience, knowledge, and insight into cam at the end of life and
should be actively involved in related research, education, practice, and
policy development.
1.4 The right t o self-determination
Respect for human dignity requires the recognition of specific patient rights,
particularly, the right of self-determination. Self-determination, also known
as autonomy, is the philosophical basis for informed consent in health cue.
Patients have the moral and legal right to determine what will be done with
their own person; t o be given accurate, complete, and understandable
information in a manner that facilitates an informed judgment; to be assisted
with weighing the benefits, burdens, and available options in their treatment,
including the choice of no treatment; to accept, re&, or terminate
treatment without deceit, undue influence, duress, coercion, or penalty; and
to be given necessary support throughout the decision-making and treatment
process. Such support would indude the opportunity to make decisions
with Family and significant othcrs and the provision of advice and support
from knowledgeable nurscs and other hcalth professionals. Patients should be
involved in planning their own hcalth care to the extent they arc able and
choose to participate.
Each nursc has an obligation to be knowledgeable about the m o d and
legal rights of all patients to self-determination.The nursc prucrves, protects,
and supports thow interests by asscssing the paticnt's comprehension of both
the information presented and the implications of decisions. In situations
in which the patient lacks the capacity to make a decision, a designated
surrogate decision-maker should be consulted. The role of the surrogate is
to make dccisions as the patient would, based upon the patient's previously
expressed wishes and known values. In the abscncc of a designated surrogate

decision-maker, decisions should be made in the best interests of the patient,
considering the paticnt's personal values to the extent that they arc known.
The nursc suppom patient self-determination by participating in discussions
with surrogates, providing guidance and refenal to othcr resources as
necessary, and identifying and addressing problems in the decision-making
process. Suppon of autonomy in the broadest sense also includes recognition
that people of some culnues place less weight on individualism and choosc to
defer to family or community values in decision-making. Rrspcct not just
for the specific decision but also for the paticnt's method of decision-making
is consistent with the principle of autonomy.
Individuals arc interdependent members of the community. The n u n
rcccgnizes that thcre are situations in which the right to individual selfdetermination may be outweighed or limited by the rights, health and welfare
of othcrs, pvticularly in relation to public hcalth considerations. Nonetheless,
limitation of individual rights must always be considered a serious deviation
from the standard of care, justified only when there are no less restrictive
means available to preserve the rights of others and the demands of justice.

1.5 Relationships with collcagucg and othcrs
The principle of respect for persons extends to all individuals with whom the
and caring relationships
othcrs with a commitment to the fair treatment of
to resolving conflict.
direct care provider, administrator,
of these roles, the nurx treats
colleagues, employees, assistants, and students with respect and compassion.
This standard of conduct precludes any and aU prejudicial actions, any form
of harassment or threatening behavior, or disregard for the effect of one's
actions on others. The nurse values the distinctive contribution of individuals
or groups, and collaborates to meet the shared goal of providing quality
health services.

2.1 Primacy of the patient's interests
The nurse's primary commitment is to the recipient of nursing and hcalth
cue scrviccs-tht patient-whether the recipient is an individual, a Family,
a group, or a community. Nursing holds a fundamental commitment to the
uniqueness of the individual patient; therefore, any plan of care must reflect
that uniqueness. The nurw strives to provide patients with opportunities to

participate in planning cue, assures that patients find the plans acceptable
and supports the implementation of the plan. Addressing patient interests
requires recognition of the patient's place in the hmily or other networks
of relationship. Whcn the paticnt's wishes arc in conflict with others, the
nursc seeks to help resolve the conflict. Where conflict persists, the nurse's
commitment remains to the identified patient.

2.2 Conflict o f interest for nurses
Nuare frequently put in situations of conflict arising from competing
loyalties in the workplace, including situations of conflicting expectations
from paticnts, hmilics, physicians, colleagues, and in many cases, health care
organizadons and health plans. Numust examine thc conflicts v i j ~ n g
between their own personal and professional values, the values and interests
of others who are also responsible for patient care and hcalth cam decisions,
as well as thox of patients. Nurses strive to rcsolvc such conflicts in ways
that ensure patient safety, guard the patient's best interests and prcscrvc the
professional integrity of the nursc.
Situations created by changes in hcalth care financing and delivery systems,
such as incentive systems to decrcax spending, pose new possibilities of
conflict between economic self-interest and professional integrity. The use
of bonuses, sanctions, and incentives tied to 6nancial targets are examples
of features of hcalth care systems that may present such conflict. Conflicts of
interest may arise in any domain of nursing activity including clinical p d c c ,
administration, education, or rcxuch. Advanced practice nurscs who b i
directly for services and nursing cxccutives with budgetary responsibilities
must be especially cognizant of the potential for conflicts of interest Nurses
should disclose to all relevant parties (e.g., patients, employers, coUcagucs)
any perceived or actual conflict of interest and in some situations should
withdraw from further participation. Nurses in all roles must seek to ensure
that employment arrangements are just and fair and d o not crate an
unreasonable conflict between patient carc and direct pcrsonal gain.

2.3 Collaboration
Collaboration is not just cooperation, but it is the concerted effort of
individuals and groups to attain a shared goal. In health care, that goal is to
address the hcalth needs of the paticnt and the public. The complexity of
hcalth care delivery systems requires a multi-disciplinary approach to the,
delivery of services that has the strong support and active participation of
all the health professions. Within this context, nursing's unique contribution,
scope of practice, and relationship with other health professions needs to
be clcarly articulated, represented, and preserved. By its very nature,

col)abontion requires mutual aust, recognition, and respect among the
hcalth care team, shared decision-making about paticnt carc, and open
dialogue among all parties who havc an interest in and a concern for hcalth
outcomes. Nu- should work to w u r c that the relevant parties arc involved
and have a voice in decision-making about patient care issues. Nurses should
see that the questions that need to be addrcsscd arc asked and that the
information nccded for informed decision-making is available and provided.
Nurses should actively promote rhc cc4labontive multi-disciplinary planning
required to ensure the availability and accessibility of quality health services to
all persons who have needs for health cam.
Intrapiofcssiolul coUabontion within nursing is fundamental to effectively
addresing the health needs of patients and the public. Nurses engaged in
non-clinical roles, such as adminismation or research, while not providing
direct care, nonetheless arc collaborating in the provision of care through
their influence and direction of t h o x who do. Effective nursing carc is
accomplished through the interdependence of nurses in differing roles-those
who teach the nccded &ills, set standards, manage the environment of care,
or expand the boundaries of knowledge used by the profession. In this s e w ,
nurses in all roles share a responsibility for the outcomes of nursing carc.
2.4 Professional boundaries
Whcn a c ~ within
g
one's role as a professional, the nurse recognizes and
maintains boundaries that establish appropriate limits to rclationships.
While the nature of nursing work has an inherently pcrsonal component,
nurse-patient relationships and nurse-colleague relationships havc, as thcir
foundation, the p u y of preventing illncss, deviating suffering, and
protecting, promodng, and restoring the hcalth of patients. In this way,
nursc-patient and nurse-colleague relationships diffkr from those that arc
purely personal and unstructured, such as friendship. The intimate nature
of nursing care, the involvement of nurses in important and sometimes
highly sucssful life events, and the mutual dependence of coUcagues
working in clox concert all prrscnt the potential for blurring of limits to
professional relationships. Maintaining authenticity and expressing oneself as
an individual, while remaining within the bounds established by the purpose
of the relationship, can be especially difficult in prolonged or long-term
relationships. In all encounters, nurses arc responsible for retaining their
professional boundaries. Whcn those professional boundarics arc
jeopardized, the nurse should seek assistance From peen or supervisors or
take appropriate steps to remove her/himself from the situation.

3.1 Privacy
The nurse sakguards the paticnt's right to privacy. The nccd for health
care docs not justify unwanted inuusion into the paticnt's life. The nurse
advocates for an environment that provides for sufficient physical privacy,
including auditory privacy for discussions of a personal nature and policies
and practices that protect the confidentiality of information.
3.2 Confidentiality
Associated with the right to privacy, the nurx has a duty to maintain
confidentiality of all paticnt information. The paticnt's well-being could
be jeopardized and the fundamental trust between paticnt and nurse
destroyed by unnecessary access to data or by the inappropriate disclosure
of identifiable paticnt information. The rights, well-being, and safcty of thc
individual paticnt should be the primary factors in arriving at any professional
judgment concerning the disposition of confidential information received
from or a b w t the patient, whether oral, written or electronic. The standard
of nursing practice and the nuru's responsibility to provide quality carc
require that relevant data be shared with those members of the hcalth carc
team who have a nccd to know. Only information pertinent to a patient's
treatment and welfare is disclosed, and only to thow directly involved with
the patient's care. Duties of confidentiality, however, arc not absolute and may
need to be modified in order to protect the paticnt, other innocent parties,
and in circumstances of mandatory disclosure for public health reasons.
Information used for purposes of peer review, third-party payments, and
other quality improvement or risk management mechanisms may be
disclosed only under defined policies, mandates, or protocols. These written
guidclincs must w u r c that the rights, well-being, and safety of the patient
arc protected. In general, only that information directly relevant to a task or
specific responsibility should be disclosed. When using electronic
communications, special effort should be made to maintain data security.

3.3 Protection o f participants in research
Stemming from the right to self-determination, each individd has the right
to choose whether or not to participate in research. It is imperative that *e
patient or legally authorized surrogate receive sufficient information that is
n~atcrialto an informcd decision, to comprehend that information, and to
h o w how to discontinue participation in m a t c h without penalty. Necwary
information to achieve an adequately informcd consent includes the nature of

partidpation, potential harms and benefits, and available alternatives to
taking part in the &.
Additionally, the patient should bc informed
of how the data will be protected. The paticnt has the right to refux to
partiapate in rescarch or to withdraw at any time without fear of advcrsc
c
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consequences or reprisal.
Research should bc conducted and directed only by qualified persons.
Prior to implementation, all hshould bc approved by a qualified
review board to ensure patient protection and the ethical integrity of the
research. Nurscs should bc cognizant of the special concerns nised by
research involving vulnerable groups, including children, prisoners, students,
the elderly, and the poor. The nluw who participates in research in any
capacity should be fully informed about both the subject's and the nurse's
rights and obligations in the pard&
rescamh study and in research in
general. Nurscs have the duty to question and, if necessary, to report and to
refuse to pvdcipate in research they deem morally objectionable.

3.4 Standards and revim mechanisms
Nursing is responsible and accountable for assuring that only those
individuals who have demonstrated the knowledge, skill, practice experiences,
commitment, and integrity essential to profcssional practice arc allowed to
enter into and continue to practice within the profession. N u m educators
have a rcsponsibiity to ensurc that basic competencies are achieved and to
promote a commitment to profcssional practice prior to entry of an
individual into practice. Nursc administrators are responsible for assuring
that the knowledge and skills of each nursc in the workplace are assesscd
prior to the assignment of responsibilities requiring preparation beyond basic
academic programs.
The nurse has a responsibility to implement and maintain standards of
professional nursing practice. The nunc should participate in planning,
establishing, implementing, and d u a t i n g review mechanisms designed to
safeguard patients and nwscs, such as peer review proccsscs or committees,
crcdentialing proccsses, quality improvement initiatives, and ethics
cornminca.'Nurse administraton must ensure that nurses have acccss to and
inclusion on insdtutional ethics committees. Nurses must bring f o n w d
diflicult issues rclaud to patient care and/or institutional constmints upon
ethical practice for discussion and review. The nursc acts to promote
inclusion of appropriate others in dl deliberations related to patient care.

N u m shwld also be active participants in thc development of policies and
review mechanisms designed to promote patient safety, reduce the likelihood

of errors, and address both environmental system hctors and human factors
that present increased risk to patients. In addition, when errors do occur,
nurses are expected to follow institutional guidelines in reporting errors
committed or obscrved to the appropriate supervisory personnel and for
assuring responsible dixlosurc of erron to patients. Under no circumstances
should the nursc participate in, or condone through siience, either an
attempt to hide an error or a punitive response that serves only to fix blame
rather than correct the conditions that led to the error.
3.5 Acting o n questionable practice
The nurse's primary commitment is to the health, well-being, and safety of
the patient across the life span and in all settings in which health care needs
are addressed. As an advocate for the padcnt, the nurse must be alert to and
take appropriate action regarding any instances of incompetent, unethical,
illegal, or impaircd practice by any member of the health care team or the
hcalth care system or any action on the part of others that places the rights
or best interests of the patient in jeopardy. To Function effectively in this
role, nurses must be knowledgeable about the Code of Ethics, standards
of practice of the profession, relevant federal, stare and local laws and
regulations, and the employing organization's policies and procedures.

When the nursc is aware of inappropriate or questionable practice in the
provision or denial of health care, concern should be expressed to the
person carrying out the questionable practice. Attention should be called to
the possible dcvimcntal affcct upon the patient's well-being or best interests
as well as the integrity of nursing practicc. When Factors in the hcalth carc
delivery system or health care organization threaten the welfare of the
paticnt, similar action should be directed to the responsible administrator. If
indicated, the problem should be reported to an appropriate higher authority
within the institution or agency, or to an appropriate external authority.
There should be established processes for reporting and handling
incompetent, uncthical, illegal, or impaired practice within the employment
setting so that such reporting can go through official channels, thereby
reducing the risk of reprisal against the reporting nurse. AU nurscs have a
responsibility to assist those who identify potentially questionable practice.
State nurses associations should be prepared to provide assistance and
support in the developn~entand evaluation of such proccsws and reporting
procedura. When incompetent, uncthical, illegal, or impaired practice is not
corrcctcd within the cmploymcnt setting and continues to jeopardize patient
well-being and safety, the problem should be reported to other appropiiate
authorities such as practice committees of the pertinent profcssional
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organizations, the legally constituted bodies concerned with licensing of
speci6c categories of h d t h workers and professional practitioners, or the
regulatory agcnaes concerned with evaluating standards or practice. Some
situations may warrant the concern and involvement of all such groups.
Accurate reporting and factual documentation, and not merely opinion,
unda@d all such rcsponsiMc actions. When a nurse chooscs t o engage in
the act of responsible reporting about situations that arc perceived as
unethical, incompetent, illegal, or impaired, the professional organization
has a responsibility to provide the nurse with support and assistance and to
protect rhc practice of those n u r w who c h m to voice thcir concerns.
hporcing unethical, illegal, incompetent, or impaired practices, even when
done appropriately, may prexnt substantial risks to the nursc; nevertheless,
such risks do not diminate the obligation to address serious threats to
patient Mfcty.

3.6 Addressing impaired practice
Nurscs must be vigilant to protect the patient, the public, and thc profession
from potential harm when a colleague's practice, in any setting, appean to
be impaired. The nurx extends compassion and caring to colleagues who
are in recovery from illness or when illness interferes with job performance.
In a situation where a nurse suspects another's practice may be impaired,
the nurse's duty is to take action designed both to protect patients and to
assure that the impaired individual receives assistance in regaining optimal
function. Such action should usually begin with consulting supervisory
personnel and may also indude confronting the individual in a supportive
manner and with the assistance of others or helping the individual to access
appropriate resources. Nursc~arc encouraged to follow guidclmcs outlined
by the profession and polides of the employing organization to assist
collcagues whosc job performance may be adversely affected by mental or
physical illness or by personal circumstances. Nurses in all roles should
advocate for collcagues whose job performance may be impaired to ensure
that they receive appropriate assistance, treatment and access to fair
institutional and legal processes. This includes supporting the return to
practice of the individd who has sought assistance and is ready to resume
professional duties.
If impaired practice poses a threat or danger to self or others, regardless of
whecher the individual has sought help, the nurse must take action to report
the individual to pasons authorized to address the problem. Nurscs who
advocate for others whosc job pcrformancc creates a risk for harm should be
protected from negative consequences. Advocacy may be a difficult process
and the nurx is advised m follow workplace policies. If workplace policies do

arc less direct, in assuming the rcspnsibiities of a particular role, thcy
share responsibility for the care provided by those whom they supervise
and instruct. The nurse must not engage in practices prohibited by law or
dckgate activities to others that are prohibited by the practicc acts of othcr
health care providers.

lot exist or are inappropriate-that is, thcy deny the nurse in question access
o due legal process or demand resignation-the reporting nursc may obtain
suidance from the professional association, state peer assistance programs,
'mpiaycc assistance program or a similar resource.
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Individual nursa arc responsible for assessing thcir own competence. When
the needs of the padent arc beyond the qualifications and competencies of
the nurse, consultation and wllaborauon must be sought from qualified
nurscs, other health profcsionals, or othcr appropriatc sources. Educational
resources should bc sought by nurses and provided by institutions to
maintain and advance the competence of nurscs. Nurse educators act in
collaboration with their srudents to asses the learning needs of the student,
the cfictivencss of the teaching program, the identification and utilization of
appropriatc resources, and the support needed for the learning process.

k.1 Acceptance of acwunwbiity and responsibility

ndividual registered nurscs bear primary responsibility for the nursing care
hat their patients receive and are individually accountablc for thcir own
hacticc. Nursing practicc includes direct care activities, acts of delegation,
n d othcr responsibilities such as teaching, research, and administration.
n each instance, the nurse reuins accountabiity and responsibility for the
p&ty of practicc and for conformity with standards of carc.

4.4 Delegation o f nursing activities
Since the nursc is accountablc for the quality of nursing carc given to
patients, nunes arc accountablc for the assignment of nursing responsibiilities
to other nunes and the delegation of nursing care activities to othcr health
carc workers. While delegation and assignment are used here in a generic
moral sense, it is understood that individual states may have a particular legal
definition of these terms.

qurses arc faced with decisions in the context of the increased complexity
n d changing patterns in the delivery of health care. As the scope of nursing
lracticc changes, the nurse must exercix judgment in accepting responsiiities, seeking consultation, and assigning activities to others who carry out
lursing care. For example, some advanced practicc nurses have the authority
o issue prescription and treatment orders to be carried out by othcr nurscs.
rhesc acts arc not acts of delegation. Both the advanced practicc nurse
suing the order and the nurse accepting the order are responsible for the
udgmcnts made and accountablc for the actions taken.
L.2 Accountability for nursing judgment and action
Lccountabiiity means to bc answerable to oneself and others for one's own
ctions. In order to bc accountable, nurses act under a code of ethical
onduct that is grounded in the moral principles of fidelity and respect for
hc dignity, worth, and xlf-determination of patients. Nurscs arc accountablc
3r judgments made and actions taken in the coursc of nursing practice,
:respective of health care organizations' policies or providers' directives.

L.3 Responsibility for nursing judgment and action

ksponsibility refers to the specific accountabiiity or liability associated with
he performance of duties of a particular rok. Nurscs accept or reject specific
ole demands baxd upon their education, knowledge, competence, and
xtent of cxpericnce. Nurses in administration, education, and research
Iso have obligations to the recipients of nursing care. Although nurscs in
dminisuation, education, and research have relationships with patients that
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The nursc must make reasonable efforts to wcss individual competence
when assigning selected components of nursing care to other health care
workem. This assessment involvw evaluating the knowlcdgc, skills, and
experience of the individual to whom the care is assigned, the complexity
of the assigned tasks, and the health status of the patient. The nursc is also
responsible for monitoring the activities of these individuals and evaluating
the quality of the carc provided. Nurses may not delegate responsibilities such
as aJscssment and evaluation; they may delegate tasks The nursc must not
knowingly assign or delegate to any member of the nursing team a task for
which that person is not prepared or qualified. Employer policies or directives
do not relieve the nurx of mponsibity for making judgments about the
delegation and assignment of nursing care tasks.
Nurxs hctioning in management or administrative roles have a particular
rcsponsibiry to provide an environment that supports and facilitates
appropriate assignment and delegation. This includes providing appropriate
orientation to saff, assisting less experienced nurses in developing necessary
skills and compctenacs, and establishing policies and procedures that protect

both the patient and nurse tiom the inappropriate assignment or delegation
of nursing responsibilitiss, activities, or task.

Nurscs hnctioning in educator or preceptor roles may have lcss direct
relationships with patients. However, through assignment of nursing care
~ctivitiesto learners thcy share responsibility and accountability for the carc
provided. It is imperative that the knowledge and skills of the learner be
sutlicient to provide the assigned nursing care and that appropriate
supervision be provided to protect both the patient and the learner.

5.1 Moral self-respect
Moral respect accords nloral worth and dignity to all human beings
irrespective of their personal attributes or life situation. Such respect extends
to oneself as well; the -me duties that we owe to others we owe to ourselves.
Self-regxding duties refer to a realm of duties that primarily concern
oneself and include professional growth and maintenance of competence,
preservation of wholeness of character, and personal integrity.
5.2 Professional growth and maintenance of competence
Though it has consequences for others, maintenance of competence and
ongoing professional growthinvolves the control of onc's own conduct
in a way that is primarily self-regarding. Competence affects onc's selfrespect, self-esteem, profcssional starns, and the meaningfulness of work.
In all nursing roles, evaluation of onc's own performance, coupled with
peer review, is a means by which nursing practice can be held m the highest
standards. Each n u m is responsible for p a r t i c i p a ~ gin the development
of criteria tor evaluation of practice and for using those criteria in peer and
self-assessment.
Continual prokuional growth, particularly in knowledge and skill, requires a
commirnlent to lifelong learning. Such learning includes, but is not limited
to, continuing education, networking with professional colkagues, self-srndy,
protitssional reading, certification, and seeking advanced degrees. Nurscs
are required to have knowledge relevant to the current scope and standards
of nursing practice. changing issues, concerns, controversies, and ethics.
Where the care required is outside the competencies of rhc individual nune,
consultation should be sought or the patient should be referred to others for
appropriate carc.

5.3 Wholenus of character
Nurscs have both personal and profcssiond identities that are neither
entirely separate, nor entirely merged, but are integrated. In the proccss
of becoming a professional, the nursc embraces the values of the
pmfession, integrating them with personal values. Duties to self involve
an authentic expression of one's own moral point-of-view in practice.
Sound ethical decision-making requires the rcspccdul and open exchange
of views bcouccn and among all individuals with relevant interests. In a
community of m o d discourse, no one person's view should automatically
take precedence over that of another. Thus the nune has a responsibility to
cxprcss moral pcrspcctives, even when they diet from those of ochers, and
even when thcy might not prevail.
This wholeness of character encompasses relationships with patients. In
situations whcre the patient requests a personal opinion from the nursc,
the nune is generally free m express an informed personal opinion as
long as this prrsewes the volunminess of the patient and maintains
appropriate professional and moral boundaries. It is csscntial to be aware of
the potential f a undue influence attached to the nursc's profcssional role.
Assisting patients m clarify their own values in reaching informed decisions
may be helphl in avoiding unintended p u a s i o n . In sirnations wherc
nurses' responsib'itics include care for thosc whose personal attributes,
condition, l i t y l e , or situation is stigmatized by the community and are
personally unacceptable, the nurse still renders respectful and skilled care.
5.4 Preservation of integrity
Integrity is an aspect of wholeness of character and is primariJy a selfconcern of the individual nurse. An economically constrained health care
environment presents the nursc with particularly troubling threats to
integrity. Threats to integrity may include a request to deceive a patient, to
withhold information, or to falsify records, as well as verbal abuse from
patients or coworlccrs. Thrcats m integrity also may include an expectation
that the nune will act in a way that is inconsistent with the values or ethics
ofthe profession, or more specilically a request that is in direct violation of
the Code of Ethics. Nurses have a duty m remain consistent with both
their personal and professional values and to accept compromise only to
the degree that it remains an integrity-prercrvingcompromisc. An
integrity-preservingcompromise does nor jeopardize the dignity or wellbeing of the nurse or others. Integrity-preserving compromise can be
difficult to achieve, but is more Wrcly to be accomplished in situations
where there is an open forum for moral discourse and an atmosphere of
mutual rcspcct and regard.

Where nurses are placed in situations of compromise that exceed
acceptable moral limits or involve violations of the moral standards of the
profession, whether in direct paticnt carc or in any other forms of nursing
practice, they may express their conscientious objection to participation.
Where a particular treatment, intervention, activity, or practice is morally
objectionable to the nurse, whether intrinsically so or because it is
inappropriate for the specific paticnt, or where it may jcopardizc both
patients and nursing practice, the nurse is justified in refusing to pardcipate
on moral grounds. Such grounds exclude personal preference, prejudice,
convenience, or arbitrariness. Conscientious objection may not insulate the
nurse against formal or informal penalty. The nurse who decides not to takc
part on the grounds of conscientious objection must communicate this
decision in appropriate ways. Whenever possible, such a refusal should be
made known in advance and in time for alternate arrangements to be made
for patient care. The nurse is obliged to provide for the patient's safety, to
avoid paticnt abandonment, and to withdraw only when assured that
alternative sources of nursing carc arc available to the paticnt.
Where patterns of institutional behavior or professional practice compromise
the integrity of all its nurses, nurses should express their concern or
conscientious objection collectively to the appropriate body or committee.
In addition, they should express their concern, resist, and seek to bring about
a change in those persistent activities or expectations in the practice setting
that arc morally objectionable to nurses and jeopardize either patient or nursc
well-being.

6.1 Influence o f the environment o n moral virtucs and values
Virtues arc habits of character that predispose persons to meet their moral
obligdtions, that is, to d o what is right. Excellences are habits of character
that predispose a person to do a particular job or task weU. Virtues such as
wisdom, honescy, and courage are habits or attributes of the morally good
person. Excellences such as compassion, patience, and skill arc habits of
chaacter of the morally good nurse. For the nurse, virtues and cxccUenccs
are those habits that affirm and promote the values of human dignity, wellbeing, respect, health, independence, and other values cenhal to nursing.
Both virtues and excellences, as aspects of moral character, can be either
nurtured by the environment in which the nurse practices or they can be

diminished or thwarted. All nurses have a responsibility to create,
maintiin, and contribute to environments that support the g~owthof
virtues and cxceUcnccs and cnablc nurses to fulfill their ethical ohligations.
6.2 Influence o f the environment o n ethical obligations

AU nurses, regardless of role, have a responsibility to crcatc, maintain,
and conmbute to environments of practicc that support nurses in fulfilling
their ethical obligatiom. Environments of practicc include obxrvahle
features, such as working conditions, and written policies and proccdurcs
setting out expectations for nurses, as well as less tangible characteristics
such as informal peer norms. Organizational srmcturcs, role descriptions.
health and safety initiatives, grievance mechanisms, ethics committees,
compensation systems, and disciplinary procedures all conmbute to
environments that can either present barriers or foster ethical practicc and
professional fulfillment. Environments in which employees are provided
fair hearing of grievances, are supported in practicing according to
standards of care, and are justly treated allow for the reali~ationof the
values of the profession and are consistent with sound nursing practicc.

6.3 Responsibility for the healthcare environment
The nurse is responsible for contributing to a moral environment that
encourages respccthl interactions with colleagues, support of peers, and
identification of issues that need to be addressed. Nurse administrators
have a pvticular responsibility to assure that employees are treated fairly
and that nurses arc involved in decisions related to their practice and
working conditions. Acquiescing and accepting unsafe or inappropriarc
practices, even if the individual docs not participate in the specific
practice, is equivalent to condoning unsafc practice. Nurses should not
remain employed in facilities that routinely violate paticnt rights or rcquire
nurses to severely and lrpeatedly compromise standards of practicc or
personal morality.
As with concerns about patient care, nurses should address concerns

a b u t the health care environment h u g h appropriate channels.
Organizational changes are difficult to accomplish and mav require
persistent e%m over time. Toward this end, nurses may participate in
coUective action such as coUective bargaining or workplace advocacy.
preferably through a professional assodation such as the state nurses
association, in order to address the terms and conditions of employment.
Agreements reached through such action must be consistent with the
profession's standards of practicc, the state law regulating practice. and
the Code of Ethics for Nursing. Conditions of employment must
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connibute to the moral environment, the provision of quality patient care,
and the profcssional satisfaction for nurses.
The professional association also serves as an advocate for the nurse by
seeking to secure just compensation and humane working conditions for
nuncs. To accomplish this, the professional association may engage in
collective bargaining on behalf of nurses. While seeking to assure just
economic and general welfare for nurscs, collective bargaining, nonetheless,
seeks to keep the interests of both nunes and patients in balance.

7.1 Advancing the profession through active involvement in nursing
and in health care policy
Nurses should advance their profession by contributing in some way to the
leadership, activities, and the viability of their profcssional organizations.
Nurses can also advance the profession by serving in leadership or mentonhip
roles or on committees within their places of employment. Nurses who arc
self-employed can advance the profession by sening as role mod& for
profcssional integrity. Nurses can also advance the profession through
participation in civic activities related to health care or through local, state,
national, or international initiatives. Nurse educators have a specific
responsibiity to enhance students' commitment to professional and civic
values. Nursc administrators have a responsibility to foster an employment
environment that facilitates nurses' ethical integrity and professionalism, and
nune researchers arc responsible for active connibution to the body of
knowledge supporting and advancing nuning practice.
7.2 Advancing the profession by developing, maintaining, and
implementing professional standards in clinical, administrative,
and educational practice
Standards and guidelines reflect the practice of nuning grounded in ethical
commitments and a body of knowledge. Professional standards and guidelines for nunes must be developed by nurses and reflect nursing's rcsponsibility to society. It is the responsibility of nurses to identify their own scope
of practice as permitted by profcssional practice standards and guidelines, by
state and federal laws, by relevant societal values, and by the Code of Ethics.
The nune as administrator or manager must establish, maintain, and
promote conditions of employment that enable nunes within that
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standards of nursing practice and provide a nuning and health care work
environment that meets the standards and guidelines of nursing practicc.
Professional autonomy and self regulation in the control of conditions of
practice are necessary for implementing nursing standards and widclines
and assuring quality care for those whom nursing serves.
The nurse educator is responsible for promoting and maintaining
optimum standards of both nursing education and of nursing practice in
any settings where planned learning activities occur. Nursc educators must
also ensure that only those students who posscss the knowledge, skills,
and competencies that are ewntial to nuning graduate from their nursing
proprams.

7.3 Advancing the profession through knowledge develnpment.
dissemination, and application to practice
The nursing profcssion should engage in scholarly inquiry to identify.
evaluate, refine, and expand the body of knowledge that forms the
foundation of its discipline and practice. In addition, nuning knowledge
is derived from the sciences and from the humanities. Ongoing scholarly
activities are essential to fulfilling a profession's obligations to society. All
nuncs working alone or in collaboration with others can participate in thc
advancement of the profession through the development, evaluation.
dissemination, and application of knowledge in practice. Howcver, an
organizational dimate and infrastructure conducive to scholarly inquiry
must be valued and implemented for this to occur.

8.1 Health needs and concerns
The nuning p r o h i o n is committed to promoting the health, weltire, and
safety of all people. The nunc has a responsibility to be aware not only of
spec& health needs of individual patients but also of broader health
concerns such as world hunger, environmental pollution, lack of access to
health care, violation of human rights, and inequitable distribution of
nursing and health care m w c c s . The adability and accessibility of high
quality health services to all people require both interdisciplinary planning
and collaborative partnerships among health professionals and others at the
community, national, and intcmational levcls.
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Nurscs, individually and collectively, have a responsibility to be
mawledgeable about the health status of the community and existing threats
:o hcalth and safety. Through support of and pamcipation in community
xganizations and groups, the nurse assists in efforts to educate the public,
rachtates
. . informed choice, identifies conditions and circumstances that
:onuibutc to illness, injury and discax, fosters healthy lifc styles, and
participates in institutional and legislative efforts to promote health and meet
national health objectives. In addition, the nurse supports initiatives to
address barriers to hcalth, such as poverty, homelessncss, unsafe living
:onditions, abuse and violence, and lack of access to hcalth services.
The nurse also recognizes that hcalth carc is provided to culturally diverse
populations in this country and in all parts of the world. In providing care,
the nurse should avoid imposition of the nurx's o m cu~turald u e s upon
h e r s . The nurse should affirm human dignity and show respect for the
valucs and practices associated with different culmrcs and use approaches to
:are that reflect awareness and sensitivity.

9.1 Assertion of values
I t is the responsibility of a professional a d a t i o n to communicate and
affirm the valucs of the profession to i s members. It is essential that the
professional organization encourages discourse that supports critical sclfreflection and evaluation within the pfession. The organization also
communicates to the public the values that nursing considers central to
social change that will enhance hcalth.

9.2 T h e profession carries o u t its collective responsibility through
professional associations
The nursing profession continues to develop ways to clarify nursing's
accountability to society. The contract between the profcaion and ~ocietyis
made explicit through such mechanisms as (a) the Code of Ethics
for Nurses, (b) the standards of nursing practicc, (c) the ongoing
development of nursing knowledge derived from nursing theory, scholarship,
and research in order to g u i m a c t i o n s , (d) educational requirements
for practicc, (c) certification, and (f) mcchanisms for evaluating the
effectiveness of profcssional nursing actions.

A profcssional association is responsible for expressing the values and
cthics of the profession and also for encouraging the professional
organization and its members to function in accord with those values
and cthics. Thus, one of its fundamental rcsponsibilitics is to promote
awareness of and adherence to the Code of Ethics and to critique the
aoivitics and ends of the profcssional association itself. Values and ethics
influence the power structures of the association in guiding, correcting,
and directing its activities. Legitimate concerns for the self-interest of the
association and the profession arc balanced by a commitment to the social
goods that arc sought. Through critical sclf-reflectionand self-evaluation,
associations must foster change within thcmsclves, seeking to move the
professional community mward its stated ideals.

9.4 Social reform
Nurses can work individually as citizens or collectively through
political action m bring about social change. It is the responsibility of a
professional nursing association m spcak for nurxs collcctivcly in shaping
and reshaping hcalth carc within our nation, specifically in arcas of health
care policy and legislation that affect accessibility, quality, and the cost of
hcalth carc. Here, the professional association maintains vigilance and
takes action m intluence legislamrs, rcimburscmeut agencies, nursing
organizations, and other health professions. In thcx activities, hcalth is
understood as being broader than delivery and reimbursement systems,
but extending to health-relatcd sociocultural issues such as violation of
human rights, homelessncss, hunger, violence, and the stigma of illness.
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The Evolution of ~ u r s i n ~ ' s . & s f , ~ t d o ' i c.s

The development of Code of Ethicsfor N u m wid, Int-ve
Stntntrcntsis a
benchmark for both the American Nurses Association and for the profession
of nursing as a whole. The evolution of the Codc dates from 1893 whcn the
"Nightingale Pledge" was adopted, and from 1926 and 1940 whcn tentative
Codes were suggested but not formally ratified. This is the first time in the
last 25 years that the entire Code has been revised and the second time in the
last 50 ycan that an entirely new document has been produced. This Code is
the result of five years of work on the part of the Code of Ethics kojcct Task
Force, an advisory board, state liaisons, and ANA staff. It is the culmination of
more than ten field reviews of drafts that were circulated in hard copy and
made available online, incorporadng comments from hundreds of n u n a
across thc United States and abroad.
The ethical tradition that has been manifest in every iteration of the Code
is self-reflective,enduring, and distinctive. The ethical standard established by
the Codc of Ethics is nonnegotiable. This means that the Codc supporn
the nurx in a steadfast way across various settings and in a Mticty of nursing
roles. This Codc of Ethics is for all n u n a and is particularlj' useful at the
beginning of the 21st century because it: reitcram the fundamental values
and commitments of the nurse (Provisions 1-3); identifies the bounduic~
of duty and loyalty (Provisions 4-6); and describes the duties of the nurw that
extend beyond individual patient encounters (Provisions 7-9). The achievement of a uuc global awareness about the human condition and the needs for
health care is one of the most important moral challenges of the 21st century,
and this Code beckons nurses toward mch an awareness.
The Code of Ethics is the promise that n u m arc doing their best to provide
carc for thcir patients and their communities. supporting each other in the
process so that all nurses can fulfill their ethical and pmkssional obligations.
Codr @Ethics f m N u m with Intrrpmive Stnamcnts is an important tool
that can be used now as leverage to a better future for nurses, patients, and
health carc.

1893 The "Nightingale Plcdge, " patterned after medicine's Hippocratic
Oath, is undersrood as the first nursing code of ethics.

1896 The Nurses' Associited Alumnae of the United States and Canada
(later to become the American Nurxs Association). whose first
purpme was to establish and maintain a ccdc of ethics.

1926 "A Suggested Code" is provisionally adopted and published in the
American Journal of Nursing (AJN) but is never formally adopted.

1940 "A Tentative Code" is publihed in A m , but also is never
formally adopted.

-1 950 The Code for Professional Nurws, in the form of 17 provisions
that are a substantive revision of thc "Tentative Code" of 1940,
is unanimously accepted by the ANA House of Dclcgatcs.

1956 The Code for Professional Nurscs is amended.
1960 The Code for Profasional Nurscs is revised.
1968 The Codc for Professional Nurses is substantively revised,
condensing the 17 provisions of the 1960 Code into 10 pmvisions.

1976 Codrfbr N u m with In-PC

Stamnmn, a modification of the
provisions and intcrprctivc statcmcnts, is published as 11 provisions.

1985 Codcfbr Nurses with In"pctivc Shrtnrunn retains
the provisions of the 1976 version and includes revised
interpretive statements.

2001 Codc of Enbiufbr Num with Inmpntivc Statrmcnn is
accepted by the ANA Hwse of Delegates.
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Law Enforcement
Oath of Honor
On my honor, I will never
betray my badge, my integrity,
my character or the public trust.

I will always have the courage to hold
myselfand others accountablefor our actions.
I win always uphold the
constitution, my community, and the
agency I serve.

International Association of Chiefs of Police

Model Policy on Standards of
Conduct
Standards of Conduct

IACP National Law Enforcement Policy Center
Standards of Conduct
Model Policv

I. PURPOSE
It is the purpose of this policy to provide additional specificity to the
standards of conduct embodied in the law enforcement officer's code of
ethics and this agency's statement of values so that officers of this agency
will better understand prohibitions and limitations pertaining to their conduct
and activities while on and off duty.

The rules of conduct set forth in this policy are not intended to serve as an
exhaustive treatment of requirements, limitations, or prohibitions on officer
conduct and activities established by this agency. Rather, they are intended
to (1) alert officers to some of the more sensitive and often problematic
matters involved in police conduct and ethics; (2) specify, where possible,
actions and inactions that are contrary to and that conflict with the duties
and responsibilities of law enforcement officers, and (3) guide officers in
conducting themselves and their affairs in a manner that reflects standards
of deportment and professionalism as required of law enforcement officers.
Additional guidance on matters of conduct is provided in regard to specific
policies, procedures, and directives disseminated by this agency and from
officers' immediate supervisors and commanders.

Actions of officers that are inconsistent, incompatible or in conflict with the
values established by this agency negatively affect its reputation and that of
its officers. Such actions and inactions thereby detract from the agency's
overall ability to effectively and efficiently protect the public, maintain peace

and order, and conduct other essential business. Therefore, it is the policy of
this law enforcement agency that officers conduct themselves at all times in
a manner that reflects the ethical standards consistent with the rules
contained in this policy and otherwise disseminated by this agency.
111. DEFINITIONS

Accountability: I n the context of this policy, accountability means the duty of
all officers to truthfully acknowledge and explain their actions and decisions
when requested to do so by an authorized member of this agency without
deception or subterfuge.
IV. PROCEDURES

A. General Conduct
1. Obedience to Laws. Reaulations. and Orders

a. Officers shall not violate any law or any agency policy, rule, or procedure.
b. Officers shall obey all lawful orders.
2. Conduct Unbecomina an Officer

Officers shall not engage in any conduct or activities on- or off-duty that
reflect discredit on the officers, tend to bring this agency into disrepute, or
impair its efficient and effective operation.
3. Accountabilitv. Res~onsibilitv,and Disci~line

a. Officers are directly accountable for their actions through the chain of
command, to this agency's chief executive officer.
b. Officers shall cooperate fully in any internal administrative investigation
conducted by this or other authorized agency and shall provide complete and
accurate information in regard to any issue under investigation.
c. Officers shall be accurate, complete, and truthful in all matters.
d. Officers shall accept responsibility for their actions without attempting to
conceal, divert, or mitigate their true culpability nor shall they engage in
efforts to thwart, influence, or interfere with an internal or criminal
investigation.

e. Officers who are arrested, cited, or come under investigation for any
criminal offense in this or another jurisdiction shall report this fact to a
superior as soon as possible.
4. Conduct Toward Fellow Emdoveeg

a. Officers shall conduct themselves in a manner that will foster cooperation
among members of this agency, showing respect, courtesy, and
professionalism in their dealings with one another.
b. Employees shall not use language or engage in acts that demean, harass,
or intimidate another person. (Members should refer to this agency's policy
on "Harassment and Discrimination in the Workplace" for additional
information on this subject)
5. Conduct Toward the Public

a. Officers shall conduct themselves toward the public in a civil and
professional manner that connotes a service orientation and that will foster
public respect and cooperation.
b. Officers shall treat violators with respect and courtesy, guard against
employing an officious or overbearing attitude or language that may belittle,
ridicule, or intimidate the individual, or act in a manner that unnecessarily
delays the performance of their duty.
c. While recognizing the need to demonstrate authority and control over
criminal suspects and prisoners, officers shall adhere to this agency's use-offorce policy and shall observe the civil rights and protect the well-being of
those in their charge.
6. Use of Alcohol and Druas

a. Officers shall not consume any intoxicating beverage while on duty unless
authorized by a supervisor.
b. No alcoholic beverage shall be served or consumed on police premises or
in vehicles owned by this jurisdiction.
c. An officer shall not be under the influence of alcohol in a public place,
whether on- or off-duty.
d. No officer shall report for duty with the odor of alcoholic beverage on his
or her breath.

e. No officer shall report to work or be on duty as a law enforcement officer
when his or her judgment or physical condition has been impaired by
alcohol, medication, or other substances.
f. Officers must report the use of any substance, prior to reporting for duty
that impairs their ability to perform as a law enforcement officer.
g. Supervisors shall order a drug or alcohol screening test when they have
reasonable suspicion that an employee is using and/or under the influence of
drugs or alcohol. Such screening shall conform to this agency's policy on
employee drug-screening and testing.
7. Use of Tobacco Products

While on duty, a police officer shall not use a tobacco product unless in a
designated area and while not conducting police business. Additionally,
officers are not permitted to use tobacco products in a vehicle owned or
maintained by this agency.
8. Abuse of Law Enforcement Powers or Position

a. Officers shall report any unsolicited gifts, gratuities, or other items of
value that they receive and shall provide a full report of the circumstances of
their receipt if directed.
b. Officers shall not use their authority or position for financial gain, for
obtaining or granting privileges or favors not otherwise available to them or
others except as a private citizen, to avoid the consequences of illegal acts
for themselves or for others, to barter, solicit, or accept any goods or
services (to include, gratuities, gifts, discounts, rewards, loans, or fees)
whether for the officer or for another.

c. Officers shall not purchase, convert to their own use, or have any claim to
any found, impounded, abandoned, or recovered property, or any property
held or released as evidence.
d. Officers shall not solicit or accept contributions for this agency or for any
other agency, organization, event, or cause without the express consent of
the agency chief executive or his or her designee.
e. Officers are prohibited from using information gained through their
position as a law enforcement officer to advance financial or other private
interests of themselves or others.

f. Officers who institute or reasonably expect to benefit from any civil action
that arises from acts performed under color of authority shall inform their
commanding officer.
9. Off-Dutv Police Action

a. Officers shall not use their police powers to resolve personal grievances
(e.g., those involving the officer, family members, relatives, or friends)
except under circumstances that would justify the use of self-defense,
actions to prevent injury to another person, or when a serious offense has
been committed that would justify an arrest. I n all other cases, officers shall
summon on-duty police personnel and a supervisor in cases where there is
personal involvement that would reasonably require law enforcement
intervention.
b. Unless operating a marked police vehicle, off-duty officers shall not arrest
or issue citations or warnings to traffic violators on sight, except when the
violation is of such a dangerous nature that officers would reasonably be
expected to take appropriate action.
10. Prohibited Associations and Establishments

a. Arresting, investigating, or custodial officers shall not commence social
relations with the spouse, immediate family member, or romantic companion
of persons in the custody of this agency.
b. Officers shall not knowingly commence or maintain a relationship with any
person who is under criminal investigation, indictment, arrest, or
incarceration by this or another police or criminal justice agency, and/or who
has an open and notorious criminal reputation in the community (for
example, persons whom they know, should know, or have reason to believe
are involved in felonious activity), except as necessary to the performance of
official duties, or where unavoidable because of familial relationships.
c. Except in the performance of official duties, officers shall not knowingly
enter any establishment in which the law of that jurisdiction is regularly
violated
d. Officers shall not knowingly join or participate in any organization that
advocates, incites, or supports criminal ads or criminal conspiracies.
8. Public Statements. ADoearances. and Endorsements

1. Officers shall not, under color of authority,

a. makes any public statement that could be reasonably interpreted as
having an adverse effect upon department morale, discipline, operation of
the agency, or perception of the public;
b. divulge or willfully permit to have divulged, any information gained by
reason of their position, for anything other than its official, authorized
purpose; or
c. unless expressly authorized, makes any statements, speeches, or
appearances that could reasonably be considered to represent the views of
this agency.
2. Endorsements
Officers may not, under color of authority, endorse, recommend, or facilitate
the sale of commercial products or services. This includes but is not limited
to the use of tow services, repair firms, attorneys, bail bondsmen, or other
technical or professional services. It does not pertain to the endorsement of
appropriate governmental services where there is a duty to make such
endorsements.
C. Political Activity

Officers shall be guided by state law regarding their participation and
involvement in ~oliticalactivities. Where state law is silent on this issue.
officers shall bLguided by the following examples of prohibited political'
activities during working hours, while in uniform, or otherwise serving as a
representative of this agency:
a. Engage in any political activity;
b. Place or affix any campaign literature on city/county-owned property;

c. Solicit political funds from any member of this agency or another
governmental agency of this jurisdiction;
d. Solicit contributions, signatures, or other forms of support for political
candidates, parties, or ballot measures on property owned by this
jurisdiction;
e. Use official authority to interfere with any election or interfere with the
political actions of other employees or the general public;

f. Favor or discriminate against any person seeking employment because of
political opinions or affiliations;
g. Participate in any type of political activity while in uniform.
D. Ex~ectationsof Privacy
1. Officers shall not store personal information or belongings with an
expectation of personal privacy in such places as lockers, desks,
departmentally owned vehicles, file cabinets, computers, or similar areas
that are under the control and management of this law enforcement agency.
While this agency recognizes the need for officers to occasionally store
personal items in such areas, officers should be aware that these and similar
places may be inspected or otherwise entered-to meet operational needs,
internal investigatory requirements, or for other reasons-at the direction of
the agency chief executive or his or her designee.
2. No member of this agency shall maintain files or duplicate copies of
official agency files in either manual or electronic formats at his or her place
of residence or in other locations outside the conflnes of this agency without
express permission.

IACP National Law Enforcement Policy Center
Standards of Conduct
Conceots and Issues PaDer
October, 1998

A. Purpose of the Document
This document was designed to accompany the Model Policy on Standards of
Conduct developed by the IACP National Law Enforcement Policy Center.
This paper provides essential background material and supporting
documentation to provide greater understanding of the developmental
philosophy and implementation requirements for the model policy. This
material will be of value to law enforcement executives in their efforts to
tailor the model to the requirements and circumstances of their community
and their law enforcement agency.

Unlike many of the policies developed by the National Law Enforcement
Policy Center, law enforcement agencies should regard the present policy as
pertinent to all members of their agency, not solely to sworn officers. While
sworn personnel may be at greater risk with regard to many of the issues
addressed herein, all members of police agencies should be cognizant of and
may be held equally accountable for the mandates set forth in this policy.
B. Background
I t has been said that policing is a morally dangerous occupation. Most
offkers who have been in line operations for even a limited period of time
can affirm this view. The public is not totally unaware of this fact either.
Indeed, most popular literature and movie depictions of police work deal
extensively with the moral and ethical dilemmas that officers face on the
job. Police officers confront many temptations and difficult decisions that
often involve conflicting notions of what is right and wrong and what is
expected from them. There are several issues in the police environment that
set the stage for such moral and ethical dilemmas.

Probably the most common among these is the fact that police officers
possess substantial power that can be exerted for the beneflt or detriment: of
many individuals. The legal right to employ coercive force to gain compljijnce
of individuals, up to and including the use of deadly force, makes law
enforcement unique among occupations. Such power is attractive to some
persons who wittingly or unwittingly attempt to co-opt police authority for
their own advantage. From the seemingly benign offer of a free cup of coffee
for an officer on the beat to a substantial financial inducement for an officer
to 'look the other way," law enforcement authority is a source of many
temptations that can strain the limits of personal and professional integrity.
There are other, maybe not so obvious, sources of moral and ethical conflict
in police work. For example, most police officers are required to deal with
many persons and situations that reflect some of the more demeaning and
dehumanizing aspects of life. These situations can and often do have
negative long-term side effects on the attitudes, opinions, and philosophy of
officers who are forced to deal with them on a day-to-day basis. The
impressionable, idealistic young recruit may, over time, become
disillusioned, cynical, or frustrated, feeling that his or her efforts are
ineffectual and unappreciated. Such officers may be more tempted to adopt
a 'who cares?" attitude, to lose the ethical and moral focus that they
originally brought to police work, to bend the rules and possibly become
involved in questionable or illegal conduct.

Frustrations arise from a variety of other sources. For example, many
officers perceive the legal system as being weighted far too heavily against
law enforcement and in favor of criminal suspects. Further, police officers
often see other individuals or segments of society as flouting or "stretching"
the law and getting away with or even being rewarded for it, while honest
cops labor years in relatively low-paying, often dangerous, and many times
thankless jobs.
Finally, one cannot overlook the fact that officers are often caught in a moral
dilemma by the very nature of their profession. Society asks police officers
to control crime and to apprehend perpetrators while at the same time
placing severe restrictions on the manner in which these can be
accomplished. On the one hand, for example, officers are rewarded for their
effectiveness in apprehending criminals, but, should their zeal cross the
bounds established by law; these same efforts can be punished. These
seemingly conflicting demands may lead some officers to feel that the
courts, prosecutors, defense attorneys, and others in the criminal justlce
system are working at odds with them and the good of society. The need to
find the proper balance between protection of society and adherence to the
dictates of individual rights and liberties can be a difficult effort for many
officers, one that often pits means against ends and involves them in
organizational, professional, and personal dilemmas.
I n this context, the police officers' standards of conduct can become unclear.
Matters regarding agency policy, acceptable practices, and appropriate
behavior can be interpreted by officers in differing ways. Therefore, police
agencies must clearly define what is and is not acceptable conduct. I t has
long been acknowledged that, to do their job properly, law enforcement
officers must accept and abide by a high ethical and moral standard that is
consistent with the rule of law they are sworn to uphold. They must also
back up those beliefs and demonstrate their adherence to those values by
consistently employing propriety and discretion in their personal lives that
reflects favorably on themselves as professionals and the law enforcement
agency that they represent. Without this, police agencies cannot expect to
gain the respect and cooperation of citizens that is essential to the success
of policing.
Personal integrity, a conscious decision to do the right thing even in the face
of overwhelming pressure, and recognition of personal responsibility for
one's actions are all indispensable ingredients in achieving high levels of
professional conduct. Developing formal values and institutionalizing ethical
standards within the police agency are also essential to this end. These
norms and ethical precepts should serve as guidance to officers when
making decisions about the propriety of specific types of behavior or actions

absent express agency policy. But, while values, codes of conduct, and
ethical standards are important guides, it is also important that agencies
make clear what acceptable police conduct under specific situations is so
that there are no misunderstandings. This is particularly the case in highly
sensitive areas of police operations. With this in mind, the IACP National Law
Enforcement Policy Center developed the Model Policy on Standards of
Conduct, the components of which are discussed here.
The model policy deals with a limited number of issues from the large
number of possible concerns relating to police conduct. The rules of conduct
addressed in the model policy are not intended to serve as an exhaustive
treatment of requirements, limitations, or prohibitions on offlcer conduct and
activities. Rather, the issues discussed here are among those that have
traditionally presented the most trouble for police agencies and officers and
are among the most sensitive traditionally in terms of their impact on law
enforcement agencies and the community.
The model policy's statement of purpose also notes that it is intended to
specify, where possible, actions and inactions that are contrary to and that
conflict with the duties and responsibilities of law enforcement offlcers. And,
it is meant to guide offlcers in conducting themselves and their affairs in a
manner that reflects standards of deportment and professionalism as
required of law enforcement offlcers. Not all matters of conduct can be
addressed in a single policy on conduct. Expectations with regard to conduct
cut across many aspects of law enforcement operations. Therefore, officers
should not overlook guidance available through specific policies, procedures,
and directives as well as through the guidance and recommendations of
supervisory and command offlcers.
11. PROCEDURES
A. Policy Rationale

A succinct justification and rationale for the development of the policy on
standards of conduct is found in the model policy statement:

Actions of offlcers that are inconsistent, incompatible or in conflict with the
values established by this agency negatively affect its reputation and that of
its officers. Such actions and inactions thereby detract from the agency's
overall ability to effectively and efficiently protect the public, maintain peace
and order, and conduct other essential business. Therefore, it is the policy of
this law enforcement agency that officers conduct themselves at all times in
a manner that reflects the ethical standards consistent with the rules
contained in this policy and otherwise disseminated by this agency.

As in the above statement, it is important in any policy to lay the
groundwork or the premise upon which the policy and procedures are built.
This baseline information is perhaps nowhere more important than in a
policy that deals with personal and professional conduct of officers.
Standards of conduct often involve personal liberties, including freedom of
association, freedom of speech, and related matters that are among the
more closely guarded of individual rights. Most persons feel strongly that
these and other matters of personal conduct should be, within reason, the
subject of their own choice and personal preference. Many resent an
employer's attempts to dictate the terms of what is deemed appropriate and
inappropriate conduct.
I n virtually all working environments and areas of employment, there are
limitations upon an employer's capacity to dictate the terms of employment
with regard to personal conduct of employees. Of course, it is reasonable for
employers to require that their personnel conduct themselves with decorum
and good taste. However, when it comes to matters that are perceived to be
of a more personal nature, employees are far more sensitive. I n these
matters, employers must be even more sure that the restrictions or
limitations they wish to impose are legally grounded, reasonable, and
justifiable as job related.
The courts have, in many cases, upheld the notion that law enforcement
work carries certain unique features that distinguish it from other types of
employment. As such, certain types of conduct and employee activities are
deemed inimical to the efficient and effective operation of police agencies
and can be limited, curtailed, or modified in some manner. For example,
almost every police agency desires to regulate, at least to some degree, the
personal appearance of its officers, to include hairstyles. Predictably, policies
on these and similar issues have been and are still subjected to legal
challenge. While the subject of personal appearance is not covered in the
present policy on standards of conduct, case law in this regard carries some
lessons that form a good backdrop to the discussion in this concepts and
issues paper. Specifically, police agencies desiring to regulate hairstyles,
especially hair length, have received considerable support from the courts.
The landmark decision in this area is the 1976 Supreme Court case of Kelley
v. Johnson, [I]in which officers challenged a regulation of the Suffolk
County, New York, Police Department.
The regulation a t issue in Kelley governed the style and length of officers'
hair, sideburns, and mustaches, and also prohibited beards. The regulation
was challenged on the grounds that it violated the officers' rights of free
expression under the First Amendment and guarantees of due process and
equal protection under the 14th Amendment. The department contended

that the regulations were necessary to ensure uniformity of appearance,
thereby making officers readily recognizable by the public, and that it also
contributed to the agency's esprit de corps.
The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the police department's regulation. The
Court noted that the officers might indeed have a "liberty interest" in their
hairstyles that could not be curtailed by the department absent rational
justification. However, the Court held that uniformity of appearance and the
maintenance of esprit de corps were sufficient rational justifications for
imposing the regulations. Therefore, under Kelley, a hairstyle regulation will
be upheld as long as the department has a 'rational justification" for its
enforcement. I n this case, the rational justification is based on the logical
connection between the policy and the promotion of legitimate agency
interests (and those of the public) to protect property and persons.
Clearly from the above example, police policies generally, and particularly
those that have bearing on liberty interests of personnel, must be based on
rational, articulably justifiable grounds that relate to the promotion of
legitimate law enforcement agency and/or public interests. I n addition to
meeting these tests, a policy on employee conduct as well as any other
agency policy cannot be overly broad or overreaching so as to unfairly or
unnecessarily impact personnel. I n the same manner, the policy must be
specific enough that officers can reasonably be expected to understand what
is expected of them and to follow its mandates. For example, a hair
regulation for officers should indicate the length and style of hair that is
acceptable and state any exceptions to those rules that may be applicable,
such as in the case of officers who may be working in undercover capacities.
Finally, the policy must be uniformly applied. There should be no unjustified
exceptions to the application of the policy to individuals within the agency,
or it may be reasonably argued that the policy is arbitrary, capricious, and
discriminatory. These principles should be reemphasized whenever police
policies of any type are formulated and enforced and particularly in cases
that deal with standards of conduct.
8. Obedience to Laws
The model policy states that officers are responsible for observance of all
laws, regulations, and orders. This may appear at flrst glance to be a matter
of such a fundamental nature as not to deserve specific mention in an
agency policy. Certainly, police officers are as subject to the law as any
other person. But reality dictates and history has shown that some officers,
whether through misguided zeal or for other reasons, may come to view
themselves and their police colleagues as exempt from the law on a general,
selective, or situational basis. This element of the policy is intended to stress

the importance of the rule of law for all officers and to hold each officer
accountable for any legal wrongdoing.
I n particular, the mandates of procedural due process for accused persons
must remain paramount in the minds of law enforcement officers as they go
about the task of protecting life and property. These legal protections and
individual rights cannot be placed on hold as a matter of convenience to
achieve agency or officer objectives. They must be recognized as an
indispensable and non-negotiable part of law enforcement in a democratic
state, and a recognized cornerstone of police agency policy. The fact that
officers cannot disregard their own responsibility to the law or circumvent
the rights of individuals as prescribed by law in the course of performing
their duties is a matter that deserves repetition and reinforcement in a policy
on police conduct as well as in the agency's code of conduct and core values.
By the same token, the model policy specifically states that officers shall not
violate any agency policy, rule, or procedure and that they shall obey all
lawful orders. The term lawful is included to acknowledge the uncommon yet
potential situation in which an order may be given that is unlawful and/or
that is in violation of agency policy. An example of an unlawful order is one
in which a subordinate is directed to use excessive force.
C. Conduct Unbecomina an Officer
The model policy prohibits officers from engaging in "any conduct or
activities on- or off-duty that reflect discredit on the officers tend to bring
the agency into disrepute, or impair its efficient and effective operation."
These actions are sometimes referred to as "conduct unbecoming and
officerW(CUBO).Unbecoming conduct incorporates those acts that may not
be specifically identified by policy but that could reasonably be regarded as
so improper or inappropriate by their nature and in their context that they
are harmful to the agency's and officers' reputations.
One of the problems in defining prohibited conduct is that one cannot
reasonably itemize all forms of conduct that may be considered damaging to
officers or their agency. Attempts by an agency to itemize all prohibited acts
become excessively tedious and invariably overlook certain types of behavior
that would be considered unacceptable. Under these circumstances, it is
more difficult to hold an officer accountable for improper behavior if it is not
listed in the defined list of prohibited actions. Therefore, CUBO is an attempt
to incorporate the array of improper acts not specifically identified in the
standards of conduct policy. But, to do this effectively, CUBO must be linked
effectively to an agency's code of conduct and/or values, and officers should
receive training in its meaning.

Some agency administrators may hesitate to incorporate CUBO into their
standards of conduct because it does not identify specific prohibited acts and
presents the possibility that charges brought under this umbrella could more
easily be challenged as being arbitrary. While this possibility exists, it is also
true that most disciplinary measures relating to conduct violations are
subject to similar challenges based on the alleged transgression's relevance
to the officer's job and the efficient and effective operation of the agency. I n
all cases of conduct violations, the agency must be prepared to defend its
position based on the connection of the behavior to negative outcomes on
the agency's officers and mission. This issue of relevance should be as
important to the agency in standards formulation as it is to officers charged
with standards infractions.
Charges of conduct unbecoming an officer should be brought only when
there is particular reason and a rational justification for enforcing the
standard. Absent such criteria, charges should not be brought whether
specifled under CUBO or other conduct prohibitions. As in the case of the
grooming standards (i.e., hair length) brought under Kelley previously
noted, there is normally a presumption that the regulation is valid. The
officer, to overcome this presumption, must show that "there is no rational
connection between the regulation and the promotion of safety of persons
and property."[21

...

I n addition to the above, agencies should be particularly cognizant of the
need to enforce CUBO on a consistent and equitable basis. The agency
should recognize that it may be setting precedent in some cases when
disciplining officers for conduct that is not specified in the agency's policy
and procedure manual. To avoid charges of disparate treatment, the agency
should make every effort to ensure that similar acts of offending conduct by
officers are dealt with through similar disciplinary measures. Also, to provide
officers with the information necessary to make informed decisions on such
matters, the agency should provide in-service training on an initial basis
upon introduction of the policy and on a periodic basis thereafter.
D. Accountabilitv. Responsibilitv. and Disci~line
Officers are reminded in the model policy that they are directly accountable
for their actions through the chain of command to the agency's chief
executive officer. Further, the model policy requires that officers "cooperate
fully in any internal administrative investigation conducted by this or other
authorized agency and shall provide complete and accurate information in
regard to any issue under investigation" and, that they "shall be accurate,
complete, and truthful in all matters."

The importance of these admonitions is lodged primarily in the recognition
that police officers have traditionally been a generally closed social and
professional group. Among the common characteristics of police officers in
this context are silence and solidarity with respect to attacks on fellow
officers. The senses of camaraderie and cohesiveness that these traits reflect
clearly have positive side effects in many aspects of police work. But, they
can also have a negative influence in some cases where officers face charges
of wrongdoing. The model policy makes it clear that officers owe their first
allegiance and responsibility to the agency that employs them and that
failure to cooperate in any internal investigation in an effort to protect
oneself or a fellow officer is a separate violation of policy.
Along these same lines, the model policy states that:
Officers shall accept responsibility for their actions without attempting to
conceal, divert, or mitigate their tiue culpability nor shall they engage in
efforts to thwart, influence, or interfere with an internal or criminal
investigation.
This requirement is intended to expand on the requirement for truthfulness
and cooperation from officers, particularly during internal investigations. But
in addition to being truthful in response to questions that may be posed to
them in an investigation or other matter, officers are expected to accept
responsibility for inappropriate or improper conduct without attempting to
cover UD their mistakes or misdeeds. Attem~tsto withhold information
necessary for the conduct of an internal investigation, or to interfere or
influence such an investigation for one's own protection or to protect
another, should be considered a separate violation of policy.
I n fact, failure to fully cooperate in a purely administrative investigation can
form the basis for disciplinary action up to and including termination of
employment. In such investigations, officers must be informed of this fact
prior to questioning as well as the fact that anything they say may not be
used against them in a subsequent criminal proceeding. However, it should
be noted that where officers are the subject of a criminal investigation,
officers are under no duty to cooperate. Police officers have the same
constitutional rights to remaln sllent and to consult with an attorney as do
civilians in such situatlons.
Finally, with regard to issues of accountability and responsibility, the model
policy recommends adoption of the requirement that officers "who are
arrested, cited, or come under investigation for any criminal offense in this
or another jurisdiction shall report this fact to a superior as soon as
possible." Most offen this issue arises when an officer is arrested or cited in

another jurisdiction where the incident would not normally be reported to
the employing agency. This information-either as a single incident or in the
context of repeated problems-may have bearing upon an officer's ability to
serve as a law enforcement officer generally or in specific assignments
within the police agency. Therefore, agencies should require that any such
criminal arrests, citations, or investigations be reported to a superior in a
timely manner.
E. Conduct Toward Fellow Emdovees

Establishment of a working environment that is constructive and supportive
is one of the better means of developing esprit de corps among employees
and motivating them toward maximum personal and agency achievement.
Dissension, squabbling, and in-fighting among staff members creates a
dysfunctional working environment that can have serious negative
implications for law enforcement efforts-an occupation where teamwork is
so vital. All working environments experience some degree of discord on one
level or another. The workplace is not always a bastion of civility, and some
degree of friction between personalities can be expected. However, an
employee can reasonably expect, and indeed should require, a workplace
free from harassment and discrimination. The model policy contains two
provisions that address this area of concern:
a. Officers shall conduct themselves in a manner that will foster cooperation
among members of this agency, showing respect, courtesy, and
professionalism in their dealings with one another.
b. Employees shall not use language or engage in acts that demean, harass,
or intimidate another person. (Members should refer to this agency's policy
on "Harassment and Discrimination in the Workplace" for additional
information on this subject.
The issue addressed in the model policy is intended to reinforce the need for
general civility and the idea that professionalism and respect toward fellow
workers are at the heart of a healthy, productive police organization. An
extreme example of a breakdown in conduct between employees involves
instances of harassment and discrimination in the workplace, an issue that is
also addressed in the policy. Workplace harassment and discrimination not
only expose the organization and offending personriel to civil liability as well
as possible prosecution under state and federal law, but also have other
destructive effects on the police organization. Harassment has serious
debilitative effects on its victims and creates disruptions to productivity.
Many good employees often quit as a result of such harassment or develop a
pattern of lost or unproductive time while on the job. Workplace harassment

and discrimination are antithetical to the precepts of a professional law
enforcement agency designed to uphold the law and the rights of all
persons. Harassment and discrimination in the workplace are crimes as well
as the basis for internal administrative discipline and, as such, run counter
to the values and ethics of law enforcement.
Finally, with regard to workplace harassment and discrimination, executives
must consider that an employee who harasses a fellow employee may also
be carrying those same behavior patterns into the community that he or she
serves. It is not hard to image the types of charges that could be leveled
against an officer and his/her law enforcement agency should this prejudicial
attitude be manifested within the community. The types of persons who
display harassing and discriminatory types of behavior within their agencies
among their colleagues are generally not suitable for law enforcement
careers.
The issue of harassment and discrimination within the workplace is a highly
complex and evolving field of law and one that has routinely created some of
the greater concerns for police personnel management. Agencies should
address these issues in a separate comprehensive policy on this matter and
remain cognizant of the broader applicability of workplace harassment and
discrimination law.

[a

F. Conduct Toward the Public

Interaction with the public is the police officer's central focus. A positive
police-community relationship is essential for gaining the public's confidence
in the police and cementing their support in crime prevention and criminal
apprehension. Research has confirmed what all police offlcers know from
experience: that the public is the primary resource for successful criminal
apprehension and crime prevention. Without public support and cooperation,
the job of law enforcement is substantially more difficult and far less
successful.
But public support and cooperation with the police do not come naturally.
They are built upon mutual respect, a relationship that is largely the product
of fair treatment by the police. The police image among citizens is delicate
and often flckle. It is generally the product of a single or a few brief personal
encounters with the police or the product of what are perceived as reliable
stories passed on by friends or acquaintances who have had such
experiences. Even a single negative public encounter can have a ripple
effect, particularly in areas where police presence is more conspicuous
and/or prevalent, such as in high-crime areas. Unfortunately, the public
retains memories of bad incidents concerning the police far longer than it

remembers favorable ones, and negative incidents can often undo or
seriously damage long-standing positive police-community relationships.
All of the above indicate that good conduct of the police toward the public is
not only proper from a professional and ethical standpoint but is "smart
policing" as well. I t is not simply a public relations tool: it is or should be a
conscious attempt to nurture community good will and respect for the police
so that the public's contributions to crime control can be fully realized. To
this end, the model policy specifies several general rules of conduct that if
followed by officers on a consistent basis when dealing with the public should
assist in building and maintaining public support.
Specifically, the model policy states the following:
a. Officers shall conduct themselves toward the public in a civil and
professional manner that connotes a service orientation and that will foster
public respect and cooperation.
b. Officers shall treat violators with respect and courtesy, guard against
employing an officious or overbearing attitude or language that may belittle,
ridicule, or intimidate the individual, or act in a manner that unnecessarily
delays the performance of their duty.
c. While recognizing the need to demonstrate authority and control over
criminal suspects and prisoners, offlcers shall adherer to this agency's useof-force policy and shall observe the civil rights and protect the well-being of
those in their charge.
G. Use of Alcohol and Druas

The model policy addresses the issues of consumption of alcoholic beverages
and legal use of drugs whether over the counter or as prescribed by a
physician. Use of drugs illegally as a controlled substance is an issue that is
addressed in the model policy under the heading of adherence to laws and is
not further discussed here.
The use of alcohol while on duty (with limited exceptions) is almost
universally prohibited by police agency policy. Disciplinary measures based
upon unauthorized on-duty use are almost always upheld by the courts. The
model policy addresses this concern primarily in the first two statements in
section IV.A.6. I n particular, the policy states that "Officers shall not
consume any intoxicating beverage while on duty unless authorized by a
supervisor." This prohibition recognizes that officers on undercover

assignments or on certain types of surveillance, sting, or similar operations
may have to consume alcoholic beverages as part of their role.
The policy also prohibits the serving or consumption of alcohol 'on police
premises or in vehicles owned by this jurisdiction." This is generally intended
to address situations in which on-duty or off-duty officers may consume
alcohol for informal celebrations or other similar events, but it also includes
other circumstances in which alcohol may be served or consumed. Police
premlses are generally open to the public, and the potentiality of citizens
witnessing police officers consuming alcohol on duty-whether or not this is
in fact the case and irrespective of the circumstances or the quantity of
alcohol in question-is not conducive to the image of a professional police
organization. There are also liability considerations associated with officers
consuming alcohol on police premises whether formally or informally
sanctioned by the agency should accidents or similar incidents occur as a
result.
While the consumption of alcohol by on-duty officers is almost universally
disallowed, departmental regulation of off-duty alcohol consumption, and
disciplinary action for such use, involves more difficult questions.
The model policy addresses the issue of off-duty alcohol consumption by
stating that:
a. an omcer shall not be under the influence of alcohol in a public place,
whether on or off duty,
b. shall not "report for duty with the odor of alcoholic beverage on his or her
breath," and
c. shall not "report to work or be on duty as a law enforcement officer
when his or her judgment or physical condition has been impaired by
alcohol, medication or other substances.
Item (a) above is intended primarily to protect the image of the police
agency against charges of inappropriate officer conduct while off duty just as
the issue of on-duty consumption of alcohol is addressed elsewhere. The
question could easily and legitimately be raised by members of the public
about the professionalism and stability of an officer who lacks the self
restraint and good judgment to appear in public in an inebriated condition.
There is also the potentially serious problem of an officer in a public setting
being required to take emergency police action while under the influence of
alcohol. Items (b) and (c) are also intended to address this issue. The odor
of alcohol on the breath of any officer who reports for work should constitute

sufficient basis alone to remove the officer from duty irrespective of how
much alcohol the officer consumed.
Item (c) above is also meant to protect the agency and the public against
the potential of officers reporting for work or being on duty whenever their
judgment has been impaired by alcohol or other substances. Alcohol and
certain forms of prescription and non-prescription medication affect
individuals differently. Additionally, alcohol and certain medications taken in
conjunction with one another can markedly diminish judgment, perception,
and/or reactions. This may render the officer unflt to perform essential
functions of the job and constitute a danger to him- or herself or others. The
model policy employs this admonition as a caution to officers, prior to
reporting to work, to avoid the use of any drug, including alcohol that could
negatively affect their performance.
Furthermore, the policy requires that officers "report the use of any
substance, prior to reporting for duty that impairs their ability to perform as
a law enforcement officer." This places a burden upon officers for self-control
and self-appraisal, considering that they are olten in the best position to
assess their performance capabilities. While many officers may avoid
reporting impairment for fear of repercussions, it is useful to place officers
on notice that they are personally responsible for reporting to work in a fit
condition and that they will be held accountable for negative consequences
stemming from their consumption of alcohol and/or medication.
A measure of the burden for ensuring that on-duty officers are not impaired
by drugs or alcohol falls upon their first-line supervisors. Therefore, the
policy directs that

Supervisors shall order a drug or alcohol screening test when they have
reasonable suspicion that an employee is using and/or under the influence of
drugs or alcohol. Such screening shall conform to [the] agency's policy on
employee drug-screening and testing.
The above requirements and admonitions are considered to be reasonable
restrictions upon officers to protect themselves, others, and the interests of
the police agency. Some law enforcement agencies may wish to add
additional or more stringent restrictions on the off-duty use of alcohol and
prescription drugs. For example, some agencies place restrictions on officer
consumption of alcoholic beverages within a speciflc time of reporting for
duty-a practice that has been employed by some other types of employers
to include commercial airlines for their flight crews. Still other police
administrators take the position that officers reporting for duty with any
amount of alcohol in their bloodstream are operating a t diminished levels of

proficiency. This, they argue, coupled with the potential need for these
officers to employ deadly force, creates an unacceptable risk to the agency
and the public. While it is difficult to argue against more restrictive policies
of this nature, the same argument could be used with regard to any
substance that impairs, no matter how slight, the judgment and reaction of
officers.
A near-zero tolerance approach to this issue is difficult to manage
administratively, and measures designed to enforce such rules risk
overstepping the legitimate interests of agencies to control their personnel.
Advocacy of zero tolerance or near-zero tolerance for alcohol risks opening a
much broader array of issues that can further complicate the matter. For
example, a difficult question arises when an officer's ongoing off-duty use of
alcohol so debilitates the officer that, although sober when reporting for
work, his or her performance has been impaired by alcohol-related illnesses.
By the same token, even common cold medicines, such as those containing
codeine and antihistamines, can diminish many individuals' judgment and
perception.
I n the end, one mustplace the llon's share of the responsibility for
controlling this matter on the shoulders of individual officers and their
immediate supervisors to ensure that their performance is in keeping with
acceptable agency standards. I n addition, agency administrators should not
lose sight of the fact that alcoholism (should that be involved) may be
regarded as a handicap under federal and state law, and policies
promulgated or actions taken in this context must take this into account.
H. Use of Tobacco Products

The model policy prohibits police officers from using tobacco products unless
they are used in a designated smoking area and only when officers are not
conducting police business. Smokeless tobacco products, such as snuff or
chewing tobacco, are included as well as cigarettes, both because of the
health risks involved as well as the poor public image they impart of police
officers. Officers are also not permitted to use tobacco produds in a vehicle
owned or maintained by the law enforcement agency. This restriction is
based on several factors, to include concern over the appearance of officers
smoking on duty in public; concern for the health and well-being of both
smoking officers and those who may be subjected to their secondhand
smoke in the vehicle; and to a far lesser degree, the negative effect
cigarette smoke has on vehicle cleanliness.
I n the first regard, smoking by officers while on duty has always been
perceived as a public relations or public image problem. I n fact, the common
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and time-honored policy of many departments prohibiting smoking in patrol
cars or while on duty in public places may in many instances be traced to a
concern over the public perception of the department rather than to health
issues. This is a problem that predates the current focus on the adverse
health effects of smoking by many years. I t has long been a feeling among
law enforcement executives that a uniformed officer with a cigarette
dangling from his or her mouth presents an image to the public that is not
acceptable to the department, hence the frequent incidence of prohibitions
against uniformed officers smoking in public.
Now, as smoking increasingly becomes perceived by the public as something
detrimental to the health of both smokers and nonsmokers, smoking by
officers while on duty has become and will continue to be a matter of
increased departmental attention. I n this regard, the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) has made it clear that the Inhalation of secondhand
smoke by non-smokers has a "serious and substantial public health impact"
on nonsmokers. According to the EPA, about 3000 nonsmokers die annually
in the United States due to lung cancer caused by secondary smoke. The
EPA also found that secondary smoke was responsible for a significant
number of cases of pneumonia, bronchitis, and other respiratory infections,
as well as leading to the development or aggravation of asthma.
Of equal importance are the effects of smoke on the health and productivity
of police officers themselves. Even before the EPA issued its landmark
report, many health-conscious police agencies had made their own decisions
on the rlsks and negative impact of smoking on the health of their officers
and fellow employees. Many of those agencies took steps to limit smoking on
duty, and many more today are prohibiting smoking both on and off duty for
newly hired officers.
First among agency concerns is the fact that a law enforcement officer, in
the course of his or her employment, will be required to perform certain
demanding physical tasks that will require cardiovascular endurance.
Cigarette smoking is a substantial inhibitor to the development and
maintenance of this physical condition. Second, police agencies in general
have come to recognize the significant financial and professional value of
career officers. Cigarette smoking is a serious health risk that increases the
possibility of officers' contracting debilitating diseases preventing them from
completing their full term of career employment.
Historically, U.S. courts have been willing to grant law enforcement
orqanizations some leaal leeway in situations in which the efficient
functioning of the department, and therefore, public safety is implicated. I n
view of the documented health reasons alone connected with the use of

tobacco products, restrictions on smoking in the law enforcement
environment will most likely withstand legal challenges directed against
them. [4]
I.Abuse of Law Enforcement Powers and Position
Abuse of power by law enforcement officers can take many forms to include
the use of excessive force, denial of civil rights and related ads. These types
of acts are dealt with separately in the model policy. The present discussion
deals primarily with those acts or inactions committed by police officers for
purposes of financial gain, privilege, or advantage not otherwise available to
them as private citizens.
The abuse of power or position is one of the more serious of conduct
violations that can be leveled against a law enforcement officer. Such
violations range in severity from acceptance of nominal tokens of
appreciation to the systematic exploitation of persons or organizations for
gain. The history of law enforcement is replete with examples of this form of
abuse of power, some of which have grown within police agencies to nearsystemic corruption. The early 1970s reports of the Pennsylvania Crime
Commission and the New York City Knapp Commission are examples of
investigations that identified wide-scale corruption in two of this nation's
larger police departments. Fortunately, such large-scale abuses are rare. But
it is from the small, seemingly benign acts that take advantage of police
power or position that an environment of tolerance grows within agencies,
sometimes leading to more frequent and egregious transactions. From this
historical perspective and with the intent of avoiding even the appearance of
impropriety, the model policy assumes a position of zero tolerance for
corruption.
The model policy addresses six issues relative to the abuse or potential
abuse of police power and position. I n particular, the model policy requires
flrst, that
Officers report any unsolicited gifts, gratuities, or other items of value that
they receive and ... provide a full report of the circumstances of their receipt
if directed.
This reporting requirement is designed to ensure that all such items come to
the attention of the law enforcement agency. Even though officers are
prohibited from receiving gifts, gratuities, and similar items, such items may
nevertheless be received by them through the mail or by other means on an
unsolicited basis. The requirement that officers report these items helps to
ensure that their receipt receives official notice, thus protecting the officer

from allegations of misconduct and providing the agency with the
opportunity to take any action deemed appropriate. Under provisions of the
model policy, officers are also prohibited from using their authority or
position for financial gain, for obtaining or granting privileges or favors not
otherwise available to them or others except as a private citizen, to avoid
the consequences of illegal acts for themselves or for others, or to barter,
solicit, or accept any goods or services (to include, gratuities, gifts,
discounts, rewards, loans, or fees) whether for the officer or another.
This restriction addresses the majority of concerns of police administrators
with regard to an officer's use of authority for financial gain. I t prohibits
situations such as accepting special access to and treatment at public events
or gatherlngs; negotiating with offlcers from the same or another jurisdiction
to overlook violations of the law for themselves, their friends, or members of
their family; or asking for, engaging in barter for or accepting outright any
goods, services, or similar gains. These are only examples of possible
scenarios covered by this directive, which is designed to address a broad
waterfront of situations in which officers could willfully or inadvertently
benefit from their position or authority.
Some will argue that a complete ban on the acceptance of goods, services,
and favors is too far reaching and fails to recognize that gestures are
sometimes made by citizens as tokens of appreciation without any
expectation of special treatment. Each agency must make its own decision
regarding what it will tolerate in this area. But as a matter of principle, it
should be made clear to officers that they are in a high-profile position
within the community as a representative of local government and are given
a special level of trust and authority not available to persons in any other
occu~ation.As such, thev will be faced with situations in which Dersons or
groups may, intentionally or unintentionally, attempt to co-opt their
authoritv and influence them for unauthorized DurDoses. The s i m ~ l eCUD of
coffee o; a discounted meal from a friendly restaurateur may be nothing
more than a courteous gesture or token of appreciation. However, it may
also incorporate subtle manipulation intended to extract favors from officers,
such as spending more time in and around the establishment than would
normally be necessary or permitted.
Moreover, even simple gestures by business owners or individuals, provided
and accepted on a routine basis, can easily lead officers down the slippery
slope from appreciation to expectation. Within time, simple gestures can
grow into significant gifts or rewards and becomes an anticipated part of
officer compensation, or be regarded as perquisites of the job. With this
subtle and gradual change of an officer's attitude comes a relatively easy
transition into development of an expectation that such privileges or benefits

will be forthcoming. When they are not, they may be requested or even
demanded. The acceptance of "perks" from the public can degenerate into a
downward spiral that leads to, in a worst-case scenario, establishment of a
culture of corruption within the law enforcement agency.
Many agencies have adopted the zero-tolerance approach to this matter in
view of the above concerns and realities. I n addition, they recognize that the
acceptance of gratuities and the like presents a bad image of the officers and
the agency to the public. Citizens who witness or learn of officers receiving
special treatment or gratuities can understandably feel a degree of
resentment toward not only the officers involved but the police agency as a
whole. They may question the degree to which favoritism influences the
decision-making process of officers in general, whether law enforcement
resources are provided equitably and fairly within the community, even
whether the apparently simple gesture may reflect a more pervasive degree
of corruption within the police agency. The ability of law enforcement to deal
with public safety effectively is greatly diminished when such actions erode
the confidence of the public in their law enforcement agency.
I n the above context, the model policy also prohibits officers from
purchasing, 'converting to their own. use, or having any claim to any found,
impounded, abandoned, or recovered property, or any property held or
released as evidence." Here again, the issue is one primarlly of appearances.
I n situations involving the above, charges could be made that officers are
engaged in a subterfuge by procuring property unnecessarily or
inappropriately with personal intentions for its use or acquisition. Such
appearances should not be permitted to germinate. However, this does not
preclude the agency from selling at public auction or in other acceptable
ways dispensing of abandoned, recovered, or related property after a
reasonable amount of time and following legitimate and earnest attempts to
locate owners.
Officers are also limited in the manner in which they can solicit funds as part
of or on behalf of the pollce organization. The model policy states that
Officers shall not solicit or accept contributions for this agency or for any
other agency, organization, event, or cause without the express consent of
the agency chief executive or his or her designee.
Some jurisdictions have experienced problems with persons soliciting funds
from the community and those who claim to be doing so on behalf of their
police organization. This directive is intended to impose controls over all
fund-raising activities so that legitimate activities can be sanctioned and
managed by the agency.

Another issue in this realm of concern is addressed in item IV.A.8.e. of the
model policy, which states that
Officers are prohibited from using information gained through their position
as a law enforcement officer to advance financial or other private interests of
themselves or others.
Concerns in this area can take a number of forms. For example, officers or
other employees working in sensitive areas of the agency may sell criminal
history records or other restricted information to commercial concerns as
part of background investigations. Officers working in part-time jobs for
security firms, process servers, or others may use confidential or other
sensitive information developed by the agency to promote their interests and
those of unauthorized outside parties. These are only a few of the many
possible examples of unauthorized uses of police information that may
benefit the financial interests of police employees.
Finally, the model policy takes the position that "officers who institute or
reasonably expect to benefit from any civil action that arises from acts
performed under color of authority shall inform their commanding officer."
Officers may initiate civil lawsuits or otherwise become party to civil actions
against persons with whom they have had dealings in the course of their
employment and from which they could realize monetary compensation. I n
some cases for example, officers may bring actions for physical injuries,
infliction of psychological injuries, improper subjection of the officer to legal
process (e.g., malicious prosecution), actions that are injurious to the
officer's professional status and reputation (as in the case of defamation
suits), or similar actions. [5]While these lawsuits are not common and
officers have the right to bring such actions, the model policy directs that
involved officers notify their commanding offlcer in such cases. This will
allow the agency to become aware of cases in which officers appear to be
abusing this right or conspiring to use this legal avenue solely for personal
gain or punishment of others.
3. Off-Dutv Police Action
Actions taken under color of authority by off-duty police officers have
traditionally been an arena ripe with problems both for police adminlstrators
and individual officers. The breadth of those problems hinge on a number of
factors within the police agency which include but are not limited to (a)
whether officers are considered peace officers under state statute or case
law on a 24-hour basis within their own jurisdiction and whether that
extends to other jurisdictions within their state where employed; (b)
whether they are required by their agency to remain armed while off duty or

do so by agency custom or practice in the absence of specific policy; (c)
whether agency policy governs when and how officers should respond to
violations of the law in an off-duty capacity in their own jurisdiction and
other jurisdictions of the state; and (d) the degree to which the agency
maintains control of off-duty employment of its officers. To the degree that
the forgoing are not regulated by statute, case law or agency policy,
situations involving actions taken by off-duty officers will remain
problematic.
The Model Policy on Standards of Conduct is not designed to address these
widely varied issues. The National Policy Center has established a Model
Policy on Off-Duty Conduct that may be of assistance to agencies in
resolving some of the forgoing issues. The present policy is designed to
address only one aspect of this issue involving the inappropriate use of
police powers.
The model policy provides two speciflc directives in this regard. First, the
policy prohibits officers from
Using their police powers to resolve personal grievances (e.g., those
involving the officer, family members, relatives, or friends) except under
circumstances that would justify the use of self defense, actions to prevent
injury to another person, or when a serious offense has been committed that
would justify an arrest. I n all other cases, offlcer shall summon on-duty
police personnel and a supervisor in cases where there is personal
involvement that would reasonably require law enforcement intervention.
While many officers are armed while off-duty, they are generally out of
uniform and/or driving unmarked privately owned vehicles and thus not
readily identifiable as law enforcement offlcers to the public or even some of
their own colleagues. Additionally, most officers do not wear soft body armor
while off-duty and do not have access to a police radio or other on-duty
types of equipment. All these factors can place off-duty officers in awkward
situations. With these factors in mind, the model policy provides some
direction designed to limit the exposure of offlcers to danger and the agency
to charges of civil liability.[h]
Beyond these personal safety considerations, the intent of this policy
statement is to avoid instances that may Involve conflicts of interest and
that would consequently tend to negatively influence officers' judgment.
Generally speaking, an officer should not invoke police powers for the
purpose of resolving personal grievances or those of family or friends. An
exception to this is when the officer, friends or family become victims of a

crime or when the violations of law are so serious as to require immediate
action.
For example, an off-duty officer becomes engaged in a conversation with a
neighbor over loud music from a party at the neighbor's home. The officer
resides in the jurisdiction where he is employed and, by statute, may take
police action while off-duty. The neighbor becomes abusive and
uncooperative and refuses to turn down the music. At that point the officer
identifies himself as a police officer and issues a noise citation to the
offending party with a threat that failure to comply will result in arrest.
I n these and similar scenarios, the model policy requires that the officer
refer the matter to an on-duty officer rather than issue the citation or make
an arrest. However, in the same situation, should the neighbor become
physically assaultive to the officer, or his friends or family, the offlcer would
be justified in taking necessary action to include the possibility of making an
arrest. A supervisor should also be summoned in such cases in order to
ensure third-party impartiality and the authority necessary to make
judgments and resolve differences. From the viewpoint of offlcer and public
safety, the model policy also states that
Unless operating a marked police vehicle, off-duty officers shall not arrest or
issue citations or warnings to traffic violators on sight, except when the
violations is of such a dangerous nature that officers would reasonably be
expected to take appropriate action.
This prohibition is based on the f a d that the identity of out-of-uniform
officers in unmarked vehicles is not easily determined by motorists or other
third parties. The chance for mistaken identity provides fertile ground for a
variety of dangerous situations. These include the possibility that a motorist
who an off-duty offlcer is attempting to stop may mistakenly assume that he
or she is being accosted.
K. Prohibited Associations and Establishments
I n early 1998, the superintendent of one of the nation's largest police
agencies resigned his position in the wake of accusations that he had
maintained a long-standing friendship with a known felon. This illustrates an
old problem area for law enforcement agencies affecting officers a t all levels.
Many departments seek to prevent employees form associating with
"undesirable" persons, other than in official capacities-that is, those who
have a notorious criminal reputation or history that could present a potential
threat to the department's reputation and effectiveness or present the

potential of compromising the officer. This is generally considered a matter
of legitimate departmental interest, and a policy prohibiting such
associations may therefore be upheld by the courts. However, as with most
issues that affect individual rights, there are limitations that must be
observed and that have been built into the model policy. Where restrictions
or prohibitions on such relationships exist within police organizations,
questions often arise as to whether the rule serves a legitimate
governmental interest, whether it impinges upon an employee's
constitutional right to freedom of association, and where the balance falls
between the two competing interests.
First, restrictions of this nature should not be overly broad. A policy that fails
to provide specific guidance as to the types of associations that are
prohibited may be held void for reason of vagueness. For example, a policy
that merely prohibits association with "undesirables" would probably be
considered too broad and vague. As with the other policy issues discussed in
this document, the department should be prepared to give specific,
articulable reasons why association with a named class of individuals will
damage the department's reputation or otherwise interfere with the
department's mission.
Second, the policy should provide an exception for family relationships or
other associations that are similarly unavoidable. Most courts would not
uphold a policy, for example, that prevents an officer from associating with
his or her spouse or parents.
Finally, the policy should provide an exception for contents legitimately
made in the line of duty. The nature of police work requires that officers deal
with persons who, under traditional moral standards, would be considered
undesirable as routine company. These include situations where officers are
cultivating informants or working undercover assignments. The model policy
addresses issues of prohibited associations by stating that
Officers shall not knowingly commence or maintain a relationship with any
person who is under criminal investigation, indictment, arrest, or
incarceration by this or another police or criminal justice agency, and/or who
has an open and notorious criminal reputation in the community (for
example, persons whom they know, should know, or have reason to believe
are involved in felonious activity), except as necessary to the performance of
official duties, or where unavoidable because of familial relationships.
This statement incorporates the three areas of concern previously discussed.
The wording of the policy does not necessarily preclude offlcers from
associating with persons solely because they have a criminal record. This is

not advisable for police officers and many agencies may wish to discourage
it. But association with persons who have served their sentence and who
have reentered society, and who otherwise are pursuing legitimate
occupations is consistent with the letter and intent of the model policy. On
the other hand, should the individual's past criminal history be so notorious
and infamous as to cast doubt on that person's reputation after having
reentered society, and/or there is question concerning the individual's
continued connection to criminal enterprises, there would be legitimate
grounds for the agency to prohibit such association unless it is work related
or the individual in question is an immediate family member. I n short,
whenever there are questions concerning the reputation of persons with
whom officers associate, officers are well advised to restrict or eliminate
their associations with such individuals and/or to discuss the matter with an
appropriate supervisor.
The model policy also prohibits arresting, investigatlng, or custodial officers
from commencing "social relations with the spouse, immediate family
member, or romantic companion of persons in the custody of the agency."
The same may also be said for persons in the custody of other criminal
justice agencies. This directive is designed to remove the appearance of
impropriety involving officers involved in such cases. For example, it may
reasonably be claimed that an officer's judgment and objectivity could be
clouded by such associations or that the officer's credibility in general or
court testimony, in particular, may be similarly tainted. Such associations
my also give rise to other speculation to include the pre-arrest relationship
of the officer to the person in question and the possible interplay of the
relationship to the arrest.
With regard to associations involving business establishments, the model
policy suggests two restrictions. The first of these states that "except in the
performance of official duties, officers shall not knowingly enter any
establishment in which the law of that jurisdiction is regularly violated."
Again, the issue involved here is the protection of the image and reputation
of officers and their agencies. Officers who, outside of the scope of their
employment, enter gambling establishments, houses of prostitution, or any
location that has a reputation for illegal activity risk sparking speculation
about the officer's integrity, judgment, impartiality, and professionalism.
Finally, the model policy prohibits officers from "knowingly join[ing] or
participating in any organization that advocates, incites, or supports criminal
acts or criminal conspiracies." While uncommon, there are cases in which
officers have affiliated off-duty with such organizations. The policy includes
organizations that not only support criminal acts or conspiracies but also any
that advocate such acts. Affiliation with so-called "hate groups" such as

white supremacists, anti-Semites, militants, and other extremists that
espouse and/or support criminal a d s or criminal conspiracies are among
those that run counter to the core values of law enforcement. Any affiliation
of officers with such groups has a significant debilitating effect on the
reputation of offices and their law enforcement agency.
L. Public Statements. AD~earanCeS.and Endorsements

The model policy covers several concerns with respect to public statements
made by officers. Perhaps the most controversial of these is the first
directive in section IV.B.l of the policy, which reads
Officers shall not, under color of authority, make any public statement that
could be reasonably interpreted as having an adverse effect upon
department morale, discipline, operation of the agency, or perception of the
public.
Police personnel in recent years have become increasingly willing to make
adverse public statements regarding their departments. While police
agencies may wish to limit or control such statements, the essence of the
problem, of course, is the constitutionally guaranteed right to free speech.
The extent to which a department may regulate speech by its personnel
depends upon many factors and is a complex point of law to which only
limited guidance has been given by the courts. Generally speaking, however,
the basis for any discussion of the subject must distinguish between speech
of a "personal" versus a "public" nature. For example, if an employee makes
statements detrimental to the department, the department may be able to
take disciplinary action as long as the statements are of "personal interest"
only. I f however, the statements deal with matters of "public concern," then
the department may take action against the employee only if the "public
concern" is outweighed by the interest of the public employer "in promoting
the efficiency of the public services it performs." [Z]
Supposedly, something is a mater of public concern if it relates to "any
matter of poiitical, social, or other concern to the community."
Unfortunately, the deciding line between that which is of "personal interest"
only and that which is a matter of 'public concern" is very vague, and, as
with other free-speech issues, the outcome depends largely on the poiitical
makeup of the court considering the question. I n general, however, personal
insults directed at superiors and complaints regarding the individual
treatment of the complaining employee are often considered matters of
"personal interest" for which action may be taken, [PIwhereas complaints
about, for example, the alleged misuse of public funds or similar acts of
official misconduct by superiors are likely to be regarded as matters of
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"public concern," however intemperate or outrageous they may be. I n the
long run, whether the matter is one of "personal interest" or "public concern"
is a question of law to be decided by the judge. [U]
Another aspect of the freedom-of-speech issue is reflected in the following
statement of the model policy:
Officers shall not, under color of authority, divulge or willfully permit to have
divulged, any information gained by reason of their positlon, for anything
other than its official, authorized purpose; or, unless expressly authorized,
make any statements, speeches, or appearances that could reasonably be
considered to represent the views of this agency.
The first part of this directive is clearly intended to protect confidential
information from being released without authorization or to be used by
officers for any purposes other than those for which they were intended. This
may include but is not limited to the use of such information for private
purposes or in conjunction with outside business endeavors, (such as private
security or private investigative operations), that could benefit from
information contained in criminal history and related departmental files.
The second element of this policy directive is intended to control
unauthorized statements that may be interpreted by those outside the
agency as representing official agency policy. Normally, all policy and
position statements are provided to the media and others through the chief
executive officer, the public information officer, or another designated
spokesperson. Other officers who may appear in public either in uniform or
as clearly designated members of the police agency must ensure that their
comments with regard to their work and the agency are within the
parameters of policy established by the agency for the release of
information. [U]The final element of the model policy in this are of concern
relates to restrictions on endorsements by officers. The policy states that
Officers may not, under color of authority, endorse, recommend, or facilitate
the sale of commercial products or services. This includes but is not limited
to the use of tow services, repair firms, attorneys, bail bondsmen, or other
technical or professional services. It does not pertain to the endorsement of
appropriate governmental services where there is a duty to make such
endorsements.
This directive prohibits the promotion of products or services by any
personnel who are clearly identified with their employing agency as a law
enforcement officer. It is inappropriate for a governmental agent to do so in
most capacities as it may imply governmental sanctioning of and support for

specific products and services. This is both misleading and may provide an
unfair trade advantage to competing product manufacturers or service
providers. It may also give the impression that the officer and/or the agency
is receiving remuneration for such endorsements and/or that they vouch for
and stand behind product or service quality and customer satisfaction.
I n some instances, officers may be approached by product or service
providers for testimonials or endorsements. However, the officer's
identification with their employing jurisdiction and police agency may give
the improper impression that these entities also stand behind these
products. Finally, it could be argued by some that recommendation of
products and services directly to individual consumers by a police officer
carries a degree of coercion that is improper even if unintended.
Such endorsements and recommendations do not apply to recommendations
concerning governmental services when authorized by the law enforcement
agency. For example, this may include recommendations regarding the use
of family counseling or crisis intervention services, health clinics, social
welfare or housing assistance services, or slmilar municipal, county or state
services.
M. Political Activitv

Political activity is also generally regarded as a matter of free speech. As
such, there are limitations on what law enforcement administrators can do to
restrict their officers' political activity. The demarcation line in limiting such
activity is based generally upon whether or not the activity in question is
being performed by the officer during working hours, while in uniform or
while otherwise serving as a representative of the law enforcement agency.
The model policy makes this distinction and also indicates that state law,
where applicable, will take precedent over model policy recommendations.
It has now been well-established that the First Amendment prohibits officials
from discharging or threatening to discharge public employees solely for not
supporting the political party in power, unless the party afflliation is an
While such patronage
appropriate requirement for the position involved.
has been considered appropriate for high-level policy-making personnel
within agencies, it has been considered inappropriate for actions against
lower-level, non-policy-making personnel.
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Thus, during working hours, while officers are in uniform, or otherwise
serving as representatives of their law enforcement agency, the model policy
prohibits them from engaging in the following political activities:

Placing or affixing any campaign literature on city- or county-owned
property.
Soliciting political funds from any member of the law enforcement
agency or another governmental agency of the employing jurisdiction.
Soliciting contributions, signatures, or other forms of support for
political candidates, parties, or ballot measures on property owned by
the jurisdiction.
Using official authority to interfere with any election or interfere with
the political actions of other employees or the general public
Favoring or discriminating against any person seeking employment
because of political opinions or affiliations
N. Ex~e~tations
of Privacv

This component of the model policy addresses an issue that is not
traditionally or routinely regarded as a matter of employee conduct but one
that can become involved in investigations of improper conduct. The need to
access offlcers' desks, lockers, flle cabinets, storage areas, assigned
vehicles, or other areas can also come into play with respect to line
inspections, in searching for evidence that offlcers may have stored
inappropriately from a crime scene, in the search for missing property, or in
other regards.
Officers do not normally have any expectation of privacy in the
aforementioned types of areas that are owned by or under the control of the
law enforcement agency. However, absent any notice to this effect by
management, offlcers may develop a presumption of personal privacy in
such areas-particularly if there is a generally accepted or long-held tradition
or custom within the agency of observing or granting such privacy-that may
become binding upon the agency unless explicitly countermanded.
Agency administrators who wish to reserve the right to gain access to
agency-owned or -controlled property that is or can be used to house the
personal property of officers should make their intentions clear in written
agency policy. The model policy recommends the following language for this
purpose:
Officers shall not store personal information or belongings with an
expectation of personal privacy in such places as lockers, desks,
departmentally owned vehicles, file cabinets, computers, [HI or similar
areas that are under the control and management of this law enforcement
agency. While this agency recognizes the need for officers to occasionally
store personal items in such areas, officers should be aware that these and
similar places may be inspected or otherwise entered-to meet operational

needs, internal investigatory requirements, or for other reasons-at the
direction of the agency chief executive or his or her designee.
The second component of this area of the model policy involves the
unauthorized storage of agency documents outside the confines of the police
department. For example, it is not uncommon to find an occasion that police
officers and criminal investigators in particular have accumulated and/or
stored files relating to criminal cases at home. This is often in conjunction
with work officers are conducting off-duty on cases that are long-standing or
that in some manner need extra attention. Over time, the accumulation of
records can increase and include sensitive or confidential materials as well
as the original or sole copy of documents that if misplaced, lost or destroyed
could cause critical problems. Once outside the confines and security of the
police agency, documents may also fall Into the wrong hands or, should the
officer be dismissed or leave employment of the agency, the documents may
be difficult to recover. With these and related problems in mind, the model
policy restricts this practice in stating that
No member of this agency shall maintain files or duplicate copies of official
agency files in either manual or electronic formats at his or her place of
residence or in other locations outside the confines of this agency without
express permission.
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CODE OF ETHICS

As a firefighter and member of the International Association of
FireFighters, my fundamental duty is to serve mankind; to safeguard and
preserve life and property against the elements of fire and disaster; and maintain
a proficiency in the art and science of fire engineering.

I will uphold the standards of my profession, continually search for new
and improved methods and disseminate and share my knowledge and skills with
my contemporaries and descendants.
I will never allow personal feelings, nor danger to self to deter me from my
responsibilities as a firefighter.

I will, at all times, respect the property and rights of all men, the laws of
my community and my country, and the chosen way of life of my fellow citizens.
I recognize the badge of my office as a symbol of public faith, and Iaccept
it as a public trust to be held so long as I am true to the ethics of the fire service.
I will constantly strive to achieve these objectives and ideals, dedicating myself
before God to my chosen profession - saving of life, fire prevention and fire
suppression.

AS A MEMBER OF THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
FIREFIGHTERS, IACCEPT THIS SELF-IMPOSED AND SELF-ENFORCED
OBLIGATION AS MY RESPONSIBILITY.

ARTICLE 1

Name
Section 1. This organization shall be known as the Springfield Township
Professional FireFighters Association, I.A.F.F. Local No. 4268.
Section 2. References in this Constitution and By-Laws to 'local" or "local
union" shall refer to the Local as set forth in section 1 above, and reference to
the "lnternational" shall refer to the lnternational Association of FireFighters.
Section 3. This Local Union, its officers, representives and members, shall
recoanize, observe and be bound bv the ~rovisionsof the Constitution and Bv~ a & o f the lnternational and the inierpretations rendered by the General
President, the resolutions, decisions and directives of the Executive Board or
officers of the lnternational when made in conformity with the authority granted
by the Constitution and By-Laws of the lnternational, and the resolutions adopted
and policies established by the delegates at conventions, Article 13 of the
Constitution and By-Laws of the international is recognized as providing the
basic rules governing this local.
Section 4. I.A.F.F. Local 4268, shall be affiliated with the lnternational
Association of FireFighters, Ohio Association of Professional FireFighters,
Ohio AFL-CIO.

ARTICLE 2
Jurisdiction
The jurisdiction of the Springfield Township Professional FireFighters
Association, I.A.F.F. Local 4268, shall be as follows: all full time paid employees
engaged in firefighting, emergency medical or rescue sewice activities, or related
services.

ARTICLE 3

Obiectives
Section 1. Preamble. Strength through united action, guided by intelligence, is
the hallmark of Trade Union organization. Believing such unity essential for the
mutual protection and advancement of the interest and general welfare of
~rofessionalfirefiahters, we have formed this Association of Professional
'Fire~i~hters,
the objectives of which shall be to organize professional firefighters
who are members of the Springfield Township Fire Department.
Section 2. To place the members on a higher plane of skill and efficiency; to
encouraae the establishment of schools of instruction for im~artinaknowledae of
modem land improved methods of fire fighting, fire prevention, re&
and
paramedic life saving techniques. To s&urejust ahpensation for duties
performed; to secure equitable settlement of their grievances; the establishment
of a humane work day; to promote and establish just and reasonable working
conditions: to encouraae the formation of sick and death benefits: to maintain an
efficient and substantial pension law; and efficient civil service law; the right to
select men or women of our own choosing to represent us; the rights of collective
bargainingfor the betterment of working conditions and the right to protect the
privileges and benefits established under State and Federal Law.

.,

Section 3. To provide laws for the government of this Association, we adopt this
Constitution and By-Laws which shall govern the officers and members of this
Association in the exercise of their rights and discharge of their duties and
obligations in accordance with the high standards of responsibility and conduct
herein set forth.

ARTICLE 4

Membership
Section 1. Active -Any person of good moral character who at the time of
making application is engaged in service within the jurisdiction of this Local, as
given in Article 2, will be eligible for active membership.
Membership in I.A.F.F. Local 4268 begins following appointment to the
Springfield Township Fire Department. Jurisdiction as given in Article 2, must be
met.
Anyone eligible for membership in this local shall not be refused membership
or, upon acceptance, be discriminated against because of race, color, sex,
creed, national origin or by reason of being handicapped.

Section 2. Honorary - For meritorious service to this Local or for distinguished
public service, persons may be elected honorary members by a two-thirds (213)
vote of those members present. Honorarv members shall not Dav initiation fees.
dues or other charges and shall have novoice or vote in the Loch. Such
membership may be revoked for good cause.
Section 3. Maintenance of Good Standing - Membership in aood standina.
includes any person who has fulfilled the &quirements for membership inthis
Local and who has not voluntarilv withdrawn. become inelidble for continued
membership, or been suspend& or expelled; as provided ;i the con&ituti&and
By-Laws of the International Association of Fire Fighters or the Constitution of
this Local.
Section 4. Retention of Membecship upon Separation from Service -When any
member in aood standina becomes se~aratedfrom the fire service, I.A.F.F.
Local 4268hows said member to redn hidher active membership or in lieu
thereof. uDon reauest of said member, shall issue him a withdrawal card:
howeve;, that a member who is duly elected as an officer of the
International Association of Fire Fiahters or the Ohio Assoclation of Professional
Fire Fighters or elected or appoint& as a representativeof or to an affiliated
labor oraanization. shall retain hls active members hi^ in said local union:
provideifurther however, that any active member oi I.A.F.F. Local 426iwho is
inducted into or activated with the armed forces of the United States of America
may continue to be carried as an active member of I.A.F.F. Local 4268 with
payment of hidher dues, assessments or other union charges waived until such
member is relieved from active duty with the armed forces.
Any active member in good standing who is separated from employment due
to a lay-off mav continue to be carried as an active member while he remains on
a preferred rehiring list. Payment of such member's per capita shall be waived
and helshe shall enjoy all rights of active membership except the right to vote on
collective bargainingagreements.
Section 5. Delinquent Members - Members who fail to pay their monthly dues or
assessments by the fieenth ( 1 5 ~day
) following the month such dues are
payable, shall be notified by the Local officer whose duty it is, that they are
delinquent and will be automatically suspended and losa their good standing if
payment is not made within sixty (60) days following such notification. Delinquent
and suspended members are not entitled to voice or vote in the Local or in the
affairs of the lnternational.
Section 6. Reinstatement -Any member who has been dropped from the rolls
under Section 5 may be reinstatedwith the re-payment of all back dues,
assessments and fees. Member shall deduct what has been paid in fair share
fees. There shall be a twenty-five ($25.00) dollar re-instatement fee.

Section 7. Any member who at the time of higher retirement from the active Fire
Service and who is in good standing in this Local, shall be given a retirement
badge from I.A.F.F. Local 4268. The following inscription shall be on hidher
badge: Name, Date of appointment and Date of retirement.
Section 8. Any member who at the time of higher death from the active Fire
Service and who is in good standing in this Local, higher estate shall be given a
retirement badge from I.A.F.F. Local 4268. The following inscription shall be on
higher badge: Name, In Memoriam, Date of Appointment and Date of
Severance from the department.
Section 9. The I.A.F.F. Local 4268 union initiation fee shall be equal to one (1)
months' dues.
Monthly dues shall be set at one percent (1%) of top firefighters pay as
defined in the current collective bargaining agreement.
Section 10. All proposed increases in initiation fees, monthly dues,
reinstatement fees, or assessments shall be decided by a majority vote of
members present. Whenever increases in initiation fees, monthly dues,
reinstatement fees, or assessments are proposed, notice shall be given to the
membership at least thirty (30) days before the date set to vote on such
increases.
Section 11. All new members before being admitted to their first union meeting
shall subscribe to the following affirmative:
( Candidate addresses these remarks to those assembled)

I, (name of candidate), do sincerely promise to abide by the Constitution and
BY-~aws
of the lnternational ~ssocia~on
of Fire Fighters and Local No. 4268. 1
also promise to bear true allegiance to the lnternational Association of Fire
Fighters and for all which it stands, and never consent to subordinate its interests
to those of any other Labor Organization of which Imay now or hereafter be a
member.
Ifurther promise, that Iwill never knowingly wrong a brotherlsister or see
himher wronged if in my power to prevent it and that Iwill endeavor to
subordinate every selfish impulse to the task of elevating this material,
intellectual and moral condition of the entire Department.
Ifurther solemnly promise on my honor, that Iwill, whenever and wherever
possible, purchase only strictly Union made goods, and Iwill use my best
endeavor to influence others to do likewise, and never become faithless to my
obligation. To all this, I pledge my honor to observe and keep as long as life
remains, or until I may be absolved from this obligation by the International
Association of Fire Fighters.

Section 114. (Name of candidate), you have just assumed the obligations of a
brotherlsister of the InternationalAssociation of Fire Fighters. Igreet you now as
brotherlsister and welcome you to membership in Local No. 4268 of our
International.
You are members of the AFL-CIO, the largest and most powerful organization
of free workingmen and women in the world. This organization is strong and has
achieved greatness only through the individual members of its thousands of
Locals. Each of you by his actions as a vigorous member of I.A.F.F. Local 4268,
has an effect on the continued strength of your own International, and hence, on
the AFL-CIO.
By your membership in I.A.F.F. Local 4268, you have assumed the obligation
of attending and taking part in the affairs of your Local and the further obligation
of initiating and supporting programs designed to benefit the majority of the
members of your Local. It should always be your aim in supporting or opposing
any point up for discussion to base your support or opposition on a common
sense impartial basis.
The next matter I would like to emphasize is the absolute necessity of
supporting your Officers. Whatever they accomplish will be in direct proportion to
the support and encouragement you give them.
In undertaking to be a good member of I.A.F.F. Local 4268, it goes without
saying that being a good FireFighter will take you a long way along the road to
being a good Union member. We all know that you are identified with the uniform
of a FireFighter. When you wear that uniform well and reflect credit upon it, you
also reflect credit on your Union.
Since you deal with the public constantly, use that contact at every opportunity
to impress members of the public favorably. If you do, you will find that the
undertakings of your Union will be sympathetically received and acted upon
when you need public support.
Finally, think carefully of the meaning of the word "brotherlsister"and apply the
term, with all its connotations, in your dealings with other FireFighters. If you do,
your satisfaction in being a FireFighter and a brotherlsister of I.A.F.F. Local 4268
will be a most rewarding experience. Congratulations and Good Luck.

ARTICLE 5

Meetings
Section 1. Regular meetings of this Local shall be conducted on the third (3)
Wednesday of each month
If the third Wednesday the month falls on a Holiday, the meeting will take
place on the second Wednesday of the month.
There will be no regular meetings in the month of December with exception to
contract years.
Items to be voted on must be distributed electronically five (5) days prior to
the meeting date.
Section 2. Special meetings may be called by a vote of a majority of the
Executive Board or by five (5) members in good standing. All members in good
standing shall be notified, by a Union Notice, of such special meeting at least
seven (7) days prior to the meeting. The notice shall state the business to be
considered at such meeting and no other business than that stated shall be in
order at such meeting.
Section 3. Quorum -The quorum for any meeting of this Local, either regular or
special, shall be Two (2) members per session exclusive of elected officers.
Section 4. Rhhts of Members -Every member in good standing shall have the
right to attend any meeting and to participate in such meeting in accordance with
the recognized rules as set forth in the manual of parliamentary procedure
adopted by this Local. Members shall conduct themselves in such a manner as
not to interfere with the legal or contractual obligations of the lnternational or of
this Local.
Section 5. The rules contained in Atwood's Rules for Meetings shall govern the
meetings of this Local in all cases not in conflict with this Constitution and ByLaws or that of the International.
Section 6. The record of business transacted at the session attended by
members shall be read at the close of the session for the purpose of determining
accuracy of such record.
Section 7. Two-Shift Meetings

In cases where two shift meetings are needed the following rules will apply;

A. I.A.F.F. Local 4268 two-shift meetings are considered as constituting one
meeting as far as total votes are concerned and also the final results that
are to be determined.
B. In order to establish the results of action taken in shift meetings, the total
votes cast for and against the motion are added together. For example,

lets assume that meeting "A" votes for a motion and meeting "B" votes
against it. Meeting "A" - 40 for, 20 against; Meeting "B" - 30 for, 40
against. The total vote is 70 for and 60 against, 130 total votes. A majority
is necessary to adopt any main motion, in this case 66 votes. So the
motion is adopted.
If meeting "A" adopts a motion and meeting "B" amends it and
sends it back to meeting 'A", and meeting "A" defeats the
amendment, the total number of votes in both meetings
determines weather the amendment is adopted. For example
Meeting "B" - 80 for, 50 against; Meeting "/\"- 50 for, 55 against.
The total vote is 130 for the amendment and 105 against. The
amendment is adopted.
C. The announcement of a vote will be made only after final action by
the last meetina to vote.
D. If a motion is m&e at one meeting and later, in the same meeting,
it is indefinitely postponed, the motion is killed and does not go to
the other meeting.
E. If an amendment is offered at Meetinr) "A" and this amendment is
defeated at that meeting, and later the same amendment is offered
at Meetinr) '9" and adopted, it is necessary for the motion as
amendedyto be returned to Meeting "A" for a final vote.
F. If a motion is made and adopted at Meeting "A", it is not in order
for Meeting "9"
to table it. Meeting "9"must take some action on
the motion, weather amendment, reference to committee, or
something else.
G. If Meeting "A" defeats a motion, it does not go to Meeting 'B".
However, Meeting "9"can originate another motion, the same as
that defeated in Meeting "A". As a practical matter, this would only
be done when the proponents of the motion have reason to believe
that there have been changes of viewpoint towards the motion, or
that the combination of votes in the two meetings in favor would
be enough to adopt the motion.
H. If Meeting "A" adopts a motion and it is considered by Meeting "B"
which proposes amendments and adopts them, and then adopts
the motion as amended, the motion as amended must be voted on
by Meeting "A".
I. If a motion is passed by Meeting "A" and Meeting 'B" votes to refer to a
committee, this has to be referred back to Meeting "A" for a
final vote on referring to a committee; the combined votes of both
meetings determine weather it goes to committee.
J. Meeting "A" adopts a motion which is sent to Meeting "9".
Meeting
"B" votes to "indefinitely postpone." This kills the motion and it
goes no further.
K. IfMeeting "A", when considering a motion that originated at that
meeting, votes to table it, the motion does not go to Meeting "9".
Meeting '9" however, may originate the same or a similar motion

and, if adopted, send it to Meeting "A".
L. If Meeting "A" votes to postpone a motion to a definite time, the
motion and the postponement to a definite time will both be
considered by Meeting "B". The total votes cast for the
postponement will determine weather this is done.
M. If Meeting "A" adopts a motion and Meeting 'B" votes to postpone it
to a definite time, the motion for postponement is to be considered
by Meeting "A".
N. The minutes of Meeting "A" and Meeting 'B" are to be read at the
next months sessions.
0. When the action by one meeting makes it necessary to consider a
motion at a later meeting where some of the members, because of
a shift change, also change their meeting attendance, written
ballot will be used. Members will sign for a ballot and will not be
permitted to vote twice on the same motion.
Section 8. Rules for Meetings - The following Rules are to be used to conduct
meetings.

RULE 1. The regular order of business may be suspended by a two-thirds
(213) vote to dispose of an urgent matter.
RULE 2. All motions made, other than procedural motions, shall be
submitted to the Chair in writing on the Local 4268 motion form.
Procedural motions shall be defined as any motion regularly
made that allows timely execution of the Order of Business.
(Examples: accepting or dispensing of the reading of the
minutes, accepting or rejecting the financial report, accepting
or rejecting committee reports and adjournment.)
RULE 3. Any conversation or action, which disturbs a member who is
speaking or hinders the transaction of business, is a violation
of order and shall not be permitted.
RULE 4. Sectarian discussion shall not be permitted in the meeting
under any circumstances.
RULE 5. A motion, to be accepted by the Chair, must be seconded, and
the mover and seconder shall rise and be recognized by the
Chair.

RULE 6. A member can withdraw his motion only before it has been
stated (repeated) by the Chair. After it has been stated, a motion
can be withdrawn by a majority vote on the motion, "I move that
the member offering the pending motion be given permission to
withdraw it" In either procedure, the seconder has nothing to
say about it, but may vote on the motion to give permission to

withdraw.
RULE 7. A motion to amend an amendment shall be in order, but no
additional amendments may be offered until the pending
amendment of an amendment has been voted upon.
RULE 8. A motion cannot be debated until it has been made by a
member recognized by the Chair, seconded by another
member and stated by the Chair.
RULE 9. When a member wishes to speak he shall rise and respectfully
address the Chair and if recognized by the Chair, he shall
proceed.
RULE 10. If two or more members rise to speak at the same time, the
Chair shall decide which is entitled to the floor and such
decision is not subject to appeal.
RULE 11. A member when speaking shall confine his remarks to the
question under debate and avoid personal, indecorous or
sarcastic language. A member cannot have his motives
questioned during debate. Discussion shall concern the ideas
before the meeting, not the individuals expressing those ideas.
RULE 12. No member shall interrupt another who is speaking, except on
a point of order, and that only if it is urgent. The Chair shall
decide the point of order, without debate, at once. The same
point of order cannot be twice raised at the same meeting.
RULE 13. If a member, while speaking, is called to order, he shall take
his seat until the point of order is decided. After the ruling
has been made, he shall proceed with his remarks. The time
taken by the point of order and the ruling thereon, shall not
come from the member's time.
RULE 14. Ameal can be had from decisions of the Chair. exceDt those
bfsthe
decisions based upon the Constitution and ~ ~ - 1 a w
International Association of Fire Fiahters. the Local
Constitution and ~ ~ - ~ athese
w s , ~ k or s
general^
parliamentary law. Decisions based upon any of the foregoing
are not subject to appeal by the meeting.

RULE 15. When an appeal is made from a decision of the Chair, it shall
be put to the meeting in these words, 'Shallthe decision of the
Chair be sustained as the decision of this Union?' The
member has the right to state his reasons for appeal. The
Chair has the right, from the chair, to give the reasons for his
decision; thereupon the members shall proceed to vote on the

appeal without further debate. It shall require a majority vote
to sustain the decision of the Chair.
RULE 16. No member shall speak more than once on the same subject
until all the members desiring the floor have spoken; nor more
than twice without unanimous consent; nor more than five (5)
minutes at any one time without consent of two-thirds (2/3)
vote of all members present.
RULE 17. The Chair shall not participate in debate unless he designates
another to preside temporarily and takes a place on the floor.
In the event that this happens, the Chair cannot resume
presiding until after the motion he talks on has been voted
upon.
RULE 18. When a motion is before a meeting, no motion shall be in order
except the following:
Postpone Indefinitely'
Amend'
Amend an amendment*
Refer to a committee'
Postpone to a definite time'
Limit or extend debate
Stop debate
Appeal
Table
Recess
Adjourn
These motions have priority in the order given, reading down.
Those marked with a are debatable.
RULE 19. A motion to adjourn cannot be made until the Order of
Business as provided in this manual has been completed,
unless the members, by a two-thirds (2/3)vote, suspend the
Order of Business for this purpose. A motion to adjourn
cannot be made when a member has the floor or when
members are voting.

RULE 20. If a motion has a pending amendment, the question on the
amendment shall be put first; if more than one amendment
has been offered, the question shall be put as follows:
1. Amendment to the amendment
2. Amendment
3. Main motion

RULE 21. Before taking a vote, the presiding officer shall ask, "Are you
ready for the question? If no member rises to speak, the Chair
shall then put the question in this form: "All in favor of this
Motion, raise your hans, and after these have been counted,
"Those opposed, raise your hand: After counting these, he
shall announce the result. Any member may "doubt the vote"
in which case the Chair shall take the vote again by rising
vote, which shall be final.
RULE 22. A motion to reconsider shall be made by a member who voted
with the prevailing side. Such motion shall be in order only
on the same day as the motion to which it applies was voted
upon, or on the next day. The presiding officer shall ask a
member who makes the motion to reconsider, "Didyou vote
with the prevailing side? When a question has been decided,
it can be reconsidered only
- by- a two-thirds lV3)
. . vote of the
members present.
RULE 23. A member who has been told three times by the Chair to be
seated and who does not do so, shall be excluded from
participating in any further business at that meeting.
RULE 24. The President of Local 4268 shall not vote on any motion,
or business except to break a tie.

Section 9. Order of Business
1. Opening (including Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag)
2. Roll call of Officers
3. Reading of the minutes of previous months meetings
4. Application for membership
5. Initiation of candidates
6. Report of income and disbursements
7. Report of officers, committees and delegates
8. Unfinished business
9. New business
10. Good and welfare
11. Reading and approval of record of business transacted at the
session
12. Adjournment

Section 10. Definitions AGENDA - The order of business; the items to be considered at a
meeting.
AMEND - Change in any way by adding to, striking out, striking and
inserting and substituting.

APPEAL -When a decision has been made by the Chair, any member
may appeal from it. It means asking the meeting to make the final
decision on the matter.
ASSESSMENT - To charge each member with a special payment to be
be used for a special purpose.

-

CHAIR The one who presides at the meetings or is in authority.
COMMITTEE - Several members chosen to perform a specific function.
CONSTITUTION - The fundamental document containing the essentials
of the organization.
DEBATE - To discuss a motion which has been moved, seconded and
stated by the Chair.
EMERITUS - A prestigious title bestowed upon a member or retired
member.
EX-OFFICIO - "By Right of Office", it refers to a committee membership
held by an officer because of his being an officer, as when a President
is "ex-bfficio" a member of all committees.
INDEFINITELY POSTPONE - A motion whose purpose is to kill the
motion to which it applies. It's only objective is to defeat a motion, it
does not postpone it.

- InternationalAssociation of Fire Fighters.
TABLE - A motion to put a matter aside temporarily.
LOCAL or LOCAL UNION - I.A.F.F. Local 4268, Springfield Township
I.A.F.F.

Professional Fire Fighters Association.
MAJORITY - At least one more than half (112) of the votes cast.
MANDATE - An instruction from an electorate to it's representative
expressed by a result of an election.
NOTICE - To disseminate important information to the Membership,
either by the U.S. Postal Service, courier, interdepartmental mail or
electronic mail, which will be posted in each Fire Station and
Bureau.
NOMINATION - The proposal of one member for office by another
member.
NOMINEE - A qualified member whose name has been placed before a
meeting either on a ballot or from the floor orally, with the object of
obtaining votes for a specific office.
O.A.P.F.F.

- The Ohio Association of Professional Fire Fighters.

ORDER OF BUSINESS - The agenda for a meeting; the items to be
considered in an order.
PARLIAMENTARY - The method of proceeding in meetings as established
by the House of Representatives and the usage of parliamentarians.
PLURALITY - The obtaining of more votes than another, but not a majority.
POINT OF ORDER - The term used when a member notices a violation
of the ~ l e and
s brings this to the attention of the meeting,
addressing the presiding officer.
PREVIOUS QUESTION -A motion to stop all debate, calls for a vote.
PRIVILEGED MOTIONS - A motion which has priority over other
motions.
QUESTION - Another name for a motion as "Are you ready for the question?"
QUORUM -The number of members who must be present in order to
have a legal meeting.
RECONSIDER -To bring a matter before a meeting after it has been
once adopted.
REFER - To give a motion or resolution to a committee for study or
action and report.
SECOND -To endorse, to agree. When a motion is seconded it means
that another member agrees with it.
SPECIAL COMMllTEE -A committee appointed to do a certain thing,
such as study something or take on something. When the final report
is submitted, the committee goes out of existence.
STANDING COMMIITEE - A committee appointed for a term, usually
two (2) years such as the Labor-Management Training Committee.

-

TABLE To postpone discussion of a resolution, motion or business,
until a future time or for an indefinite period.
TAKE FROM THE TABLE -To again consider a matter which was
temporarily put aside.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS - A motion which has been stated and
discussion started at a previous meeting, but on which no final
action was taken; also, business postponed to this meeting, but not
made a special order.

ARTICLE 6

Officers and Elections

-

Section 1. ElectedOfficers The officers of this Local shall consist of a
President, a Vice President, a Secretary a Treasure, three (3) Board of Trustees
and Sergeant at Arms. For the elections in the year 2004 the Vice President and
Treasurer and sergeant of arms will serve a two year term and the President and
Secretary will serve a three year term. This allows the alternating of terms so that
the executive board will not be entirely replaced during a contract year. After the
2004 year election all officers shall hold office for a term of three (3) years,
unless removed for good cause, or until their successors are elected and
installed. The Executive Board shall be composed of all elected officers.
Section 2. Eligiblity for Offices - Any active member in good standing for a
period of one (1) year, prior to the nomination of officers, shall be eligible for
office.
Section 3. Method of Nomination and Elections- All members in good standing
shall be given at least fifteen (15) days advanced notice, in writing, and the date,
time and place at which nominations shall be made, and the date, time and place
at which elections shall be held. Nominations for Local Offices will be at the April
Union Meeting in the election year. Elections for Local Offices will be at the May
regular Union Meeting in election year. Election shall be by secret ballot. Write-in
voting shall not be permitted. If there is only one candidate for a given office,
such candidate shall be declared elected. Voting by proxy in the election of Local
officers will only be allowed if said member is on approved time off or on duty at
an out-lying station and unable to attend the meeting. The candidate receiving a
majority of the ballots cast shall be declared elected. If no candidate receives a
majority of the ballots cast, there shall be a run-off election between the two
candidates who received the most votes.
Section 4. Rights of Candidates- Every candidate for office shall have the right
to request dishibution of campaign literature, by mail or othenvise, to all
members in good standing, at the candidates' own personal expense. A
"candidate for office" includes a candidate for any Local Union Office. There shall
be no discrimination in favor of or aaainst
anv candidate with reaard to the use of
membership lists.

-

Section 5. Use of funds prohibitedin elections - No funds received by this Local
through initiation fees, dues, assessments or otherwise, shall be contributed or
applied to promote the candidacy of any person running for election for Local
union offices.
This section does not prevent the expenditure from Local funds for notices,
factual statements of issues and other necessary expenses to conduct elections
so long as they do not involve promotion of any candidate.

Section 6. Electon Committee- The President shall appoint an Elections
Committee which shall be responsible for distributing and tabulating the ballots.
Each candidate for office shall be entitled to appoint one (1) observer who shall
be permitted to witness the manner of distribution, casting, and tabulation of
ballots.
Section 7. Ballot Preservation- The ballots and all other records of an election
shall be preserved by the Secretary-Treasurer for two (2) years.
Section 8. Nomination Selection - A member can be nominated for more than
one office, but helshe must choose the office which helshe desires and decline
all other nominations in writing. Any and all nominations shall be declined in
writing and must be in the Secretary-Treasureshands within fourteen days
following nominations.

Section 9. Vacation of Office due to absence - Should any Officer absent
himself fmm three (3) consecutive meetings, without a reasonable and lawful
excuse, hislher office shall be declared vacant and it shall be the duty of the
Executive Board to ao~ointan interested member to act in the interim. A notice
shall be posted and members shall have fifteen (15) days to notify the SecretaryTreasure in writing of hislhi interest in the vacated office.
Section 10. Vacation of Office due to Death, Resignation or Removalfor Good
Cause Upon the death, resignation or removal for good cause, of any Officer, it
shall be the duty of the President at the next regular meeting to call for an
election to fill such vacancy.

-

Section 11. Vacation of Office of President- If at any time the President of the
Local is involved in any way with Sections 9 or 10, his office shall be filled by the
Vice President.

ARTICLE 7

Duties of Elected Officers
Section 1. President- It shall be the duty of the President to preside at all
meetings of the Local and at meetings of the Executive Board. He shall be the
executive head of the Local. He shall be a member ex-officio of all committees.
He shall appoint such committees as may be provided for in this Constitution and
By-Laws, committees provided for in the Collective Baraainina Aareement and
such special committees as may be authorized by the iocal. heshall enforce
strict observance of the Constitution and By-Laws of the International as this
document relates to the Local, and the Constitution and By-Laws of the Local.

He shall have general supervision of the activities of the other officers and
chairmen of committees.
The President shall discharge on behalf of the Local such duties as may be
imposed upon himlher by applicable law including the execution and filing of any
reports to Federal or State authorities, and helshe shall cause to be maintained
by the Local such records as the law requires to be kept in support of reports
filed by it.
The President, by virtue of hisher election, shall be a delegate of this Local to
the convention of the lnternational and State Association.
The President of this Local shall not vote on any motion, election or business
except to break a tie.
The President, upon leaving office, shall turn over all papers, equipment and
records of this Local, in hidher possession to hidher successor.
Section 2. Vice President- The Vice President shall assist the President in such
a manner as the President may determine. In the absence of the President,
helshe shall preside at meetings of the Local and of the Executive Board. If the
office of President becomes vacant, the Vice President shall become President
by succession.
The Vice President, upon leaving office, shall turn over all papers, equipment
and records of this Local, in hisher possession to hidher successor.
Section 3. Treasure- The Treasure shall take charge of the financial records of
the Local. Helshe shall keep correct, and up to date, all accounts of the Local.
Helshe shall refer to Article 4, Section 5, in reference to delinquent members.
Helshe shall collect all dues, assessments, donations and all other monies
received other than cash. Helshe shall announce recei~tsand usual
disbursements and itemized unusual receipts and disbursements at each regular
meeting. Helshe shall turn over his books to the Trustees when called upon to
do so. Helshe shall deposit all monies in a bank or savings institution and pay all
valid bills ordered bv this Local bv check. All checks shall be drawn and sianed
by the secretary-~reasureor president. Helshe shall discharge on behalf & the
Local such duties as may be imposed upon himlher by applicable law including
execution and filing of any reports to Federal and State authorities. According to
lnternational rules and State Law, helshe shall forward an annual audit of the
local to the I.A.F.F. General Secretary-Treasure over the seal of the Local and
signed by the Locals' Trustees.
Section 4. Secretary- Helshe shall take care of all books, papers and effects of
this Local. Helshe shall keep a current record of all proceedings of meetings and
a record of any subsequent amendments to the Constitution in books especially
provided for this purpose. Helshe shall conduct all correspondence pertaining to
hidher office, and perform such other duties, as the Local may from time to time
designate. Helshe shall cause to be maintained by the Local such records, as
the law requires to be kept in support of reports filled by it. Helshe shall upon

leaving office turn over all money, property, papers, equipment and records of
the Local in histher possession to hislher successor.
Section 5. Boardof Trustees - The Board of Trustees of this local shall consist
of three (3) elected members. The Board of trustees shall have a Chairman. The
Trustee receiving the highest number of votes shall be the Chairman of the
Board of Trustees.
The Board of Trustees primary duties shall be to check and report on the
accuracy of the accounts and books of this Local by semiannual audii. The
audits shall be com~letedbv March is and Se~tember1'' each vear and shall
encompass all receipts andbisbursements of ihe Local for the previous six
month period (July thru December) and (January thru June). he Chairman of
the Board of Trustees, or in his absence another Trustee, shall report to the
membership the findings of the audit at the regular monthly membership
meetings in March and Se~tember.Written rewrts shall be forwarded to all Fire
stations of the Fire ~ivisioil.The Board of ~N'steesshall prepare the annual
audit report for the International.
The Chairman of the Board of Trustees shall immediately report to the Local
President any discrepancies or errors found in the audii. The President shall call
a meeting of the Executive Board and attempt to resolve the errors or
discrepancies presented. If the Executive ~ o a r d
cannot make a decision andlor
recommendation within two (2)weeks a s~ecialmeeting
- of the membership will
be called to resolve the issue.'
The Board of Trustees shall also be responsible to designate where the funds
of the Local shall be on deposit.
Trustees may also be assigned other duties from time to time by the Local
President.
Section 6. Semeant at Arms- The Sergeant at Arms will assist the President in
maintaining order at membership meetings. Helshe shall introduce all new
members and visitors. Helshe shall assist in distribution of information at
membership meetings.
Sergeant at Arms may also be assigned other duties from time to time by the
Local President.
Section 7. Executive Board- The Executive Board shall consist of all elected
officers of this Local.
It shall be the duty of the Executive Board to exercise general supervision and
control of the invested funds and property of the Local. It shall have the authority
to act in the name of the Local during intervals between meetings, such acts
being subject to confirmation by the membership at the next regular meeting of
the Local. The Executive Board shall meet at the call of the President or on call
signed by a majority of its members. A majority shall constitute a quorum.

Section 8. Delegates
The President of this Local, by virtue of hidher office shall be the first delegate
of this Local to all conventions of the I.A.F.F., O.A.P.F.F. and Ohio AFL-CIO.
The Vice President of this Local, by virtue of hidher office shall be the second
delegate of this Local to all conventions of the I.A.F.F., O.A.P.F.F. and Ohio
AFL-CIO.
The Secretary of this Local, by virtue of hidher office shall be the first
Alternate Delegate of this Local to all conventions of the I.A.F.F., O.A.P.F.F. and
Ohio AFL-CIO.
The Treasure of this Local, by virtue of hidher office shall be the second
Alternate Delegate of this Local to all conventions of the I.A.F.F., O.A.P.F.F. and
Ohio AFL-CIO.
All delegates that represent this Local at any convention shall upon hidher
return submit a written, or oral, report to the body at a regular or special meeting.

a

ARTICLE 8
Oath of Officers

Section 1. General- The newly elected officers will take their places in front of
the Presidents chair; the President-elect on the right, and the Vice President,
Secretary-Treasure, Trustees and Sergeant-at-Arms elect in the order here
stated. All members will rise and remain standing while the presiding officer
administers to the officers collectively the following obligation:
Section 2. lnstalling Obligation - I pledge my honor to perform the duties of my
office in compliance with the Constitution and By-Laws of the International
Association of Fire Fighters and this Local Union.
All properties and records of this Union will be turned over to my successor in
office at the close of my official term.
I will dutifully abide by and promote the positions taken by the majority.
I will dedicate my talents and energies to represent the mandates and
directives of this Union, Iwill use my good office to promote unity and harmony,
all of which I solemnly promise and swear to keep to the best of my ability.
Section 3. Installing Officer- Installing Officer reads; "Congratulations on your
election to office in I.A.F.F. Local 4268. To perform your respective functions
requires ability, honesty and versatility as you face the challenges and
opportunities of leadership.
Your fellow members have shown their confidence in your ability by electing
you to office. Perform your duties faithfully and well."
(Address these remarks to those assembled)

"Your officers have been installed and charged with the responsibilities of their
res~ectiveoffices. While it is easv to charae these menlwomen with their duties
to );OU, your own responsibilities io them &e of equal importance. Your regular
attendance at meetings; your constructive criticism and your considered
judgement expressed in debate are essential to the success of the organization.
When a decision is reached by the majority, support it and present a united front.
Only in this manner will this Local be effective."

ARTICLE 9
Management, Investment and Disbursements of Union Funds
and Propew
Section 1. General- The money and ~ropettyof this Local Union shall be used
solely for the benefit of the union and ik members and not for the personal gain
or ~ r o fofi anv officer or member. Local union officers. aoents. re~resentatives
and employees who handle the Locals' funds or propi~"shalibe'heldto this
standard of conduct and accountable for any breach thereof under this
Constitution and By-Laws and as provided by law. Such officers as are given the
responsibility under our local union's constitution and by-laws shall manage,
invest and expend its funds and property only in accordance with applicable
provisions of the local's governing laws or this Constitution and By-Laws and any
resolutions properly adopted thereunder. Otherwise, funds and property may not
be invested, used or disbursed except upon approval of the membership at
regular or special local union meetings.
Sectlon 2. Budget- at the January meeting, an I.A.F.F. Local 4268 line item
budget will be on the agenda. This budget will govern the spending of funds for
the fiscal year in which it is adopted. The budget will be posted at each Fire
Station and Bureau fourteen (14) days prior to the January meeting dates.
Executive Officers of IAFF Local 4268 may spend up to Five hundred
($500.00) dollars for The Executive Board of IAFF Local 4268, with a three
fourths (%) majority vote may spend up to Five hundred ($500.00) dollars from
the line item arbitration and litisration. S~endinaof funds in excess of Five
hundred ($500.00) dollars from the line'item akiration and litigation shall require
a two thirds (213) majority vote of the members present at a regular or special
meeting.
Section 3. Petty Cash -There will be an amount of Fifty ($50.00) dollars kept in
petty cash by the treasurer for the purpose of office supplies and general
purchases.

Section 4. Mileage - A mileage allowance is to be paid to members of the Local
for the miles placed on their personal vehicles when they are on official business
for the Union. Compensation is the standard rate that Springfield Township pays
its employee's when they fill out a travel voucher for official business.
Examples of eligible mileage claims would be travel to conventions, seminars
and any union business that is not of a local nature.

Section 5. Mealper diem - A meal per diem is to be paid to members of the
Local who are on official business for the Local attending conventions and
seminars. The per diem amount is to be based on the IRS publication listing per
diem expenses for the major cities in the United States and Canada.
In the event expenses exceed the per diem allowances, a member on official
business may submit proof of exceedad expenses to the Treasure in the form of
receipts to recover allowable expenses.

ARTICLE 10

Misconduct, Trials and Appeals

-

Section 1. Charges and Trials Any member charged with misconduct, as
defined in Article 15 of the I.A.F.F. Constitution and By-Laws, shall be Sewed
with written specific charges, as required in Article 16 of the
I.A.F.F. Constitution, and be given a reasonable length of time to prepare his
defense and afford a hearing, as provided in Article 17 of the I.A.F.F.
Constitution.
Section 2. Appeals - Appeals may be made in accordance with Article 18 of the
I.A.F.F. Constitution and By-Laws. The appeals must be filed with the President
of the I.A.F.F. within thirty (30) days of the action to be appealed.

ARTICLE 11

Amendments
This Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds (21'3)affirmative vote of
members present at a regular or special meeting. Written notification of the
amendment must be sent to members electronically fifteen (15) days prior to the
meeting.

ARTICLE 12
President Emeritus
The position of President emeritus is hereby established, such position to be
occupied by party to be named in the future shall become effective immediately
upon and concurrently with the effective date of hidher retirement from the
Springfield Township Fire Department.
This position shall carry with it Lifetime Membership in this Local, the
O.A.P.F.F. and the I.A.F.F. at Local 4268's expense. President Emeritus shall
also retain voting rights on all Local Union Business.
This position shall also carry with it the duty on the part of the President
Emeritus to advise and consult with the Local 4268 President andlor Executive
Board upon request when such sewice is desired in the best interests of this
Local.

Appendix F

Ethical Terms

Ethical Tenns

Strong Relationship

Low Relationship

Average Relationship
Bias

Absolutism

Autonomy

Accountable

Beneficence

Authenticity

Confidentiality

Duty

Discrimination

Ethics

Good

Evaluation

Explanation

Liable

Fabrication

Impartiality

Falsification

Moral integrity

Fraud

Morality

Obligation

Negligence

Pluralism

Privacy

Prejudice

Professional responsibility

Rights

Utilitarianism

Responsibility

Risk

Veracity

Security

Safety

Violation

Standard

virtues
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Appendix G
Listing of U.S. States with Codes of Conduct

U.S. States with Codes of Conduct
Alabama
Arkansas
California
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Kentucky
Michigan
New Hampshire
North Carolina
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
South Dakota
State of New York
Texas
Vermont
Washington State
West Virginia

Appendix H

15 14 Revocation, Limitations or Suspensions of Licenses

1514 Revocation, -Limitation, or Suspension of Licenses
1.0

Content

This regulation shall apply to the revocation, limitation, or suspension of an
Initial License, Continuing License or Advanced License issued pursuant to 14
De1.C. Ch. 12; or a Limited Standard, Standard or Professional Status Certificate
issued prior to August 31, 2003 for educators, pursuant to 14 De1.C. 51218.
2.0

Definitions

The following words and terms, when used in this regulation, shall have the
following meaning unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Advanced License" means a license issued as part of the three-tiered
licensure system set forth in 14 De1.C. 51213 and 51214.
"Continuing License" means a license issued as part of the three-tiered
license system set forth in 14 De1.C. 51211 and 51212.
"Department" means the Delaware Department of Education.
"Educator" means a person licensed and certified by the State under 14
DeLC., Chapter 12, to engage in the practice of instruction, administration or
other related professional support services in Delaware public schools, including
charter schools, pursuant to rules and regulations promulgated by the Standards
Board and approved by the State Board. For purposes of 14 De1.C. Chapter 12,
the term 'educator' does not include substitute teachers.
"Immorality" means conduct which is inconsistent with the rules and
principles of morality expected of an educator and may reasonably be found to
impair an educator's effectiveness by reason of his or her unfaness or otherwise.
"Initial License" means a license issued as part of the three-tiered
licensure system set forth in 14 De1.C. 51210.
"License Holder" or "Licensee" means any individual who holds an
Initial License, Continuing License or Advanced License, and until a Continuing
License is issued, a Limited Standard, Standard, or Professional Status
Certiiie.
"Nolo Contendere" means a plea by the defendant in a criminal
prosecution that without admitting guilt subjects him to conviction but does not
preclude him from denying the truth of the charges in a collateral proceeding.
"Nollo Prosequi" means an entry on the record of a legal action denoting
that the prosecutor or plaintiff will proceed no further in his action or suit either as
a whole or as to some count or as to one or more of several defendants.
"Secretary" means the Secretary of the Delaware Department of
Education.
"Standards Board" means the Professional Standards Board established
pursuant to 14 De1.C. 51205.
"State" means the State of Delaware.
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3.0

Revocation of License

3.1 Discretionary Revocations
The Secretary may revoke an Initial, Continuing or Advanced License that
has been issued, for the following causes if the license holder:
3.1.1 Obtained or attempted to obtain or renew a license or
certificate by fraudulent means or through misrepresentation of material facts; or
3.1.2 Falsified official school records, documents, statistics or
reports; or
3.1.3 Knowingly violated any of the provisions of the Student
Testing Program set forth in 14 De1.C. 5 172; or
3.1.4 Plead guilty or nolo contendere with respect to, or is
convicted of, any crime against a child constituting a misdemeanor, except for
Unlawful Sexual Conduct in the Third Degree; or
3.1.5 Plead guilty or nolo contendere with respect to, or is
convicted of, possession of a controlled substance or a counterfeit controlled
substance classified as such in 16 De1.C. Chapter 47,Schedule I, 11, Ill. IV, or V;
or
3.1.6 Was terminated or dismissed for immorality, incompetence,
misconduct in oftice, willful neglect of duty, disloyalty or misconduct involving any
cause for suspension or revocation of a license; or
3.1.7 Resigned or retired pending dismissal for immorality,
provided'that clear and convincing evidence establishes the underlying
misconduct occurred; or
3.1.8 Had a license or certificate revoked or voluntarily
surrendered in another jurisdiction for cause which would be grounds for
revocation; or
3.1.9 Failed to comply with any of the mandatory notice
provisions of this regulation.
3.1.10 Failed to comply with any of the statutory or regulatory
requirements for maintaining a license.
3.2 Mandatory Revocations
The Secretary shall revoke a license if the license holder:
3.2.1 Pleads guilty or nolo contendere with respect to, or is
convicted of:
3.2.1.1 Any crime constituting the manufacture, delivery,
possession with intent to manufacture or deliver a controlled substance or a
counterfeit controlled substance classified as such in of 16 De1.C. Cha~ter47.
Schedule I. 11. Ill, IV or V; or
3.2.1.2 Any crime constituting a violent felony as defined
in 11 De1.C. §4201(c); or
3.2.1.3 Any crime against a child constituting a felony, or
Unlawful Sexual Contact in the Third Degree; or
3.2.1.4 Any crime constituting a felony sexual offense; or
3.2.1.5 Any crime constituting a felony offense against
public administration involving bribery, improper influence or abuse of office: or

3.2.2 Is terminated or dismissed for a sexual offense against a
child; or

3.2.3 Resigns or retires after official notice of allegations of a
sexual offense against a child, provided that clear and convincing evidence
establishes the underlying misconduct occurred.
4.0

Limitation of Licenses

The Secretary may limit an Initial, Continuing or Advanced License that has
been issued, for any of the grounds for revocation.
4.1 If any of the causes listed in Sections 3, 4, 5, or 6 are determined, the
Secretary or the Standards Board after a hearing, may put limitations on a
license that may include but are not limited to:
4.1.1 Restrictions on the ages of students with whom the license
holder may work; or
4.1.2 Additional supervision requirements; or
4.1.3 Education, counseling or psychiatric examination
requirements.
5.0

Suspension of ~ i c e n s e s

5.1 The Secretary may suspend an Initial, Continuing or Advanced
License that has been issued, for any of the grounds for revocation.
5.2 A license may be suspended for a period of time not to exceed five
(5) years.
5.2.2 The license may be reinstated by the Secretary, upon written
request, with verification that all requirements for license renewal have been
satisfied.
5.2.3 If the license expired during the period of suspension, the
holder of the former license may reapply for the same tier license that was
suspended but shall meet the license requirements that are in effect at the time
of the application for the license.
6.0

Automatic Suspension after Arrest or Indictment

The Secretary may automatically suspend any license without a prior hearing
if the license holder is arrested or indicted by a Grand Jury for a violent felony as
defined in 11 De1.C. §4201(c). A suspension under this subsection is effective
on the date of the arrest or Grand Jury indictment.
6.1 Temporary Order
6.1.1 For a suspension under this subsection, the Secretary shall
issue a written temporary order of suspension to the license holder at his or her
last known address.
6.1.1.1 The chief school officer or head of school, on
behalf of the local board of education or charter school board of directors, shall
report to the Secretary the name and last known address of any license holder

employed by the district or charter school who it knows to have been arrested or
indicted by a Grand Jury for a violent felony as defined in 11 De1.C. §4201(c).
6.1.1.2 An order of suspension under this Section shall
remain in effect until the final order of the Secretary or the Standards Board
becomes effective.
6.2 Expedited Hearing
6.2.1 A license holder whose license has been suspended
pursuant to this Section may request an expedited hearing before the Standards
Board within 20 calendar days from the date the notice of the Secretary's
decision to temporarily suspend the license holder's license was mailed. The
request shall be sent to the Standards Board's Executive Director.
6.2.2 In the event that the license holder requests an expedited
hearing, the Standards Board shall convene a hearing within 90 calendar days of
the receipt of such a request.
6.2.3 The order of suspension is temporary pending resolution of
the criminal charges. Therefore, an expedited hearing under this subsection
shall be limited to whether the license holder had been arrested or indicted for a
violent felony.
6.3
Revocation after Conviction
6.3.1 If the license holder pleads guilty or nolo wntendere with
respect to, or is convicted of, a violent felony as defined in 11 De1.C. §4201(c),
the Secretary shall proceed with revocation.
6.4
Resolution of Charges without Conviction
6.4.1 If the license holder is found not guilty of the underlying
criminal charges, a nollo prosequi is entered on the record by the State, or the
charges are otherwise dismissed by the Court, the license holder may file a
written request for license reinstatement, including documentation of the final
status of the judicial proceeding, and their license shall be reinstated if still valid.
6.4.2 If the license expired during the period of suspension, the
holder of the former license may reapply for the same tier license that was
suspended, but shall meet the license requirements that are in effect at the time
of the application for license.
6.4.3 The Secretary may however, continue to pursue revocation
under any alternative ground including but not limited to termination of
employment for immorality, incompetence, misconduct in office, willful neglect of
duty, disloyalty, or misconduct; or resignation or retirement pending dismissal for
immorality under the standards provided herein.
7.0

Substantially Comparable Conduct

The Secretary may take any action under this regulation on the basis of
substantially comparable conduct occurring in a jurisdiction outside this State or
occurring before a person applies for or receives any license.

8.0

Mandatory Notification Requirements

8.1 License Holder
8.1.1 Any license holder who has pled guilty or nolo contendere to,
or has been convicted of, a crime in a court of law which would constitute
grounds for revocation, limitation or suspension of license under this regulation or
has been arrested or indicted by a Grand Jury for a violent felony as defined in
11 De1.C. §4201(c), shall notify the Secretary of such action in writing within
twenty (20) calendar days of such conviction, arrest or indictment, whether or not
a sentence has been imposed. Failure to do so shall be grounds on which the
Secretary may revoke, limit or suspend the holder's license.
8.1.2 Any license holder who has surrendered an educator
license or any professional license or certificate or who has had such a license or
certificate revoked, limited or suspended in any jurisdiction or by any agency
shall notify the Secretary of such action in writing within thirty (30) calendar days
of such action. Failure to do so shall be grounds on which the Secretary may
revoke, limit or suspend the holder's license.
Chief School Officer, Head of School, Local Board or Charter
8.2
School Board of Directors Responsibilities
8.2.1 The chief school officer or head of school, on behalf of the
local board of education or charter school board of directors, shall report to the
Secretary the name and last known address of any license holder who is
dismissed, resigns, retires or is otherwise separated from employment with that
district or charter school afler having received notice of misconduct that
constitutes grounds for revocation or suspension this regulation.
8.2.1.1 Such report shall be made within fifteen (15)
calendar days of the dismissal, resignation, retirement or other separation from
employment and is required notwithstanding any termination agreement to the
contraw that the local board of education or charter school board of directors
may eAer into with the license holder.
8.2.1.2 The reasons for the license holder's dismissal,
resignation, retirement or other separation from employment with the district or
charter school shall also be provided along with all evidence that was reviewed
by or is in the possession of the district or charter school relating to the dismissal.
resignation, retirement or other separation from employment.
8.2.1.3 The Department shall give written notice to any
license holder of any notification received under this subsection to the license
holder's last known address. Such notification shall be made with fifteen (15)
calendar days of receipt of the district or charter school's report to the
Department of misconduct under this Section.
8.2.1.4 The obligation to report also applies when a chief
school officer or head of school acquires relevant information after a license
holder's dismissal, resignation, retirement or other separation from employment.
8.2.2 The chief school officer or head of school, on behalf of the
local board of education or charter school board of directors, shall report to the
Secretary the name and last known address of any license holder employed by

the district or charter school who it knows to have been arrested or indicted by a
Grand Jury for a violent felony as defined in 11 De1.C. $4201(c).
8.2.3 All information obtained from the chief school officer or head
of school shall be confidential and shall not be considered public records under
Delaware's Freedom of lnformation Act.
8.2.4. Failure to make the mandatory reports shall be grounds on
which the Secretary may limit, suspend or revoke the chief school officer's or
head of school's license.
8.3
Notice of Action
The Secretary shall not take action against a person under Sections 3, 4 or 5
without providing the person with wriien notice of the charges and with an
opportunity for a full and fair hearing before the Standards Board.
8.3.1 Notice shall be sent to the person's last known address.
8.3.2 The license holder shall have thirty (30) calendar days from
the date the notice of the charges was mailed to make a written request for a
hearing.
8.3.3 If no written request for a hearing is received by the
Standards Board within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt of notification, the
license holder's license shall be deemed to be revoked, limited or suspended and
the holder shall be so notified.
8.3.4 Notice of the revocation, limitation, suspension or
reinstatement of a license shall be made by the Secretary, or his or her designee,
to all chief state school officers of the other states and territories of the United
States.
8.4 All communications between a license holder and the Department
or Standards Board provided for in this Section shall be by certified mail, with a
return receipt requested.

9.0

Investigations

9.1 The Secretary may investigate any information received about a
person that reasonably appears to be the basis for action under this regulation.
9.1.IThe Secretary shall not investigate anonymous complaints.
9.1.2 The Department shall give written notice within a reasonable
period of time to a license holder of any investigation initiated hereunder to the
license holder's last known address.
9.1.3 All information obtained during an investigation is
confidential and shall not be considered public records under Delaware's
Freedom of lnformation Act.
9.1.4 The Secretary shall review the results of each investigation
conducted pursuant to this regulation and shall determine whether the results
warrant initiating action under this regulation.

10.0 License Reinstatement

10.1 Subject to the limitation contained herein, an individual whose
license has been revoked under Section 3.1 Discretiona~Revocation of this
regulation may petition the Secretary for reinstatement of'the license no sooner
than five (5) years from the date of revocation. The individual shall submit to the
Secretary a written petition showing credible evidence, by affidavit or otherwise,
of the factors set forth in subsection 10.1.I.
10.1.1 The Secretary shall consider all of the following criteria in
evaluating a petition for reinstatement and shall only grant such a petition if it is in
the best interest of the public schools of the State of Delaware:
10.1.1.1 The nature and circumstances of the individual's
original misconduct;
10.1.1.2 The individual's subsequent conduct and
rehabilitation;
10.1.1.3 The individual's present character; and
10.1.1.4 The individual's present qualifications and
competence to engage in the practice of instruction, administration or other
related professional support services.
10.1.2 A former license holder is entitled to a full and fair hearing
before the Standards Board to challenge a denial of reinstatement pursuant to
this subsection.
10.2 A license revoked under Section 3.2 Mandatory Revocations or
suspended under Section 6.0 of this regulation may not be reinstated under this
subsection.
10.2.1 A license suspended under Section 6.0 may only be
reinstated pursuant to that section.
10.2.2 A license revoked under Section 3.2 Mandatory Revocation
may only be reinstated under Section 10.3.
10.3 If a decision of license revocation, limitation or suspension is solely
based on the conviction of a crime enumerated within this regulation, and if the
plea or conviction is overturned and there is no subsequent proceeding leading
to a plea or conviction, the individual whose license is revoked, limited or
suspended may file a written request for reinstatement, including documentation
of the final status of the judicial proceeding, and the license shall be reinstated.
10.3.1 The Secretary may continue to pursue revocation under an
alternative basis.
11.0 Standards Board Hearings and Procedures

11.1 In any hearing before the Standards Board to challenge
action taken under this regulation, the Standards Board shall have the power to
administer oaths, order the taking of depositions, issue subpoenas and compel
attendance of witnesses and the production of books, accounts, papers, records,
documents and testimony.

11.2 Unless otherwise provided for in this Section, the burden of
proof in a license disciplinary action shall be on the agency taking official action
to establish by preponderance of the evidence that the license holder has
engaged in misconduct as defined by Sections 3,4 and 5 or otherwise has failed
to comply with the applicable laws and regulations relating to the retention of the
license.
11.3 Whenever the basis for an action described within this
regulation is a guilty plea, a plea of nolo contendere with respect to, or a
conviction of a crime, a copy of the record of the plea, nolo contendere or
conviction certified by the Clerk of the Court entering the plea, nolo contendere or
conviction shall be conclusive evidence thereof.
11.4 After a hearing, the Standards Board may take any action
and impose any limitation or suspension that could have been taken by the
Secretary.
11.5 Hearings shall be conducted in accordance with the Standard
Board's Hearing Procedures and Rules.
12.0 Resolution by Consent Agreement

The Secretary may enter into a written consent agreement with a person
against whom action is being taken under this regulation.
13.0 Certification

All Standard Certificates issued to the license holder shall also be revoked
upon the revocation of the license.

Appendix I

NY, DE,PA, and CT Codes of Ethics

rd)

NEW YORK STATE
CODE OF ETHICS FOR EDUCATORS

The Professional Standards Board's
Ethical Guideline for Delaware Educators
Preamble
The Professional Standards Board is committed to providing leadership for improving the quality of
education in the State of Delaware by establishing high standards for educator licensure,
certification, professional development and conduct.

Purpose Statement
The purpose of The Professional Standards Board's Ethical Guideline for Delaware Educators
is to inform and clarify
- expectations and commitments of educators to the student, the urofession
and the educational community. This applies to current Delaware educators, those educators new to
Delaware and recent college graduates. This guideline is not intended to be a definitive list of
acceptable and unacceptable behaviors, but is intended to be an edifying document that will
facilitate conversations and reflections of current and future practice.
A

Forward
Delaware educators recognize the trust and responsibility the public has vested in the profession for
educating the children of Delaware. Educators acknowledge the worth and dignity of all people and
must exemplify a commitment first to the student, to teaching and student learning, the profession
and to their educational community. Delaware educators are entrusted to pursue personal
professional growth, to promote democratic citizenship and diversity, and to serve as appropriate
role models.

Commitments
To the Student

6

-

Standard: The educator 'sprimary commitment is to students: the students 'pursuir
of knowledge, the development of the students 'potential and the students' cognitive,
physical andpsychological safety.
o The educator shall treat every student with dignity and respect by valuing
students' personal boundaries and maintaining professional relationships with
students both inside and outside of the classroom or school. Educators shall
engage all students in the acquisition of knowledge and understanding in an
environment free from harassment, intimidation or physical danger. The
educator shall accord just and equitable treatment to every student, regardless
of race, color, creed, sex, sexual preference, age, socioeconomic status,
handicapping condition, national origin or ethnic background. The educator
promotes the worth and dignity of each student and has an obligation to
support each student in the quest of reaching hidher full potential and of
becoming a contributing member in our democratic society.

To the Profession

9

-

Standard: The educator, in maintaining the dignity of the profession, shall
demonstrate personal integrity, exemplifyhonesty and compassion, maintain high
levels of competence, engage in or lead appropriate continuingprofessional
development to move their students and the profession forward, and respect and
follow the law.
o The educator shall encourage, support and respect fellow educators by
providing the best of educational services. The educator shall respect the
confidential expectations of the profession with students, colleagues and in
records, and shall refrain from the exploitation of relationships for personal
gain. The educator has an obligation to raise educational standards; to keep
abreast of current research and technology; to commit to their own learning;
and to create, support and maintain challenging learning environments for all.
Educators collaborate with colleagues in the interest of student learning. The
educator serves as a positive role model and shall refrain from the use of
alcohol, tobacco andlor drugs on any school grounds or at any school activity.
The educator is aware of the fine line between hidher personal and
professional life relative to the purposeful or inadvertent sharing of digital
media and burgeoning internet applications, and therefore exercises due
diligence in this Information Age. Educators shall demonstrate a high
standard of personal character and conduct, and promote the principles of
democracy.

To the Educational Community
O

-

Standard: The educator collaborates with parents and the educational community to
enhance andpromote student learning by building trust and respecting diversity.
o The educator encourages the educational community to be active participants
in the formulation of educational policy and to be advocates for students. The
educator shall communicate appropriate information with parents and
endeavor to understand their community's cultures and diverse home
environments. It is expected that the educator will distinguish between
personal views and those of the employing educational agency and will model
and encourage students to pursue the principles of our democratic heritage.
The educator is responsible to the educational community for practicing the
profession to the highest ethical principles.

Delaware State Board of Education Endorsement
On August 20,2009, the State Board of Education reviewed The Professional Standards Board's
Ethical Guideline for Delaware Educators. After consideration, the State Board of Education joins the
Professional Standards Board in their commitment to providing leadership for improving the quality of
education in Delaware through high standards and endorsed The Professional Standards Board's Ethical
Guideline for Delaware Educators as a guideline for educators.
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wrltten communications with parents.
students and stan shall rebct sensitiiiix
to the fundamental human rights of
dignity, privacy and respect
(8) Professional educators shall be openminded, knowkdaeabk and use
appropriate judgknt and communication
skills when responding to an issue within
the educational environment.
(9) Professional educators shall k e e ~
in
confidence information obtained in
confidence In the course of profsss~onal
sefvue u n k u requlred to be dlsclosd by
law or by ckar and comoellino
professmna~necessity as de6rmined by
Ihe pmfessional educator.
(10) Professionaleducators shal exert
reasonable effort to Drotect the student
from cond#ions which interfere with
learning or are harmful to the students
health and safety.

Section 5. Conduct
lndlvidual professional conduct reflects
upon the practbs, values, integrity and
reputation of the profession. Violation of g
g 235.6235.11 may constitute an
independent basis for private or public
reprimand. and may be used as
supporting evidence in cases of
certification suspension and revowtion.

Section 6. Legal obligations
(a) The professional educator may not
engage in conduct pmhibited by the
act 01 December 12.1973 IP. L.397.
NO. 141) (24 P. S. g g 12-1251-12-

12681. known as the Teacher
~etikcationLaw.
(b) The pmfessional educator may not
engage in conduct prohibited by:
(I) m e Public school Code of 1849 (24 P.
S. g 5 1-101-27-2702) and other laws
relating to the schwls or the education of
children.
(21The aoohbla laws of the
~ommon'&alth establishing ethics of
public oWiciak and public employes.
including me act of october 4. 1978 (P. L.
883. No. 170) (65P. S. 5 0 401413).
known as the Public Omcial and
Employee Ethics Law.
(c) Vwlatlon of subsection (b) shall have
been found to exist bv an awncv of
proper junsd~cbonto be m r k d e k an
Independent basw for dsupllne

Section 7. Certification
The professional educator may not:
(1) m P t employment, when not Properly
certificated, in a position for which
certilication is required.
(2) Assist entry into or continuance in the
education profession of an unqualified
person.
(3) Employ, orrecommend for
empbymant, a person who is not
c e t i i t e d appropriately for the position.

Section 8. Civil Rights
The pmfessional educator may not:
(1) D m u i m i ~ t e
on the basis of race.
Natiinal or ethnic omin. wllure. reliion.
MX or sexual orientaiian, marital staius.
age, political beliefs, socioeconomic

status d~saotlngcondition or vocatmnat
interest agalnst a student or fellow
~rofessional.This list of bases of
discrimination is not all-inclusive. This
dlscnmmahon shal be found toexst by an
agency of pmperjunsd~ctlonto be
considered an independent basis for
disd~line.
(2) lrite*re wlth a student's or
colkague's exeruse of pollt~caland clv~l
rlghts and responslb~lltrss.

Section 9. Improper personal or
financial eain
The pmfes~wnaleducator may not:
(1) h p t grutuitii, QXBor tavors that
might impair or appeai to impair
omfassional iudoment.
i2) Expbl a broieulonr~relatlonshlp for
personal galn or advantage

Seetion 10. Relationships with
students

The pmfessional educator may not:
(1) Knowingly and intentionally distort or
misrepresent evaluations of students.
(2) Knowingly and intentionally
misrepresent subject matter or curriculum
(3) Sexually harass or engage in sexual
rela~ionshioswith students.
(4) ~nowiiglyand intentionally withhold
evidence from the proper authorities about
violations afthe legal obligations as
defined within this section.

Section 11. Professional
relationships
The Drofes&nal educator mav not:
(1) Knowingly and lnl~nhonallydeny of
Impede a colleague in the exerclse or
enjoyment of a professional rmht or
~ r i v i b in
e beino an educator.
(2) ~n-w~ngly
and mtentmnally distort
evaluations of wlkagues.
(3) Sexually harass a fellow employe.
(4) Use c&rcive means or promise
s ~ e d atreatment
l
to influence Drofessional
declslons of c o l k a g u ~
(5) Threaten. coerce or dlscnmmate
agalnst a mlkague who in good tam
riporb or discloies to a governing agency
a m a l or suspected violations of law.
agency regulations or standards.

I

The Code of Professional Practice and
Conduct for Educators can be found at 22
Pa. Code @235.1 -235.11.

I

All questions should be directed to me
PmkasionalStandards and Practices
Commbsionat (717) 7876576.
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Applicability of the Code of Professional
Responsibility for Teacherr to Candidates in
a ~bnnecticutEducator Preparation Program

Connecticut State
Department of Education
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Appendix J
Collective Bargaining Statutes

State and Local Provisions Governing Collective Bargaining
The National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) governs labor relations in private schools, subject to
some limitations. A teachers' union of a private schools should determine whether the NLRA
applies to its school. State labor statutes generally govern labor relations between public school
districts and teachers' unions. These provisions are summarized below. Collective bargaining
statutes differ considerably from state to state, with some states providing much more guidance
and specific rules than others.
ALABAMA: Teachers have a general right to join or refuse to join a labor organization.
ALASKA: Certified employees and school boards must follow specific procedures set forth in
the statute. Under the state's Public Employment Relations Act, student representatives must be
permitted to attend meetings and have access to documents in negotiations between a
postsecondary education institution and a bargaining representative. The statute also permits a
strike, with some limitations, by public school employees after mediation if a majority of
employees vote by secret ballot to do so.
ARIZONA: Arizona has not enacted a collective bargaining statute governing public schools.
Teachers in this state should consult relevant case law to determine when collective bargaining is
permitted.
ARKANSAS: Teachers have a general right to organize and bargain collectively.
CALIFORNIA: An extensive statutory scheme is provided for governing collective bargaining
between public schools and'bargaining representatives, under the Public School Employee
Relations Act. The statute limits the scope of representation to matters related to wages,
employment hours, and other terms and conditions of employment. Employer and employee
representatives are required to "meet and negotiate." If impasse is declared, mediation and, if
necessary, fact-finding are required. Arbitration is permitted, but it is not required by statute.
COLORADO: Collective bargaining is permitted by statute. Teachers have a limited right to
strike.
CONNECTICUT: A statute permits collective bargaining by members of the teaching
profession. However, the state prohibits professional employees
from striking.and allows courts
. .
to enforce this prohibition.
DEIAWARE: Public school employees are permitted to bargain collectively. Majority vote is
required for union representation from all eligible membcrs of the bargaining unit. The state
prohibits strikes by teachers.

FLORIDA: The stale constitution guarantees the right to collective bargaining but prohibits
strikes by public employees. State statute defines "good faith bargaining," requiring parties to
meet at reasonable times and places with the intent to reach a common accord.
HAWAII: Statute permits bargaining by all public employees. Statute defines certain bargaining
units, including some supervisory employees. Mediation, fact-finding, and arbitration are
provided in the statute. Strikes are permitted, but only in certain narrow circumstances.
IDAHO: Statute prescribes procedures for bargaining between a school board and certificated
school employees.
ILLINOIS: Educational employees at all levels permitted to bargain under the Illinois
Educational Labor Relations Act. However, several types of employees, including supervisors,
managers, confidential employees, short-term employees, and students, are excluded from
bargaining by statute. Impasse procedures include mediation and fact-finding. Arbihation is
permitted. Strikes are permitted after several conditions set forth in the statute are met.
INDIANA: Certificated educational employees permitted to bargain by statute. Statute prescribes
certain subjects that may be bargained and certain subjects that may be discussed. Strikes are
prohibited.
IOWA: All public employees permitted to bargain collectively. Mediation and fact-finding
required for impasse resolution. The state labor board at the request of the school board or union
may order binding arbitration. Strikes are prohibited.
KANSAS: Statute permits bargaining by all public employees. Employer retains a number of
rights, including right to direct work of employees. Strikes are prohibited:
LOUISIANA: No collective bargaining statute governs public schools. Teachers in this state
should consult relevant case law to determine when collective bargaining is permitted.
MAINE: Statute permits collective bargaining by all public employees. Strikes by all state
employees are prohibited.
MARYLAND: Statute permits bargaining by all certified and noncertified public school
employees.
MASSACI-IUSETTS: Statute permits bargaining by all public employees. Strikes by public
employees are prohibited.
MICIUGAN: Statute permits bargaining by public employees. Negotiations by teachers limited
under some circumstances. Strikes by public employees are prohibited.
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MINNESOTA: Statute permits bargaining by all public employees. State permits strikes only
under certain circumstances, including completion of impasse resolution.
MISSISSIPPI: Strikes by teaches are illegal by statute.
MISSOURI: Teachers at public schools have the right to bargain collectively. Statute does not
grant a right to strike.
MONTANA: Statute permits bargaining by all public employees. Courts have construed state
statute to permit the right to strike.
NEBRASKA: Statute permits bargaining by all public employees. State restricts supervisors
from joining a bargaining unit but permits some administrators; subject to restrictions, to join
such a bargaining unit with teachers. Strikes by teachers are prohibited.
NEVADA: Statute permits bargaining by all public employees. Strikes by public employees are
illegal by statute.
NEW HAMPSHIRE. Statute permits bargaining by all public employees. Impasse resolution
procedures must be implemented within the time period specified by the statute. Strikes by
public employees are illegal by statute.
NEW JERSEY: Statute permits bargaining by all public employees but excludes standards of
criteria for cmployee performance from the scope of negotiation.
NEW YORK: Statute permits bargaining by all public employees. The statute limits the scope of
negotiations to matters related to wages, employment hours, and other terms and conditions of
employment. Arbitration is required by statute when an impassti is declared. Strikes by public
employees are prohibited.
NORTH CAROLINA: Statute prohibits collective bargaining by all public employees. Statute
also prohibits strikes by public employees.
NORTH DAKOTA: Statute permits bargaining by certificated school employees. Strikes by
school employees are prohibited.
01-110: Statute permits bargaining by public employees. Strikes by public employees are
prohibited.
OKLAI IOMA: Statute pcrmits bargaining by all public school employees. Strikes by teachers
arc prohibited.

OREGON: Statute permits bargaining by all public employees. Impasse resolution procedures
include mediation and fact-finding. Strikes are permitted after impasse resolution procedures
have been implemented.
PENNSYLVANIA: Statute permits bargaining by all public employees under the Public
Employee Relations Act. Statute limits which employees may be included in a single bargaining
unit. Public school districts are not required to bargain over the "inherent management policy" of
the district. Strikes by public employees are permitted after conditions set forth in the statute are
met.
RHODE ISLAND: Statute permits bargaining by all certified public school employees. Strikes
by public school employees are prohibited.
SOUTH DAKOTA: Statute permits bargaining by all public employees. Strikes by public
employees are prohibited.
TENNESSEE: Negotiations by professional educators governed by the Education Professional
Negotiations Act. Strikes by education professionals are prohibited.
TEXAS: Statute prohibits public employees from entering into a coliective bargaining
agreement. Statute also prohibits strikes by public employees.
UTAH: Statute permits union membership by public employees.
VERMONT: Statute permits bargaining by public school teachers, with representation election
administered by the American Arbitration Association. Strikes by state employees are prohibited
by statute.
VIRGINIA: Strikes by public employees are prohibited by statute.
WASHINGTON: Statute permits bargaining by public employees, including certified
educational employees. Strikes by public employees are prohibited by statute.
WEST VIRGINIA: No collective bargaining statute governs public schools. Teachers in this
state should consult relevant case law to determine when collective bargaining is permitted.
WISCONSIN: Statute permits bargaining by municipal employees. Impasse resolution
prccedures include mediation and arbitration. Strikes are permitted after impasse resolution
procedures have becn exhausted.
WYOMING: Statute permits right to bargain as a matter of public policy (NLRA, 2008,

v.
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Appendix L
Discipline-Code of Service

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE BRIDGEWATER-RARITAN REGIONAL BOARD OF
EDUCATION AND THE BRIDGEWATER-RARITAN EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION, INC.
July 1,2005 June 30,2008
S. Discipline-Code for Service Personnel
1. RULES AND REGULATIONS

a. Overview
Effective personnel practices indicate that certain rules and regulations are necessary for the
safety, security and productivity of employees and the school district management. The best
working conditions prevail where supervisors and employees demonstrate consideration for
themselves, their fellow employees, their employer and students. To make clear the conduct
which our district expects to see practiced, a series of rules and regulations have been set forth
with which all employees and supervisors are expected to comply.
It will be the responsibility of all supervisors and administrators to make their employees aware
of these rules and to insist that these rules and regulations are properly observed in order to
assure the well-being of all.
The rules are categorized into two major groups. Group I Rules are concerned with major items
of personal conduct. Group I1 Rules, although somewhat less serious when violated, warrant
prompt attention and correction. Both categories describe the nature of improper action and
cannot be considered to be all inclusive. Disciplinary measures will always be governed by a
strong sense of fairness and equity as determined by the seriousness of the violation.
b. Group I Rules
A violation of any one of these rules may be considered cause for suspension andlor dismissal.
Provoking or starting tights involving physical contact.

-

Stealing records or property of the school district or property of another employee or
student.
Making any false statements on employee records, time sheets or reimbursement requests
Working while under the influence of intoxicants, narcotics or other so called controlled
dangerous substances, or possessing, using or selling such materials or related
paraphcrnalia anywhere on school district property.
Performing malicious acts resulting in destruction to school district or personal property.
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Carrying a concealed weapon, or bringing, possessing or using firearms or weapons of
any type on school district property.
Committing any act which would be considered to be an indictable offense as detined by
the laws of the State of New Jersey.
Working without designated protective safety equipment where the potential
consequences may do serious ham to self, students, other employees or significant

c. G r o u ~11 Rules
Employees who violate any of these mles will be subject to a reprimand by their supervisor.
Continued violations may be cause for dismissal.
Failing to observk working hours by tardiness or by unexcused or excessive absenteeism.
Using abusive language.
Leaving the work area prior to the expiration of regularly scheduled hours.
Failing to adhere to rules or regulations as defined by the supervisor either orally or in
writing.
Continuing low work productivity after proper instruction.
Continuing defective workmanship after proper instruction and proper warning.
Wasting materials unnecessarily.
Working without designated protective safety equipment such as safety shoes, safety
glasses, face shields, etc., when the supervisor has deemed them necessary in performing
the assigned job, or disregarding safety instruction.
Smoking in district buildings or on school grounds.

2. DISCIPLINE
a. Overview
It is the intent of the Bridgewater-Raritan Regional School District to ensure that
discipline, when required,-is carried out in a fair and consistent manner. While all
employees are expected to conduct themselves according to generally accepted rules of
conduct and performance, this policy addresses itself to the relative few who do not and
thereby, cause disciplinary problems. The disciplinary procedure set forth is designed to
improve the work pattern of problem employees and to provide a record of corrective
action taken to modify behavior or change performance.
b. Stem in the Disciplinarv Procedure
The following sequence of actions will normally be taken in carrying out discipline for
rules violations. Based on the severity of the offense, some steps in the procedure may be
bypassed.

(I .) Verbal Warning
The first step in the disciplinary procedure consists of a verbal warning followed by a counseling
session which points out, in a constructive fashion, the area of deficiency and offers the
employee assistance in attempting to correct same. The counseling session may consist of getting
at the cause of the problem by further explanation of the rules, regulations or requirements of the
job. It should be mentioned that a recurrence of the violation may result in a written warning.

(2.) Written Warning
A written warning is documentation that corrective action has not been taken as a result of the
previously issued verbal warning, or that another rule has been violated. In the case of a written
warning, the language of the reprimand should be clear, specifically identifying the nature and
circumstances of the offense. The last statement in the written warning should state, "Subsequent
disregard of the school district rules and regulations will result in further disciplinary action, up
to and including discharge."
(3.) Suspension
The third step in the disciplinary procedure should be given serious consideration by both the
supervisor and the employee, as the next step would normally be discharge. Suspension without
pay for a period of three days is recommended, although circumstances may dictate a longer or
shorter period of time.
(4.) Dischawe
The final step in the disciplinary procedure is termination of employment with the school district.

(5.) Grievance Procedure
Disciplinary actions are grievable.

c. Application of Disciplinarv Actions
Disciplinary measures will always be governed by a strong sense of fairness and equity as
determined by the seriousness of the rules which are violated (see Regulations overview). Group
I Rules are concerned with major areas of personal conduct, are areas of serious consequcnce and
violations should never be condoned. Prompt and effective action is required of all supervisors
and administrators.
Grour, I Rules Violation
1 st ofTense: Suspension or discharge
2nd offense: Discharge

Violations of Group I1 Rules, though somewhat less serious, warrant prompt attention and
correction by all supervisors and administrators.

Grouo I1 Rules Violation
I st offense: Verbal warning
2nd offense: Written warning
3rd offense: Suspension
4th offense: Dismissal
The disciplinary actions described above represent the maximum penalty for the offense listed. A
margin of reason and discretion will always be left to the individual supervisor/administrator.
Each case should be judged individually, with such factors as length of service, performance
record, attendance, attitude, etc. being taken into consideration when evaluating the employee's
total record.
Res~onsibility
Supervisors and administrators will be responsible for initiating remedial actions necessary to
correct, improve and promote proper employee behavior. Consultation and guidance for uniform
application of this policy is to be obtained from the Superintendent or his designee prior to
issuing written warnings.
Documentation Procedure
Supervisors and administrators must notify the Superintendent or his designee of all verbal
warnings. In the case of a written warning or suspension notification, the Superintendent or his
designee will review and approve the documentation prior to the distribution to the employee.
One copy is to be retained by the supervisor/administrator, one copy given to the employee, and
one copy forwarded to the Personnel office for inclusion in the employee's Personnel file. Any
written document should contain the employee's signature. If the employee refuses to sign the
document, a notation "employee refused to sign" must be made. Any employee who feels he or
she has been treated unfairly in the discipline process may seek redress via the appropriate
channels.

3. SEPARATION
a. Overview
Continuity of employment has always been a major objective of the school district. Employees
are recognized as valuable assets, and it is hoped that employees view their Jobs as son~cthingof
personal value. For these reasons, it is the policy of the Bridgewater-Haritan Regional School
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District to make every practical effort to select and place individuals in jobs suited to their skills
and abilities, in order to avoid voluntary or involuntary separation. The school district
recognizes, however, that separation will occur as a result of resignation, discharges, health,
reduction-in-force or retirement. All employees will be treated equitably when terminating
employment with the Bridgewater-Raritan School District.
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INTRODUCTION
This is a Guidc for State officers and employees and special State officers and employees in thc Executivc
Branch of New Jersey State Government. If you are one of these persons, you should read this Guidc
carefully. It explains thc ethics rules and laws found in the Ncw Jerscy Conflicts of Interest Law (NJ.S.A
52:13D-12 el seq.) and in the rules ofthe State Ethics Commission (N.J.A.C. 19:61-1 . I et seq.). In
addition to those laws and rules, you are also bound by the Uniform Ethics Code and any ethics code
adopted by the agency for which you work. You are responsible for knowing the laws and rules described
in this guide, as well as the specific policies and procedures ofyour particular agency.
As we in State government do our work, it is important that the public have the highest degree of
confidence in our conduct. Our fellow employees depend on us to make lawful, ethical decisions. This
Guide provides general information on the minimum ethical standards and does not have the force and
effect of law. It does not replace any actual laws or rules, and it does not address every ethical restriction
contained in the laws and rules it summarizes. It does not cover the requirements contained in your
agency's ethics code, to which you are also subject. Ethical issues may also be addressed in procurement,
personnel, and travel rules, as well as in open meetings, open records, and criminal laws. The statutes
creating your agency may also contain ethical prohibitions. In addition, members of particular professions
(such as lawyers and accountants) are subject to their own codes of professional responsibility.
Information in this Guide derives from detailed statutes, regulations, and executive orders. There are,
however, simple principles that will guide you through the details.

.

PRINCLPLES OF ETHICAL CONDUCT

Exploitation of Oitkial Position. You may not use your position to secure a job, contract, governmental
approval or special benefit for yourself, a friend or family member.

.

Compensation for Oflicial Duties. Your paycheck is your only permitted compensation. You may not
accept any other compensation for performing yourjob. You may not "moonlight" without the approval
of your agency.
Gifts and Favors. You may not accept any gift of more than nominal value (e.g., a tee-shirt or a pen)
related in any way to your official duties.

.

Attendance at Events: Honoraria, Activities, and Expenses. You may not be "wined and dined" by
people with whom your agency conducts business. You may not accept honoraria. Official travel
reimbursements require prior approval from your agency or the Ethics Commission. If a donor conducts
business with your agency, it is unlikely that you may accept such payments.

.
.

Outside Employment, Business Interests and Political Activity. You must disclose to your agency any
outside employment, business interests and political activities and secure approval.

Conflicts of lnterest. You may not act in any matter in which you, your family, or your close friends
have a direct or indirect personal or financial interest that might tend to conflict with the proper discharge
of your official duties. Rather, you should recuse yourself and ask someone else to perform the Slate task.

.

Prior Business Relationships. You may not have any involvement on official matters that involve any
private sector individual or entity that employed
. . -you or did business with you during
- the one -year prior
. to
the commencement ofyour state employment.

Prohibition on Use of Confidential Information. You may not accept employment or engagc in any
activity that may require or induce you to disclose conlidential information acquired through your
position.

.

Nepotism. You may not hire, promote, or supervise a relative.

Post-Employment Lifetime Restrictions. AAcr you leave public employmcnt, you may not represent or
assist a person concerning a particular matter if you were substantially and directly involved in that
particular matter while in State employ. Further, you may not use or disclose any information not
generally available to members of the public, gained during the course of your employment.

.

When in Doubt, Ask! If you think you have a conflict of interest or are unsure of any of these rules, ask
your Ethics Liaison Officer ("ELO) or the Commission. If you suspect any wrongdoing, report your
suspicion. Complaints may be made anonymously to the Commission and are kept confidential.
If you have questions (and most of us do, from time to time), you should contact your supervisor,
Department Head or ELO.Most of the reporting requirements discussed in this Guide refer you to your
agency's ELO. A list of ELOs is available at www.nj.gov/ethics/agency. You may also address questions
directly to the State Ethics Commission (which we refer to in this Guide as the "Commission"). We urge
you to ask before you do something, rather than need to try to explain what you did.
To obtain more information or to check for revisions to these rules, call the Commission at (60912921892 or 1-888-223-1355. You may also visit our web site at www.nj.gov/ethics.
GENERAL STANDARDS OF CONDUCT
These rules promote the principle that public office is a public trust. Where government is based upon the
consent of its citizens, the public is entitled to have complete confidence in the integrity of government.
The business of New Jersey is conducted in a manner intended to assure the citizens of our State that the
character and conduct of its officials and employees are above reproach. To achieve this result, the State
has ethics rules that are general in nature, as well as rules that deal with very specific situalions. Under the
general rules, you must not:
have any interest, financial or otherwise, direct or indirect, or engage in any business or transaction or
professional activity, which is in substantial conflict with the proper discharge of your duties in the public
interest;

.

.
.

use or attempt to use your official position to secure privileges or advantages for yourself or others;

act in your official capacity in any matter in which you have a direct or indirect personal financial interest
that might reasonably be expected to impair your objectivity or independence ofjudgment; or
knowingly act in any way that might reasonably be expected to create an impression or suspicion among
the public having knowledge of your acts that you may be engaged in conduct violative of your trust as an
officer or employee of the State.
These rules apply if you are a State officer or employee (holding office or employment in a State agency
or a full-time New Jersey member of an interstate agency) or a special State oficer or employee (holding
ofice or employment in a State agency for which you receive no compensation, except possibly
reimbursement of expenses, a part-time employee or a New Jersey member of an interstate agency if your
duties are not full-time).

GIFTS, FAVORS, SERVICES AND OTHER THINGS OF VALUE
Upon the recommendation of the Special Counsel for Ethics Review and Compliance, the Commission
has adopted a zero tolerance policy for acceptance of gifts offered to you, your spouse, immediate family
member, partner or associate. Unless you are permitted to receive thc gift or thing of valuc in accordance
with the Commission's rules on attendance at events, you, your spouse, immediate family member,
partner or associate shall not accept, either directly or indirectly, any gift, favor, service or other thing of
value related in any way to your official public duties. Some things of value are obvious, such as money,
stock, debt forgiveness, real estate, or automobiles. But less obvious things also have value, including
offers of employment, loans, labor, rebates, price discounts, entertainment, and meals.

Reporting Requirement. You are required to disclose and remit to your EL0 any offer or receipt of a
thing of valuc from any person or entity.
Unsolicited CIJ?~
ofNomhal Value. Unsolicited gifts or benefits of trivial or nominal value, such as
complimentary articles offered to the public in general, and gifts received as a result of mass advertising
mailings to the general business public may be retained by the recipient or the recipient's department for
general use if such use does not create an impression of a conflict of interest or a violation of the public
trust. The receipt of such complimentary articles is not required to be reported to the ELO.
Caution Against Inappropriate Uses. An item that is otherwise permissible to accept might be
impermissible if it is used or displayed in an inappropriate manner. For instance, an ofiicial in a
regulatory agency should not use a pocket calendar conspicuously marked with the name of a company
that is regulated by the agency, as this'might create the impression of favoritism. A State agency should
not display in any of its offices a wall calendar from a vendor, as this might create the impression of an
endorsement.
Gi& in the Workplace.A State employee is permitted to give or receive a gift from a co-worker, a
supervisor or a subordinate. The gift should not be excessive or inappropriate for a business environment.
Such gift shall not be reported to the ELO.
Other Resources. For a more complete discussion of this subject, see Guidelines Governing Receipt of
Gifts and Favors by Stale W c e r s and Employees, www.nj.gov/ethics/statues/guide/gificode.html,and
N.J.A.C. 19:61-6.9, w.nj.gov/ethics/statues/rules~.You should also see Advisory Opinions, below, for
information on advisory opinions that the Commission has issued on this topic and how to request an
advisory opinion concerning your particular circumstances.
COMPENSATION FOR OFFICIAL DUTIES
Your State Paycheck is Your Only Permitted Compensation. The only compensation or other thing of
value that you are allowed to solicit or accept for doing your State duties is your State paycheck. Payment
or reimbursement of your expenses for attending events is not compensation, and is addressed below
under the heading "Attendanceat Events: Honoraria, Activities, andExpe~~ses."

Other Resources. For a more complete discussion of this subject, see the Comnlission's guidelines on
various topics, at www.nj.gov/ethics/statutes/guidc/.You should also see Advisory Opinions, below, for
information on advisory
that the Commission has issued on this t o ~ i cand how to reuuest an
- opinions
.
advisory opinion concerning your particular circumstances.

ATTENDANCE AT EVENTS: HONORARIA, ACTIVITIES, AND EXPENSES
An event is any meeting. conference, seminar, speaking engagement, symposium, training course,
ground-hreahing, rihbon-cutting, meal, open house, cocktail party, fundraiser, holiday party, social
function, or similar event that takes place away from your work location, is sponsored or cosponsored by
a supplier or a non-State government source and the invitation for which is extended to you because of
youroficial position.
Meetings that you attend at other Statc agencies in the course of your oficial duties are not events.
You must obtain prior approval from your E L 0 to attend any event
You are not allowed to accept an honorarium or fee for a speech or presentation at an event.
You are not allowed to use your official title for the purpose of fundraising for a private organization
(whether at an event or elsewhere).

.

Regardless of the sponsor or the purpose of the event, you are permitted to accept nominal refreshments
such as nonalcoholic beverages and snacks (doughnuts, pastries and cookies).
V t h e Event is Not Sponsored by an InterestedPatty (See definition below)
The State may pay your reasonable expenses associated with attending the event or it may permit you to
accept (but not from an interested pafly) travel, meals, accommodation, waiver of conference or event
fees or any other costs associated with attending the event, or reimbursement for such costs.
You are prohibited from accepting entertainment that is collateral to the event, such as a golf outing, or
meals taken other than in a group setting with all attendees, or reimbursement for such items.
Examples: An employee of the Commerce, Economic Growth and Tourism Commission has been
invited, by the Mexican Tourist Bureau, an agency of the Mexican government, to attend a series of
meetings on promoting tourism in both countries. The employee will be giving a speech at a dinner on the
final day of the meetings and has been offered a $500 honorarium. The employee may attend the
meetings, but is not permitted to accept an honorarium in connection with his speech. He may accept,
directly or by reimbursement, actual expenditures for travel and reasonable subsistence for which no
payment or reimbursement is made by the State, not to exceed the statutory limit of $500.
A local non-profit organization would like to hold a dinner/fundraiser honoring a Technical Assistant
from the Department of Banking and Insurance who has been a longtime supporter of the organization.
The organization plans to use the Technical Assistant's picture, name, and ofticial title on the promotional
literature. The Technical Assistant may attend the event, but is prohibited from allowing the use of his
official title for fundraising purposes.

y t h e Event is Sponsored by an Interested Par@
An interestedparty is:

.

aperson or entity that is or ma)]reavonably be anticiparedto he subject to t k regula~ory,licensing, or
supervisory authority ofyour agency, or any employee, representative or ageni ofthat person or entity;

.

a supplier to your agency (meaning any private sector person or entity that is providing or is seeking to
provide or may reasonably he expected to provide goods and/or services to your agency) or any
employee, represenfalive, or agent o/a supplier;

an orgunizu/ion /hut advoca/e.s or repre.sen/s rhc posi/ions of irs ntenthers to your agency; or
mi urganizarion a majr,ri/y of whose members are interestedpar/iec.

In general, an in/erestedparp i.\ any person or enlip that you or your agency deal wi/h, cotttac~,or
reguiute in the course oloJJicia/b w i n e . ~ ~ .

The State must pay your reasonable expcnses associated with attending the event, and neither you nor the
State can receive travel, meals, accommodation, waiver of conference or event fees or any other costs
associated with attending the event, or reimbursement for such costs, from any source. There may be an
exception to this ~ l ifyou
e take an active role in the event (see below).
V Y o u Take an Active R d e in the Event. If an event is designed to provide training, dissemination of
information, or the exchange of ideas, and you will be making a speech, participating in a panel at the
event, or acting as an accompanying resource person for the speaker and/or participant, you must seek
approval from your ELO. If he or she determines that doing so will not create a conflict or the appearance
of one, your EL0 can permit you to attend the event and permit the interested party sponsor to reimburse
or pay for the following expenses associated with attending the event, if those expenses are not paid for
by the State:

.

Allowable Entertainment Ekpenses -tithe costs for a guest speaker, incidental music, and other ancillary
entertainment at any meal at an event, provided they are moderate and not elaborate or excessive; but not
the costs of personal recreation, such as being a spectator at or engaging in a sporting or athletic activity
which may occur as part of that event.
Actual and Reasonable Ehpendiluresfor Travel or Subsbtence - include commercial travel rates
directly to and from the event and food and lodging expenses which are moderate and neither elaborate
nor excessive. For an event outside New Jersey, this amount must not exceed $500 per trip, for
expenditures for travel or subsistence and entertainment expenses that are not paid for by the State of
New Jersey. The $500 per trip limitation does not apply if the reimbursement or payment is made by:

.

=
=
=

a nonprofit organization and you are an active member of the organiziltion because the State pays
a membership fee or charge;
a nonprofit organization that does not contract with any State agency to provide goods, materials,
equipment, or services;
any agency of the federal government or a private sector entity with a contract with a federal
agency to provide meeting, conference, travel, etc. services;
any agency of another state or of two or more states; or
any political subdivision ofanother state.

Examples: An employee of the Department of Environmental Protection has been invited to attend a
conference of the Association of Environmental Authorities and has been asked to present a short
program to explain a new series of forms being proposed by the Department. The Association has offered
to waive the $200 conference fee; the conference program includes morning and afternoon refreshments
and lunch. If the EL0 approves the employee's attendance and participation in the conference, the
employee may accept the waiver of the fee and the refreshments and meal included in the program. A
copy of the ELO's approval must be forwarded to the Commission.
The Division of Motor Vehicles is considering the purchase of new pollution-testing equipment. One of
the companies that plans to submit a bid invites several Division employees to a demonstration of the

equipment to be held at a hotel confcrcnce center. A seafood buffet will be sewed after the demonstration.
With proper approval, the employees may attend the demonstration, but because thc company plans to
submit a bid to provide this equipment, and is therefore an interested party with respect to the Division,
the employees may not partake of the seafood buffet at the expense of the vendor. The employees may,
however, pay the cost of the buffet personally. Three employees from different units ofthe Department of
Transporntion arc responsible for wechly monitoring of a construction project. Each Friday morning,
they meet with the contractor's representative at the site field office to review the week's progress and to
assess projected schedules. The meetings generally last one to two hours; coffee is available, but no other
refreshments or meals are sewed or offcrd. Because no direct or indirect benefits are offered or provided,
and because the meetings are part of the employees' job responsibilities, the meetings are not considered
"events" for the purposes of this Guide.
Considerations in Granting Approval. Your E L 0 must determine whether a legitimate State purpose will

be sewed by your attendance at an event, and must consider applicable laws, regulations, the Uniform
Ethics Code, agency ethics code, guidelines, departmental administrative policies, and any other relevant
considerations. These might include the identity of the sponsor and the other participants, the purpose of
the event, whether the event will assist you in carrying out your official duties and support your agency's
mission. and the value and character of the costs. benefits. andor honoraria ~rovidedbv the soonsor
(including whether they are comparable to those offered to or purchased by other attendees). In some
instances, the EL0 is required to forward the approval to the Commission for review.

.

Special Rules Applicable to DesignatedStale O j f e m . The Governor, the Attorney General,

Commissioners of State agencies, heads ofthe other Executive Branch departments, specified members of
the Governor's staff, and certain other persons are identified in NJ.S.A. S2:13D-24(d) as designated
Stafe offiers. These persons are subject to stricter rules concerning compensation, honoraria, and other

forms of income from any source other than their State paycheck. Designated State officers are required,
in certain instances, and are urged in all others, to seek prior review and approval from the Commission
before soliciting or accepting payment or reimbursement of their expenses in connection with an event
from any outside source.
Other Resources. For a more complete discussion of this subject, see N.J.AC. 19:61-6.1to -6.8, at
www.nj.gov/ethics/statues/rules/. You should also see Advisory Opinions, below, for information on
advisory opinions that the Commission has issued on this topic and on how to request an advisory opinion
concerning your particular circumstances.
POLITICAL ACTIVITY
You are permitted to be involved in partisan political activities, provided there is no provision in your
departmental code of ethics prohibiting those activities. The Ethics Codes of the Election Law
Enforcement Commission, the State Ethics Commission, and several other agencies have specific
provisions prohibiting such activities. Under no circumstances may you use State time or State resources
in pursuit of political activities. You should notify your EL0 prior to engaging in partisan political
activities so that your situation can be reviewed to determine what, if any, restrictions apply.
The restrictions on your soliciting or accepting things of value do not apply to the solicitation or
acceptance of contributions to the campaign of an announced candidate for elective public office.
However, you cannot accept a campaign contribution ifyou know it is being given in lieu of a payment
that you would otherwise be prohibited from accepting.
Federal Hatch Acr The Hatch Act resbicts the political activity of an individual principally employed by
a state or local executive agency in connection with a program financed in whole or in part by federal
loans or grants. There is a misperception that the Hatch Act only applies if one's salary is federally
funded. The Act may apply more broadly than that.

.
run for public office in nonpartisan elections;
.
Covered Stute and Loco1 Emp1oyee.s M q r

.

actively campaign for candidates for public oflice in partisan and nonpartisan elections; and
contribute money to political organizations and attend political fundraising functions.
Covered Slatf and Lord Employees May Not:

.
be a candidate for public ofice in a partisan election (this does not eliminate being a candidate for school
.board, a nonpartisan office in New Jersey);
use official authority or influence to interfere with or affect the results of an election or nomination; or
.
directly or indirectly coerce contributions from subordinates in support of a political party or candidate.
The Hatch Act is a federal statute, not under the jurisdiction of the Commission. Any interested party may
request advisory opinions from the Office of Special Counsel, Hatch Act Unit, 1730 M Street, N.W.,
Suite 300, Washington, D.C. 20036-4505. Telephone: 800-85-HATCH (800-854-2824) or 202-653-7143.
You may also visit the website of the United States Office of Special Counsel, at www.osc.gov.
Other Resources. For a more complete discussion ofthis subject, see "State Employees' participation in
Political Activities," www.nj.gov/ethics/statues/guide/politicalactivities.html.See Advisory Opinions,
below, for information on advisory opinions that the Commission has issued on this topic and on how to
request an advisory opinion concerning your particular circumstances.

OUTSIDE EMPLOYMENTIACTMTIES
You may have a secondiob, outside volunteer activity, or personal business interest only if it is
compatible with your agency rules and your State responsibilities. You must not:

.
undertake any employment or service which might reasonably be expected to impair your objectivity and
.independence ofjudgment in the exercise of your official duties;
engage in any business, profession, trade, or occupation that is subject to licensing or regulation by a
specific agency of State Government, without promptly filing notice of that activity with the Commission;

.

engage in any business, transaction, or professional activity that is in substantial conflict with the proper
discharge of your duties in the public interest; or

.

use state time, personnel, or other resources for the otherjob or activity.
Neither you nor your immediate family members can hold employment with, hold an interest in, or
represent, appear for, or negotiate on behalf of a holder of or applicant for a casino license unless the
Commission grants a waiver. To ask for a waiver, contact the Commission.
Prior to engaging in any outside employment or other activity, you must obtain approval from your
agency. Ask your ELO.
If you arc not certain whether you are permined to take on a job or other outside activity according to
these rules, you should ask the Commission for an advisory opinion. These cases are frequently very factsensitive, and the Commission decides each individually.

Other Resources. For a more complete discussion of this subject, see Guidelines Governing Outsidc
See also, Outside Activi(p
Ac/ivi/ics, at www.nj.gov/etl~ics/statuedguide/outsideact~guide.html.
Questionnaire, at wwn .nj.gov/ethics/statues/guide/outsidcact.htmI.
See Advisory Opinions, below, for

information on how to find advisory opinions that the Commission has issued on this topic and on how to
request an advisory opinion concerning your particular circumstances.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
As a State officer or employee or special State officer or employee, you are prohibited from acting in your
official capacity in any matter in which you have a direct or indirect personal financial interest that might
be expected to impair your objectivity or independence ofjudgment. As a practical matter, this means that
you should not panicipate in any decision, even informally, on a matter in which you have a financial
interest.
You could have afinancial interest through such things as:
A purchase, sale, lease, wntract, option, or other transaction;

.

Property or services; and

Employment or negotiations for prospective employment.
The Conflicts Law contains an exception that permits you to represent yourself in negotiations or
proceedings concerning your own interest in real property.
Prohibitions on Contracts with a State Agency
SpeciaIState O / j e r s andEmployees. You may not knowingly undertake or execute any wntract,

agreement, sale or purchase valued at $25 or more with the State agency with which you are affiliated if
you have any duties or responsibilities in connection with the purchase. or acquisition of property or
services. This prohibition also applies to your partners and to any corporation that you wntrol, or in
which you own or control more than 1% of the stock. The prohibition does not extend to other State
agencies.
State Officers and Employees. You, along with your partners or any corporation you control or in which
you own or control more than 1% of the stock, may not knowingly undertake or execute any wntract,
agreement, sale or purchase. valued at $25 or more with any State agency, whether or no/ it is the agency

for which you work.
Limifed Exceptions to these Prohibilions. Three categories of contracts are exempt from the general

prohibition on contracting with the State. However, before entering into a wntract falling within any of
these categories, approval must first be obtained from the Commission. The three categories are:

.

Those purchases, contracts, agreements, or sales that are made after public notice and competitive
bidding. The Commission typically approves such contracts unless the contract in question is with the
State employee's own agency. In these situations, the Commission has determined that such contracts
raise the issue oran appearance of impropriety under section 23(e)(7) of the Conflicts Law.

.

Those contracts that may be awarded without public advertising and competitive bidding pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 52:34-10.

.

Any contract of insurance entered into by the Director of the Division of Purchase and Property,
Department of Treasury, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52: 27B-62.
In addition, there are two statutory exemptions that do not require advance approval by the Commission:

Contracts for the development of scientific or technological discoverics or innovations: Section 19.1 of'
the Conflicts Law excepts contracts for the development of scientific or technological discoveries or
innovations in which the Statc agency has a propcrty right, if the State agency has a
procedure in its codc of ethics authorizing these contracts that minimizes actual conflicts of interest, and
the contract complies with the code procedure.
Certain rental agreements with Statc agencies: Section 19.2 of the Conflicts Law excepts rental
agreements with a Statc agency that operates a facility which rents space or provides services to assist
small businesses employing fifty people or less, pursuant to the same terms and conditions as those
offered to members of the public generally.
Prohibitions on Representing Parties other than the State. There are severe restrictions on your ability
(and that of any partnership, corporation, or firm in which you have an interest) to represent, appear for,
or negotiate on behalf of a person other than the State in connection with any cause, proceeding,
application, or other matter, including a negotiation concerning the acquisition or sale of property of any
so@ pending before any State agency. See N.J.S.A. 52: 13D-15 and -16.
Representation does not only involve personally appearing before a State agency on behalf of an
individual or entity. Under Commission precedent, representational activities also include:

.
.

correspondence to a State agency on behalf of a third party;

.

telephone calls to a State agency on behalf of a third party; and
a State employee's signature on an application or other document submitted to a State agency on behalf of
a third party (e.g., an engineering report).
You should carefully review these restrictions or consult with your EL0 if you are considering taking any
action on behalf of another person or entity that might be considered representing, appearing for, or
negotiating on behalf of that person or entity in opposition to the State or before a State agency.
For special State officers or employees, the restriction on representing parties other than the State is
limited to their own agencies.
Advisory Opinions. If you think that you may have a conflict of interest, you should ask your EL0 or the

Commission for an opinion. These cases are frequently very fact-sensitive, and the Commission decides
each individually. See Advisory Opinions, below, for information on how to find advisory opinions that
the Commission has issued on this topic and on how to request an advisory opinion concerning your
particular circumstances.
RULES REGARDWG PUBLISHED WORKS
The Commission staff frequently receives inquiries concerning State employees' activities in connection
with authoring and publishing research papers, articles, and books. ~ a s e bon applicable rules and
Commission precedent, you may accept compensation for published works only if you meet all of these
conditions:
There is no prohibition governing that activity in the Uniform Ethics Code or your department's enabling
legislation or code of ethics;

.

You obtain prior approval from your ELO;

The published work docs not use or disclose information that is not generally available to the public:

.

You do not use Statc time or resources in connection with the published work;

You do not use your oflicial title in connection with publication or promotion of the published work:
You do not promote, advertise, or solicit sales of the published work to co-workers or individuals or
entities with whom you have oflicial dealings;

.

You do not contract to sell the published work to the State, except in compliance
with section 19 of the Conflicts Law; and

.

The published work is not prepared as part of your oflicial duties.
Note that the term published work includes not only research papers, articles, and books, but also any
tangible mediums of expression, such as literary, pictorial, graphic and sculptural matter, sound
recordings, and software.
Examples: As part of his official duties, a Department of Transportation employee evaluates surveying
equipment and trains Department employees on its use. The employee recently completed an indepth
evaluation of ten different types of surveying instruments and made a recommendation to the purchasing
unit. The employee would like to publish the entire report in Transportation Magazine. He has been
wlicv decision as to whether the article mav be
offered $500 for the article. The Deoartment must make a .
published. The employee is prohibiied from accepting compensation for the article, even if the
Department grants ~ermissionfor the publication, since it was created as oart of his official duties
prepared on State time and utilizing State resources.
An Environmental Technician at the Department of Environmental Protection has been asked to write an
article for an environmentaljournal on how New Jersey's automobile emission standards differ from
those of Pennsylvania. He has been offered $500 for the article. The Environmental Technician is
permitted to publish the article and receive compensation since it is on a subject matter related to, but not
part of, his official duties, so long as he prepares the article at home, on his own time, without using any
State resources.

-

Other Resources. For a more complete discussion of this subject, see Guidelinev Governing Outside
Activities, at www.nj.gov/ethics/statues/guide/outsideact guide.htm1, Guidelines govern in^ Published
Works, at www.nj.~v/ethicdstatues/g~ide/~ublished-w~r~s.htm~,
and N.J.A.C. 19:61-6.7,~at
w.nj.gov/ethics/statueshles/recusal.html.See Advisory Opinions, below, for information on advisory
opinions that the Commission has issued on this topic and on how to request an advisory opinion
concerning your particular circumstances.

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
You may not divulge any information that you obtain in the course ofyour official duties that is not
generally available to members of the public. You may not use any such confidential information for your
own benefit, whether direct or indirect. These restrictions continue even after you are no longer a Statc
employee.

USE O F OFFICIAL STATIONERY
Agency stationcry can only be used for agency purposes. Use of ofiicial stationery for personal purposes
will result in disciplinary action by the agency or administrative action by the Commission.
See Guidelines Governing rhe lhc of Oflcial Slarioner): at
www.nj.gov/ethics/statucs/guidclstationery.htmI.

SEEKING FUTURE EMPLOYMENTIPOST-EMPLOYMENT RESTRICTIONS
Seeking Future Employment. If you have direct and substantial contact with any interested parties, you
must refrain from circulating resumes or in any manner seeking employment with those individuals or
entities while you are still in State servicc. If you are solicited for potential employment by an entity with
which you have direct and substantial contact, that solicitation must be disclosed immediately to your
management and to your EL0 to avoid a situation where you may appear to be using your ofiicial
position to gain an unwarranted advantage. If you do not have direct and substantial contact with
interested parties, you may circulate your resume and enter into discussions concerning potential
employment with those individuals or entities, so long as you avoid any situation that may give rise to an
unwarranted advantage. Your discussions, interviews, and negotiations should not take place on State
time.
Dealing wifh the State afleryour Deparlure. As a former employee, you will be prohibited from
representing or assisting a person concerning a particular matter if you were substantially and directly
involved in that particular matter while in State employment. This prohibition does not extend to
"determinations of general applicability or to the preparation or review of legislation that is no longer
pending before the Legislature or the Governor." The statute, rules, and precedent governing these
prohibitions are complex. Questions about the nature of matters with which you had involvement during
the course of your official duties should be directed to the Commission, for determination on a case-bycase basis.
Certain State O//iciuLF - One-Year Ban - Former Agency. A one-year post-employment ban applies to
any head, deputy head or assistant head of any principal department, board, commission or authority, the
Superintendent of State Police. the Governor's Chief of Staff. Chief of Management and Operations.
~ 6 eoff Policy and communications, Chief Counsel, ~irectorof ~ommunickons,Policy 'Counsel&, and
any deputy or principal administrative assistant to any of the aforementioned members of the staff of the
0 h c e b f the doveior. If you hold one of the enumerated positions, you are not permitted to represent,
appear for, or negotiate on behalf of, or agree to represent, appear for, or negotiate on behalf of any
person or party other than the State with or before any officer or employee of the State agency in which
you served.
Special Rulesfor the Casino Industry andfor Lawyers. Additional, and more stringent, rules will apply
to your post-employment activities if you file a Financial Disclosure Statement pursuant to law or
executive order, or have responsibility for matters affecting casino activity, or are engaged in the practice
of law. Questions concerning post-employment casino-related activities should be directed to the
Commission. Lawyers may request advice on the application of the Rules of Professional Conduct from
the Supreme Court Advisory Committee on Professional Ethics.
Contracling wi/h your FormerAgency. Nothing in the Ethics Laws prevents an agency from contracting
directly with a former employee. Ofher Resources. For a more complete discussion of this subject, see
Post-Employn~entReslrictionsfor State Employees. See Advisory Opinions, below, for information on
advisory opinions that the Commission has issued on this topic and on how to request an advisory opinion
concerning your particular circumstances.

NEPOTISM
The Commission staff frequently receives inquiries concerning the propriety of State oficials interacting
in the course of their oflicial duties with family membcrs. Thc majority of inquirics concern relatives
employed by the same State agency, or interactions with family members employed in the private sector.
Prior to 2006, the New Jersey Conflicts of Interest Law, N.J.S.A. 52:13D-12 et seq., did not contain a
nepotism provision. However, the statute was amcndcd, effective March 16,2006, to prohibit certain
relatives of certain State officials from holding particular government positions and also to prohibit State
officials from supervising, or exercising authority with regard to personnel actions over, a relative of the
State official.
If a relative (defined as an individual's spouse or the individual's or spouse's parent, child, brother, sister,
aunt, uncle, niece, nephew, grandparent, grandchild, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, stepparent, stepchild,
stepbrother, stepsister, half brother or half sister, whcthcr the relative is related to the individuals or the
individual's spouse by blood, marriage or adoption.) is employed by or is an applicant for an unclassified
position with the agency where you are employed, please contact your EL0 to determine if you or your
relative are affected by the statutory restrictions.

Family Members Workingfor the Same Agency. In the case of relatives who work for the same agency,
supervisor/subordinate relationships are not permitted.
Hiring Family Members. With respect to the hiring of family members, the Commission looks at the
totality of circumstances surroundina the hire to determine whether any unwarranted privilege has been
See
afforded the family member. Note that the Conflicts Law prohibits hiring in some ci&msta;ces.
N.J.S.A. 52:13D-21.2.
Interacting with Family Members in the Privafe Sector. With respect to interactions with family
members or their private sector employers, the Commission generally recommends recusal from matters
involving the relative andlor the relative's employer, in order to eliminate any appearance of impropriety.
Dating and Other Relationships. The Commission's policy concerning spouses who work in the same
agency is also applicable to non-related individuals who share the same household with the same financial
interdependence that the Commission views as creating a conflict in spousal situations. In the case of
individuals involved in a datine relationshin.,the Commission has found violations of the unwarranted
privilege and appearance sections of the statute in situations where the State employee had official
involvement in a matter affecting the individual with whom helshe had a dating relationship.

-

.

Casino-Related Conflict Issues. Only the casino-related provisions of the Conflicts Law contain
prohibitions that specifically apply to a State official's immediate family members (defined as the
person's spouse, child, parent, or sibling residing in the same household). Waivers of these prohibitions
may be requested by contacting the Commission. Waivers will be granted if, in the Commission's
judgment, the employment will not interfere with the responsibilities of the State oflicer or employee and
will not create a conflict of interest or reasonable risk of the public perception of a conflict of interest.
Other Resources. For a more complete discussion of this subject, see Oflcial Interactions with Fanri/y
Members/Cohabi~antsondDaling Relalionships, at www.nj.govlethicslstatues/guide/famcode.htnil.Sec
Advisory Opinions, below, for information on advisory opinions that the Commission has issued on this
topic and on how to request an advisory opinion concerning your particular circumstances.

RECUSAL
Prior Business Relalionships. You arc required to recusc yourself, for one year after commencing State

service, on an official matter that involves any private sector individual, association, corporation or othcr
entity that employed or did business with you during the year prior to your commencement of State
service.
Prior involvement in M a r . You are required to recuse yourself on an oflicial mattcr if you had any

involvement in that mattcr, othcr than on behalf of the State, prior to commencement of your State
service.
Persond or Financial Interest. Sometimes, conflicts situations occur because of your personal

relationships or financial circumstances. For example, you may bc involved in reviewing vendor
qualifications for a contract your agency is preparing to issue, and discover that your sibling's company
has submitted a proposal. To avoid that inherent conflict of interest, you must formally recuse yourself
from the review by assigning another individual to handle the mattcr (or advising your supervisor of the
need to do so), and by ensuring that you are screened from any communications about the review. See the
for more information
Commission's rule on recusal, at www.nj.gov/ethics/statues/rules/recusal.htmI,
about when and how to m u s e yourself.

THE COMMISSION
The Commission is responsible for providing advice and investigating matters pertaining to ethics and
related rules governing the official conduct of State officers and employees and special State officers and
employees. You are encouraged to seek guidance from the omm mission or your ELO whenever you have
questions about what you should do.

COMPLAINTS AND INVESTIGATIONS
Allegations come to the Commission from various sources and can be made orally or in writing. The
complainant may remain anonymous. If the complainant does identify himherself, that information
remains confidential.
Allegations may also be filed with the State agency employing the State officer or employee, in
accordance with the procedures established by the agency. Upon receipt of an allegation, the State agency
is required to file a copy with the Commission. It is within the discretion of the Commission to direct the
State agency to transfer the matter to it.
Investigations of violations alleged to have occurred during State service must be commenced within 2
years of the individual's termination of State service.
When the Commission receives an allegation, the staff first reviews it for an initial determination as to
whether the alleged conduct falls within the jurisdiction of the Commission. Once it has been determined
that the Commission has jurisdiction, the staff initiates a preliminary investigation which may include
interviews of the complainant, the State officer or employee involved, and any other individuals who
possess knowledge ofthe circumstances surrounding the alleged conduct. interviews are conducted under
oath and are tape-recorded. An attorney or a union representative may accompany the interviewee, if
helshe so desires, but such representation is not required. It is not appropriate for an interviewee to bc
accompanied by the agency's ELO. A copy of the taped interview will be provided to the interviewec
upon hisher request, after the Commission has reviewed the matter. Interviews are occasionally
conducted via telephone. Investigations also frequently involve the review of documents.
If the Commission determines that the testimony of any pcrson is required, and that person refuses to
appear, a subpoena may be issued.
During the course of a preliminary investigation, no information concerning an allegation is made public.
Upon the conclusion of the preliminary investigation, a written report is presented to the entire

Commission. The Commission's meeting is not a formal hearing. No witnesses appear. A full due process
hearing is held at the Office of Administrative Law ("OAL"), if and when the Commission determines
that indications of a violation exist. The Commission meeting dates are posted on the Commission's
website, at www.nj.gov/ethics. Its meetings are open to the public. Reports of the Commission's
preliminary investigations are privileged communications between the staff and Commission members.
and are considered in closed session.
If the Commission finds that there has been no violation of the Conflicts Law or the relevant department's
code of ethics, as alleged, it will dismiss the allegation. This occurs in an open public session. If thc
Commission determines that there arc indications of a violation warranting further proceedings, a
complaint is issued for a hearing at the OAL, pursuant to the requirements of the Administrative
Procedure Act, N.J.S.A. 52:14B-1 et seq., and the Uniform Administrative Procedure Rules, N.J.A.C. 1:l.
Although the Commission is also authorized hold hearings that is not normally done, due to time
constraints. Prior to an OAL hearing, witnesses may be interviewed by the investigative staff. AAAer the
OAL hearing is concluded, a decision is issued in accordance with the time frame set forth in the
Administrative Procedure Act.
In the past, the Commission has permitted individuals to enter into consent agreements with the
Commission. either orior to or after the issuance of a comolaint. Consent orders are included in the
individual's personnel file. Consent orders and complaints are public records.
Other Resources. For a more complete discussion of this subiect, see Invesri@tive Process, at
www.nj.gov/ethics/proced~res/investigative/.
See Advisory C&inions, be1ow;for information on advisory
opinions that the Commission has issued on this topic and on how to request an advisory opinion
concerning your particular circumstances.
PENALTIES
When a person is found to have violated the Conflicts Law, the Uniform Ethics Code or a particular
agency's code of ethics, the Commission can levy fines ranging from $500 to $10,000 and may order
restitution, demotion, censure or reprimand. The Commission is also authorized to order that the violator
be. suspended or dismissed from office or employment. If the person willfully and continuously
disregarded the provisions of the Conflicts Law, the Uniform Ethics Code or an agency's code of ethics,
the Commission may order that the person be barred from holding any public office or employment in
this State, in any capacity whatsoever, for a period of up to five years.
ADVISORY OPINIONS
Most of us working for the public will, at some point, find ourselves facing an ethics dilemma. It might
concern whether we can accept a favor or gift from an agency contractor or vendor. Perhaps it will arise
in connection with a second job or volunteer work. Maybe a spouse's business will want to do business
with your agency.
One of the primary functions of the Commission is to respond to questions from State employees and
others concerning how a particular situation might be analyzed under State ethics rules and to offer
advice.
This can happen in a number of ways, ranging from very informal advice, to official written opinions. In
many cases, questions can be answered with a telephone call or a visit with Commission staff. In other
cases, employees might want to get a written opinion from the staff that is "unofficial," but documents the
advice sought and received.
An "official" advisory opinion is one that is presented to the full Commission at a public meeting. Such
an opinion is given in situations that are less clear, or for which there is little precedent. If you receive
formal advice and guidance from the Commission, you will be immune from chargcs of violations of the
provisions of the Conflict Law. You cannot gain immunity from the provisions of the Code of Criminal
Justice, governing crimes such as bribery.

If

You Want to Requed an Advisory Opinion Concerning Your Situation. 1 o obtain an official advisory
opinion from the Commission, you should write to the Executive Director of the Commission. You
should provide as much information as possible concerning thc request, and include any relevant
documentation. In the event that additional information is required, a Commission investigator will
contact the appropriate individuals or organizations. Requests for advisory opinions and replies to
requests for advisory opinions may be made available to the public, after consideration by thc
Commission at a public meeting. For further information, see Reque.sl,sji~rAdvice, at
www.nj.gov/ethics/procedures/requests/.
If you are unsure which level of response is most appropriate in
your situation, give the Commission a call at (609) 292-1892. The most important thing is that you seek
advice, before engaging in a potentially questionable activity.
V Y o u Want to Review Existing Advisory Opinions. To review oflicial advisory opinions issued in the
past by the Commission, contact the Commissions staff at (609) 292-1892 or 1-888-223-1355, or visit the
Commission oflices between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on business days. While a review of prior opinions
may be useful, bear in mind that every situation is unique, and that responses to one person may not
necessarily apply to another, due to subtle factual differences between situations or to subsequent changes
.
bear in mind that advisory opinions are only binding with respect to
in the applicable laws or ~ l e sAlso,
the facts and circumstances reviewed and considered in the specific request. Summaries of many of the
Commission's opinions are available in the Commission's newsletters, at
www.nj.gov/ethics/publicationslnewsletters.

FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE
Some State officers and employees and special State officers and employees are required by statute,
executive order, or other law to file annual financial disclosure statements with the Commission.
Information about financial disclosure requirements, forms, and instructions are available on the
Commission's webpage, at www.nj.gov/ethics. The Commission is empowered to impose a civil penalty
of $50 per day for failure to file a required disclosure.
State officers and employees who must file financial disclosures, and their immediate family members
and new employers, are subject to a two-year casino-related postemployment restriction. See N.J.S.A.
52: 13D-17.2(c). This restriction does not apply to most of the special State officers and employees who
file financial disclosures.
INFORMATION ON RELATED OFFICES
Legislative Ethics Local Governmen! Ethics

Joint Legislative Committee on Ethical Standards Local Finance Board
Office of Legislative Services Department of Community Affairs
P.O. Box 068 P.O. Box 803
Trenton, NJ 08625-0068 Trenton, NJ 08625-0803
Phone: (609) 292-4840 Phone: (609) 292-6613
Toll Free: (800) 792-8630 Fax: (609) 292-9073
TDD: (609) 777-2744
Toll Free: (800) 257-7490 lobby is^ Regisfration and
Fax: (609) 777-2440 Disclosure
School Ethics Election Law Enforcement Commission
School Ethics Commission P.O. Box 185
P.O. Box 500 Trenton, NJ 08625-0185
Trenton, NJ 08625-0500 Phone: (609) 292-8700
Phone: (609) 984-694 1 Fax: (609) 633-9854

State of New Jersey
Codes of Ethics
Pursuant to section 23(a) (I) of the Conflicts Law, each State agency is required to promulgate a
code of ethics to govern and guide the conduct of State employees and special State oflicers and
employees in the agency. Each code must conform to the general standards set forth in section 23
of the Conflicts Law, but may be formulated with respect to the particular needs and problems of
the agency to which the code is to apply and, when applicable, shall be a supplement to the
uniform ethics code to be promulgated pursuant to section 23(a)(2) of the Conflicts Law. An
agency Code of Ethics is not effective until it has first been reviewed by the Attorney General's
office and is found to in compliance with the provisions of the Conflicts Law and any other
applicable laws and is subsequently approved by the Commission.
Pursuant to section 23(a)(2) of the Conflicts Law, the Commission promulgated a uniform ethics
code to govern and guide the conduct of State officers and employees and special State officers
and employees in State agencies in the Executive Branch, effective September 11,2006. This
code conforms to the general standards set forth in section 23, and is the primary code of ethics
for State agencies. An agency code promulgated pursuant to section 23(a)(l) shall be a
supplement to this primary code.
County Tax Boards, County Superintendents of Elections and County Board of Elections are
State agencies for the purposes of the Conflicts Law. Pursuant to Section V.3 of Executive
Order No. 1 (Corzine, 2006), every State department, board, commission, authority, agency and
instrumentality shall appoint an individual to serve as an ethics liaison officer. The Commission
staff holds quarterly meetings with all ethics liaison officers to ensure that the requirements of
the Conflicts Law, Commission rules and guidelines, and Executive Orders are being understood
and followed.

Appendix N
Hippocratic Oath
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Appendix 0

Oath of Allegiance

A. Please print your name as it appears on any documentation that you are required to submit.
First Name
Last Name

I

Middle Namellnilial

I

Street Address
State

Cit)

I Date

Social Security Number

1 Of Birth
( Phone

E-mail Address

1

I

I Month
I
I Arrd Cnlc
I

Zip

1 Ihy

I

I

I Year
I

Number
I
I
Endorsement Infor_m_alion.Please enter the code and print the name o f the endorsement for which you or applying.
Endorsement Name
Endorsement Code
I

B. Oath of Allegiance
Oath to suppcm the institutions ofthe United Slates (to be subscribed to by non-citizens pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A: 26-9).
do solemnly swear. (or afiirm) that, during the period o f my employment, I wil
1,
support the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the State o f New Jersey.
-

C. Verification o f Accuracy
Icertify that all statements and information provided herein are hue and accurate.
Applicant's Signature (in ink)
Date

Sworn and subscribed to before me this

day of

,20Nolary Seal

Notary Signature

Once completed, mail the form to:
New Jersey State Department o f Education
Office o f Licensure and Credentials
P.O. Box 500
Trenton. New Jersey 08625-0500

I

Attention: Non-Citizen Oath of Allegiance

L
OI&C Revised 4/20/09 KII

